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To my parents, and to the Angolan and Mozambican workers who are the 
protagonists of this transnational history
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Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World: Socialist 
Mobilities between Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany tells the story 
of young men and women from southern Africa, their time sojourning in 
Central Europe, and their return back home. With its research anchored 
deeply in two continents, it explains the varied interests that brought 
Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany together and the many motiva-
tions—political, emotional, economic—that led both Africans and 
Germans to connect to one another. In this, Remembering African Labor 
Migration to the Second World sits at the crossroads of African history, 
European history, and Cold War history.

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, I spent a few years living between 
Mozambique and the post-Soviet states of Ukraine and Russia. At one 
point, I found myself in a dormitory at Patrice Lumumba University, in 
Moscow, speaking with students from Guinea-Bissau, Mali, and Zambia. 
Our conversation ranged broadly over their experiences in Russia during 
the early 2000s. Some also spoke of a recent event that weighed heavily on 
them—a fire that had swept through a neighboring dormitory, killing a 
number of foreign students. Some among those gathered hinted that the 
fire had been the work of xenophobic arsonists. In the context of that 
conversation, it was clear to me that such hints reflected the insecurity—at 
times tinged with racial hostility—they experienced as racialized foreign-
ers. Their musings did not say so much about the fire itself yet spoke vol-
umes about the aspirations that had taken them to Moscow and the arc of 
their experience. Their accounts told a certain amount about their lives in 
Russia, but they explained so much more about how I might understand 
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the history that had brought them there: the path followed by generations 
of Africans who had preceded them, and their hopes to follow in their 
footsteps. As Marcia C. Schenck notes, oral testimony of this sort is simul-
taneously about past, present, and future.

Here, Marcia Schenck offers a deep, searching reflection on the history 
that brought thousands of young Angolans and Mozambicans to East 
Germany during the Cold War’s last decade. Broadly described as labor 
migrants—they traveled behind the Berlin Wall on four-year contracts—
they did much more than simply work, and for some, migration gave way 
to long-term residency. The story she tells covers their lives as friends, 
workers, lovers, parents, party members, and much more, as they moved 
from the factory floor to the dance floor and from pubs to government 
offices. We learn about how these young people managed homesickness 
and culture shock (especially unfamiliar food and cold winters); how they 
seized opportunities for personal growth and navigated new relationships 
(finding and, at times, losing love); and how they confronted inevitable 
obstacles (such as discovering that their hard-won skills or knowledge was 
obsolete before its time).

Schenck brings impressive capacities to this endeavor. While others may 
share her broad reading of scholarship and capacious thinking, she brings 
an unmatched intellectual boldness, in her choice to tell this story largely 
though personal narratives she collected from the workers themselves. To 
be sure, she also consulted much surrounding written documentation, but 
she allows their self-narration to form the frame for the history. It is an 
audacious yet rewarding approach, for Schenck conducted more than 250 
interviews with returned workers, an undertaking unparalleled by any his-
torian I know working on such topics. In Mozambique alone, she traveled 
from one end of the country to the other, relying on tremendous creative 
reserves and physical stamina to carry her on a journey that covered over 
2500 kilometers—one way.

This book brings a number of rewards for its readers, beyond appealing 
stories and fascinating visions of a bygone era. First, in relying on the self- 
narration of these once-young Africans’ life experiences, Schenck does 
something new and rare: she elevates their subjectivity to a global scale. 
Their narratives embrace the long distances—geographic, cultural, and 
otherwise—between southern Africa and Central Europe, otherwise 
almost impossible to grasp in the mind’s eye. It is their personal, subjective 
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experiences and their individual understandings of large-scale forces that 
shape the storyline. In so doing, Schenck renders what might otherwise be 
airless topics (such as state-to-state socialist cooperation) in human terms, 
showing how apparatchiks’ aspirations to Marxist dialectics could bring 
together young Africans and Germans in the closest possible, and unex-
pected, intimacies. She relies on their self-understandings and assessments 
as the yardstick by which to take the measure of socialist solidarities 
between East Germany and Angola, or of the outcomes produced by 
state-sponsored labor migration regimes.

A second, related reward is how Remembering African Labor Migration 
to the Second World seeks to understand the perspective of the returned 
workers themselves, using their perspective as the lens to examine the 
labor migration program overall. At the time, in the late 1970s, they were 
meant to be the “object” of improvement, targeted as such by their gov-
ernments and by East Germany. The idea was that they would head off as 
unskilled, politically naïve youth and return home as skilled industrial 
workers endowed with a political consciousness of class—no longer objects 
of change, but rather revolutionary subjects able to remake their own soci-
eties. Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World is a mir-
ror to this dyad: the former workers are both the object of focus and the 
subjects who tell the story.

Finally, readers will benefit from Schenck’s refusal to indulge in retro-
spective assessments of success or failure that sometimes creep into reflec-
tions on the Cold war. After all, in writing of something so caught up in 
Cold War politics, such a “winner” vs. “loser” framing offers little of inter-
est or utility. It is true that the expectations and aspirations that carried 
many Angolans and Mozambicans to Germany went largely unfulfilled. 
This was due in part to forces of global reach, such as the fall of the Berlin 
Wall and reunification of Germany, and also of local scale, such as the 
inadequacy of specific skills training. In refusing the simple math of a suc-
cess or failure balance-sheet framing, Schenck instead follows their life 
trajectories along the paths these now middle-aged men and women have 
chosen. She shows us how some among them have ended up as agents of 
change, if not as their handlers originally imagined. Socialist revolution is 
no longer on their mind; they seek reform and aim to usher in a new, more 
just social order to replace the closed and iniquitous politics that filled the 
vacuum created by socialist collapse.
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As a clear-eyed observer of the era once wrote, it was a time “replete 
with unfulfilled ambitions and disappointed hopes,” charged with seem-
ingly world-changing ideas that did not turn out as anyone expected.1 
Marcia Schenck offers us a history full of ambition and hope, showing us 
how young men and women from Angola and Mozambique changed the 
worlds in which they lived, in ways other than anyone expected.

Ottawa, ON, Canada Eric Allina
January 2022

Note

1. Stephen Ellis, “Writing Histories of Contemporary Africa,” Journal of 
African History 43, no. 1 (2005): 3.
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If you are a poet, you will see clearly that there is a cloud floating in this 
sheet of paper. Without a cloud, there will be no rain; without rain, the trees 
cannot grow; and without trees, we cannot make paper. …the cloud and the 
paper inter-are.1

Thich Nhat Hanh beautifully expresses the concept of inter-being. Like 
the sheet of paper, a book is much more than the eye perceives. This one 
exists because of the tireless support of many people and institutions across 
several continents.

First and foremost, I extend a heartfelt thank you to everyone who 
agreed to be interviewed in Angola, Germany, and Mozambique. I am 
deeply grateful to the migrant workers, university students, Friendship 
School students, government officials, and family members of migrants 
who graciously gave of their time and willingly shared their life stories with 
me. Many of you went above and beyond to facilitate my research by wel-
coming me into your homes, finding me places to stay, providing drivers, 
making phone calls, and making sure I participated in cultural events in 
Angola and Mozambique. I cannot thank you all enough or even by name, 
but I carry you in my heart and am tremendously grateful for everything 
you have done. Without you, this book would not exist.

The book started as a history dissertation titled “Socialist Solidarities 
and Their Afterlives: Histories and Memories of Angolan and Mozambican 
Migrants in the German Democratic Republic, 1975–2015” and my sin-
cerest gratitude extends to my wonderfully supportive dissertation com-
mittee: Emmanuel Kreike, Mariana Candido, Jacob Dlamini, and Jeremy 
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CHAPTER 1

Prologue: Juma Madeira—From Socialist 
New Man to Madjerman Activist

One of my favorite photos shows the young Mozambican Juma Madeira 
posing on the hood of a friend’s car in front of his workers’ hostel in East 
Germany (Fig. 1.1).1 Who was this young man and what brought him to 
East Germany?

Juma was born in the district of Memba in northern Mozambique, on 
April 5, 1963. A year before his birth, the Front for the Liberation of 
Mozambique (FRELIMO), the current governing party of Mozambique, 
was founded. When Juma was one year old, the Mozambican war of inde-
pendence started, which lasted until independence was finally attained on 
June 25, 1975. In 1974, Juma finished the fourth grade at a Catholic mis-
sionary primary school in Mutauanha called Paz e Amor, Peace and Love, 
a school in the tradition of the Portuguese civilizing mission. When the 
country finally became independent, Juma was in the fifth grade at the 
technical school in Nampula city. The Mozambican civil war erupted in 
1977 while Juma was still in secondary school. He graduated in 1980. In 
the same year, FRELIMO constituted itself as a Marxist-Leninist van-
guard party.

Juma’s parents were non-practicing Muslims, engaged in subsistence 
agriculture. He remembers his upbringing as rural, working the fields, and 
sleeping on mats on the floor with his three siblings. He walked to primary 
school. To continue his secondary education, however, he moved to 
Nampula where he lived with his aunt, a housewife, and uncle, a tailor. 
Compared to many of his compatriots, Juma was well educated. Between 
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Fig. 1.1 Juma in front of his workers’ hostel in Zschopau, East Germany. Source: 
Juma Madeira

1979 and 1981, he taught a literacy course for adults as part of the national 
literacy campaigns aimed at workers and cadres of the party, army, coop-
eratives, and communal villages.

While still in secondary school, Juma was recruited to continue his 
training abroad. He was excited for the possibilities this opportunity 
offered: “I was sent by President Samora Machel, the father of our nation, 
to prepare myself in Germany to return to save our country through 
work.” Before he touched down in Berlin-Schönefeld in 1981, he spent a 
few months in various collection centers across Mozambique, where he 
received quasi-military training and listened to lectures about life in East 
Germany. He was to learn how to conduct himself as a socialist New Man 
and ambassador for Mozambique abroad. Juma remembers: “we learned 
to eat with a knife and fork, to wear shoes, and to wash our hands. And we 
had to run, run, run, run!”

After six months of language training, Juma began working at the VEB 
Motorradwerk Zschopau, a so-called people-owned enterprise producing 
motorbikes, close to the city which is today called Chemnitz but was then 
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called Karl-Marx-Stadt. He underwent training for milling and lathe 
machines and received a diploma as a skilled laborer in November 1986. 
From 1983 to 1989 he also occupied a position in the company as 
FRELIMO Secretary for Information, Propaganda, and Finances. He 
worked for eight years at the motorcycle factory, serving two four-year 
contracts. According to company documents, Juma’s open and gregarious 
character made it easy for him to integrate into the work collective. He 
sometimes needed reminding though that the goal of work was effi-
ciency—a virtue Juma never came to fully embrace—and the fulfillment of 
the production quota. To the frustration of his supervisors, he constantly 
remained below quota. Even though he graduated with an overall evalua-
tion of “good,” Juma did not take work too seriously; to him, work was 
something that needed to be done, but his heart really beat for the many 
experiences Europe had to offer outside of the company gates.

Juma was in Germany for much of his youth. He left as an eighteen- 
year- old boy “who had never drunk alcohol, smoked, or made love to a 
woman” and returned as a twenty-seven-year-old adult, a trained skilled 
laborer with nearly a decade of work experience, a partner, and a child. 
Juma met his colleague Graciel in the motorcycle factory. She was born in 
Maputo in 1963 as the daughter of a cook and a housewife and went to 
school until sixth grade. Graciel’s older brother had been recruited while 
still a student to work and train in East Germany, and his letters home, 
describing his life in the brightest of colors, inspired her and her two other 
brothers to sign up for the program, too. After four years in a beverage 
factory in Leipzig, she went back to Mozambique for three months before 
returning to East Germany on a second contract, this time to the motor-
cycle factory in Zschopau. She never aspired to have a European boyfriend 
and remembers: “Juma was love at first sight!”

Juma, who had several lovers in Germany from different nationalities 
and backgrounds, told me that Graciel was very persistent and would not 
accept no for an answer; only when Graciel became pregnant did Juma 
commit to her. They decided to hide her pregnancy to avoid her being 
sent back to Mozambique, which had happened to other women in their 
company. In the end, they were not only allowed to stay but moved 
together into a small apartment provided by the company. Juma Junior 
was born in 1988, and two brothers, born in Mozambique, followed him. 
Unlike many of his colleagues, Juma did not father children with German 
women, but he does have four other children with two other women in 
Mozambique. As is common among many former Mozambican labor 
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migrants, he never formally married and continues to describe his marital 
status as single.

For many Mozambican workers, German reunification continues to 
have a bitter aftertaste. On the one hand, they expressed happiness for the 
Germans, but for their own lives, it was often a catastrophe, as it meant a 
premature return to a war economy back home. In the ensuing disorder 
of the transition period that followed reunification, some companies 
decided to repatriate foreign workers; others withheld information about 
the conditions under which they could have stayed. Racism was rife. Juma 
and Graciel, however, experienced relatively little of this chaos. Graciel felt 
very strongly that she wanted to be closer to her parents to support them, 
as well as to receive help with her own children. They jointly decided to 
return, imagining a golden future in Mozambique.

The future, Juma and Graciel would quickly discover, turned out to be 
not quite so golden. Their bitter awakening came a few months after their 
homecoming. Socialist workers returned to a post-socialist country in flux 
economically and politically. Like the vast majority of workers who 
returned in the early 1990s, neither Juma nor Graciel found work in the 
areas for which they had been trained. They moved back to northern 
Mozambique. Juma worked as a driver and security guard but struggled 
to make ends meet in the beleaguered Mozambican economy. Graciel 
worked for eight years as a service worker in an informal soda shop. The 
family earned extra income in the informal economy, selling home-made 
foods in front of their house, and renting their phone out as a public 
phone. In 1992, the sixteen-year war ended in Mozambique, and the 
country continued its path toward market principles and multiparty 
democracy. In 1999, Juma moved to Maputo with his in-laws because his 
eldest son needed medical attention. The rest of the family soon followed. 
Juma worked a variety of impermanent jobs until, in 2003, at forty years 
old, he gave up looking for employment.

The family now depends on Graciel’s earnings—she has been cooking 
for a catering firm for nine years—and on the proceeds from Juma Junior’s 
bakery. One of Graciel’s brothers is married to a German woman and lives 
in Germany, so the family still has ongoing contact with Germany today. 
Juma became a full-time activist for the madjerman cause: first as vice- 
president, and then as the treasurer of ATMA, the Association of 
Mozambican Workers in Germany, he served the largest and most durable 
organization of returned workers. Since 2010, he has also been an active 
member of Mozambique’s second largest opposition party, MDM, the 
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Democratic Movement of Mozambique, and is hoping to build a political 
career. Though Juma was not able to capitalize on his training as a skilled 
worker, he puts his political training to use, no longer as a socialist New 
Man, but as an activist and aspiring opposition politician in a post-socialist 
Mozambique.2

In January 2014, on one of the first days of my second stay in 
Mozambique, I visited what is known as the park of the madjerman, 
where ATMA President Zecca Alfredo Cossa introduced me to his right- 
hand man, Juma. Juma had been given the task of detailing the official oral 
history of the organization of returned workers from 1990 to the present.3 
This introduction was the beginning of an ongoing conversation about 
the organization and his personal experiences in East Germany. During 
my time in Mozambique, Juma was my host, excited for the opportunity 
to reciprocate the hospitality that he had experienced in East Germany. He 
invited me to his home to meet his family, cooked typical Mozambican 
food, and brought a big cake to my birthday celebration, knowing the 
great importance to every German of Kaffee und Kuchen—coffee and 
cake. He showed me sites important to the madjerman in Maputo and 
Matola, such as their protest route, the airport where they had first 
returned to the country, and the collection centers where the future 
worker-trainees were assembled prior to their trip, among many other 
locations. He included me in madjerman reunions, and invited me to 
community events such as weddings, funerals, and wakes. Thanks to him, 
and many more returnees like him, I eventually came to understand their 
history, their present, and their dreams for the future.

I am sharing Juma and Graciel’s story to illustrate the intricate inter-
connections between personal, national, and international events, and to 
contextualize the life choices of former migrants from Angola and 
Mozambique. Key personal decisions included the choice to migrate; how 
much energy to invest in training and work; what to consume in East 
Germany and how to invest in an eventual return home; with whom to 
establish relationships; and how to deal with exclusion and racism. This 
included navigating life in the conflict, post-conflict, and market econo-
mies of their homeland. They also had to negotiate with their home gov-
ernments over withheld wages and other social security benefits. Among 
the national and geopolitical events that framed the possibilities of Juma’s 
life were Portuguese colonialism, independence, the Cold War, regional 
and domestic armed conflicts, the disintegration of the global communist 
project, and the transition to the market economy and multiparty 
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democracy. Juma and Graciel, and other similarly situated workers, would 
have never migrated for training and work to East Germany had it not 
been for a combination of national and international factors that pushed 
them to imagine opportunities elsewhere. Geopolitical partnerships 
between socialist nations shaped by the Cold War era further enabled this 
migration from South to East. This book tells the story of the rise and fall 
of the socialist project in Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany, as 
experienced by the Angolan and Mozambican migrants.

Notes

1. The former Mozambican workers in East Germany became known as mad-
jerman after their return. The information presented here is drawn from 
various interviews and conversations conducted with Juma and Graciel 
between January and June 2014 in Maputo, Mozambique.

2. MDM stands for Movimento Democrático de Moçambique, Democratic 
Movement of Mozambique.

3. The official name is Associação dos Antigos Trabalhadores na Extinta RDA, 
Association of former workers in the extinct GDR.

Open Access  This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial- NoDerivatives 4.0 International License (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by- nc- nd/4.0/), which permits any noncommer-
cial use, sharing, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long 
as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a 
link to the Creative Commons licence and indicate if you modified the licensed 
material. You do not have permission under this license to share adapted material 
derived from this chapter or parts of it.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the 
chapter’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to 
the material. If material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons licence 
and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the 
permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copy-
right holder.
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CHAPTER 2

Introduction

On a warm winter’s morning in August 2011, I ambled through the cen-
ter of Mozambique’s capital city Maputo, known as the city of cement. On 
Avenida 24 de Julho, close to the labor ministry, I suddenly heard a voice. 
“Wie geht es Dir? Kommst du aus Deutschland?” (“How are you? Do you 
come from Germany?”) Surprised to hear my mother tongue, I turned 
around. The man who had just greeted me was a little shorter than me. He 
was perhaps in his mid-fifties and was dressed in a t-shirt and jeans. He 
looked ordinary to me. What he was about to tell me, however, was any-
thing but. For me, the ensuing conversation was the gateway to a new 
world, the world of the madjerman.1 The madjerman were workers who 
migrated from newly independent Mozambique to communist East 
Germany and their story can tell us an enormous amount about 
Mozambique, about East Germany, about memory, and about people’s 
endless capacity for adaptation and resilience.2

The name of the man who hailed me in fluent German in the middle of 
a city in southern Africa was João. He saw me, registered my skin color, 
clothes, and gender, and decided that he would like to speak to a young 
woman from Germany to reminisce about the past and tell me about the 
madjerman’s struggle.3 An impulsive decision led to, for me at least, a life- 
changing conversation. That morning, without knowing it, João had 
planted the seed for Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second 
World: Socialist Mobilities between Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany.

© The Author(s) 2023
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For those readers not already familiar with the madjerman, the briefest 
and broadest possible summary of their story is as follows. About 21,000 
young Mozambicans, and at most 2500 Angolans, migrated to socialist 
East Germany for work and training between 1979 and 1990.4 The idea 
was that they would go to Germany to help alleviate the shortage of labor 
there. While in Europe, they would obtain practical capabilities and soft 
skills which would make them useful workers, not least for envisioned East 
German projects in Mozambique. They would also be inculcated with 
socialist ideals. They would become vanguard African socialist “New Men.”

The plan was that the worker-trainees would then go back to Africa and 
deploy these skills in the service of Mozambique’s and Angola’s nascent 
industrial revolutions. Sadly, it did not work out like that. The migrants 
did not receive the expected high-quality training and there were few 
industries in which to employ the skills they attained. The scheme then fell 
apart when communism ended in East Germany. Nearly all the Angolans 
and Mozambicans returned home, where they expected to receive the 
portion of their wages that they had been practically obliged to send back 
while they were working. Most of the migrants never saw the money they 
expected. Their homecoming was for many a traumatic process marked by 
poverty and dashed hopes. In Mozambique, where most of the migrants 
were from, they acquired the nickname madjerman as they campaigned to 
receive the money and other benefits that they believed they were owed.

I returned to Mozambique in January 2014, this time with a purpose. 
I systematically collected oral histories from former workers, students, and 
school children who had taken part in state-led migration schemes to East 
Germany. With João, and with the other Africans I spoke to, I found that 
my own German identity opened doors and provided a starting point for 
my conversations with people. Many were keen to share their stories about 
a time long gone, and somehow my Germanness stimulated them. I 
reminded them of a former German friend or colleague. Interviewees 
often assumed they knew how to read me: they felt that they had a special 
insight into the German mindset. The fact that I was born in West Germany 
and was too young to remember the two Germanys did not seem to mat-
ter much. The differences between the east and west of my home did not 
greatly resonate into Mozambique, and neither to Angola, where I also 
carried out interviews.

However, differences, which from Africa look small, matter enormously 
when seen from the German perspective. My Wessi-ness mattered greatly 
when interviewing former East German officials.5 Whereas most Africans 
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assumed a shared horizon of experiences for all Germans, many East 
Germans anticipated that, coming from the Germany that “won” the 
Cold War, I intended to write a victor’s history.6 I imagine the book I have 
written confounds these expectations. I hope it does.

When I began this project, I wanted to learn to see like a socialist New 
Man in training. Rather than looking at large-scale, high-modernist 
schemes which aimed to use the power of the state to improve the human 
condition, as James Scott has done, my goal was to examine these schemes 
from the perspective of the humans who were to be improved. Intrinsic to 
the history of these grand schemes was their failure, so the study of their 
subjects would also encompass how they experienced these failures.7 How, 
I wondered, do labor migrants themselves remember their migration 
experience and how do they speak about its legacies in their lives? Scott is 
concerned with how the forms of knowledge underlying such plans shaped 
the manner of their failure. One of the key results of my way of doing 
things has been that my work focuses much less on the failures. This is 
because the schemes may have failed, but the people within them did not. 
They do not perceive themselves as having failed, and, even more funda-
mentally, there is no such thing as a failed life, because unlike schemes, 
lives do not have measurable criteria of success and failure against which 
they can be judged.

Instead of thinking about the schemes and their failures I pay attention 
to how Africans caught up in these schemes confronted the shortcomings 
they encountered, repurposing them to meet their goals. This is a story of 
individuals facing and (sometimes) overcoming institutional failures. The 
biggest example of this in my narrative is that although madjerman par-
ticipation in working-training migration schemes may not have ended up 
with them in secure employment as industrial vanguard workers as it was 
supposed to, it did give them a framework to organize together when they 
returned, in order to fight for their collective and individual rights. This 
collective action simply could not have occurred without the failure of the 
labor migration schemes.

Central to this narrative are the personal stories of the people who trav-
eled across continents. As always, personal stories transcend the simplistic 
schematism which so often ensues when we think about concepts such as 
the Cold War, or dualities such as the global South and North, or East and 
West, the Second and the Third Worlds. The narratives in this book show 
how African migrants were simultaneously recipients of and contributors 
to German life. They examine how their experiences—as producers, as 
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consumers, and as intimate strangers—shaped their life trajectories as 
young migrants in the Socialist Bloc and, after the fall of the Berlin Wall, 
as middle-aged citizens in post-socialist societies.

The tail end of the transnational workers’ trajectory, especially, nour-
ishes a nostalgia for some aspects of their lives under socialism, for which 
I have coined the word eastalgia. Eastalgia is both a historical outcome 
and a moral-political critique of post-socialism. The word, and the state of 
mind it represents, is central to this book. Eastalgia is ostensibly about the 
past—a nostalgia for life in East Germany which no longer exists—but 
really it is at least as much about the present and the state of things in 
Mozambique and Angola. It is therefore a specific form of one of the spe-
cial qualities of oral histories, that they exist in several time frames at the 
same time.

As a fragment of the past in the present, eastalgia has a restorative 
dimension through the identity and belonging it provides to the returned 
workers. Their shared past and (often idealized) memories give them an 
anchor as they struggle to navigate a social landscape in which many of 
them can find little stable mooring. The narratives in this book, and the 
composite one that I have forged by putting together all the individual 
narratives, are thus in many ways a critique of the present. What my inter-
viewees told me has as much to say about the present in Mozambique as 
it does about the past in East Germany. What matters is why interview 
partners recalled certain things while forgetting others; why they chose to 
relay their lives in a certain way and not another. Oral histories are prod-
ucts of the present and its selective recall of the past, and the criticisms that 
workers make of their present living conditions are thus intricately inter-
woven in their retelling of the past. Former worker-trainees who are still 
engaged in activism, fighting for reparations, often emphasize the unre-
solved nature of their struggle; yet this is a topic also of interest to many 
returnees who are not involved in activist work but whose social condi-
tions do not let them forget the importance of the money for which they 
once worked.

What emerges through this composite of life histories is not a clear-cut 
story that fits the memories of the former workers into one neat argument. 
To try to force them into a unified direction in this way would be to do a 
great disservice to the men and women whose experiences this book 
details. Instead, dualities and ambiguities are central to this book. The 
narratives within it are about the past but are rooted in the present. The 
migrations were ostensibly state driven but could also never have 
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happened without a myriad of complex personal motives. The migrants to 
Germany lived there as both producers and consumers—a reminder that 
even within communism, where focus was so often on production, con-
sumption remained a central part of life. They went to a country whose 
guiding principles were international socialist solidarity and anti-racism 
but ended up facing brutal racism that made many of them leave. And they 
trained as industrial workers but then returned to a country with limited 
employment opportunities in industry.

Therefore, I am offering to the reader a tapestry shedding light on dif-
ferent patterns, different perspectives of life in East Germany and in south-
ern Africa from the unique perspectives of non-elite African socialist 
cosmopolitans. I am reminding the reader that nothing is more compli-
cated, and indeed that nothing is more inspiring, than people’s infinite 
capability for adaptation and for navigating macro-circumstances for their 
personal goals. This is a message that no archive-based or institutional- 
level study could hope to transmit.

TransnaTional socialisT labor MigraTion scheMes

On February 24, 1979, Erich Honecker, General Secretary of East 
Germany’s Socialist Unity Party (SED) and Chairman of the State Council, 
visited Maputo, the capital of Mozambique, together with other members 
of the SED.  During this visit an agreement regulating temporary 
Mozambican labor and training migration to East Germany was signed by 
German Secretary of the Central Committee for the Economy Günter 
Mittag and Mozambican Minister for Planning and Development 
Marcelino dos Santos. The Angolan version was signed six years later, on 
March 29, 1985. Until the premature cancellation of the agreements, 
about 21,000 contracts were signed with Mozambicans and up to 2500 
with Angolans.8 The signees were mostly young men, but there were also 
some women. They served contracts that averaged four years in length, 
combining (in theory, at least) labor on the factory floor with training in 
company schools, returning home as skilled laborers. The program’s initial 
objective was to train the future vanguard of Mozambique’s and Angola’s 
working classes across various industries and companies in East Germany. 
It was to contribute to building up the human resources required for 
Angolan and Mozambican socialist industrial development, while also aid-
ing the fragile East German economy.
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It was not to be. The  complex wars in Angola (1975–2002) and 
Mozambique (1977–1992) derailed industrial development. Furthermore, 
the age of socialist one-party states ended globally in the late 1980s. As 
Germany, Angola, and Mozambique shifted to market economies and 
reorganized around the principles (if not necessarily the reality) of multi- 
party democracies, most of the workers lost their jobs and returned home. 
Once back in Africa, very few succeeded in finding the kind of blue-collar 
work for which they were trained. More than a quarter century after their 
return, many workers remain nostalgic for their time abroad. To those of 
us who are more often exposed to the depiction of East Germany as a gray, 
oppressive place, madjerman positivity about it is a bracing change from 
the norm. Standpoint is everything. People reminisce about their youth—
as people do the whole world over—and the madjerman’s mainly positive 
memories of East Germany serve to criticize the failures of contemporary 
Mozambique and Angola.

This book is concerned with seeing the world through the eyes of the 
Angolans and Mozambicans who spent part of their lives working and 
learning in East Germany. Their experiences were translocal, in the sense 
that they came from one specific context (e.g., a school in Beira, 
Mozambique) and migrated to another (e.g., a company in Karl Marx 
Stadt—now Chemnitz). Their navigation of the national stage was thus 
filtered through the prism of the local, and again filtered through their 
own personal experience. And yet, through their translocal and personal 
migrations they came to understand the national, and came to frame 
themselves as Angolans or Mozambicans. This was not a given in these 
newly postcolonial countries. After the event, they have generally come 
to reflect upon their lives in East Germany, not in Berlin, Cottbus, 
or Jena.9

The workers participated in bilateral migration schemes that connected 
two states along transnational socialist axes of mobility. Transnational has 
two meanings in this book that cannot be separated from one another. 
The first reads transnational as connections between two states, and there-
fore telling a story that cannot be contained within the national history of 
one of the states. This sense is of transnational as in international. The 
second sense suggests that the national frame is not the natural context for 
this story because individual workers are the historic actors we follow in 
this account, living both translocal and transnational lives.10 This is trans-
national as in transcending the national.
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This narrative is part of a plethora of migrations that connected the 
Second and Third Worlds during the Cold War era, giving the lie to the 
notion of Second World societies as being insular and static.11 While East 
German citizens’ right to movement was indeed severely curtailed—even 
seeing family in the West proved an impossibility for many—workers from 
Angola and Mozambique gained mobility previously unimaginable to 
them as they were able to come to East Germany on labor contracts to 
gain work experience and skills training. As citizens of the global South, 
this mobility was lost to them after the fall of the wall and the collapse of 
socialism, whereas East Germans suddenly found themselves free to travel, 
but now simply as Germans. But it was not only laborers who made their 
way from across Africa to East Germany and other countries across the 
socialist world from Cuba to the Soviet Union. It was also school children 
from Mozambique, university students from Angola and Mozambique, 
youth going for vocational training, union members who attended trade 
union schools, journalists attending journalism schools, and freedom 
fighters receiving military training.12 This book then dives deeper into just 
one migration current of many.

To understand Cold War migration from Africa to the rest of the world 
we must consider the conflict as enabling juncture—perhaps not the most 
natural thing to do. This book contributes to a wider retelling of the Cold 
War in Africa, not with a focus on destructive ideological and military 
conflict but instead paying attention to constructive alliances and the 
state-building schemes they engendered. The new focus is on what hap-
pened outside the war theaters: on factory floors, in vocational schools, 
supermarkets, and discos. In so doing, this narrative contributes to African, 
German, and transnational history by elucidating  several aspects of the 
African experience of Cold War socialism and its legacies in present-day 
Angola and Mozambique.13

This book opens new ways of thinking about the socialist period in all 
three states. In the 1970s, what David Ottaway and Marina Ottaway called 
“Afrocommunism” made headway as the People’s Republic of the Congo, 
Benin, Guinea Bissau, Cape Verde, Madagascar, Ethiopia, Angola, and 
Mozambique all adopted socialism, to varying degrees.14 In 1977, Angola, 
Mozambique, and Ethiopia adopted Marxism-Leninism as official state 
ideology and opted for Marxist-Leninist state-led development. This 
meant building a one-party state, promoting industrialization and mod-
ernization, having a state-directed economy, and fostering ties with the 
Eastern Bloc. The Peoples Republics of Angola and Mozambique were 
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not exceptional in turning to socialism, as they did so as part of a wave of 
thirty-five out of fifty-three African countries which opted for some sort of 
socialism after independence.15 In both Angola and Mozambique, Marxist 
revolutionary liberation movements assumed state power.16 The relatively 
late independence of Angola and Mozambique in 1975 coincided with 
what Fred Halliday calls the Second Cold War, a phase of increased mili-
tary involvement in the Third World. This was certainly the case in south-
ern Africa.17 Here, the regional fight against white minority rule became 
entangled with Cold War objectives.18

The Cold War shaped lives, also  across southern Africa. It shaped 
the options for the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola 
(MPLA) and the Mozambican Liberation Front (FRELIMO). Both par-
ties had enjoyed extensive support from the socialist side of the Cold 
War from the outset, although this was not their only source of inter-
national support. First, they struggled against the colonial Portuguese, 
who saw themselves as part of the global fight against communism and 
received help from the anti-communist West and from apartheid South 
Africa, which also saw itself as an anti-communist bulwark. Then, after 
independence had been won, there were extended civil wars—in the case 
of the MPLA against the National Liberation Front (FNLA) and the 
National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA), and—
in the case of FRELIMO—against the Mozambican National Resistance 
(RENAMO).19 These opponents also functioned as proxies for a diverse 
group of self-declared anti-communist actors, such as the US, South 
Africa, and (as it was then) Rhodesia. The Cold War was distinctly hot in 
Angola and Mozambique.20

Because the opposing sides in Mozambican and Angolan politics came 
down on different sides of the Cold War, the conflict played a fundamental 
role in determining which development projects could be carried out. 
And, equally important, through the conflicts it fueled, the Cold War 
shaped both how Africa saw the world and how the world saw Africa. This 
is not a book about the Cold War’s theaters of war—though as we will 
come to see, the ongoing wars in Angola and Mozambique shaped the 
lives of the labor migrants. My focus shows that the Cold War not only 
endangered but also engendered new connections. It resulted in a tight 
net of nations which professed to follow a socialist path, ranging from 
Cuba to the USSR. When Angola and Mozambique turned decisively to 
socialism after independence in 1975, they did so, too, to open the door 
to a world of possibilities. Among other things, one of these possibilities 
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was a priority partnership with East Germany. The result was comprehen-
sive economic, technical, and educational cooperation.

To understand this important aspect of how socialist countries were 
interconnected, this book investigates points of convergence between 
national spaces and translocal and transnational migrations along axes of 
socialist mobilities. In the imagination of Angolan and Mozambican poli-
ticians, post-independence state building was done partially abroad, first in 
exile and then, after independence, by sending citizens abroad for skills 
training. This was a story of the formation of new Angolan and Mozambican 
citizens. We also see the creation of skilled workers for the East German 
market and—planned, but not always achieved—for Angolan and 
Mozambican industrial development. The worker-trainees who were sent 
on state-to-state contracts to be trained abroad expected to return as 
skilled cadres whose newly acquired technical knowledge could support 
the economic development of their home societies. Their migration was 
supposed to address three interests: it was to place young people in 
employment and teach them specific skills that qualified them for a variety 
of blue-collar jobs; it was to give them an international socialist perspec-
tive; and, through the ostensibly voluntary but de facto mandatory trans-
fers of varying portions of the workers’ wages (between 25 percent and 60 
percent), it contributed to the reduction of Mozambican debt to East 
Germany.21

Ethnically, regionally, and educationally heterogeneous groups, drawn 
from various demographic backgrounds within Angola and Mozambique, 
were to share East German company dormitories, organized along lines of 
nationality. This environment encouraged interaction in Portuguese, fos-
tering the emergence of a common identity as Angolans or Mozambicans 
amid the majority East Germans and labor migrants from other socialist 
countries. The migrants acquired technical and intercultural skills and 
learned German and gained more fluency in Portuguese as the primary 
means of communication.

The developmental side of the worker-trainee scheme failed. However, 
it is clear in this book that the program was notably successful in its cul-
tural role of forming national Mozambican and Angolan identities in its 
participants. Being abroad and being treated as a collective, living together, 
in some cases working together, instilled a national identity that was not 
questioned in my interviews but rather uncritically adopted and asserted. 
A crack in that identity emerged after the return home but nevertheless 
the idea of a collective identity very much survives. It was created when 
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the migrants lived as intimate strangers—an existence which I discuss 
extensively in Chap. 5 of this book—in East Germany, and the experience 
forged a collectivity that continues to overwrite ethnic allegiances to this 
day. Hence, this is not a story of regional or ethnic variance. In both 
Luanda and Maputo, the workers’ associations have members from differ-
ent provinces and ethnic groups, and this illustrates the forging of com-
monality that the country-wide recruitment intended.22

The labor migration programs between Angola, Mozambique, and 
East Germany were no isolated phenomenon. State-facilitated and -regu-
lated socialist mobilities came in many shapes and forms. These groups 
often shared an understanding that their individual journeys were part of 
a wider struggle for progress, decolonization, and development. At the 
same time, African states like Mozambique and Angola received foreign 
consultants, teachers, doctors, and military professionals, also from East 
Germany. East Germany ran programs of solidarity between socialist 
brother nations in the name of proletarian internationalism and supported 
liberation movements like the FRELIMO. African students, trade union-
ists, journalists, military professionals, apprentices, and school children 
traveled to East Germany. The Angolan and Mozambican men and women 
who came to work in East Germany also found themselves in good com-
pany once they were there. People from other socialist countries like 
Algeria, China, Cuba, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, and Vietnam  also 
migrated to East Germany for labor and on-the-job training.23 Nor was 
East Germany the only country in Central and Eastern Europe to employ 
laborers from outside Europe: Vietnamese workers not only constituted 
the largest number of foreign workers in East Germany, they were further 
employed in Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Hungary, and Cuban workers 
also worked in Czechoslovakia and Hungary.24

English-language literature about socialist labor migrations is growing, 
providing a better understanding of migration within and to the member 
states of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (Comecon). State- 
socialist migrations differ fundamentally from other types in several 
regards.25 First, the state arranges the travel documents and sets the travel 
date. Workers in Angola had to make their own way to Luanda to board a 
plane to East Germany, whereas Mozambicans were collected in regional 
holding centers and transferred collectively to Maputo, where they were 
preoccupied with paramilitary training to keep them physically fit, and 
some received talks about life in East Germany and what was expected of 
them. Second, workers had no say regarding the group in which they were 
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placed, the industry they worked in, or in which city or village they lived 
or with whom they shared a room. Third, all states involved also made it 
very hard for workers to break the mold which saw workers return home 
after the end of their contracts. This thwarted the dreams of workers who 
sought to advance to university once abroad or wanted to marry or live 
with an East German partner. That is not to say that these things did not 
happen but marriages and university degrees for worker-trainees from 
Angola and Mozambique were the exception rather than the rule. Fourth, 
the Angolan and Mozambican state promised that it would place returned 
skilled workers in the appropriate jobs back home. And finally, these states 
were to be the custodian of fictionally transferred wages, which meant 
they had to find money to pay the deferred wages. What all of this meant 
was that very little was down to the workers. If you had a mindset that 
allowed you to go with the flow, it could be a comfortable and easy-going 
life. Workers were provided for, and could spend the money they received 
as they pleased, free from having to worry about the basics of life such as 
employment, accommodation, and food. To those whose wishes chal-
lenged what home and host states expected of them, the lifestyle felt 
restricted. It curtailed life plans that did not fit the mold.

In part, labor migration to East Germany from within the socialist 
world was justified by labeling it as vocational training migration. Whereas 
the capitalist West, especially West Germany and its guest worker program, 
was said to exploit labor, East Germany emphasized the human capital 
development nature of its programs.26 Their stated purpose was to create 
a professionally skilled and consciously socialist vanguard workforce. As 
part of the international proletariat, the workers were to return to their 
home countries to aid industrialization and spread the socialist revolu-
tion.27 This was soon enough revealed as propaganda. Accusations of 
exploitation emerged. Algeria, Poland, and Cuba all raised sensitive issues 
such as mistreatment and exploitation of their workers in East Germany. 
Algeria was the first to sound the alarm in the early 1980s. It passed a 
protective law “against the exploitation of Algerian citizens by foreign 
states” as a result of which the agreements with East Germany were dis-
solved.28 In 1987 the Polish government demanded better treatment of 
their workers in East German factories, and one year later Cuba threat-
ened to annul a bilateral labor agreement on the grounds of attacks on 
their citizens and a concern for their safety.29 It is probably not a coinci-
dence that Poland’s and Cuba’s complaints were voiced in the second half 
of the 1980s, a time in which the recruitment of foreign labor to East 
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Germany was being driven primarily by economic concerns and was 
neglecting vocational training and the well-being of workers. Increased 
numbers of Mozambican workers were to offset the reduction of Cuban 
and Polish workers. The planned increase in Mozambican laborers was 
calculated so that the deductions from their wages would be used to 
reduce the Mozambican trade deficit with East Germany. Exactly how 
much labor power could be sold was a sore point in Mozambican and East 
German negotiations.30

The socialist training of the New Men (and Women) became less rele-
vant as the Cold War ended and East Germany, Mozambique, and Angola 
all shifted to market economies. Some, especially of the first generation of 
migrants who returned in the mid-1980s, were integrated into relevant 
industries upon return, but toward the end of the programs that outcome 
became increasingly unlikely. For many, this failure defined their return to 
their homeland. The unfulfilled dreams and broken promises still fuel the 
workers’ activism a quarter century after their return. In another of the 
ironies of their story, the madjerman have become a vanguard, but of a 
totally different sort than once envisioned. They are no socialist vanguard 
workforce driving socialist industrialization in one-party states. They have 
become a protest vanguard that tries to hold the German and Mozambican 
governments accountable to the promises they made.

From the German perspective, the presence of roughly 25,000 worker- 
trainees from Angola and Mozambique was a part of the history of foreign 
labor employed through bilateral state agreements. The workers’ voca-
tional training was celebrated in East Germany as an example of socialist 
international solidarity. It was part of the fight against capitalist colonialism 
as it helped brother nations to develop along independent, socialist lines. 
East Germany continued to distinguish transnational state labor migration 
from stays related purely to vocational training. The former were truly 
about work while the latter were primarily about education.31 Despite all 
this, the celebration of the international proletariat, as personified by the 
workers from Angola and Mozambique, rang hollow when compared with 
the reception of African university students. It was the students—many of 
whom were drawn from among already established elites—not the work-
ers, who East Germany courted as future leadership cadres of their respec-
tive home countries. Regarding the students as the face of a future 
leadership, East German authorities were willing to make concessions to 
some students—for instance, in terms of freedom of movement across the 
Iron Curtain—that they did not make to the workers or, for that matter, 
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the vast majority of their own citizens.32 East Germany did little to chal-
lenge social structures among the people who migrated there from Africa.

Afro-European encounters under the banner of socialism could lead to 
dialectical processes of globalizing. The presence of Africans globalized 
East Germany and the Eastern Bloc.33 Some African sojourners experi-
enced East Germany as pan-African space: “the opportunity to meet is 
better here […] than in Africa,” as one African student at the trade union 
school in Bernau put it.34 An Angolan university student thought of a 
Black East: “Ours was a Black East, …we learned so much about other 
African cultures when we were in East Germany. We participated in official 
celebrations of national holidays but also informal student parties and 
made new friends not just from Angola but from Nigeria and other 
places.”35 This book then contributes toward challenging the view of 
socialism as a time of stasis, stagnation, uniformity, isolation, and immo-
bility by tracing a particular kind of Afro-European encounter.

sTrucTure and conTribuTions

The story told in Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second 
World is far more than one of diplomacy or technical cooperation. It is, 
above all, a story of migration, mobility, and immobility told from the 
perspective of the migrants themselves. Studying migration through its 
participants’ memories brings both sending and receiving countries into a 
single methodological framework.36 This book follows labor migrants over 
their life course and reveals how theirs is a story of love and suffering, 
enrichment and loss. These are contradictions, but given the intrinsic con-
tradictoriness of human experience, the presence of these contradictions is 
itself no contradiction. Seeing the world through the memories of the 
workers underscores the human side of the state-migration scheme. East 
Germany comes into view from the perspective of African migrants. But 
having been to East Germany allowed the new socialist cosmopolitans to 
also revisualize Africa.

Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World is struc-
tured by the workers’ life course which it follows in a prologue, introduc-
tion, five substantive chapters, and an epilogue. The book’s prologue 
offers an account of Juma and his wife Graciel, in which I present a narra-
tive of their life. Each of the book’s chapters divides into two parts of what 
might at first glance be perceived as antagonistic concepts: state vs. the 
individual, working vs. consuming, integration vs. exclusion, loss vs. gain, 
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the past in the past vs. the past in the present and future. All these dualities 
exist together in this story of African migration to the Eastern Bloc. 
Indeed, the constant existence of these dualities and contradictions within 
the lives of the migrants is the overarching theme of this book. Within this 
overriding narrative of the inherent contradictions in human experience, 
the book makes five important interventions.

First, adopting a bottom-up perspective, it uncovers the multiple over-
lapping reasons that led Angolan and Mozambican migrants to sign up for 
work and training programs in East Germany. The migrations were state- 
sponsored and could not have happened in the form that they did without 
extensive state direction. But this coexisted with a myriad of personal 
motivations. In the third chapter of this book, I argue that the labor 
migrants were also educational migrants, war migrants, and aspirational 
migrants. Migration was, and is, polyvalent. Motivation and intent are not 
inscribed in the act of migration. Therefore, this book provides an impor-
tant corrective to the top-down designation of the program as simply 
labor migration. The migration was top-down, but also bottom-up.

Second, once in East Germany, the Angolan and Mozambican worker- 
trainees experienced and observed East German society from the vantage 
point of their lives in Angola and Mozambique. Much other scholarship 
on labor migrants privileges their role in production, losing sight of their 
place in consumer life. As laborers, they negotiated their work and training 
environment, which was designed to form and discipline skilled socialist 
workers. As consumers, they not only used and enjoyed the goods they 
produced, but they read the East German consumer landscape through 
the lens of their experiences of scarcity in the conflict economies at home. 
They lived in (East) Germany the way they did because of their 
Mozambican-ness and Angolan-ness, and their attitude to East German 
consumer culture was indistinguishable from this. This is an important 
corrective to the frequent imagination of communist societies as societies 
with limited consumption. It is also a corrective that cannot exist without 
a global approach.37 Chapter 4 recounts how migrants invested in necessi-
ties and luxury goods, from East and West, to maintain host and home 
networks alike; and they invested in items to build their own futures.

Third, my life history approach elevates the importance of affective ties, 
bringing a three-dimensionality to relationships that otherwise appear as 
only interest-based. Whereas existing work tends to either whitewash East 
German history or decry the treatment of foreign workers as uniformly 
shabby, this approach adds much needed nuance and ambiguity. Human 
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relationships shaped the migrants’ thinking about themselves as African 
migrants, and about socialism in East Germany. As intimate strangers, they 
became part of discos and shops, and became immersed in East German 
family life despite governmental attempts to maintain distance between 
guests and the East German population. Chapter 5 focuses on this social 
life of socialism. The relationships ranged from romantic encounters and 
family formation to racist and xenophobic hate crimes, illustrating how 
the migrants carved out their own social spaces, despite and because of an 
increasingly hostile environment. The results of my approach are a power-
ful reminder that when historians and sociologists talk and generalize 
about things like integration or racism, they are erasing the most impor-
tant part of the migrant experience—the experience. What is important to 
migrants is not what happened to a group of people to which they have 
been deemed to belong, but what happened to themselves. Individual 
human relationships are the most important thing in people’s lives, and 
any approach that neglects them loses something enormous. Most schol-
arship on foreign workers in East Germany is based on East German 
archives and tends to describe the more technical aspects of the labor 
migration rather than their social lives—important as these aspects are, 
they leave us with an incomplete picture.38

Fourth, it would be easy to tell the labor migration as a story of the 
inevitable failure of the labor migration programs.39 They did indeed fail, 
but, as I show in Chap. 6, this narrative itself fails to capture Africans’ 
experiences of East Germany or the memories they retain of life there. 
Following German reunification in 1990, Germany canceled the con-
tracts, leading to a mass return of migrants to Angola and Mozambique.40 
The workers returned home while their experience as socialist industrial 
workers became irrelevant. In the process of reintegration, many lost 
their belongings, their social standing, the prospect of working as blue-
collar workers, and the ties to their partners and children left behind in 
East Germany. Yet, it was not all loss, and this is not a narrative of victim-
hood. It shows how, despite everything, workers had lived in and 
observed a society where sexual and gender politics were debated, nud-
ism became a national pastime, and mass demonstrations became famil-
iar. They witnessed the fall of the Berlin Wall. After their return, many 
madjerman and their Angolan counterparts came together and orga-
nized. They founded returned workers’ associations and formed a com-
munity which supported its weakest members financially and formed 
informal spaces to talk about displacement and belonging. They saw 
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themselves as doing so in the tradition of the protests which helped to 
bring down the government in East Germany. While the labor migrants 
had not become the New Men of the socialist project, they returned as 
new people nonetheless, with new ideas and different expectations of the 
role of government and citizens. An institutional approach would not be 
able to capture this. Indeed, it is a fallacy that institutions exist separately 
from the people that make them. They do not. An approach like mine 
can get at how the migration scheme affected the lives of its participants 
during and after the fact.

Finally, in Chap. 7, this book carves out a space for Africa on the global 
memory map of studies about post-socialist nostalgia. There are other 
studies exploring the longing for aspects of the communist past by citizens 
of post-communist nations of the Eastern Bloc. However, Africa has not 
yet been part of this conversation.41 In following socialist migrants back 
home, and documenting their critique of the nation’s path, the book 
returns to the discussion about eastalgia. It sheds light on the ongoing 
debate over how, and indeed whether, the transition to democracy and a 
market economy resulted in a new, more just society. By reading the for-
mer workers’ eastalgia as both nostalgic longing and a political critique of 
the present, this study contributes to the nascent discussions on memory 
in post-socialist Africa. For my interlocuters, reflecting on their German 
past was to comment on their African present.

Throughout the book I refer both to the Angolan and Mozambican 
labor migrations. I do not treat the two cases as comparative but rather as 
two intertwining stories that have many similarities and some differences. 
While my emphasis lies—in accordance with its numerical dominance—on 
the Mozambican case, exploring the Angolan case—to the extent possi-
ble—is imperative since almost nothing has been published about Angolan 
workers in East Germany.42 Comparing the case of the Mozambican and 
Angolan worker-trainees, the absence of fundamental differences is nota-
ble. This is not to say that the schemes were identical—the Angolan pro-
gram started six years later in 1985 at a time when the East German foreign 
labor programs were shifting away from smaller numbers and skilling 
opportunities toward simply being work programs. As one might expect, 
the first Angolan workers were none too happy with the arrangement. In 
addition, the Angolans included former MPLA soldiers and older migrants 
than in the Mozambican case. This gave many workers the confidence to 
stand up for themselves while in East Germany, earning the Angolans the 
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reputation of being more “difficult” than their Mozambican counterparts. 
The Mozambicans, who were often described as “friendly” and “social” 
by contemporary East German actors, were younger and often straight 
out of school or from unemployment but rarely with significant prior 
vocational or military experience. Today the madjerman have become an 
integral and visible part of life in Maputo, whereas the highly irregular 
demonstrations of the Angolans are mostly taking place internationally. 
Despite these differences, both groups of returned workers found a collec-
tive voice to engage their governments regarding their rights. Overall, 
their stories are similar, which in itself is a significant finding. Migrants 
from both countries share stories about formative times abroad, disap-
pointment or satisfaction with their place of work (depending on prior 
expectations, level of education, and placement in East Germany), stories 
of adventure and youth abroad, and a disappointing return which induces 
a more nostalgic look upon the past. For both Angolans and Mozambicans, 
this nostalgia deepens the more their lives lived today diverge from those 
once envisioned.

Furthermore, these stories in turn are like the stories told by Vietnamese, 
Cuban, and Algerian former labor migrants to East Germany.43 Again, it is 
not a total absence of difference that surprises. There are some variations. 
For instance, Vietnamese tell more stories of making extra income with 
the sale of self-fabricated jeans than Mozambicans who rather took on 
extra shifts (which were not subjected to transfer payments). Overall, 
however, the script remains surprisingly constant between different groups 
of migrants, and many former workers from places as diverse as Hanoi and 
Luanda today look back nostalgically—eastalgically.44 There is a shared 
experience and collective memory among former foreign workers to East 
Germany. This might extend even beyond East Germany and into other 
parts of the Eastern Bloc. English-language scholarship on international 
labor migrations across the Eastern Bloc remains scarce but the experi-
ences of foreign workers in East Germany seem to be echoed by other 
comparable groups such as Vietnamese in Czechoslovakia or Cubans in 
Hungary.45 We are sure to see more work emerge that fills in the gaps 
about our knowledge of transnational labor migrations between the 
Second and the Third Worlds. Hopefully as this work progresses, we will 
be able to talk more confidently about commonalities and differences 
between the programs and what this says about the societies and peoples 
concerned.
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socialisT MobiliTies beTween angola, MozaMbique, 
and easT gerMany

This book is the first to explore the life histories of Angolan and 
Mozambican migrants to East Germany and their subsequent lives from 
the vantage point of the migrants’ memories of their lived experiences of 
socialism and post-socialism. In the narratives, worker-trainees emerge as 
workers, learners, consumers, lovers, parents, activists, and travelers. Their 
emotions, dreams, and opinions add richer descriptions to our under-
standing of the everyday nature of socialist and labor migration and its 
afterlives.

Writing histories of the connections between socialist countries reveals 
transregional entanglements, “alternative form[s] of global interconnect-
edness.”46 This suggests an alternative globalization to the one that people 
usually mean when they use the term.47 Rather than perceiving globaliza-
tion as a singular, homogenizing process or as a Western project of diffu-
sion or Western-led integration, studying socialist migrations leads to 
conceiving of globalization in the plural, as “a set of multidirectional pro-
cesses stemming from different world regions.”48 This includes Africa, as 
well as socialist Eastern Europe (in a geopolitical rather than geographical 
sense). Much of the literature concentrating on the diversity of these con-
nections does so from the perspective of writing aggregate narratives 
about the Second World’s Third World.49 In this context, Africa too often 
assumes the role of passive object of external intervention.50 The rich lit-
erature on African student migrations, for instance, rarely traces the impact 
of the students back home. This situates Africa as point of departure rather 
than a site of transformations and socialist afterlives. It leaves little room 
for the projects and motivations of African states, intellectuals, and work-
ers in Cold War exchanges with what became known as the Eastern Bloc.51 
This book shows that alternative forms of globalization were about more 
than political rhetoric and policies or economic regimes. They were also 
about engendering transnational ties of affection, affinity, and friction.52 I 
was inspired in part by the Afro-Asian Research Collective’s call to study 
how “African actors navigated, ignored, and subverted the power dynam-
ics of the Cold War” in Europe and Africa.53

Narrowing down from the broad scope of Europe and Africa, the book 
contributes to a body of literature that investigates relations between 
Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany. The first wave of scholarship 
produced in the early 1990s chartered new territory based on recently 
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opened archives and included valuable first-hand accounts of former dip-
lomats, students, and experts. These studies highlighted the East German 
perspective and explored its bilateral relations with several African coun-
tries, sometimes assuming a comparative perspective with West German 
policies.54 A second wave of historiographic literature focused on studying 
power asymmetries, including an examination of the category of race in 
officially anti-racist societies, and the ambivalent meanings of slogans such 
as “solidarity” and “mutual benefit.”55 More recently scholars have turned 
toward discussing relations between Africa and East Germany in the con-
text of global history and the history of globalization(s).56 By breaking out 
of the bilateral frame, this book adds to the study of African and East 
German relations and in so doing contributes to a wider set of literature 
examining relations between the Second and the Third World and think-
ing about alternative forms of globalization.

Often, the story of an all-encompassing, teleological globalization is 
narrated as one of steady and inevitably increasing flows of people and 
decreasing distances. The life histories of the madjerman undercut such 
narratives, showing how globalization lacks easy linearity. As this book 
demonstrates, geopolitical conditions can change quickly and dramatically 
and with them the range of international movement accorded to an indi-
vidual. Angolan and Mozambican unskilled workers from non-elite back-
grounds were able to enter East Germany by the thousands to work and 
gain skills on factory floors. Today, these very same people are all but 
barred from international travel through prohibitive visa requirements and 
a lack of personal funds. These workers once saw themselves as belonging 
to an elite socialist vanguard working class in the making which allowed 
them to travel into the heart of Europe. Subsequently, most have become 
marginalized as they have not found a place in the struggling market econ-
omies of post-socialist Mozambique and Angola. As a result, they are con-
fined to their current place of residence, at best being mobile within their 
home country or, occasionally, the southern African region. Worker- 
trainees benefited from the brief coming together of socialist axes that 
enabled a shrinking of distance and a transnational migration. With the 
asymmetries of the post-socialist globalization, their international mobility 
was curtailed, and their cosmopolitan world disintegrated. Even though 
we can trace interaction, circulation, connection, exchanges, and transfers 
of ideas, people, and goods, their stories force us to reckon with the pro-
cesses of fragmentation and disconnection that continue to undergird the 
global production of inequalities and unevenness.
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Circular migration was of importance to the Angolan and Mozambican 
state to educate skilled labor for the planned expansion of heavy and 
light industries to support development along a Stalinist path of indus-
trialization. To the migrants, it mattered because it contained a promise, 
through training and work experience abroad, of escaping the status and 
roles prescribed by genealogy, birth, and previous socioeconomic status. 
Labor migrants thus saw migrating abroad as a crucial part of forming 
their selfhood. The migrations undertaken from Angola and Mozambique 
stressed being and becoming. It was about being a worker-trainee in East 
Germany and it was also about becoming a productive socialist citizen 
back home.57

Between the late 1940s and 1990, the Cold War overlapped with 
decolonization and development in Africa. Cold War alliances directed 
many of the Angolan and Mozambican educational migrations toward 
Marxist regimes, among them Cuba, East Germany, the Soviet Union, 
and other Eastern European states. This nexus opened new African migra-
tion routes within Africa, to hubs like Cairo, Accra, or Dar es Salaam.58 It 
also opened migration pathways to places such as China and India.59 The 
diverse groups who traveled often understood their migrations in the 
framework of an international battle for decolonization, progress, and 
development. Socialist migrations have become a point of interest, with 
increasing attention on African students and trade unionists in East 
Germany.60 Prolific work explores African migrations to the former Eastern 
Bloc, examining how Africans journeyed across borders to “points of ref-
erence, places of education, and ports of exile.”61 Few studies as of yet 
trace the migration movements from Europe to examine their effects on 
socialism and post-socialist legacies at home, an approach crucial to trac-
ing the worker’s life course in this book.62

Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World is in conver-
sation with these studies but differs in important ways. First, its close-up 
view of worker-trainees sheds light on an occupational category distinct 
from the students, school children, exiles, military personnel, and trade 
unionists that were the focus of many prior publications. Second, this 
book builds primarily on oral history interviews with returned migrants, in 
contrast with the vast majority of existing studies that rely on archives in 
the former Eastern Bloc. Third, this study traces the life course of the 
migrants before, during, and after migration, while the existing literature 
focuses on the migration phase of Africans within the Eastern Bloc and 
tells the story from the viewpoint of the receiving countries. And lastly, 
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this study documents the history of connections, including their unravel-
ing, to illustrate disconnection, rupture, and fragility in the post- migration 
lives of the worker-trainees.

This labor and training migration circuit departs in significant ways 
from histories of migrant labor elsewhere on the continent. First, the con-
text of postcolonial African states engaging with “socialist brother nations” 
puts the labor migration, rhetorically and experientially, on a different 
playing field from colonial labor migrations. Angolans and Mozambicans 
signed up voluntarily for a variety of reasons, which I discuss in Chap. 3. 
In the early stages of the program, they were not only exploited for labor 
power but also gained professional skills and were expected to return as 
socialist vanguard workers buttressed by having experienced socialist 
internationalism and East German “real socialism.” This made these South 
to East migrations fundamentally different to migrations in the colonial 
era, or indeed to most of the migrations between South and West. On the 
other hand, as we shall see, the later stages of the labor program largely 
failed to live up to these standards.

Moreover, travel to the geopolitical East intensified a re-making, re- 
framing, and re-articulating of fluid identities. The laborers underwent a 
racialization process whereby their identities shifted from the ethnic iden-
tities significant at home to the national and racial categories salient 
abroad. The journey to East Germany meant not only that they were black 
in the eyes of the white majority in their host country but also that they 
experienced their identity as black Africans differently in a white majority 
society. More specifically, it also meant  primarily becoming Angolan or 
Mozambican instead of (for example) Makua or Mbundu. The East 
German government not only declared solidarity with Angola and 
Mozambique against imperialism in the battle against regional white 
minority rule, it also understood East Germany as explicitly and intrinsi-
cally anti-racist.63 Despite this, racism, as unacknowledged legacy of 
German colonialism, was a marked characteristic of East German society.64 
East Germany was the only country in the Eastern Bloc with a direct colo-
nial history on the African continent. Despite this history, many African 
governments included East Germany in the socialist and therefore anti- 
imperialist and anti-racist camp, so that it was viewed by many as political 
alternative to continued relations with the former colonizers and their 
allies. Yet, the colonial legacy was not overcome by state-socialist doctrine 
in East Germany, as becomes highly visible when examining the lives of 
former worker-trainees in East Germany. Tracing the conditional and 
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superficial official inclusion of the workers as intimate strangers and the 
ways in which many worker-trainees subverted the barriers, such as when 
they formed personal relationships or founded families, reveals the limits 
of state planning in the parameters of integration.

Focusing on the complex lives of migrants and their knowledge about 
a migration movement is an important counterbalance to state-centric 
treatments.65 I draw inspiration from Alf Lüdtke’s approach to studying 
workers’ everyday lives through Eigensinn, or self-willed-ness.66 The point 
is to write histories which make space for an examination of the complex 
ways in which agency is negotiated, expressed, and erased. Lüdtke empha-
sizes historical actors’ “own meaning” or the workers’ “own sense” in 
terms of small acts of resistance, or the absence thereof, in the workplace.67 
Both of these phrases are possible literal translations of the German term. 
I share that focus on individual perspectives, but I go beyond the focus on 
resistance which is in much of the German scholarship on labor and 
Alltagsgeschichte, the history of the everyday, and is also the staple of labor 
history and the history of slavery in African history. This does not mean 
that complex power differentials were not an important factor in the 
worker-trainees’ lives but resistance was, while present, not an all- 
encompassing factor that determined the memories of their everyday lived 
experiences.68 Studying the workers migration experience and remem-
brance alike involves a multilayered and multitemporal understanding of 
agency, one that follows Lynn M. Thomas’s call to pay attention to “how 
all people shape—if in varying and unequal ways—the worlds in which 
they live” and to “attend to the multiple motivations that undergird 
meaningful action, motivations that exceed rational calculation and articu-
lated intentions to include collective fantasies, psychical desires and strug-
gles just to get by.”69

The microhistories of travelers’ lives that undergird this book  move 
across various scales and temporal divides. Their individual lives and collec-
tive experiences are shot through with individual encounters, national state-
building, bilateral socialist solidarities, and the global socialist movement set 
against the Cold War. Their lives have bridged temporal divides. The pro-
tagonists of this book lived through colonialism, independence, socialist 
state-building, and the shift to a market economy and multiparty democ-
racy. They are living demonstrations that lives do not conform to neat his-
torical periodization or containers such as the nation state. A narrative that 
traces the migrants’ life course reminds us that the end of the Cold War and 
socialism was not the end of their story or, indeed, of anyone’s story.
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Small spaces and collective microhistories shed new light on the study 
of alternative forms of global entanglements. They reveal both the reach 
and the limits of the socialist rhetoric of friendship and proletarian inter-
nationalism, and official policies. Focusing on the memories, fictions, and 
limits of entanglements reveals much about their meaning. This book 
explores the repercussions and legacies of South–East encounters and 
demonstrates that power structures and inequalities remain to the present 
day. Ultimately, this narrative complicates how Africa fitted into what was, 
for a time at least, a global socialist world.

oral hisTory and MeMory

Mozambican historian and writer João Paulo Borges Coelho argues that 
telling post-independence history in Mozambique is part politics, part 
memory work, and part history writing. The official FRELIMO legitimiz-
ing narrative has remained strong in the form of a fixed oral “liberation 
script” that advances in linear fashion based on binary opposites.70 The 
recent rise of memory accounts in Mozambique poses one challenge to 
this singular account through their multiplicity. Similar “liberation scripts” 
exist across southern Africa and across the world. The voices of the former 
workers, the stories they tell, and the memories they share add cacopho-
nous voices to the post-independence history of Mozambique and Angola 
as well as to East German history, illustrating the ambiguity and serendip-
ity of the experiences of non-elite historical actors.

I merge the collected life history interviews to arrive at a collective 
biography of sorts. This approach allows for tracing the different life 
phases of Angolan and Mozambican workers. I do this to understand 
the contours of the migration experience.71 That means that rather than 
in- depth discussions of individual life histories, as in the prologue, I have 
chosen quotes and memories to illustrate particular points. The story 
this book tells is made from many people’s individual stories. Despite the 
shortcomings of such an approach—an obvious one is that the reader 
cannot dive deeply into the different life histories—I have chosen this 
approach to do justice to the 268 interviews on which this work is built. 
It also allows me to discuss an illustrative variety of issues. A collective 
narrative is best served by a collection of voices. An individual biog-
raphy, while fascinating and meaningful, can never be more than just 
that—individual.
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Producing the oral history primary source material for this book was no 
simple task and necessitated thousands of kilometers of travel in minibus 
taxis, rattling buses, and trains and planes over a period of two years in 
2014 and 2015. When I was doing this, I was afforded a visceral sense of 
the expansion of a small part of the global socialist world. Retracing that 
world was for me a multi-sensual experience, whether it was listening with 
former returned workers to East German bands like Silly, City, or the 
Puhdys, encountering an old MZ (an East German brand of motorbike) 
on the streets in Mozambique, or being baked a German birthday cake by 
Juma and his family. To access the memories and life stories of former 
labor migrants, I spent many hours talking to workers in what is colloqui-
ally known as the park of the madjerman in Maputo, in cafes across the 
Mozambican provinces from the Rovuma to the Maputo (to echo a saying 
that resonates in Mozambique from the liberation war), and in restaurants 
and offices around Luanda.72 In the process, I was invited into the homes 
of some of my interview partners who sometimes served up xima and 
matapa to introduce me to local dishes, as they had once been introduced 
to German belegte Brötchen and Abendbrot. During my travels I stayed in 
hotels recommended by workers and sometimes with returned workers 
themselves. They helped organize my onward journeys, accompanied me 
on several occasions to show me the local sights, and on these occasions 
spoke about solidarity and reciprocity. It was important to my hosts that I 
was able to see Mozambique and Angola the way they remembered explor-
ing East Germany.

Oral historians do not usually select interviewees with a claim to scien-
tific sampling. They are simply glad when they find a first-person witness 
to an event that is of interest to them. In my case, as with many oral histo-
ries, my first interviewees in Mozambique found me. They approached me 
on account of my white skin and German appearance and my German 
accent in Portuguese. We also sometimes seemed to be brought together 
by fate. One of my interviewees was the waiter in a restaurant where I had 
lunch, another the taxi driver who drove me from the airport to town. 
Then there were those friends and acquaintances who referred me to speak 
to their madjerman employees, a janitor, a maid, an office assistant. There 
were the neighbors of friends and their acquaintances—when I talked to 
people in Maputo, everyone seemed to know a returned worker from East 
Germany. And most of the people I interviewed in turn recommended 
others. I was able to adjust the snowballing to a certain degree to listen to 
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stories of male and female workers hailing from different regions and 
trained across sectors and companies.

This was not the case in Luanda, where my search for interview part-
ners proved more difficult mostly because comparatively few workers had 
been to the East and those who returned are more dispersed across the 
country. While I easily made contacts with returned university students via 
the embassy and a few key connections, it proved much harder to access 
returned workers who mostly did not live or work inside Luanda’s city 
center. This reflects income and class differences between the returned 
workers and students. Former workers in Luanda had no public meeting 
place like Maputo’s park of the madjerman. In Luanda, I found my inter-
viewees through the members of two rivaling organizations, confusingly 
both named AEX-TAA, but located in different office spaces. I introduced 
my project and volunteers came forward.73 While talking to those belong-
ing to workers’ organizations skewed my sample in Angola to include 
those who were actively interested in associating with their former trans-
national worker identity, it did give me access to a group otherwise hard 
to locate.

In Mozambique, too, I relied on more organized approaches. In addi-
tion to chance encounters and snowballing, I contacted institutions con-
nected to Germany like the embassy and the German cultural center 
Instituto Cultural Mocambique—Alemanha (ICMA). The most impor-
tant help was the main (and by 2014, the only active) organization of 
returned workers: the ATMA.74 It was the tireless work of Zecca Cossa 
and Juma Madeira in Maputo and the representatives of the regional 
groups that facilitated a trip from Maputo up the East Coast. I stopped in 
the provincial capitals of Beira, Quelimane, Nampula, and Pemba with 
further stops in the small village of Namialo on the way to the Ilha de 
Mozambique, on that beautiful island itself (where I even got a tour in 
German by a former worker) and in the then bustling port city of Nacala. 
In each location I would introduce my project in front of an assembled 
crowd ranging from a handful of people to eighty returned workers and 
family members. After the meetings I would take phone numbers and 
make appointments for individual and sometimes group interviews.75

All participants gave informed consent to participate in this oral history 
project. In fact, all but a few, who asked to be anonymized, expressed an 
interest in sharing their personal stories. Storytelling brought a sense of 
validation with it, a feeling that the life lived mattered, that their experi-
ences in Germany were retrospectively valued and important enough to be 
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included in a history book. I hope that this book, with all its shortcom-
ings, helps to satisfy this sense.

Far from only inquiring about the past, the conversations were about 
the present and the future, too. The act of telling became an opportunity 
to reminiscence over a coffee or Coke. Yet, the fact that the workers’ 
claims have not met many a returnee’s satisfaction in either Angola or 
Mozambique rendered the issue topical to numerous interviewees. 
Another issue on the minds of many of those returned workers with whom 
I came into contact was children left behind, children with whom contact 
had been lost some years after return—or with whom there had never 
been any contact at all. Sometimes my respondents remembered little 
more than the first names of the children and their mothers, while others 
gave me addresses and complete life histories. As part of the interview 
process, I offered to collect the data of those who were searching for their 
offspring, as I was volunteering with Reencontro Familiar in Germany. 
This group of volunteers seeks to bring together family members from 
Mozambique and Germany who have lost touch. The future was also a 
recurrent topic in the interviews. Many workers were in their late fifties 
and sixties and were approaching what they saw as old age. They were 
concerned about their physical fitness, were contemplating retirement, 
and were worried about financial security.76

Even though I was clear to the interviewees about the limits of my role 
as a then graduate student living outside of Germany and explained what 
an academic history book does (speak to scholars and students, and per-
haps a few members of a broader public) and what it does not do (shape 
policies, convince governments to pay compensation), the very fact that I 
had come all the way to Africa, learned Portuguese, and sought to write a 
book suggested the importance of the topic. The fact that I came from 
Princeton University was not a factor for most of my interview partners. If 
anything, for some it was a disappointment that I did not come directly 
from Germany. In Germany, too, the fact that I studied in the US was not 
helpful for my credibility with former East German employees. In Angola 
and Mozambique many former workers and school students hoped I 
could tell people back in Germany about their plight. Some sought me out 
because they had heard rumors that I was with the German government 
or had come to collect data about past financial claims. The vast majority 
decided to participate in an interview even after I had the opportunity to 
address these misconceptions.
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I understood that my listening to people’s life stories was a more or less 
direct involvement in people’s lives.77 But there are structural limits to this 
involvement. At its heart academic publishing is an extractive endeavor, 
not a community-centered one. This is especially problematic in the (post)
colonial context of African studies, where since the inception of the disci-
pline, knowledge has been produced in the global North about Africa 
which remains inaccessible to Africans. This book is published open-access 
and in English to reach a broad audience, but this means that sadly most 
people involved in this story in Angola, Mozambique, and Germany will 
not be able to easily read it.78

I was an outsider to all communities that I interviewed and yet, in some 
way, I was also treated as an insider—perhaps my own version of an inti-
mate stranger. I was not an insider privy to the world of the returned 
workers, but because I grew up in Germany, at times my African interview 
partners assumed a shared horizon of experiences in Germany, which in 
reality only existed in a very limited way. I was not yet born when the 
Angolan and Mozambican labor migration programs were initiated, and 
my experience of work culture in East German state-owned companies 
was as nonexistent as my experience of East German cities and private life. 
By age and chance, being born in West Germany, I was removed from that 
expected shared horizon. In fact, I went to Angola and Mozambique also 
to learn about “the other Germany.” And learn I did. For instance, I 
learned the word Broiler—East German for roast chicken—and the habit 
of knocking on the table as a form of greeting, widespread in the former 
East of Germany until today—from my Mozambican interlocuters, and 
both served me well in my current life in Brandenburg state, a former East 
German territory. These experiences of mine are poignant echoes of the 
way that Angolans and Mozambicans learned about their own countries 
by going to East Germany. But even if I had been an East German factory 
worker, my experience would have differed from those of the “Freunde” 
(friends) that came from what was then known as the Third World to work 
in East German factories. My differences to them are not only of age and 
in most cases gender, but also—and most significantly—of race. I do not 
and cannot claim to speak for anyone. But I can provide a platform for 
people’s voices.

As a white German academic, I am writing this book from a position of 
relative power and privilege. It was the privilege of a German passport and 
research funding from the US and Portugal that facilitated the necessary 
travels to be able to write this book. Being white, in some situations, 
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accorded me authority. On the other hand, being a young woman some-
times worked to undermine that authority. Having pursued higher educa-
tion at anglophone elite institutions shaped the way I approached 
scholarship and writing and, in many cases, worked to remove me from 
the concerns of the people I interviewed. On the other hand, we shared 
the experience of arriving in new cultural and class environments in our 
late teens/early twenties, which often engendered a sense of connection 
and mutual understanding across the many divides and contributed to 
building relationships of trust.

In my oral history interviews I identified strongly with the position of a 
learner. By listening intently and being taken along to madjerman wed-
dings, funerals, and birthday celebrations I started moving on the out-
sider–insider continuum more toward the knowledge of an insider.79 
Coming from the outside allowed me a perspective that was not overwrit-
ten by present-day community concerns. It also allowed people to be open 
with me, for the same reasons. Fernando Machava, an undergraduate his-
tory student at Eduardo Mondlane University (at the time) who diligently 
transcribed many of my interviews, also conducted a few interviews with 
his madjerman neighbors on his own because I wanted to see how far the 
storyline differed when it was not told to a German. The content of the 
interviews did not change much, but other issues of age and authority 
came into play, leading to briefer and less open interviews.

When I did the interviews, I started with a questionnaire in my mind 
that covered the different phases of the life course of the workers. I would 
flexibly adapt each interview; some wanted to speak to me about the pres-
ent and future first, before they turned to their past, while others preferred 
to walk me through their lives in chronological order. While I had to guide 
some people closely, others took the lead. I started interviews explaining 
the purpose of my research, asking for consent, and then began with some 
basic identification questions before progressing to the more open-ended 
questions. Some interview partners I met several times to finish their sto-
ries, but most I met once. Most of the interviews lasted several hours. 
Despite some being more akin to an informal conversation, all interviews 
were three-way conversations between me, the interviewee, and the imag-
ined audience represented by my recording device.80 During these inter-
subjective encounters we each brought something of ourselves to the 
meeting which was also a transactional space, where we exchanged 
information.81
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I did not pay people for the interviews but rather invited them for a 
drink or lunch while we spoke. Each interviewee had their own reasons 
for speaking to me. These ranged from a general interest in sharing their 
life histories, to doing a favor for a friend, to harboring a hope that 
somehow this might help in bringing about another round of payments. 
A few wanted to set the historical record straight by speaking about 
strikes, workplace accidents, or racism. Others wanted to meet me and 
show their world as they had once been shown the German world. 
Those interviews would start in a formal setting and end up becoming 
informal with an invitation home or a mutual sight-seeing trip. My pri-
orities and the questions driving my research project did not always 
align perfectly with the interviewees’ interest. We would then come to 
a middle ground in the interviews, where I got to ask the questions that 
were important to me and the interviewees could tell me why they had 
come to see me.

I asked interviewees to bring photos, letters, and anything else that they 
felt to be relevant. Some brought treasures like friendship books 
(Poesiealben), letters, photo albums, poems, magazines, postcards, diplo-
mas, or prizes. But I also heard a lot of stories about burned and flooded 
abodes, suitcases stored with relatives and subsequently lost, and other 
painful ways in which the physical leftovers from their time in Germany 
had diminished over time. No matter whether each incident was true, 
these stories, together with what I saw in people’s houses, suggest that 
storing and maintaining a personal archive in a condition that saves pho-
tographs and letters from deterioration is a luxury only those with more 
settled and slightly more affluent lives can afford.

Armed with the occasional treasures of personal tin trunk archives and 
oral histories, I set out to understand what happened and how it was 
remembered. Oral history is a unique historical research methodology 
that allows new insights, especially from non-elite actors whose voices 
might often be excluded from the archival record. What appealed to me 
about oral history was that it provides a sense of human connection and 
makes history a more democratic exercise. I was excited to capture the 
workers’ worldviews. It was later that I came to understand that the value 
of the oral history interviews lies not in their accuracy of recall, particularly 
not of routine events like a workday, which tend to blend into one another. 
The value lies in remembering something a certain way, choosing to tell a 
narrative about something that speaks not only to what happened at the 
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point in time the story treats, but also what happened at subsequent points 
in time in the person’s life.

In the 1960s, Jan Vansina pioneered the use of oral traditions in African 
history and argued that oral history is a legitimate primary source. Very 
few people would doubt that today. Vansina was on a quest to recover the 
kernel of objective historical truth that he assumed was hidden beneath 
many layers of interpretation. It was the historian’s task to peel back the 
layers of impressions like the layers of an onion to arrive at the narrative of 
interest.82 Luise White, on the other hand, challenges Vansina through her 
interpretation of oral history as highly subjective and emotive. In many of 
her works, White does not look for facts, let alone truth in her interviews, 
but concentrates on rumors and lies to ask what the speakers relate about 
their desires, fears, and feelings.83 I do not go as far as to sever the link 
between memory and historical event completely. I have tried to corrobo-
rate information with other sources, as a historian should do with any type 
of source.

I contend that one of the unique potentials of oral history is the multi-
plicity of temporalities it contains. This is powerfully illustrated in my dis-
cussion of eastalgia in the epilogue. The narratives are simultaneously 
about the past, the modal past (“should have been”), the present, the 
modal present (“should be”), and the future. Leroy Vail and Landeg 
White argue that praise poems are “history as drama, evaluation and judg-
ment: history with the metaphysics included.”84 This is also true for the 
workers’ life histories which deliver subjective versions of history that 
evoke their opinions but even more so “invoke not merely an alternative 
interpretation of history but also an alternative vision of how life ought to 
be lived.”85 The workers’ many stories about the past often come back to 
a criticism of their living circumstances in the present. Life histories, much 
like praise poems, are oral sources that provide us with an understanding 
not simply of what happened, but what storytellers think about what hap-
pened and what should have happened.

Oral histories are as close to the living as a historian can get. I employ 
oral history to inform the study of the past and the study of that past in the 
present. The accounts that people gave me are valuable both for their 
information about the role of the individual in society today and their 
memory of that role in the past.86 Following Lynn Abrams, I think of the 
interviewees as interpreting and performing their recollections of their 
historical experience in a collaborative and intercultural co-production 
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with me during the interview.87 My imagination of what it was like to have 
lived under socialism met my interview partners’ interpretation of their 
lives and we sought to bridge these two perspectives in our interviews.

Memory is no synonym for imagination, but we must remember the 
constructed nature of memory. Each act of remembering is an active cre-
ation of meaning. I conducted the interviews on which this book draws 
about a quarter of a century after the return home of the workers; their 
memories of their time in East Germany are colored by what they have 
experienced since then and by a nostalgic recollection of their own youth. 
They are not simply a depiction of what happened but rather of what is 
remembered and what has been selected to share.

Memories are life-giving. Without memory, we have no social exis-
tence.88 Memories are also fallible—the more time passes between an 
event and the interview, the more the memory becomes an interpretation 
of the event rather than a description. Each retelling of the event changes 
the recall. In their frequent retelling, memories crystallize and become 
part of a collective memory, a madjerman script. Those who are used to 
sharing narratives of their past do so fluidly, while those who must work 
harder to remember and unearth almost forgotten memories often con-
struct a messier narrative arch, but also a narrative which has had less 
intermediary filtering since it was first laid down in memory.

While some memories are thus easily accessible, others remain hidden. 
Of course, some memories might be recalled but interviewees decide not 
to share. Extraordinary events are remembered with more clarity than the 
quotidian. Against this backdrop it is no surprise that workers speak little 
about their everyday experience but remember the outstanding, the par-
ties, the trips, the consumption, the award won, the workplace accident, 
or the strike. Our brains sometimes need to be triggered to make a con-
nection to a particular memory. Oral historians use “memory joggers” like 
photographs in seeking to trigger recall, something I did where possible 
and relevant. For many of my African interview partners, meeting me, 
exchanging a few words in German prior to switching into Portuguese 
refreshed memories. This book is not about me and is not primarily about 
communication across divides. It is about my interviewees and their lives. 
Hence, after having positioned myself and made transparent from where I 
am speaking and how I collected my data in this introduction, I will disap-
pear from the narrative in the following chapters. On my interviewees’ 
narratives I build my own interpretation as historian, an interpretation 
that is informed by reading the work of other scholars and primary sources 
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in official archives, in tin trunk archives of workers, diplomats, and East 
Germans involved in the labor migration scheme, and published primary 
sources.89

I am not offering an account of the labor migration program based on 
a nuanced reading of company archives and Stasi archives—that has been 
done and continues to be done elsewhere.90 I am offering an account that 
engages the memories of the workers and reads them against the back-
ground of a multitude of other sources. Those looking for a narrative that 
will focus on the exploitative aspects of this labor migration scheme will be 
disappointed, as will those looking for a triumphant success story.

History is not written from one kind of evidence, and neither is 
Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World. Though this 
book draws primarily on oral histories, it is informed too by different kinds 
of archives across five countries. Some interviewees generously shared 
their personal tin trunk archives with me which included photos of their 
time in East Germany. They also showed me letters and postcards, docu-
mentation relating to their training and lives as workers in East Germany, 
and in a few cases artistic works such as paintings, poetry, songs, and prose. 
In Germany, I worked at the national archive, where most of the docu-
ments relating to foreign workers in East Germany on a ministerial level 
are held. I consulted some Stasi (East German secret police) reports on 
foreign workers; the archives of the foreign ministry hold the agreements 
ratified between East Germany and Angola and Mozambique. I pieced 
together relevant information across institutional archives of various forms 
in Angola, Mozambique, and Portugal.91 This project is further informed 
by the infusion of the story of the madjerman into popular culture in 
Mozambique and Germany. This includes music such as marrabenta or 
rap, but also documentaries and YouTube videos, exhibitions, coffee table 
books, memoirs, and a graphic novel.92 This eclectic evidence comes 
together to form a context against which I read the oral histories.

The experiences of the Angolans and Mozambicans in this book took 
place in “spaces that were categorically different from the national 
frame” and can thus not be contained in any single national archive.93 
Jean Allman posits that the postcolonial archive in Africa “is a global 
transnational archive.”94 The archival history of the Angolan and 
Mozambican labor migrations can be told—up to a point—through con-
sulting East German archives.95 Yet, Nana Osei-Opare rightfully reminds 
historians of the postcolonial African past of the importance of using 
African archives, and rejects “postcolonial African archival pessimism.”96 
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This, maintains Osei- Opare, is especially urgent for historians engaging 
with the Cold War period.97 Accessing postcolonial archives can, how-
ever, be challenging in Angola and Mozambique. The Arquivo Histórico 
Nacional, the Angolan National Archive, for instance, does not contain 
records of post- independence Angola, and in the MPLA archives the 
archivists curate what information they make available. Even where the 
socialist period resulted in relatively transparent archival practices, as 
Benedito Machava and Euclides Gonçalves argue for Mozambique, the 
multiparty democratic period that followed erased much of what was 
gained.98 To quote Achille Mbembe, the state exercises “its ability to 
control time, to abolish the archive and anaesthetisise the past.”99 In 
neither country were relevant holdings with regard to information about 
the Angolan and Mozambican workers to be found through the state 
archive.100 Instead, I puzzled together relevant information across many 
institutions. The fragmented nature of the archival work is likely influ-
enced by the ongoing workers’ claims in both countries, processes that 
encourage silencing of the archival record.101 The labor ministries in 
both countries, which presumably hold the records—or what is left of 
them—pertaining to the labor migration, granted me interviews with 
employees, which resulted in access to a few sources, but nothing that 
would allow me to trace the Angolan or Mozambican governments’ 
plans or actions in any meaningful way. Even though the East German 
archives can function as transnational shadow archives to some extent, a 
project centering the workers’ experience seemed more promising as a 
way of breaking new ground.

Oral history shifts the focus from institutions to actors.102 As discussed 
above, interviewees made decisions about what to say and how, and their 
recall was influenced by later experiences, conditioned by social retelling, 
or forgetting.103 The Mozambican author Mia Couto writes:

They [the Madjerman] returned from a dead country, from a time beyond 
the wall, beyond memory. But they are not only those that returned. They 
created their lives anew, once again on a journey with unknown destina-
tions. Each and every one has a history, a trajectory, a face, a name.104

I wanted to work with some of these histories, trajectories, faces, and 
names to craft a narrative that foregrounds the collective memory of the 
returned workers. Inspired by Hannah Arendt, I wanted to contribute to 
interweaving the private and the public through storytelling. For Arendt, 
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there is a close association between the public realm and reality. She claims 
that people need to be “seen and heard” to escape the “uncertain, shad-
owy kind of existence” of the private realm.105 Jürgen Habermas noted 
that “the lifeworlds and voices of marginalized classes also tend to be 
‘privatized’ by being denied public recognition.”106 There is a reason why 
workers, women, or refugees feature prominently in oral history works. It 
is to move their lives from the private into the public sphere. But more 
than that, the storytelling that is performed during the interviews is part 
of a meaning-making process. It is also an exercise of agency. That said, it 
is not my intention to include “the African voice” as final authority in an 
emancipatory recovery historiography. As discussed above, there are many 
limitations to these voices.107 Tracing the influences on memory over time, 
reading them for what they reveal about the interviewees’ emotions, 
dreams, and desires, remains as crucial as learning what (subjectively) 
happened.

Hannah Arendt claims that historic actions are given meaning through 
the retrospective mention by historians. While that is certainly not the 
only meaning—actions have their own effects on contemporaries, creating 
immediate meaning—it is in the telling and retelling that an action is 
interpreted and accorded new meaning. As an author, I create meaning by 
sharing my interpretation, but, as I hope I have made clear in this intro-
duction, I do not create the meaning of this history alone. On the one 
hand it is built on hundreds of interpretations and the interpretation 
inherent in archival material and secondary sources. On the other hand, 
meaning is also created by those who receive this narrative, who read and 
discuss this book. Wondering whether in writing history based on oral his-
tory “any interpretation is acceptable,” Luise White responds: “Hardly. It 
means that interpretations have to be made with care and caution, not 
because they are risky in and of themselves, but because interpretations 
build on so many layers of interpretation that they have to be well grounded 
or they topple over.”108 I hope that my interpretation of the madjerman’s 
(and their Angolan counterparts) experiences and memories gives the 
reader both an idea of what their migration experience was like for them, 
and an understanding of why they remember and recount in the way that 
they do.
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CHAPTER 3

Between the Hammer, Machete, 
and Kalashnikov: Labor Migration 

from Angola and Mozambique to East 
Germany 1979–1990

IntroductIon

Today we look with pride to our hoes, our scythes, our hammers, our books, 
our shotguns. We cherish our ploughs, our machines, our weapons. We pick 
up our weapons with strength and determination, these decisive weapons in 
our fight for the construction of socialism; the socialism that means definite 
abandonment of misery, ignorance, and superstition and all the evils of soci-
ety. These are the weapons of all the workers in the world, with whom we 
are united and stand in solidarity in the same trenches, in the same fight 
against exploitation.1

Mozambican president Samora Machel saw workers, soldiers, and peasants 
as the bearers of socialist progress. In 1979, when he made the above 
speech, the first Mozambican worker-trainees were sent to East Germany.2 
In common with many socialist-inspired postcolonial leaders, Machel 
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declared that the working class was central to Mozambique’s advance-
ment. His vanguard party cadres were to be drawn from among the most 
able workers.3 His was the way of thinking that defined the state-driven 
ambitious labor and training migration schemes that linked Mozambique 
and Angola to East Germany. However, the migration schemes were not 
only a political and economic project. This was how they were conceived, 
but they also had multifaceted impacts on individual human lives which 
were far more profound than state-level ideological goals. People used the 
schemes to further their dreams and desires. They also were deeply disap-
pointed on being confronted with the ruins of a dream after the collapse 
of international socialism, a decade after the start of the program.

This chapter is divided into two parts, which mirror the dual nature of 
the scheme’s motivations. The first half provides the political and eco-
nomic background of the labor and training programs that brought 
Angolan and Mozambican migrants to East Germany and explains their 
workings and objectives. The focus will mainly be on the Mozambican 
scheme, as it came first, was bigger, is better documented, and is more 
illustrative of the development of socialist migration programs thanks to 
its longer time frame. First, we will briefly explore the historical back-
ground to the migrations in the book: a long history of southern Africans 
migrating abroad for work in schemes surprisingly similar to the East 
German one. Second, we move from that historical background nearer to 
the present and look at the context of Cold War labor migration pro-
grams. Lastly, we examine the economic and geopolitical context, and why 
it was that Angola and Mozambique chose East Germany as a partner (and 
vice versa).

The second part of the chapter departs from the well-trodden path of 
geopolitical analysis and zooms in on the people who made the migra-
tions. It draws on my interviews with migrants to examine their complex 
reasoning for signing up for the labor migration. I have tried to take up 
the challenge laid down by the renowned historian of Africa, Frederick 
Cooper, “to look at different modes of thinking, speaking, and acting as a 
worker, patterns shaped not by statically conceived ‘cultures’ but by his-
tory, by layers of experience and memory.” The idea of the second half of 
this chapter, and the task that nobody else has taken up in depth before, is 
to discuss, from the migrants’ perspective, the migrants’ own experience 
of migration to East Germany.4 The accounts reveal to us things utterly 
unencompassed by the state- and institution-level analysis of the first half 
of the chapter: emotions, dreams, intuition. This greatly enriches the 
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analysis by opening up the inner life of socialist labor migration.5 Exploring 
migrants’ multiple, overlapping, and fluid motives, as we do here, chal-
lenges prevailing concepts of socialist migrants as passive participants, as 
well as stagnant definitions of labor migration.

In far too much of the academic literature on labor migrations to East 
Germany, young people appear on German soil from faraway places as if 
out of nowhere, and the analysis is concerned only with their stay in 
Europe.6 This is a criticism that I could also make of the study of migra-
tion as a whole. Although the last few decades have seen an improvement 
in this situation, a remarkable amount of migration discourse remains 
astonishingly incurious about migrants. I firmly believe that the migrants’ 
point of view is the most important part of any migration. Indeed, I think 
that it is a peculiar outcome of the development of historiography that 
institutional-level studies, focusing on archival sources, have become the 
default way of looking at historical events which affected participants’ 
lives far more deeply than they affected the institutions which catalogued 
them and then shoved their files onto dusty shelves. The case of 
Mozambicans traveling to East Germany has not been comprehensively 
and historically examined from the migrants’ point of view.7 The history 
of the Angolan labor migration regime is yet to be written at all, let alone 
studied from its participants’ perspective. Consequently, this chapter 
brings together disparate strands of labor history, socialist education his-
tory, migration and refugee history, and affective history. It shows for the 
first time how state and individual agency intersected to form unique 
trajectories for migrants.

Part I: StartIng PoIntS—the Labor 
MIgratIon PrograMS

Historical Continuities: African Labor Exports

Africa is, and has always been, a global continent. Frederick Cooper 
reminds us “how much Africa has been shaped by its connections to the 
rest of the world and how much the world as we know it has been shaped 
by the labor of Africans.”8 A key theme in the African history of global 
connection, especially in the last 500 years, is of Africa as a source of cheap 
labor. Instances of this include the obvious example of slavery, whether 
that be trans-Saharan, transatlantic, or trans-Indian Ocean. Other cases 
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are of Africans serving as soldiers in colonial armies or, more recently, as 
migrants to wealthier countries in Europe, Asia, and the Americas.9 The 
nexus between migration, labor (often forced or exploitative), and Africa 
in the world therefore has a long history.10

One such node, Mozambican migration to South African mines, 
formed an important historical antecedent to the labor migration explored 
in this book.11 Like many of the people from southern Mozambique who 
were interviewed for this book, president Samora Machel’s family had 
direct experience with labor migration to the South African mines. His 
father had brought back enough capital for a small family farm. Machel 
also lost a brother to the mines. These contradictory experiences made 
Machel, like many other Mozambicans, acutely aware of the possibilities, 
but also the pitfalls, of labor migration.12

Jochen Oppenheimer and Hans-Joachim Döring have separately con-
cluded that Mozambican labor migration to East Germany was concep-
tualized from the Mozambican side as a substitute for the dwindling 
employment of miners in South Africa, starting in the late 1970s.13 There 
are several reasons sustaining this argument. Firstly, South Africa canceled 
the migrant labor program which it maintained also to help prop up the 
Portuguese colonial state. South Africa did not want to see the gains go to 
the newly independent Mozambican state. Mozambique’s earnings from 
migration to South Africa dropped from between $150 and $175 mil-
lion in 1975 to less than $15 million in 1978.14 Migrant workers and 
their families subsequently suffered significant financial losses. Sending 
workers to East Germany was a possibility to provide work and access 
to remittances to a new generation in a labor market which did not pro-
vide anywhere near enough work for everyone. Secondly, the migration 
programs to South Africa and to East Germany were organized through 
what Oppenheimer refers to as a “paternalistic  legal and institutional 
framework.”15 Neither of the two migrations were driven on an individual 
basis but took place within state-organized structures. These structures 
determined who would migrate, where they would go, what work they 
would perform and for how long, and under what conditions. Thirdly, 
some similarities regarding the social and working conditions persisted. 
In both cases, mostly single young men migrated for pre-determined con-
tract lengths on a rotational basis. There was little intention for workers 
to integrate in the host country. Miners in South Africa were housed in 
ethnically separated compounds while workers in East Germany lived in 
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company- owned dormitories, separated by nationality. Working condi-
tions could be harsh in both circumstances, especially as the numbers of 
Mozambican and other foreign workers in Germany grew substantially 
toward the late 1980s, and the quality of the training began to deteriorate. 
A comparison of the South African and the East German migrant labor 
regimes with Mozambique reveals important continuities. Both groups of 
labor migrants marked the areas from which they came and to which they 
returned through the remittances they brought; both migratory experi-
ences were shaped by a transition from youth to adulthood, by separate 
housing in dormitories, and by the key role that local women played in 
the workers’ incorporation (or non-integration) into local communities.

Crucially, the governments profited from both labor migration 
schemes by selling the labor power of Mozambican workers abroad. 
The Mozambican-South African contract labor regime contributed sig-
nificantly to the Portuguese government’s ability to finance their colony 
and was marked by exploitative working conditions and deferred pay.16 In 
the post-independence labor schemes, using labor power to finance both 
the East German and Mozambican economies and workers’ exposure 
to exploitative conditions remained important characteristics. However, 
the “flow” of money changed: the Mozambicans were obliged to “send 
home” between 25 and 60 percent of their salaries. This, however, was a 
fiction, as what in fact happened was that this “remitted” money was sim-
ply money that East Germany did not pay. The Mozambican government 
promised to pay the deferred wages from its own pocket on the work-
ers’ return. Thus, Germany was the beneficiary of labor which it had to 
pay substantially less than it had to pay German workers. The surplus the 
Germans made from the scheme partly offset Mozambique’s trade deficit 
with East Germany, which could not be settled in cash as the countries 
operated a barter system.17 However, a majority of the workers did not 
receive from the Mozambican government the deferred pay they were 
expecting. In the years after 1990 workers engaged—and continue to 
engage—in a variety of protests seeking full salary payments and repay-
ment of social security deductions.18

There were similarities between the South African and East German 
migrations, but there were also fundamental differences. The regional 
labor migration to South Africa was a product of colonial rule and a bar-
gain struck between South Africa’s white minority regime and colonial 
Portugal to help buttress white dominance in the region. The workers’ 
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professional or personal growth was of no concern. The East German 
labor program was designed by the independent FRELIMO government, 
seeking to build a socialist nation state with the help of a northern socialist 
“brother state” that had already supported them during the independence 
struggle. In the words of Samora Machel, Mozambique’s industrialization 
was the “historic duty of the working class” and “production a militant 
act” during the “fight for economic independence.”19 He prioritized edu-
cation and defended “unity, discipline and organization” as key principles 
for Mozambican workers.20 The post-independence state continued the 
tradition of sending workers to improve their lives through work. However, 
in contrast to previous migrations, not only did the young migrants sign 
up voluntarily, but many also believed in the double mission of personal 
education abroad and serving the socialist revolution on the factory floor. 
They took pride not only in the work they were doing but also in doing 
their bit to help bring economic development to the newly independent 
state. To that end, candidates signed up from all over the country and 
from across ethnic groups and social classes.21 This enthusiasm for the 
training of a socialist vanguard labor force was an expression of its time, 
determined by the global confluence of the Cold War, decolonization, and 
development.

Angolan and Mozambican Labor and Training Migration 
in the Cold War

Comparing the Angolan, East German, and Mozambican flags, one is 
immediately struck by the emphasis on peasants and workers. Of course, 
this iconography was (and is) typical for socialist nations. The Angolan flag 
features an emblem of half a yellow gearwheel, crossed by a machete, and 
embracing a star (adopted in 1975). The East German flag showcased a 
hammer and compass surrounded by rye (1959–1990). The Mozambican 
flag has a yellow star, superimposed by a triangle which is composed of an 
AK-47 and a hoe over an open book (since 1983). The triangle represents 
the war of liberation: armed struggle, tilling the land, and education.22 
The two African flags highlight the military struggle for independence and 
hint at the role of socialism, industrial production, and education in 
Angola’s and Mozambique’s aspired futures. East Germany supported 
both Angolan and Mozambican freedom fighters and was among the first 
countries to formalize relations after independence. FRELIMO and the 
MPLA had received East German support since the early 1960s.23 In 
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1977, East Germany declared Angola and Mozambique to be priority 
trade partners. Comprehensive economic, technical, and educational 
cooperation ensued.24 But these plans remained preliminary and turned 
out to be somewhat detached from reality. This was in large part because 
both Angola and Mozambique suffered from decades of civil wars after 
independence. Aside from the dire humanitarian consequences that wars 
inflict, the newly independent countries were also inhibited from develop-
ing an adequate education system, infrastructure, or functioning labor 
market. For obvious reasons, this impeded the industrialization which the 
independence leaders, schooled in socialist development thought, consid-
ered essential for Angola’s and Mozambique’s entry into the world of 
modern and successful states.

The schemes recounted in this book were an important part of the 
solution to these challenges. In part, labor migration to East Germany—
which, in addition to Eastern Europeans also included migrants from 
Algeria, Angola, China, Cuba, Korea, Mozambique, and Vietnam—was 
justified through emphasizing vocational training. Whereas the “capitalist 
West,” especially West Germany’s guest worker program, was said to 
exploit labor, East Germany emphasized the human capital development 
nature of its temporary labor programs.25 Their purpose was to create a 
professionally skilled and consciously socialist vanguard workforce.26 As 
part of the international proletariat, the workers from around the socialist 
world were expected to return to their home countries to aid industrializa-
tion and spread socialist revolution.27 This goal did not preclude East 
Germany from profiting from their labor power in the meantime.28 
Governments negotiated bilateral agreements of mutual advantage in the 
name of proletarian internationalism and solidarity. The agreements that 
governed the temporary employment and training of Angolan (1985–1990) 
and Mozambican (1979–1990) workers in East German companies were, 
therefore, part of a broader context of socialist development policies.29

The confluence of decolonization, the Cold War, and a new emphasis 
on progress through development opened new migration routes to many 
Africans, among them university students, school children, trade union-
ists, vocational trainees, party cadres, government personnel, journalists, 
soldiers, political exiles, refugees, freedom fighters, and contract workers. 
These migration paths connected independent African nations with each 
other, and extended along socialist axes to what is commonly described as 
the “Eastern Bloc,” to Asia, and to Central America. Gone was the time 
when the majority of internationally mobile Africans migrated to the 
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colonial metropole.30 International socialist travel and migration reveal an 
alternative narrative to the more usual conception of socialist societies as 
static and insular.31 New forms of South–North mobility emerged during 
a period when confidence was high in the possibility of building a socialist 
development alternative in the South. On-the-job training programs came 
into existence as an expression of solidarity with newly independent states 
which needed to increase their population of skilled workers. The state 
remained central to socialist labor migrations, be they from Angola and 
Mozambique to East Germany or from Vietnam to East Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and the Soviet Union, or from Cuba to East 
Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. The central control and the 
training aspect therefore rendered the socialist migration programs dis-
tinct from Western guest worker programs.32

The literature on bilateral and transcontinental labor regimes within 
the socialist world is slim compared to that dealing with labor mobility in 
the twentieth century in general. Most of what has been written, especially 
in the 1990s and early 2000s, highlights the exploitative nature of the 
programs.33 This was indeed an important aspect of the programs and, as 
highlighted above, there were many continuities between colonial and 
post-colonial labor migration programs. However, it is also important to 
discuss these programs in the framework of a history of development that 
identified knowledge and technology transfers as central tools with which 
to support anti-colonial struggles, and the socialist cause generally. Across 
much of the socialist world socialism and anti-colonialism were seen as 
almost synonymous, at least on a rhetorical level. The rhetorical emphasis 
on training cannot simply be ignored as propaganda, as the programs did 
indeed initially try to train their participants.34 Yet, the extent and quality 
of actual training provided became a bone of contention. Mozambique 
admonished the State Secretariat for Work and Wages of the GDR that it 
did not do enough to check the quality of the training provided, as in 
many cases the fulfillment of the production quota seemed to trump the 
fulfillment of worker qualification. In light of that, the Mozambican gov-
ernment insisted on a thorough job training along with the amelioration 
of living arrangements for their workers. Groups of foreign workers con-
tinued to insist on the same, and work stoppages occurred occasionally.35 
The training aspect also remains, as we will see, at the heart of how those 
who migrated understood and recounted the program.

Socialist labor programs were not static but changed their emphasis 
over time. At the start there was greater emphasis on socialist solidarity, 
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while later political and national expediency became more visible. Three 
phases are distinguishable. In the first phase, mainly African students and 
small groups of vocational apprentices migrated to the Eastern Bloc.36 
This stage started in the 1950s and continued into the 1970s. The second 
phase of socialist labor migrations saw greater numbers of people move 
and a balance struck between training and work. Starting as migration 
from Eastern to Central Europe, these labor training programs gained 
momentum just as guest worker programs in Western Europe slowed 
down, starting in the mid-1970s.37 It was this juncture at which the 
Mozambican program was born. Sometimes, as in the case of East 
Germany and Mozambique, the receiving country, East Germany, was at 
first reluctant to enter into the labor agreement because of the costs of 
training.38 Economies worldwide were struggling with the consequences 
of the 1973 oil crisis. Within these programs, migrants were both trainees 
and workers, which is why I often refer to them as worker-trainees. Foreign 
workers in East Germany were referred to as ausländische Werktätige. 
Werktätige was an East German socialist term denoting those involved in 
productive labor. As discussed above, Angolan and Mozambican worker- 
trainees are not to be confused with apprentices who came in the context 
of education aid, a central aspect of East German development strategy.39 
In addition, East Germany also trained skilled workers in other programs, 
such as the education and vocational training of 900 Mozambican chil-
dren who attended the Friendship School in Staßfurt between 1982 
and 1988.40

The third phase began in the 1980s, the decade during which the 
Angolan contract was signed, and so-called mutual assistance became the 
guiding principle. The economic interests of the receiving country began 
to play an increasing role in determining both the number of recruits and 
the placement of worker-trainees, and training increasingly took a backseat 
to work. Some members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 
(Comecon), among them Bulgaria, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, and the Soviet Union, made use of foreign labor to increase 
their productivity and alleviate their rising labor shortages. The purpose of 
employing foreign labor increasingly became the extraction of surplus 
value, more akin to Western European guest worker programs after the 
Second World War.41 The 1980s saw both Comecon countries and the 
global South facing debt crises. Civil wars raged in some of the countries 
involved in the labor migration programs, for instance in Angola and 
Mozambique, where they also played out as proxy wars in a Cold War 
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setting. Consequently, arrangements without foreign currency were more 
attractive as everybody was short of cash that would be accepted by other 
countries. Similarly, an increase in the numbers of workers doubly aided 
the ailing northern economies. Firstly, they could take advantage of cheap, 
imported labor power, and secondly, it had the potential to function as a 
form of payment for outstanding debt from their poorer socialist partners.42

Much of the differentiation between socialist migration and migration 
to capitalist countries is to be understood in the context of Cold War 
international competition. However, while the Cold War is important for 
this story, the story is not really about the Cold War. The Cold War is 
central to understanding why the MPLA and FRELIMO were interested 
in an alliance with the Eastern Bloc, and their subsequent choice to follow 
the socialist development path. In addition to this, the Angolan and 
Mozambican civil wars were also hot proxy wars in the Cold War super-
power competition.43 However, despite this context of war, Cold and hot, 
this story is about training, labor, and migration—not war.

From Luanda and Maputo to Berlin: Transcontinental Labor 
and Training Migration

In February 1979, Erich Honecker, General Secretary of East Germany’s 
Socialist Unity Party (SED) and Chairman of the State Council, visited 
Maputo to sign a treaty of friendship and a series of trade agreements. 
Next, the delegation proceeded to Angola where Honecker and the 
Angolan president, António Agostinho Neto, signed an equally compre-
hensive treaty of friendship.44 These visits were grand affairs, with the 
national press covering every step of the state leaders to emphasize the 
historical importance of this trip and the brotherly relations between the 
states. Bilateral joint commissions, which met alternately in Maputo, 
Luanda, and Berlin, subsequently worked out the details of cooperation 
between the states.45

An agreement regulating temporary Mozambican labor training migra-
tion to East Germany was signed on February 24, 1979, during Honecker’s 
Maputo visit by Günter Mittag as secretary of the Central Committee for 
the Economy and Marcelino dos Santos as Minister for Planning and 
Development.46 The Angolan version was signed six years later, on March 
29, 1985. The labor migration accords were part of a series of similar 
agreements which the East German government negotiated with several 
socialist states, from Vietnam to Cuba. They did not vastly differ from one 
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another. State planners envisioned ambitious economic, political, and cul-
tural programs which served the interests of all partners. The objective was 
to train the future working-class vanguard in Mozambique and Angola. 
The trainees were to be employed in industries common to both nations, 
such as mining, agriculture, or the textile industry.47 The programs 
intended both to build up the human resources required for Angolan and 
Mozambican industrial development and to help with the East German 
need for labor, raw materials, and increased productivity.48 Workers were 
spread across industries, but especially employed in light and heavy indus-
try. Table 3.1 draws on the years 1979 to 1989—essentially the life of the 
scheme. It illustrates the distribution of worker-trainees.

In total, about 21,000 contracts were signed with Mozambicans and at 
most with 2500 Angolans up until 1989.49 The agreements governing the 
labor programs were then suspended during the process of German 
reunification.50

Economic sector/industry Percentage of 
total number of 
seconded workers

Light industry 33.53
Electrical engineering 1.98
Chemical industry 7.36
Agriculture 4.65
Civil construction 2.96
Geology and mining industry 6.87
Transport sector 6.07
Heavy industry 15.60
Interpreters 0.48
Other 17.91

Anîbal Fernando Lucas, “Mão-de-obra Moçambicana 
emigrante na ex. República Democrática Alemã, 
1979–1990” (Licenciatura thesis, Universidade Eduardo 
Mondlane, 2002), Annex 3, Table 1 and Table without 
number titled Mapa de controle dos jovens enviados a RDA 
1979 a 1989. This does not account for 100 percent of the 
workers. A former contract worker himself and now work-
ing at the Mozambican labor ministry, Aníbal Fernando 
Lucas’s history thesis gives an overview of the migration 
and reintegration of Mozambican labor in East Germany

Table 3.1 Mozambican 
workers by industrial sector in 
the East German economy
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Eligible Mozambican candidates for transnational migrant labor posi-
tions to East Germany had to be between eighteen and twenty-five years 
of age, physically fit, and have completed at least a fourth-grade educa-
tion.51 The requirements and conditions for Angolans were similar. They 
had to be between eighteen and thirty years of age, pass a physical exam, 
and have completed at least a sixth-grade education. However, unlike the 
Mozambicans, many of the Angolans also had a military background.

Overall, there were fewer female worker-trainees than male trainees. 
Women comprised only about 10 percent of Mozambican and Angolan 
worker-trainees.52 In theory, socialist ideology posits that men and women 
are equal participants in the workforce. Yet, some work was considered 
more suitable to women, textile production for instance, and other profes-
sions more suitable for men, such as coal production, reflected in the 
numbers of women employed in these industries. Female migrant workers 
whom I interviewed were in the majority unmarried but quite a few were 
single mothers motivated to provide for their offspring. One of the limita-
tions in recruiting more women were the education requirements stipu-
lated in the labor agreements. Looking at the data for foreign workers as a 
whole, 29.8 percent were female in 1989, which amounted to about 
57,000 women.53

The workers, male and female, were not free to choose their area of 
employment. Worker-trainees were usually given four-year contracts. 
Some of them served two or three contracts. A number attained the level 
of skilled workers; very few reached the skill level of master craftsmen.54 
Many, especially those who came after the expansion of the program in the 
late 1980s, only received inadequate training, for example only in operat-
ing a particular machine. They never rose to the pay level of a skilled 
laborer. Table 3.2 provides evidence of the increase in recruitment over 
time. The first generation of workers (in the period 1979–1984) usually 
received better training than the second generation (the period 
1985–1990).

Table 3.2 gives an approximation to facilitate understanding recruit-
ment patterns of Mozambicans and Angolans. As has become clear by 
now, the exact numbers are a matter of dispute. Angolans arrived only in 
the second half of the 1980s, when foreign labor programs in East 
Germany had shifted away from training and toward productivity. This 
often meant that most workers received minimal language and equipment 
training, before being placed in unskilled positions. The intensification of 
the recruitment of foreign labor in the late 1980s reflected East Germany’s 
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Table 3.2 Annual number of Mozambican and Angolan worker-trainees newly 
entering East Germany

Year 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

No. of 
Mozambican 
workers

447 2839 2618 0 382 0 1347 2896 3203 6464 1992

No. of 
Angolan 
workers

0 0 0 0 0 0 312 33 206 687 418

For the Mozambican numbers, see Döring, Es geht um unsere Existenz, 237. For the Angolan numbers, 
see Riedel, 1994, 5 cited in Karin Weiss, “Zuwanderung und Integration in Ostdeutschland,” in 
Zuwanderung und Integration in den neuen Bundesländern. Zwischen Transferexistenz und Bildungserfolg, 
Karin Weiss and Hala Kindelberger, eds. (Freiburg im Breisgau: Lambertus Verlag, 2007), 37

struggling economy. The Angolan government had difficulties meeting 
the demand.55 The year 1988 set a record for both Angolan and 
Mozambican migrants as the East German government had set ambitious 
production targets and wanted to use foreign labor to compensate for East 
Germans leaving the country in ever greater numbers. Curiously, numbers 
fell again in 1989, pointing at greater recruitment challenges. Yet, more 
than 90,000 Mozambicans had purportedly been calculated for 1990, 
both to meet East German demand and reduce Mozambican debts.56

As Hans-Joachim Döring argues, Mozambican labor power had been 
calculated against Mozambique’s trade deficit from the beginning of the 
program. A portion of their wages, social security benefits, and pension 
claims all counted toward the transfer.57 As both countries increasingly 
struggled economically, Mozambicans were interested in a break in their 
debt payments and East Germany wanted to import more labor power to 
address the debts and the labor shortages at once. East Germany sought 
to use Mozambican labor power to reduce Mozambican debts, calculated 
in 1987 to amount to US$ 260 million until 1990. East Germany’s sug-
gestion to increase the number of Mozambican workers in 1988 and 
count their transfer payments and social security contributions toward a 
reduction of Mozambican debts did, however, meet with initial resistance 
based on financial and moral concerns from the Mozambican govern-
ment. Mozambican Finance Minister Abdul Magid Osman expressed his 
incomprehension as to why East Germany insisted on debt service at a 
time when Mozambique was ravaged by war and most Paris Club mem-
bers had already consented to adjusting debt service to terms more 
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favorable than what East Germany was offering. On the contrary, he 
insisted, given the sorrowful situation in Mozambique, he might well 
insist on the transfer payments of the workers being paid out in hard cur-
rency.58 Nothing came of it, but the exchange elucidates that the relation-
ship between East Germany and Mozambique deteriorated as both 
countries moved farther away from the future each government had envi-
sioned by the second half of the 1980s.

In 1987, the planning commission together with the finance ministry 
calculated that a single Mozambican worker produced 18,487 East 
German marks toward the national income after deducting all associated 
costs.59 This figure can be compared with the GDP per employee, which 
was 40,721 marks in 1989.60 Given that GDP per employee is a “before 
costs” measure and the figure for the migrants’ contribution was after 
costs, this was a substantial per-worker contribution.61 According to the 
calculations of the East German Ministry of Finance, 13,000 Mozambican 
workers would have produced 240 million East German marks annually, a 
number that did not yet satisfy the politburo.62

Seeking to obtain more labor power from Vietnamese and Mozambican 
migrants in the latter half of the 1980s needs to be seen in connection 
with the transfers that both groups of workers made but also reflects the 
strained relationships with other partners. The Polish government 
demanded better treatment of their workers in 1987, Cuba threatened not 
to send further workers only a year later, and Algeria had stopped sending 
workers by the mid-1980s, after the government had adopted a law against 
the exploitation of its labor force by foreign governments.63 In an econ-
omy short of labor power, foreign labor was important to fulfill produc-
tion quotas, and consequently Mozambican and Angolan workers gained 
in importance as other recruiting options shrank.

Supervision of the worker-trainees was shared between the East German 
State Secretariat for Work and Wages (SAL), the Ministry for State Security 
(Stasi), and FRELIMO and MPLA representatives in the dormitories and 
companies. Factory staff were crucial in supervising the workers, both on 
the factory floor and in the dormitories, which often had a live-in supervi-
sor. But—and this point cannot be stressed enough—the interviews 
brought to the fore the inconsistency with which rules were applied in 
practice. There was an uneven level of integration and education between 
one company and the next. The location, company, supervision personnel, 
colleagues, and the other migrant groups that the worker-trainees encoun-
tered therefore heavily shaped their experiences.
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Unsurprisingly, in many respects the lives workers organized for them-
selves inside and outside of the factories often did not coincide with the 
state officials’ expectations. The archetypical foreign worker was imagined 
as healthy, disciplined, intelligent, and willing to adapt to a foreign life-
style, cuisine, and value system, and was implicitly male and single. The 
workers’ physical and mental health issues, their struggles to adjust to a 
foreign language, food, and work discipline, their willingness to spend 
their free time upholding their family ties, their intimate relations with 
East Germans and other foreigners, were all ways in which they diverged 
from state plans. The German state archives are replete with descriptions 
of behavior deviating from the norms, dividing the foreign workers into 
victims and perpetrators. Oral histories counter archival descriptions of 
this behavior, coming instead as they do from an affirmative place of agency.

The following section constitutes the moment in which this book 
escapes from the straitjacket imposed by following the archive-bound, 
state-centered, institutional conception of the schemes and their relation-
ships with their participants. After all, without the migrants, any migration 
scheme remains a fictional entity. We now move on to investigating the 
motivations and decision-making processes of Angolans and Mozambicans, 
the future worker-trainees, as they determined whether to migrate.

Part II: the MIgrantS’ MotIveS to Move

A better future,
The one that now I own.
Like a bee, I drink from roses.
The rest does not matter,
I embraced Germany.

Regina, February 27, 2007

In 1988, Regina migrated, as a young Mozambican woman, to work 
and receive vocational training on East Germany’s factory floors.64 What is 
notable about Regina’s poem is that it claims ownership of her new future, 
despite the fact that she arrived in Berlin as part of a bilateral agreement 
between socialist states that regulated her contract length, place of employ-
ment, housing, and pay, and, to a certain extent, even monitored her free 
time and regulated her personal relationships. Yet Regina embraced her 
new life in the face of multiple challenges, including learning to commu-
nicate in a new language and navigate a foreign culture, while 
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acclimatizing to an industrial work routine. Regina’s poem is about her 
individual expectations, dreams, and desires; it is about the human side of 
migration.

Various motivations led young Angolans and Mozambicans to actively 
seek out the possibility of signing up, or to consent to being recruited. 
After all, to work and receive technical training thousands of miles away 
from home was no casual undertaking. Focusing on the decisive moment 
in the migrants’ lives, prior to departure, reveals the complex decisions 
they faced. Such an approach challenges prevailing conceptions of migrants 
as passive participants. It also renders unviable institutional designations of 
labor migration. As the migrants’ memories uncover, it was not clear to all 
the young people why they were sent north, and their decisions were often 
based on hearsay, hunches, and imperfect information. Economic consid-
erations, which fuel labor migration the world over, predictably played a 
significant role, sustaining dreams of material independence and satisfying 
filial duties. Young people were also drawn by the promise of education, of 
laying the foundation for their own careers through the acquisition of 
skills. Some saw their migration in the light of aiding their country’s devel-
opment. Escaping the risks of military service, the violence of combat, and 
the privations of the conflict economy also featured prominently. 
Emotional motivations were important to some migrants, who followed 
personal ties abroad to reunite with a partner or family member, or who 
signed up for a second contract to stay with their newfound family in East 
Germany. Most migrants’ decision-making processes were a combination 
of some or all of the above. But in their memories, conveyed to me long 
after the socialist revolutions had come to a premature end, no interviewee 
used the language of the “New Man” to state that their primary goal was 
of a political nature and lay in supporting socialism.65 Far more, they 
remembered wanting to contribute to the greater good (and simultane-
ously personal good) through work. Many also had a personal admiration 
for the now late President Samora Machel.

For potential migrants, East Germany was also part of “Europe.” This 
was an imagined space of possibilities that bundled expectations of adven-
ture, prosperity, and the good life. This idea was illustrated by Marieta’s 
postcard on which she wrote, “This is the capital of Europe, called 
Berlin.”66 The Angolan and Mozambican migrants to East Germany were 
dreamers as much as they were cogs in an international socialist scheme. 
Examining the myriad reasons that led these young people to board the 
planes from Luanda and Maputo to East Berlin challenges the assumption 
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that migration was primarily about finding work elsewhere. Indeed, it 
challenges the historiographical category of labor migration, to show that 
migration is never just about work.

Reasons to Migrate

As birds, we passed flying,
Crossing oceans, rivers, continents,
On a thunderclap we descended on Berlin,
My dream came true.

Regina, February 27, 200767

The following four migration types emerge as drivers of migration: 
work, education, war, and personal reasons. While the state could pressure 
future worker-trainees to an extent, most of them signed up convinced 
that they had made the best possible choice for a better personal future. 
Although the structure of the migration schemes was ostensibly not one 
that allowed for a great deal of personal freedom, the migrants who took 
part nevertheless exercised a considerable level of agency. The four catego-
ries of motivation were not mutually exclusive; rather, worker-trainees 
were positioned to take advantage of any combination of them and gave 
weight to different factors in their own decision-making process. The dif-
ferent impulses were also weighted differently for migrants at different 
points in time over the lifetime of their participation schemes. For instance, 
in the early stages, a person might first want to escape the insecurity of 
war, then later seek a stable job, and then after living in relative security 
they might aspire to a better education, and finally, after founding a family 
abroad, they would feel the emotional ties that connected them to their 
new home. Fabião, a worker-trainee from Mozambique, summarized 
these myriad factors in the following way:

There was free choice but a real lack of spaces. So, in the end you took what 
you could get. …The advantages [of going to East Germany] were many. 
First of all, you were occupied. You could go and work and receive technical 
training, which was better than doing nothing. Secondly, we had a sixteen- 
year war in this country, and life here was very difficult. It was a chance to 
escape the insecurity. Also, to escape the poverty because here in Mozambique 
we faced a lack of jobs, a lack of security, a lack of schools, no free movement 
of people and a severe lack of things. There were so many refugees and dis-
placed people, but there were no safe spaces. Thirdly, it was a real benefit for 
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my personal life. I had the ability to work to support myself and my family. 
I learned a lot about a different way of life. I learned how to be organized 
and it was my first work experience. I liked it.68

The Political Context: “The Principles of Marxism-Leninism 
and of Proletarian Internationalism”69

Samora Machel described the relationship between Mozambique and East 
Germany in the following terms:

We have a solid foundation for our relations: the principles of Marxism- 
Leninism and of proletarian internationalism, which enable us to coordinate 
our goals and opinions and show that there exists a harmony of interests 
between us. Our alliance thus has a strategic character. It does not threaten 
anyone. It promotes the common struggle for peace and socialism, for free-
dom and independence of people. This alliance contributes to the progress 
of the revolutionary world movement.70

The migrants, most of whom were born in the 1960s, firmly placed 
their migratory experiences into the context of a socialist world. Part of 
the attraction of socialism at the time lay precisely in its claim of establish-
ing an alternative development path for countries still economically inter-
twined with their former colonizers, and of offering ideological and 
economic support through the new partnership model of proletarian 
internationalism. When asked about the purpose of their migration, many 
migrants spoke about a personal mission for their country to acquire skills 
with which to build the young state. President Samora Machel, to whom 
many Mozambican migrants still felt a deep personal connection and alle-
giance when they spoke to me years later, was central to this sense of mis-
sion. They portrayed Machel as the father of the nation, who had sent 
them, his children, abroad to develop the nascent Mozambique. This mis-
sion was therefore a personal one, built on trust. While Angolan former 
worker-trainees generally did not reminisce about the socialist period with 
the same emotional tone as those from Mozambique, they nevertheless 
similarly placed their migration experience in this wider global framework. 
In the words of the Angolan José Antonio:

Many young people went to East Germany in this program because this was 
already an agreement from the time of the old presidents of Angola and East 
Germany in the context of what they used to call ‘mutual help.’ This was a 
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project of the socialist countries and [President] Agostinho Neto [1975–9] 
thought about the professional education of those young people, and of 
those people who they said would be demobilized from the Angolan mili-
tary forces, so that they wouldn’t remain unemployed. …There was a need 
to arrange job training at least…for this country to have skilled workers so 
that our industry could develop.71

Thus, migrants as a whole bought into the state rhetoric of socialist 
development. However, they did not frame their own motivation primar-
ily in political terms. Socialist development was a happy consequence, not 
the main attraction.

Labor Migration: “German Businesses Asked for a Mozambican 
Workforce, But they Got People Instead”72

Most migrants understood before they left Africa that they would be 
expected to work, not just train. Gilda recounted: “I went to [East] 
Germany because I knew that our government had made an agreement 
with the German government for us to work and receive an education so 
that upon our return, we would be placed in the various companies in 
accordance with our training.”73 But not everybody was as well informed 
prior to leaving. Lino’s father knew of the 900 Mozambican school chil-
dren who attended the Friendship School in Staßfurt and concluded that 
his son should therefore also sign up to go to East Germany, assuming it 
would provide a similar educational possibility:

The first groups who went to [East] Germany were children of nine or ten 
years who went to study until they were about sixteen or seventeen years 
old, when they returned here. We had a cousin in this group and my father 
thought that I should also leave this country to study. At that time, the 
agreement the government had with Germany was another one, it was one 
to go and work. …But I preferred to go and work to staying here as a car-
penter and without any chance at studying further. I finished sixth grade and 
still had many grades left but at that time there were no jobs [in Mozambique], 
which was a very serious problem and the reason why I preferred to go to 
Germany.74

This quotation reveals that many migrants had a far from perfect under-
standing of the multiple bilateral migration agreements prior to leaving. 
The schemes in existence included options for Angolans and Mozambicans 
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to temporarily relocate as apprentices, workers, or university or school 
students, or for political training. Word of mouth was an important factor 
driving migrants north. Many worker-trainees already had a family mem-
ber abroad and were influenced by the depictions of European life they 
saw in letters and pictures sent by those abroad. It is important to keep in 
mind that it was probably the case that many potential migrants only par-
tially understood the information contained in government agreements as 
these were not generally accessible. Many worker-trainees only learned 
about the reality of daily life that they had signed up for once it started. 
The migrants made their decisions based on imperfect information, gath-
ered through hearsay and the experiences of friends and family members, 
more than from official written information. For many, it was a coura-
geous leap into the unknown.

Labor migration was, and is, intrinsically linked to economic migration. 
Adérito, a migrant from Angola, stated very clearly that his motivation to 
sign up was to “have a change in living standards while also continuing my 
training.”75 For Armando, a worker-trainee from Mozambique, the 
“unsatisfactory economic situation” he encountered upon returning from 
his first contract in June 1984 led him back to East Germany by December 
of the same year, despite not having had the intention to return.76 Indeed, 
like Adérito and Armando, many of the interviewees mentioned economic 
motivations. However, these economic considerations were rarely por-
trayed as the driving force behind the decision to migrate. In addition to 
the opportunity to work in East Germany, migrants mentioned the ability 
to live a comfortable and fashionable life there, while also supporting their 
families at home, and laying a foundation for their economic indepen-
dence after their return. For young women migration also meant financial 
independence and therefore a greater degree of independence in their 
lives. Migrants remitted their income mostly in goods because the East 
German mark was not readily convertible, and because goods were hard to 
come by in the conflict economies of Angola and Mozambique. Patricio 
described the economic contrast between his Mozambican and his German 
life as follows:

Before we went to Germany, there was war in Mozambique. We had noth-
ing to eat. And I mean there was nothing to buy, not even sugar. The stores 
were completely empty. Money was not the problem but there were simply 
no goods to buy. We just ate cabbage with salt. If you wanted to have bread 
you had to get up at 4:00 am and start queuing, but even then, you were not 
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guaranteed bread. At some point the government introduced rations but 
what we got per family was nothing, like 2 kg rice for a whole month per 
family. You could not buy things like clothes, and what existed was 
 disproportionately expensive. Now in Germany, we had everything, more 
than enough of everything.77

This vision of East Germany is often discounted when talking about the 
experience that foreign workers had there. It is far more usual to focus on 
the difficult living conditions of foreign workers and the limited supply of 
consumer items in East Germany (relative to the West), as well as on the 
restrictions foreign workers faced when transferring goods.78 The subjec-
tive experiences of comfort and consumption expressed by people from 
what was then known as the Third World shed a different light on percep-
tions of life in East Germany.

As we saw earlier in this chapter, by migrating to East Germany, young 
Angolans and Mozambicans followed a regional tradition of labor migra-
tion in southern Africa. For many, it was a rite of passage. From the latter 
nineteenth century onwards, young men migrated to the South 
African mines to accumulate the capital to pay a bride price, and through 
marriage assume the role of adult men in their communities. For the new 
generation of (male) worker-trainees for whom going to South Africa was 
no longer an option, economic independence, and therefore indepen-
dence from their families, was still paramount. Saving for marriage was no 
longer the central concern, but rather building a life independent of their 
families or place of origin. In the words of a Mozambican migrant who 
preferred to stay anonymous:

I already had seen some people who left and returned from there [East 
Germany] and they were doing well for themselves. I was greedy and wanted 
to have similar things. …I dreamed of having my own house because I lived 
in a house with my family. Therefore, the plan was to arrange for my own 
house and live on my own.79

Historically, especially in southern Mozambique, contract labor migration 
to the South African gold-bearing Witwatersrand was a way of achieving 
these goals. Pedro from Mozambique originally wanted to go to South 
Africa because that was the only opportunity that he knew of for making 
good money. However, once he learned of the alternative to go to East 
Germany, he quickly changed his mind: “To go to South Africa was 
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difficult, but to go to East Germany was better,” and so he migrated from 
1985 until 1989.80 Seen through the eyes of the worker-trainees who went 
to East Germany, the comparison seemed favorable in retrospect:

My father went to South Africa, my uncles, my grandfather. All the men in 
my family went to South Africa, I went to [East] Germany. Germany was 
definitely better because I amassed much more in a shorter time. My cousin 
left before me to South Africa, and we returned at the same time, and I had 
been able to afford much more than him. The work in the mines is also 
harder and paid worse.81

Other migrants, particularly women, construed their economic migrations 
in terms of supporting their wider families. Irene remembered:

I went to register [for work in East Germany] in a suburb and was called 
after a month. What happened is that many of the young people in my sub-
urb did not want to register their names because they thought that in [East] 
Germany, they would wash the streets, wash the animals and therefore they 
did not have much interest. I, because I saw my suffering and that of my 
daughter, who was only eight months old at the time, went there [East 
Germany] in 1988. …The father of the girl left me with my hands tied, 
because he went to work in South Africa, and I was suffering with the girl 
and that is why I decided to go work in Germany to be able to support my 
daughter and my family.82

Irene’s motives for signing up to migrate were deeply personal—indeed, 
considerably more personal than the commitment to abstract concepts of 
socialist development could ever be. Migrants did not parse their lives into 
neat categories but instead lived their lives as integrated wholes. The point 
at which the need to support a baby daughter merged into a wider narra-
tive of socialist development was different for each individual. The lines 
between the categories of motivation were often indistinct—indeed, such 
categorization does no favors to the true complexity of human motiva-
tion. The point is to understand that the human dimension of the migra-
tions was incomparably richer than state-imposed parameters could 
ever be.
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Educational Migration: “I felt Selected for the Days to Come 
and Everything Was a Project of the Future”83

Socialism opened new avenues of international mobility. From 
Mozambique, about 20,000 worker-trainees left for East Germany, while 
more than 1200 East German citizens, teachers, agricultural specialists, 
consultants, nurses, and miners came to work in Mozambique. Nine hun-
dred Mozambican children were sent to the Friendship School in East 
Germany, while at least 750 Mozambican apprentices and an unknown 
number of Mozambican university students studied in East Germany. The 
worker-trainees were the most numerically significant group of 
Mozambican migrants to East Germany.84 Estevão from Angola also placed 
his decision to go to Germany in the larger context of Cold War educa-
tional opportunities:

At that time, there was this opening. Our [Angolan] government worried 
about the education of man and therefore engaged in partnerships with vari-
ous countries such as East Germany, Cuba, the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, 
Hungary. …As we were starting to build our independent nation, given that 
we did not have national cadres, he [President Agostinho Neto] created 
agreements with socialist countries to train the Angolan man. It was then 
that the Isle of Youth opened in Cuba. I even applied to go and work in that 
country but then I withdrew. …Only after the end of the Cold War things 
became difficult for the people because before the state sent people for train-
ing and professional employment to other countries.85

Like Estevão, worker-trainees occasionally had the option to choose 
between various training schemes, the most frequent being in Cuba or the 
Soviet Union, either for continued education or military training.86 In 
some cases, migrants were on the list for other educational programs in 
socialist countries, but due to bureaucratic processes beyond their under-
standing, found themselves unexpectedly in a group bound for East 
Germany. Therefore, the decision to go to East Germany was sometimes 
a rather arbitrary and last-minute affair.

Former worker-trainees often framed their professional training in 
Germany as learning for the future in a double sense. They acquired skills 
for their personal professional development, and for contributing to the 
development of their countries. The temporary nature of their migration 
was thus implicit. In the world back then, they could hardly contribute to 
Mozambican development if they stayed in East Germany. The 
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worker- trainees’ emphasis on the educational aspect of the program forms 
a counter- narrative to portrayals of East Germany’s political emphasis on 
migrant education as a strategy of propaganda rather than practice. Some 
scholars maintain that the East German migration schemes were labor 
migrations that only employed the terminology of training as develop-
ment aid to set themselves apart from the West German guest worker 
program.87 There is some justification for this, as foreign worker-trainees’ 
vocational training rapidly deteriorated toward the second half of the 
1980s. Nonetheless, the training component remained the most crucial 
aspect for many of the young Angolan and Mozambican migrants.

It was not only the worker-trainees who believed in the importance of 
education for their careers; the governments of both Angola and 
Mozambique hoped to address the severe lack of skilled workers in both 
countries by educating citizens abroad and importing educational person-
nel.88 Emphasizing vocational training further distinguishes the worker- 
trainees’ experiences from earlier labor migrations undertaken in the 
context of colonial forced labor and slavery, or from the transactional 
migrations to the South African mines. Taking the vocational training 
aspect seriously reflects both the worker-trainees’ own understanding of 
their migration and the sending countries’ interests. David remembered:

According to the information we received here [in Angola] this was profes-
sional training, which meant that a person would go and train and after-
wards implement what they had learned here in the country. We thought it 
would be convenient to go and get this formation because we would return 
trained in a discipline. Although we had theoretical classes that lasted half 
days, it seems to me that this was more for those people who thought about 
this as academic training. In my company, I was the best student, and I was 
selected based on merit as one of the elements that got to know the entire 
company. I was even mentioned in the company newspaper and the director 
sent for me to speak to him. This was in 1988.89

The temporary migration to East Germany remained a formative part 
of the migrants’ personal careers and professional biographies. Many for-
mer worker-trainees have processed their experience as job training and 
work experience, an episode that marked the early years of their profes-
sional lives. That the former migrants were so keen to talk about education 
in interviews with me might have partly stemmed from a need to justify 
the validity of their training in the context of failed job placements upon 
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return. Some worker-trainees struggled with the training requirements in 
East Germany, and thus did not achieve the aspired level of skilled work-
ers, instead returning with partial qualifications, a fate shared by those 
whose companies neglected to offer appropriate training opportunities. In 
retrospect, Fabião was critical about the professional value of his East 
German training:

We received training there that could not be applied in Mozambique because 
the factories did not exist here. I, for instance, worked in a factory that pro-
duced glass for glasses, binoculars, specialized telescopes; we did not have 
such specialized machinery here in Mozambique. The formal education was 
thus of questionable applicability, but on the personal level we learned a lot 
and benefited tremendously from having been employed in East Germany.90

Fabião raised an important distinction, namely between learning technical 
know-how and soft skills. Many returned migrants highlighted the per-
sonal benefit from having lived abroad and having successfully adapted to 
East German (work) culture. At the same time, they acknowledged that 
the vocational training received could only be applied in a few areas, such 
as coal mining, textile work, and in port facilities. Technical knowledge 
did not transfer as easily as authorities had envisioned and led workers to 
believe.

The educational alternatives open to many young Mozambicans and 
Angolans at the time were limited. Guiro remembered: “I was already 
unemployed for about a year and then I heard about the possibility of 
going to [East] Germany and I immediately went to register myself. … I 
saw this as the only possibility to do something, but I did not even know 
what I would do over there.”91 For women, the options were often more 
limited, as it was harder to gain access to education. Lídia described the 
kinds of challenges young women faced:

I started attending school very late. I matriculated for the first time at age 
twelve, and after having completed fourth grade, my name was listed to 
continue my schooling at night, but my brother refused to let me go study. 
He rejected it because if I went to school at night, I would quickly become 
pregnant, he said, and so I went to East Germany with the intent to con-
tinue my studies. Only when I got there, they told me I was in the group of 
the workers and not of students, and I couldn’t do anything about this, and 
so I went to work.92
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Women were less likely to attend school and as a result were less likely to 
qualify for the training opportunities abroad. In addition, male household 
members often made decisions about their lives on their behalf. Lídia’s 
story also underscores that education served as a lure to attract at least 
some workers who were disappointed to find themselves unable to transi-
tion to school or higher education once in East Germany. Not everyone 
simply transitioned to work as Lídia did.

There were many difficulties in accessing education and jobs at home, 
and the migrants assumed that education in East Germany would allow 
them to invest in their personal and their home country’s future in ways 
unimaginable in their native land. Socialist countries—most notably East 
Germany, Cuba, and the Soviet Union, but also Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
China, and others—offered various degrees of educational support. For 
East Germany, extending education aid in the form of school support, 
vocational training, higher education, and military and political training 
was as much part of spreading the global socialist revolution and acting in 
solidarity with “Third World” countries as it was economically moti-
vated.93 East Germany hoped to send skilled workers back to Angola and 
Mozambique, believing not only that they would be useful to develop 
industries there for the sake of development, but also that they would be 
useful for future German involvement in that development.

War Migration: “The Military Was an Awful Place to Be. They 
Scraped your Head and Collected Baskets of Fresh Blood”94

Born in the 1960s, the lives of the young Angolan and Mozambican 
migrants were marked by war. They grew up in a globally tumultuous 
decade that saw violent divisions emerge between the global North and 
South. In both Angola and Mozambique, the anti-colonial struggle 
turned violent. In Angola, fighting against the Portuguese broke out in 
1961, and in Mozambique in 1964. Independence in 1975 ended the wars 
with former colonial rulers but did not bring the desired peace; Angola 
was engulfed in civil war almost continuously from 1975 until 2002, 
and Mozambique from 1977 until 1992. Postcolonial Mozambique’s 
and Angola’s civil wars were part proxy theaters of the Cold War, part 
expressions of regional, national, and ethnic power struggles.95 The 
MPLA’s and FRELIMO’s close ties with the East even prior to inde-
pendence situated them within a framework of “Third World Liberation 
Marxism-Leninism.”96
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Migrating to East Germany was a way for young Angolans and 
Mozambicans to escape the many impacts of war on their lives. The fear 
that many young people felt was not abstract but based on real experiences 
of death, violence, displacement, and hunger. War meant interruptions to 
education and an early end to childhood. “To tell the truth, most people 
who left the country at that time were motivated by fleeing the war, mili-
tary service, and more,” claimed Augusto from Angola.97 Many young 
people had already abandoned rural areas and had relocated to the relative 
safety of urban centers prior to migrating to East Germany. Cities, how-
ever, did not offer safety from indiscriminate conscription by the govern-
ment. Young people’s freedom of movement was also severely limited, as 
every trip over land exposed them to the possibility of being forcibly 
recruited. Frequent relocations interrupted young people’s schooling. 
The fragile school system was overstretched, and spaces were hard to 
obtain. Limited employment opportunities existed in these conflict econ-
omies and young people struggled to envision a future at home. 
Interestingly, while oral history interviews are replete with references to 
fleeing war, German-centered narratives about labor migrations to East 
Germany are silent on this point. The East German government did not 
think of its country as a safe haven for refugees.

Many worker-trainees migrated internally before going to East 
Germany. Inocêncio colorfully described his life in rural Manhiça, in 
Mozambique, as marked by war and death: “The desire to flee was more 
exciting to me than sex with a nymphomaniac.”98 In 1984, after he had 
finished the seventh grade, his uncle brought him to Maputo to continue 
his studies at secondary school, from where he later went to Germany. 
Like Inocêncio, many tried to make their way to the provincial capitals and 
ultimately to the capitals Maputo and Luanda to continue their education 
and live a more secure life. This was especially so given the rural nature of 
the civil wars in Mozambique and Angola. Family networks facilitated this 
internal mobility; the lucky would-be migrants could stay with extended 
family members in the bigger cities.

Zeca, from the district of Maganja da Costa, in Zambézia province, had 
been in the provincial capital of Quelimane, but because of the violence in 
the countryside was prevented from going home. He stayed in the city 
instead. He remembered that in the mid-1980s, “when they picked up a 
youngster of seventeen, eighteen years walking in the street, he was 
recruited to go to war. This was commonplace and I did not want this to 
happen because I had a brother who died during military life.”99 He 
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arrived in Maputo by plane in February or March 1987 and stayed with his 
older sister there to prepare for East Germany: “When I arrived, I started 
making contacts. I needed to leave my name at the Ministry of Labor and 
in the suburbs…then they called me saying that I needed to leave my 
documents and that is how I started to go to the hostel [holding 
center].”100 In Mozambique, future worker-trainees were collected in 
regional holding centers, first in the provinces, and finally in Maputo. The 
labor ministry was central to the recruitment in both Angola and 
Mozambique. Women’s, youth, and worker organizations were also 
involved in recruitment in Mozambique.101 While candidates in Angola 
received little orientation, Mozambican candidates in holding centers 
were given political and moral training, a how-to behavior course, and 
general knowledge about East Germany. The selected candidates also par-
ticipated in demanding sports routines which many interviewees describe 
as a quasi-military-style training. Some of those selected started to think 
that they had fallen into the hands of the military. The relief came only 
once they boarded the airplane to East Germany.

Male interviewees in Angola and Mozambique alike returned in their 
interviews to the worry of random military conscription. Yet, the military 
was not the only organization looking for recruits: some also fell into the 
hands of the rivaling parties. While many of the Angolan interviewees 
served in the military for significant periods of time prior to migrating, 
most Mozambicans did not. This difference was ascribed by some inter-
viewees to an Angolan policy favoring reintegration of former combatants, 
although this idea was not supported by the Angolan labor delegate in 
East Germany, Manuel da Costa.102 Moisés, from Mozambique, recalled 
recruitment to East Germany as “a light at the end of the tunnel” because 
it allowed him to avoid military conscription.103 A few young Angolans 
were able to sign up straight from school, like the majority of Mozambicans. 
Ilíbio, who migrated with his brother, was among them:

Here there wasn’t another alternative, aside from the military. We weren’t 
disabled but rather very healthy and all Angolan citizens had to obligatorily 
fulfill military service upon turning eighteen. This was real war, and we were 
afraid, and I can guarantee that nobody went there [to war] voluntarily. And 
in fact, this was my opportunity not to become a soldier. When I returned 
from that country [East Germany], many of my colleagues from school had 
lost their lives to the war. …We of the 1960s lived through the indepen-
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dence war and afterwards there was the South African military invasion into 
our territory, and this impacted us much more because we were in the South 
and I was really very lucky to have this scholarship to go the East Germany 
for this job training. I remember that I had to leave Lubango for Luanda by 
airplane because to travel by car during that time you needed to have a mili-
tary license. Many officials did not like to see one because they saw this as a 
form of discrimination because they were there, serving military service, 
whereas the other person was somehow exempted from serving. This wasn’t 
easy and you needed to proceed really very carefully because at times the 
military commanders tore up your documents and then the next time there 
was no way to justify the missing document.104

This sentiment of never being safe, even after having regularized their 
paperwork with the military or having achieved an exemption through 
connections, was echoed in many interviews.105 It illustrates the culture of 
fear and the arbitrariness with which Angolans and Mozambicans were 
confronted, even in the cities. For those Mozambican worker-trainees 
who were among the first cohorts to travel to East Germany, it was not 
uncommon to become embroiled in the war after their return to the prov-
inces in the mid-1980s. Some, like Armando, therefore decided to sign up 
for a second contract:

I was lucky to have been in Germany because I knew that military service 
was not easy to perform. …Therefore, I preferred to return to Germany and 
stay for another four years there rather than to stay in Mozambique and to 
fulfill the obligatory military service requirement.106

In some cases, fleeing the war zones via labor migration necessitated 
elaborate planning, as Jacinto’s story illustrates. A firm believer in a social-
ist Mozambique, Jacinto attended the FRELIMO party school to train as 
a provincial monitor for organizers of communal villages. From 1981 
onwards, he trained the district leaders of the communal villages in and 
around Beira. On his way to Najawa, in the District of Milange, he was 
captured by Renamo soldiers and brought to Manjodira. He managed to 
escape, but then the government insisted that he return to his work in the 
same area. Understandably, he felt unsafe. He was transferred to work 
with consumer cooperatives in January 1982 but encountered the same 
risks when traveling to various districts such as Chundo and Mubaute. In 
the end, he decided to try to get out.
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I first signed up in March of 1983 in Quelimane. But due to organizational 
aspects, there was no recruitment that year in that province and I continued 
to work, waiting for a possibility to get this training. Luckily, in June of the 
same year, the recruitment started again. I could not show who I was, 
because if the government knew that I wanted to abandon my post, I would 
have been blocked and would have gotten into problems. Fortunately, I was 
in contact with the provincial director of the labor ministry, and he helped 
me to get into the group…On the 17th of June I received the news, with the 
help of the director, that the group would leave on the 21st of the same 
month. …I was lucky and left Maputo for Germany on the 27th of August 
of the same year and arrived in Germany the next day to fulfill my contract.107

Jacinto stayed in Germany from 1983 until 1987, and signed up again in 
1988, finally to return in 1991 to Nicuadala, in Zambézia.

As these cases show, we can only understand the young men’s and 
women’s myriad motivations for mobility if we abandon the strict and 
artificial division between the terms “migrant” and “refugee.” As Alexander 
Betts convincingly argues, upholding the distinction between a migrant—
somebody who is choosing to move to ameliorate their lives—and a refu-
gee—a person fleeing persecution—has important policy ramifications and 
therefore analytical value for the study of international relations.108 After 
listening to the Mozambican and Angolan migrants, it becomes clear that 
this is not a historically useful analytical framework. According to standard 
conceptions of migration, they were economic and educational migrants, 
but many of them had motivations which could be classed as those of a 
refugee. This has been, and remains, the case for a great many different 
streams of migration around the world.

Personal Migration: “…this Was My Chance to See Europe”109

The study of emotions contributes to understanding the human side of 
migration by revealing the inner lives of the migrants.110 Emotive reasons 
cannot be separated from labor and economics, educational concerns, or 
wartime migration. As with all the categories we have examined so far, the 
distinction is somewhat artificial. It is important to acknowledge that in 
some cases the primary motivation for going to East Germany had to do 
with personal reasons, such as an established relationship to someone 
already in East Germany, or dreams of adventures abroad. Emotions 
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played as much a role as rational considerations for many 
worker-trainees.

Romantic relationships were the most common emotional drivers of 
migration. Lúcia introduced me to the role that emotional networks 
played in migration: “I went to East Germany because my husband who 
was there to study called for me.”111 She was already trained as a nurse and 
had spent two years in military service. To join her husband, she needed 
to leave their child with family in Mozambique and relinquish her ability 
to determine her profession. Couples sometimes signed up at the same 
time, keeping their relationship status a secret, and visited each other reg-
ularly while in East Germany. Officially, only single individuals were 
accepted, precisely to avoid needing to deal with family reunifications. 
Worker-trainees were paid nontransferable separation compensation of 
four marks per day, and were eligible for child benefits according to East 
German law, which could be transferred to Mozambique, and in return, 
they were expected to leave their family attachments behind.112 The prac-
tice, however, diverged from the plans as couples signed up individually to 
spend time together abroad and, unsurprisingly, new couples were formed 
between worker-trainees while abroad. One of the legacies of the program 
was that such couples continued to form after their return, based on their 
shared experiences.

Other forms of emotional ties to East Germany served as pull factors. 
Fernando, a product of the many links between Mozambique and East 
Germany in education and technical training, had been selected to attend 
a vacation camp in East Germany as a teenager, and was willing to give up 
his studies to return to see his adoptive family:

In 1981, I went for the first time to East Germany. I was one of the best 
students here and that is why I was selected to go and spend my vacation 
there. …I studied at the time and wanted to return to East Germany to see 
my adoptive family again with whom I lived when I was there on vaca-
tion. …When I returned home, I told my parents that I would go to 
Germany. They asked whether I wanted to leave my studies and I said yes. 
They said that the decision was mine and they wouldn’t prevent me 
from going.113

Like Fernando, others who were already familiar with East Germany 
decided to return using the work contracts as a vehicle to do so, including 
some of the children who had previously attended the Friendship School 
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and returned collectively to Mozambique in 1988 to be integrated into 
the military. Other worker-trainees decided to sign up for a second con-
tract to be able to stay with their own families in East Germany. The emo-
tional bonds that sustained this type of migration ranged from friendship 
to family ties. They show that migrants’ relations with their social ties were 
at least as important as, if not more important than, their relations to ide-
ology and state-building.

Another set of emotional drivers was more self-oriented and focused on 
feelings of hope and self-realization. Migrants dreamed of traveling to 
Europe in search of adventure. They desired to live an independent life as 
young adults, and hoped for a better life, both in the immediate future in 
East Germany and in the long term after their return home. For young 
people like Gaspar, from Angola, a dream came true: “That was the thing 
I dared the least to hope for in life. At the time, most young people were 
really fighting to succeed with this opportunity to go to East Germany.”114 
For Luzia, from Angola, leaving was a rite of passage: “I left for a new 
adventure. I lost my mother very early, at seven years old, and I grew up 
with my siblings and my father and when I reached this age [seventeen 
years] I left when I had the first possibility without really knowing what 
awaited me in the future or what I would encounter.”115

Some worker-trainees wanted to explore the world. Lázaro, who moved 
in with his sister in Maputo when his father’s livelihood as a mission 
teacher and sisal factory owner in Zambézia fell apart after independence, 
learned about the possibility of enlisting for East Germany from her: “At 
that time I thought foremost that this was my chance to see Europe.”116 
Migrants like Lázaro were keen on adventures abroad and motivated by 
seeing for themselves places they had heard and read about. “Well, I 
thought… actually, I didn’t deliberate, I was just very satisfied. At the end 
of the day, I was going to get to know a country about which I had only 
heard. …If I stayed here, I would just be suffering, but there I had the 
hope that things could change.”117

Regina framed her decision to migrate as an emancipatory act of libera-
tion from domestic duties and family life: “I felt that I needed to do some-
thing different. I could not associate with their [my older sisters’] domestic 
life. At nineteen years old, I resolved to abandon my studies. I wanted to 
receive vocational training and be an independent woman before marry-
ing.”118 The desire for personal independence voiced by young women in 
Angola and Mozambique who left for Germany in their late teens or early 
twenties is echoed in other life stories of southern African women.119
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Under the emancipatory aegis of socialism, the women had the oppor-
tunity to migrate to East Germany, in theory like their male counterparts. 
The Ministries of Labor invited single men and women to partake and 
many of the worker-trainee groups sent to East Germany were mixed, 
although with fewer women. Despite the official emancipatory line, gen-
der discrimination was pervasive. Some industries were gendered; coal 
mining was deemed more suitable for men while women were perceived 
to be better suited for the textile industry. The foreign labor programs in 
East Germany further discriminated for most of their existence against 
pregnant worker-trainees, who often faced the stark “choice” between 
abortion and deportation. Mothers who signed up for the program were 
left to organize childcare in their home countries individually; they 
depended upon family networks, especially their mothers and sisters, to 
temporarily raise their children.

Many Angolan and Mozambican migrants later portrayed their deci-
sion in individualistic terms. The ideal of the independent, self-made per-
son in search of new possibilities stands in stark contrast to the socialist 
ideal of contributing to a vanguard workforce for industrialization at 
home. For the migrants, there was a tension between individual desires 
and collective duties, between adhering to the socialist state’s urging to 
become New Men and their ability to hold onto their individual motivations.

concLuSIon

This is the beginning of my dream,
I foresee a better future!

Regina, February 27, 2007120

Like Regina, many young Angolan and Mozambican men and women 
left for East Germany expecting an important development in their per-
sonal lives but also conscious of their contribution toward building a 
skilled socialist labor force. A confluence of state, familial, and personal 
expectations influenced their decision-making. As worker-trainees, they 
were to constitute a national vanguard workforce, serve as their family’s 
providers of goods, and become the masters of their own fortunes. The 
young people who went weighed their options at home and abroad and 
decided to volunteer for East Germany.

The migrants’ experiences and memories show that the designation of 
the program as labor migration can only be used as a shorthand. Those 
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who left were labor migrants, as they worked abroad for wages. They were 
economic migrants who remitted consumer items to their home coun-
tries. They were also educational migrants; in this regard they wanted to 
invest in both professional development and the development of their 
home countries. Many were war migrants, too,—whether refuge seekers, 
internally displaced persons, or conscription avoiders—who were fleeing 
from the violent impact of the prolonged civil wars in their home coun-
tries. Moreover, their emotional attachments to loved ones from home 
and abroad facilitated their decision to migrate for the first time or return 
on a second or third contract. And lastly, their aspirations to travel to 
Europe and their vague hopes for a better future propelled the young 
adventurers to leave. All these motivations for migration were interrelated. 
Together, they expand the aperture of our analysis beyond the limitations 
of the labor migration framework.

The view from the ground affords us a glimpse of the complexity of 
decision-making which defies dichotomous categorizations. Mobility in 
southern African labor literature is often perceived as playing a crucial role 
in  local responses to coercive environments, whether climate, warfare, 
slavery, or forced labor.121 As an evasion strategy, people choose to migrate 
in response to oppressive structures to increase their personal and eco-
nomic security. However, worker-trainees do not only migrate away from 
war and economic difficulties. They also migrate toward education, toward 
adventure, toward love, and toward a hope for a better personal future and 
the mission to contribute to their home country’s development upon 
return. They employ mobility equally as an evasion from peril and a pro-
ductive strategy for personal betterment. Their migration was often influ-
enced by their personal networks of family, friends, and contacts. The 
migrants’ lives—in common with all human lives—were ambivalent and 
complex, driven by rational and irrational considerations and emotions, 
vague hopes, and concrete disappointments.

Labor migration is a top-down designation. It is a bureaucratic cate-
gory that has often also been employed as an analytic category. The oral 
record provides a corrective and demonstrates that the bottom-up per-
spectives on migration are more complex. Labor migration is best used as 
an umbrella term encompassing other aspects obliterated by uncritically 
adopting its bureaucratic sense.

The interviews which I have quoted in the second half of this chapter 
reveal the simultaneous ordinariness and extraordinariness of this migra-
tion of Angolans and Mozambicans to East Germany. Within the 
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framework of these bilateral agreements, unskilled Africans migrated into 
the heart of Europe to work and receive vocational training. This window 
of opportunity, created by the ideological and economic ties between 
socialist East Germany and socialist-leaning Angola and Mozambique, 
closed with German reunification. Today, unskilled migration from Angola 
and Mozambique to Germany is possible mainly through marriage. What 
remains of the socialist migration is a group of Angolans and Mozambicans 
who became members of an interconnected socialist world. Following 
them brings together diverse histories that occurred simultaneously across 
disparate spatial registers, linking localities in East Germany, Mozambique, 
and Angola. We will now look at the migrants’ experience once they got 
to East Germany. The next two chapters turn toward the worker-trainees’ 
experiences on and off the factory floor.
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CHAPTER 4

Socialist Workers and Socialist Consumers

IntroductIon

For the Mozambican and Angolan worker-trainees who came to East 
Germany, their involvement in producing East German goods, and how 
they consumed what East Germany had to offer, was central to their expe-
rience and their understanding of their migration. Consumption and pro-
duction are often discussed as two separate spheres, and consumption 
tends to be associated with consumer society, affluence, choice, and vari-
ety, all connected to market economies. However, if we look at the essen-
tial unity of people’s lives, we see that this distinction is an artificial one. It 
is one of the many strengths of the oral histories that make up this book 
that we can see historical actors as both producers and consumers, often 
simultaneously. Communism held the promise of uniting production and 
consumption.1 Companies—in East Germany the VEBs, Volkseigene 
Betriebe, publicly owned enterprises—were to be places not only of work 
but also of entertainment and education, consumption and production. 
Through their experience of both, the worker-trainees transcended stereo-
typical Cold War simplifications of Western consumption and Eastern pro-
duction. The specifics of their experiences as producers and consumers 
were bound up with the status as foreigners and Africans, and their memo-
ries of both are heavily influenced by their experience after returning to 
Africa. This aspect of the dual experience of a socialist economy, and its 
contrast with economies of the global South both during and after the 
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Cold War, is an insight into the East German experience that can only be 
afforded by a transnational history approach.

The first part of this chapter is devoted to production. The design of 
the labor training program was intended to create model skilled socialist 
workers. During their stay in East Germany, worker-trainees formally 
became workers—that is, they passed from being unskilled workers to (ide-
ally) being skilled workers. Regardless of their skills level, they also adopted 
an identity as workers that remained meaningful to them long after they 
ceased working in the industrial sector. Companies fashioned workers by 
integrating the new arrivals into their collectives and introducing them to 
training and work routines that bestowed soft skills such as language com-
petence, punctuality, and reliability, as well as technical knowledge in vari-
ous subject areas.2 They were disciplined when their behavior ran counter 
to the demands and expectations of productive labor. The young worker- 
trainees, however, were not simply passive receptacles of knowledge; they 
also engaged with, and contributed to, their East German world. Oral 
histories reveal that far from being victims, many worker-trainees suc-
ceeded in negotiating the terms of their employment collectively and 
individually.

The second part of this chapter explores consumption.3 Angolan and 
Mozambican worker-trainees brought with them experiences of scarcity in 
their war-torn home countries. This informed the way in which they expe-
rienced the East German consumer landscape. While many others com-
pared the goods on offer in East Germany to West Germany and found 
the consumer landscape wanting, Angolans and Mozambicans experi-
enced it as a land of plenty.4 This is certainly how many of them remember 
it. The worker- trainees made use of their wages and worked overtime to 
buy necessities and luxuries intended to lay the foundations for their own 
future households in Africa. They were willing to work hard to earn extra 
income: Rudi Grandtke, a master tradesman who worked with Mozambican 
laborers, stated in 1982  in a conversation with East German author 
Landolf Scherzer that some of his Mozambican workers worked about 
160 hours overtime a month, something which was legally prohibited but 
accepted under the pressure to fulfill the production quota. They would 
start working eight hours in the morning shift and then do another eight-
hour shift in the evening.5 Other groups of foreign workers in East 
Germany were also industrious in supplementing their incomes to make 
the most of their consumption possibilities. Vietnamese workers tended to 
spend their time outside work hours invested in the East German parallel 
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economy, in tailoring imitated Western clothes or smuggling.6 The deci-
sions to use their time in East Germany for income maximation were made 
by the workers.

Not all the workers’ attention was on buying goods to consume back 
home. Angolan and Mozambican workers also bought things to help 
maintain social networks in East Germany. The worker-trainees’ consump-
tion decisions were not only driven by their needs. They also focused on 
pleasure and status symbols. Consumption was an area of key importance 
to migrants’ contributions to both home and host communities. Their 
oral histories provide insights into its pleasures that state and company 
archives do not readily reveal.

Part I: doIng Work, MakIng MeanIng—the WorkIng 
LIfe of SocIaLISM

Film Factory, My Great Model

Film factory, my great model
Not selfish, from your ranks emerged
Formed Mozambicans, in great models
From your ranks emerged formed Cubans.

From your ranks emerged formed Poles
From your ranks emerged formed Vietnamese
In great models
You tempered us with the force of your ideas
For the great model’s work

You built chemistry into our minds
Great model
You constructed a great laundry
In our hands

You built Magneton, great model
You made endless cassettes
Recorded cassettes, film factory, my great model
You were my great pride.

Regina, February 27, 20077

4 SOCIALIST WORKERS AND SOCIALIST CONSUMERS 
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We celebrate the first of May because we are a people who grasped our inde-
pendence. We are a people that grasped liberty. And this liberty demands 
sacrifices. This freedom and independence demand from all of us, old, 
young, men and women, sacrifices. A small drop of sweat, a small drop of 
blood, which, together enable this grand victory. …We recaptured our dig-
nity, we recaptured our personality, because the alliance between workers 
and peasants effectively governs our society.

During colonial times, I am sure we all remember very well, our workers 
were not considered human beings but simple pack animals. The class of 
workers was ignored and disdained. And not just disdained but also seduced 
into corruption, fought against, and destroyed, and therefore it was difficult 
for our worker and factory worker to become conscious of his own 
power. …We were a dominated, oppressed, and enslaved people.

Samora Machel, May 1, 19798

As Regina’s poem demonstrates, work and training were matters of the 
heart for many young worker-trainees, who took pride in production. To 
some, Regina’s work for six months in the company laundry and for two 
years rolling cassettes and magnetic tapes might not appear desirable, but 
to her the work provided meaning.9 In the rhetoric of revolutionary 
Mozambique displayed in Samora Machel’s quotation above, work was a 
means to free the country from its colonial past and build a prosperous 
Mozambique that guaranteed a decent life, devoid of exploitation, to 
everyone. Young Mozambican worker-trainees were to learn the value and 
culture of socialist work in East Germany, while being prepared—through 
vocational training and learning the work rhythms—for future employ-
ment in the envisioned industrialized Mozambique.10 In the meantime, 
their temporary migration to East Germany got them out of the fragile 
labor and education market at home and gave them and their families 
access to remittances in the form of goods from Europe.11

Aside from its pure economic value, work served a philosophical or 
moral and political function in socialist societies like Mozambique, Angola, 
and East Germany: every person was to derive meaning in life from being 
a productive worker. A policy of full employment was thus key. This was 
reflected in policy in most developed socialist countries, most famously the 
Soviet Union and East Germany. In Mozambique, policies like Operation 
Production, which targeted unemployed city dwellers, epitomized what 
could be a near-obsessive focus, sometimes verging on fetishization, of 
(not always) productive work.12 The centrality of manual work to human 
dignity was symbolized by performances such as the national 
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latrine-digging day. Samora Machel participated personally.13 In East 
German companies, many of the returned worker-trainees solidified their 
understanding of the “socialist work ethic.” The values taught in East 
Germany corresponded to the values Samora Machel strove to instill in his 
population. The worker-trainees’ attitudes to work were formed through 
an ideology of production and physical labor on the factory floor and in 
factory classrooms. They were also forged through interactions in the 
forced collective of the work brigades at the factories and with other col-
leagues, whether in the cafeteria or on company- sponsored field trips. 
These were often of a decidedly apolitical nature, such as having coffee 
and cake, going hiking or bowling, or enjoying a pub quiz.

The companies and governmental representatives governed the official 
framework in which the worker-trainees moved. The East German compa-
nies that took on foreign worker-trainees were responsible for language 
training, technical training, work environment and housing, and official 
leisure time programing.14 The thinking behind the migration program, 
and indeed the thinking behind many of the ways in which socialist societ-
ies were organized, saw the company as an intersection of work, learning, 
and leisure. The more the worker-trainees’ lives were focused on the com-
pany, the easier they were to control. In East Germany, the VEBs were 
sites of material production, political socialization, and sociocultural 
reproduction for all workers.15 But while other workers could still spend 
their free time in private homes, the foreign workers lived in dormitories 
under surveillance.16

Worker-trainees were monitored as much in their (not very) private 
space in the dormitories as they were in their professional lives on the fac-
tory floor and in language and technical training schools. Their group 
leader, the dormitory janitor, their translator, and their brigade leaders 
and supervisors on the job were all responsible for supervising the worker-
trainees, as was the Ministry of State Security—the infamous Stasi. Worker-
trainees were conscious of the control structures, but (perhaps partly 
because of the short leashes they were on) they did not always take their 
work routine seriously. As Gaspar admits:

We were also under surveillance. If we didn’t go to school or work, our 
group leader knocked on our doors and asked what happened. We were very 
irresponsible, not least because we had money. …We had practically every-
thing in Germany. We had food, lodging, work, clothes and we still had 
money for play.17
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Control was in the interest of worker productivity and also to make sure 
that workers did not branch out too much on their own and potentially 
integrate too much, thereby jeopardizing their planned return.

The professional lives and experiences of foreign workers in East 
Germany depended on a variety of factors. A big factor shaping the experi-
ence migrants had was when they arrived. Those arriving in the late 1970s 
and early 1980s generally received better training because the numbers of 
worker-trainees were smaller.18 Furthermore, the East German economy 
was not yet struggling to the same extent as in the late 1980s.19 A second 
factor was where within Germany migrants lived. Those in urban centers 
had much better access to a social life and blended into a more cosmopoli-
tan environment than those in more remote parts of the country. Thirdly, 
the company where a worker-trainee was placed mattered. On paper, all 
workers had the same rights and duties, though the agreements did not 
stipulate the specifics of the training.20 In practice, however, experiences 
on the factory floor varied widely. Some received first-rate training and 
rose through the ranks, in rare cases even to the level of master craftsman 
while in Germany. Many others were exploited as unskilled laborers in 
hazardous and unattractive jobs.

Creating Socialist Workers: Language Classes, Vocational School, 
and the Factory Floor

At the same time that we had language lessons, we also had practical lessons 
in the company and after the language classes we had theory class related to 
our work in the company.21

The migration programs’ structure was oriented toward shaping worker- 
trainees into socialist workers. The training consisted of language classes, 
technical classes, and practical labor during shift work. One of the most 
fundamental steps in constructing the new worker was the acquisition of 
German. Contrary to regional labor migrations within southern Africa, all 
worker-trainees to East Germany received language training, however of 
varying quality. This illustrates the fundamental difference of the scheme 
compared to, for example, previous Mozambican worker migrations to 
South Africa. There was indubitably an intrinsic intention running 
throughout the scheme to train the workers and encourage their—how-
ever, strictly limited, temporary, and circumscribed—integration into East 
German professional life. Worker-trainees themselves understood the 
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fundamental importance of learning to communicate in German. In 
Santana’s words:

You know very well that if you arrive some place and you don’t yet speak the 
language you are deaf and mute. I remember that was a real annoying head-
ache…My boss spoke very fast and I thought I would return to Angola 
without ever learning German. But when I entered the school I saw that by 
studying you can learn anything.22

When first arriving in Germany, new groups of migrants had a translator 
through whom they could communicate with their new environment, 
whether on the job, with doctors, or going shopping. While facilitating 
the arrival process, this state of things rendered individual workers depen-
dent upon translators. Worker-trainees received between 100 and 400 
hours of language training over three to six months in company schools.23 
The lessons emphasized vocational vocabulary rather than writing or 
grammar, which meant the language abilities with which workers left East 
Germany varied significantly. Some worker-trainees, like eighteen-year-old 
Ilíbio, were highly motivated to absorb the foreign language quickly to 
facilitate their integration:

We had six months of theoretical German language classes where I quickly 
distinguished myself. It was my objective to stay in Germany as long as I 
could so that I could return after the military conflict here [Angola] was 
over. That is why I had to adapt as quickly as possible and learn that lan-
guage. I succeeded within the framework of our classes; I was teacher’s aide 
within two months.24

Ilíbio was from Huambo in Angola and had been to school in Namibe and 
Lubango, where he attended the Instituto Médio Friedrich Engels until 
ninth grade. In 1988, he went to East Germany, straight out of school, 
with no work or military experience. The prior education he had had 
allowed him to make the most of his training. Ilíbio was unusual, as learn-
ing German was for many of his fellow migrants a major challenge. This 
was even more so because some Mozambicans arrived with the bare mini-
mum of a fourth- grade education—not an easy feat to achieve in 
Mozambique at the time. It was particularly these formally less educated 
migrants who struggled at times with basic reading and writing skills for 
which the training in East Germany made no provisions.
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The process of acquiring new linguistic skills was fraught with misun-
derstandings. Elvas, who worked for Angolan groups as a translator in 
different factories across East Germany, remembers:

In reality all races, when they go to a new place, they have two major preoc-
cupations: they want to know the offensive words and how a person is dis-
criminated. You can easily misunderstand the pronunciation of Schwarze 
[blacks] and Schweine [pigs] and often people felt offended because they 
thought of those words as the same. That created problems, and here the 
translator was needed.25

His comment reveals the existence of everyday racism in the form of racist 
comments and tensions between East German and foreign workers that 
formed part of the worker-trainees’ factory universe from the start.26

The training of foreign workers was not always a one-way street; while 
young Angolans and Mozambicans strove to learn German, some Germans 
working closely with them learned Portuguese and picked up a few words 
in African languages from across Angola and Mozambique. Pastor Almuth 
Berger, of Berlin’s Bartholomäus parish, started a Portuguese course in 
her mission house. She recalls: “We wanted to show them that we were 
also interested in learning their language. …on this basis we increased our 
understanding, that was a beautiful thing.”27 Regina, who wrote the poem 
about the film factory, remembers that her manager “liked to learn our 
language, Changana. Every time when a cassette broke, she would say 
‘That is broken, tchucumeta.’”28 On a more formal level, some company 
brigades learned African revolutionary songs, or received Mozambican 
names, such as the “Kakomba” brigade at a motorcycle factory. This offi-
cial engagement was often pretty shallow. It is not clear what “Kakomba” 
meant—it may have been a wrongly transcribed or spelled version of the 
name of Paulo Samuel Kankhomba, a Mozambican independence 
fighter—hardly a sign of deep engagement—and in any case, official events 
did not mean true meeting of minds.29

Technical know-how played an important role in transforming worker- 
trainees into skilled socialist laborers. They were taught the theory required 
for their certificates as skilled laborers. Like the language lessons, the com-
pany provided this training, which varied by company and by job descrip-
tion. For instance, it took Juma, from northern Mozambique, nineteen 
months to receive his diploma as a skilled milling cutter with an overall 
grade of “good,” for which he had to pass theoretical and practical sub-
jects (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The theory behind technical training included 
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Fig. 4.1 Juma Madeira’s certificate as skilled milling cutter, in Portuguese. 
Source: Juma Madeira

manufacturing techniques, machine engineering, material science, techni-
cal design, and length checking practice. Practical lessons included milling 
and planning (levels 1 and 2) and training under production conditions.30 
From the moment Juma received his certificate as cutter he was consid-
ered a skilled worker.31 Throughout this endeavor it was clear who was 
learning from whom, a hierarchy juxtaposing North and South, uncom-
fortably mapping on colonial hierarchies. These asymmetries are also 
revealed in the paternalistic tone of Juma’s report (see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4).
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Fig. 4.2 The same certificate in German. Source: Juma Madeira

The text of the report in Fig. 4.4 reads:
J.  Madeira worked in light metals production and was deployed on 

milling and drilling machines. He was interested in technical aspects and 
achieved good work results. Use of work time and thereby better meeting 
of expectations not always satisfactory. He fit in well in the work team.

He was very interested in theoretical lessons. Sometimes he missed les-
sons, otherwise his achievement levels would have been even better. He 
still needs to work more precisely on written work. He tried hard to con-
tribute to the collective. Appearance and behavior praiseworthy.
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Fig. 4.3 Juma Madeira’s report in German I. Source: Juma Madeira

Shift work on the factory floor further molded worker-trainees. 
Adaptation to new work rhythms was a key part of their training as social-
ist workers. Much of the learning on the job took place through the prac-
tice of soft skills. Punctuality, striving to achieve quality work, and meeting 
production quotas are examples of the sort of things that were empha-
sized. Moreover, all worker-trainees had to learn about work and safety 
regulations; it was the company’s responsibility to furnish them with all 
necessary work equipment and knowledge. Some worker-trainees received 
certificates, honorable mentions in company newsletters, and promotions 
to brigade supervisors, and became model workers.
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Fig. 4.4 Juma Madeira’s report in German II. Source: Juma Madeira

The training gave meaning to some worker-trainees, but not to others. 
Some struggled to adapt to the strict routine, the cold weather, and the 
difficult work. The system perceived them as troublemakers. There are 
several reasons why some worker-trainees expressed unhappiness with 
their training. Often, training began during the initial stages of their pro-
gram, when many were still uncomfortable with the new language. 
Furthermore, schooling in their home countries did not always provide 
adequate preparation for the requirements of East German theory lessons, 
a problem with which the program organizers struggled repeatedly.32 In 
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other cases, worker-trainees who had completed twelfth grade at home 
wanted to gain a university education in Germany and were not satisfied 
with the scope of the labor program. Other worker-trainees were not 
interested in theory and training but simply in an income. Lastly, the train-
ing on offer varied according to industry, company, and section. While 
some underwent an apprenticeship that saw them receive training across 
several sections in their industry, others received the bare minimum of 
safety instructions and learned to operate the machine they were to work.33 
The extent of exploitation of foreign labor in unpopular, unskilled posi-
tions also varied across industries and regions.

Some worker-trainees such as Regina, who worked in the film factory, 
remember enjoying learning both technical expertise and soft skills on the 
job. Regina recalls being eager to partake in the discussions at work where 
worker-trainees learned about “hygiene, respect, punctuality, and quality 
and effectiveness in the workplace.” During her two years at the factory in 
Wolfen, she was placed in different sectors. In addition to working in the 
laundry and as a roller of cassettes, she also worked with chemicals where 
she received additional training in “chemistry, which is the language of the 
Germans.” She learned “much about how work can be an exchange where 
you give and receive, how to join and transform products, and how to 
communicate with the language used at work.”34 She also learned about 
German culture at work: Regina’s supervisor taught her “to value my 
birthday. Every time the 19th of August came around, I found a bunch of 
flowers and a present on top of my machine.”35 During lunch break every-
body went to the cafeteria to eat “Wurst, Schnitzel, Broiler—food of the 
gods!”36 Regina sums up: “As luggage from Germany I brought back the 
German language, training in laundry, chemistry, and manufacturing of 
cassettes and magnetic tapes. This was my training, and I was a twenty-
two-year-old, independent woman.”37

Despite Regina’s positive relationship with her work, the eclectic vari-
ety of her areas of operation suggests a prioritization of the needs of the 
factory rather than a concern for the skills that Regina might need upon 
her reintegration back home. Regina had no choice regarding the selec-
tion of her specializations; her placement at a movie factory does not sug-
gest the prioritization of the needs of Mozambican industry. Nevertheless, 
Regina brought back with her more than skills which she never got to 
employ and a language that hardly anyone else spoke. She brought with 
her a sense of the importance of migration for her own development and 
of wage labor for her independence. Just like for Regina, for many young 
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Mozambican and Angolan women, going abroad and being able to earn 
their own income signified personal independence from family structures 
and the ability to independently provide for their children.38

Not all worker-trainees were as enthusiastic as Regina. Some challenged 
the conditions they found in their respective placements in ways that have 
been described elsewhere as “weapons of the weak,” “everyday resis-
tance,” or the Eigensinn—self-willed-ness—of the workers.39 Their 
responses ranged from abandoning their places of work temporarily to 
leaving permanently. Former Angolan worker-trainees, in the first Angolan 
group to be sent to East Germany in 1985, remember some of their col-
leagues voting with their feet. Reportedly, about forty people out of about 
250 worker- trainees, sent to IFA (Industrieverband Fahrzeugbau—
Industrial Association for Vehicle Construction), Ludwigsfelde, and to 
Leipzig, decided to return. They refused to partake in the program because 
they had been under the impression that they were signing up for aca-
demic training.40 One group member recalls: “Soon after our arrival a 
meltdown happened. When we learned about the actual activities we were 
to carry out, discontentment spread. Many became demoralized. Some 
workers ended up conforming and others renounced the contract.”41 The 
worker-trainees were expected to “integrate into the factories, to start 
working directly.”42 New worker- trainees had to decide for themselves 
whether they wanted to accept the conditions they found on offer in East 
Germany or return back home.

Unforeseen events, such as strikes, work stoppages, or accidents, played 
a special role in the workers’ formation. Strikes in East Germany were 
officially prohibited. Nevertheless, this law did not stop foreign work-
ers from threatening or going out on strike or refusing to show up for 
work.43 In their memories, worker-trainees had had a say on the factory 
floor, however difficult to voice. Jacinto, a skilled textile worker special-
izing as a spinner and stretcher, remembers a strike in his pithily named 
textile company VEB Vereinigte Baumwollspinnereien und Zwirnereien 
Baumwollspinnerei Zwickau, Werk II Meerane (Zwickau United Cotton 
Spinning and Twisting Cotton Mill, Meerane factory no. II) over wages 
received during the training period.44 Jacinto remembers:

We had a director who was from the same textile industry and we had work-
ers from other sectors who already worked there for a long time. …They 
told us we were being robbed and we needed to put on a strike. They had 
passed through the exact same situation, vindicated, and succeeded. …the 
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next morning the 10 o’ clock shift did not go to work, my colleague went 
to strike with three pre-decided mottoes, ‘Pay us like workers,’ ‘We will 
return to Mozambique,’ and ‘We will work for another company!’ That day 
there was a lot of tension in the company and the evening shift also did not 
go to work. …In the presence of the Director General of the company we 
won our cause. …He came, we had an interpreter who communicated to 
him what happened. He immediately said we were right and ordered that 
our salary was readjusted for the months during which we had been 
exploited. But, on the basis of the agreements, we also had to make up for 
that lost day, which we did on a Saturday. From then onwards things 
went well.45

In contrast, following a failed strike attempt in Mittweida, seven people 
were sent back, which Jacinto does not remember happening to his col-
leagues. “When we were threatened with being sent back to Mozambique, 
the others just said it didn’t matter to them, that what mattered was that 
we were paid what was ours by law,” explained Jacinto.46 Whether the 
details of this strike occurred exactly as described to me on a hot afternoon 
in a café in Beira, more than a quarter century later, is of less importance 
than Jacinto’s recollection of his agency and success in having collectively 
applied pressure on the company to rectify worker-trainees’ grievances. 
Worker-trainees became workers conscious of their rights and knowledge-
able about how to claim them. Not all East Germans behaved toward the 
migrants in accordance with the spirit of the program, but at least in some 
cases they were willing to correct exploitative tendencies.

Workplace accidents necessitated self-advocacy. In theory, worker- 
trainees were eligible for compensation and treatment but as the following 
example demonstrates, in practice it could be difficult to enforce these 
rights.47

I was told that a member of my family had passed away and I went to tell my 
supervisor that I had to leave on the same day, but he refused to let me go. 
As a result, I paid little attention to my work and that was how the accident 
occurred. I became angry and no longer wanted to work for that company. Not 
that I hold resentment against the company, but I was upset with that person 
who refused me the leave of absence to return to Mozambique. …Afterwards 
my supervisor said I had no right to the indemnity payment because the acci-
dent was caused by my negligence. That left me outraged and with a lot of 
anger against him. When I returned for my second contract in February, I 
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was left without work for a long time because I no longer wanted to work for 
that company.48

Despite having experienced unfair and abusive workplace treatment, 
Jacinto was still able to negotiate the situation according to his wishes and 
switch companies. The East German labor shortage and the special politi-
cal and economic relationship between East Germany, Angola, and 
Mozambique put the worker-trainees in a relatively good bargaining posi-
tion. Furthermore, political embarrassment from the failures of the labor 
migration scheme gave German officials incentive to negotiate to make 
things work.

Workers were faced with policies that invaded their personal domain. 
Despite socialist rhetoric about women’s importance in the workplace and 
as mothers, female worker-trainees had to make difficult decisions between 
production and reproduction. As Luzia, who worked in textiles in Gera 
from 1985 to 1989, remembers: “It was a strict rule and written in the 
contract that if a person became pregnant, they’d be sent away. They 
[men] had the possibility to father many children there without having to 
return.”49 Consequently many pregnant female worker-trainees were sent 
back to an unknown future while their male counterparts left offspring in 
Germany.50 The implications could be dire. Those who were sent back 
prematurely often did not have the chance to bring many goods with 
them. Additionally, they often had to fight for themselves and their chil-
dren in the civil wars to which they returned. Yet, quite a few women I 
interviewed also highlighted their choice to receive help from their own 
families back home in raising children and therefore wanting to return. 
Yet, it was the absence of the choice to remain which made this ruling 
highly problematic. Furthermore, not all women were able to rely on the 
help of their families but could be shamed for their behavior. Women 
therefore faced challenges that arose partly from their precarious position 
in their home society, and partly from East German society failing to live 
up to its own ideals of combining production with reproduction.51

The worker-trainees’ East German and other international colleagues 
were expected to support their transformation into skilled socialist work-
ers. Officially, workplaces were places of international cooperation and rac-
ism was illegal. Though many East German colleagues put on their best 
behavior while at work, this did not stop racists from making their inten-
tions known outside of work. Pedro, who left for East Germany at the age 
of twenty in 1986, and worked at a textile company close to Dresden with 
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about 500 other Mozambicans, remembers this schism: “One of my col-
leagues, a young man, who also came to be auxiliary mechanic like me, we 
treated each other well in the company, but as soon as we were outside, he 
was already my enemy. We never reached the point of a physical fight 
though.”52 However, others befriended their co-workers. A worker who 
was at VEB Glasseidenwerk Oschatz—Silk Glass Works Oschatz—from 
1987 to 1991 remembered years later: “Even outside work we went on 
excursions together with our German colleagues, we even left our city and 
went to explore other cities, or we just played football. It was great.”53 
The integration experience within the workplace depended very much on 
the atmosphere of the company in which the trainee was placed. This 
atmosphere was in turn determined by the cities in which migrants were 
located, the attitudes of the local leadership, the size of the workplace, and 
whether there was any previous experience with foreign workers.

The labor and training program set out to create socialist skilled labor 
to support the East German economy in the short term and their home 
economies in the long term. It did so through knowledge transfer and soft 
skills training in the company classrooms and on the factory floor. The 
worker- trainees challenged those parts of the program that did not work 
for them; in return, the companies sought to discipline the worker-train-
ees into submission to the rules and regulations of the program.

Disciplining the Socialist Worker

Controlling the labor force is an important theme in the history of indus-
trial production. It certainly has a long history in southern Africa.54 For 
the worker-trainees, infractions could lead to disciplinary talks, warning 
letters, being punished with a curfew or fines, or even expulsion from the 
program. Chief among forms of indiscipline at the workplace was the 
inability or unwillingness to perform according to expectations. Infractions 
that brought punishment included pregnancy, disease, religious convic-
tions, excessive drinking, and criminal behavior. Pregnancy, long-term dis-
eases, and religious beliefs were effectively criminalized, presumably 
because they interfered with the workers’ productivity.

Worker-trainees who fell sick for an extended period were to be sent 
back.55 However, my collected oral histories do not speak of such cases. 
Speculatively, this may be because workers who had to return early identify 
less with the madjerman cause, so I did not get the opportunity to speak 
with them. Another possibility is that most of those who were sent home 
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early due to ill health are now dead. A happier explanation is that the 
threat to send the workers home in case of illness was rarely carried out. I 
did come across cases where workers were treated for serious illness in East 
Germany, sometimes over a period of months, and for various diseases 
ranging from tuberculosis to malaria.56 Some worker-trainees became ill 
because of the shock of (not) adjusting to the sudden change in climate, 
cuisine, and work routine.57 The medical eligibility of the worker-trainees 
was among the selection criteria and East German doctors were stationed 
in Mozambique.58 Despite this, some worker-trainees arrived in ill health. 
This indicates the limitations of the in-country health screenings. One 
worker-trainee remembered: “Two days after we arrived, we underwent 
another medical inspection. Many of us left with diseases that we never 
even knew we had.”59 The East German treatment options were often not 
available in Mozambique or Angola. Access to East German health care 
was therefore perceived as an advantage, and in some cases was even seen 
as the primary reason for migration.60

Worker-trainees faced consequences, including deportation, if they fol-
lowed their religious beliefs in a way that companies considered a threat to 
maintaining work discipline. Christian ties helped to integrate worker- 
trainees into East German society as they found church support networks 
or were adopted by host families.61 As throughout the Eastern Bloc, the 
parties in charge of Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany perceived 
religious networks as competition. A Mozambican migrant, a FRELIMO 
member, was also involved with the Cabana movement. Portuguese for 
‘hut,’ this organization was originally started in 1988 in the Bartholomäus 
parish in Berlin by pastor Almuth Berger. It began as an informal meeting 
space for religious foreigners and East Germans and expanded to include 
students and workers from various nationalities. The Mozambican man 
was forced to choose between his involvement with the church and 
FRELIMO. When he chose the church, FRELIMO immediately sent him 
back to Mozambique.62 Another worker-trainee belonging to the Seventh-
Day Adventist Church, whose faith forbade him working on Fridays, could 
not arrange his schedule to have Fridays off. When it became clear that the 
company showed no interest in accommodating his needs, he decided to 
withdraw from the contract and flew back home.63 Worker-trainees were 
exposed to the tensions between secular state socialism and religious 
expression from both host and home governments.

It is important to highlight that religious expression was not always 
repressed, and in fact also sometimes opened possibilities for intercultural 
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learning. While Mozambican and Angolan worker-trainees learned from 
the East German Protestant and Catholic Churches, in turn German par-
ishes learned about Christian diversity in Mozambique. Pastor Almuth 
Berger remembers that the Mozambicans “founded a real ecumenical 
congregation … this was an exciting development, interesting from a 
theological point of view, usually in East Germany something like this did 
not exist.” She recalls having been interested in the plethora of Christian 
churches, ranging from churches which originated in missions from vari-
ous countries, to Pentecostal denominations.64

Worker-trainees also faced disciplinary measures for their alcohol con-
sumption when it interfered with performance at work or in vocational 
school. In Samora Machel’s Mozambique, drunkenness was one of the 
cardinal sins, interpreted as sabotage to the revolution.65 By contrast, in 
East Germany, the young revolutionaries had ample access to alcohol. 
João, an Angolan worker-trainee, remembers:

I drank too much. I was very close to being sent back because of my drink-
ing. During class, when the others drank juice, I drank alcohol. They caught 
me with a bottle of whisky, but I got away with it explaining that I drank to 
keep warm in the cold weather. To tell the truth, I really did drink because 
I could not deal with the low temperatures. I had a colleague with whom I 
used to drink but after they spoke to us, I quit drinking and he continued 
and when they discovered this he was sent back to Angola.66

João’s story illustrates some reasons migrants had for drinking, such as 
mitigating emotional and physical adjustments to the work routine, to the 
different culture or the inhospitable weather, and to homesickness.

Substance abuse was one expression of Eigensinn, a way in which work-
ers were able to alleviate the pressure, escape the control of the work 
routine, and maintain a sense of independence. Drinking during work 
breaks can also be read as a form of passive resistance.67 Drinking was in 
fact so pervasive that those who did not consume alcohol experienced 
group pressure. For instance, Bernardo grew up in a family in Lunda Sul 
province in which all the children completed secondary school because the 
father, a nurse, and the mother, a primary school teacher, valued educa-
tion. He decided not to drink: “I had many problems with colleagues 
because of that decision. My decision had to do with my family, nobody 
smokes or drinks in my family. …I am a Catholic and I don’t like alcohol 
and drugs.”68 The pervasiveness of drinking was not only an annoyance to 
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peers who were excluded, it was also a problem which regularly confronted 
team leaders and companies. Often this led to conversations between 
company personnel and worker-trainees with the goal of making them 
understand their “misbehavior” to bring about a behavioral change.69 
Such a warning, in João’s case, worked. In the case of his friend, it did not.

Committing violent or petty crimes led to disciplinary measures rang-
ing from serving a prison sentence in East German prisons to being 
returned home prematurely. Foreign worker-trainees were involved in 
disco brawls, but not all were as unlucky as Anselmo, who was deported. 
Anselmo encouraged a group of Mozambicans to start a fight with East 
Germans to exact revenge for the beating of one of his Mozambican 
friends. “Our Mozambican superiors reported the incident to our delega-
tion saying that we started the trouble, and they requested our expulsion 
and consequently our return to Mozambique,” remembers Anselmo.70 
His comments underscore the role that home country representatives and 
delegations played; disciplining the worker was a matter of bilateral coop-
eration between home and host country. The Angolan and Mozambican 
groups were stratified according to hierarchies. The interests of groups 
within the national groupings were often at odds.

Becoming New Men and Women

Creating the New Man, the Homem Novo, or the Neue Mensch in Angola, 
Mozambique, and East Germany was fundamental to socialist develop-
ment.71 Samora Machel framed his understanding of the New Man for 
Mozambique: “Education is our principal instrument in forming the New 
Man; a man, liberated from old ideas, from a mentality that was contami-
nated by the colonial-capitalist mind-set; a man educated by the ideas and 
practices of socialism.”72 Meanwhile, Agostinho Neto declared during 
Angola’s proclamation of independence: “The objective is…the construc-
tion of a just society and a New Man. …The working masses shall exert 
complete power, the only guarantee to form the New Man and for the 
triumph of our revolution.”73 The Angolan and Mozambican New Man 
was a top- down vision of the new modern, virtuous citizen who sacrificed 
private pleasure for political duty. The idea of the New Man also carried 
the tension between the promise of individual education and the chance 
for upward mobility in the name of the collective and the socialist 
revolution.
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The creation of socialist workers who lived up to the standards of the 
New Men and Women was one of the key goals of the worker training 
migration program. Politically, the Angolan and Mozambican migrants 
were to help grow the nascent proletariat in Angola and Mozambique, 
thereby strengthening the base for the national socialist revolutions. 
Economically, they were to lend their labor power and expertise to their 
country’s development after their return. While the worker-trainees were 
conscious of this mission, few of them came to embody the socialist worker 
at home. Most returned home to a post-socialist order where everything 
they had learned about socialism and most of their technical knowledge 
was obsolete. In some ways, the emphasis on large-scale state programs 
that managed labor with the idea of creating a modern human was remi-
niscent of the late colonial period in Africa. The colonial civilizing mission 
became the socialist civilizing mission. Scientific socialism replaced reli-
gion and socialist notions of development replaced capitalist ones. A belief 
in the dignity of labor and linear modernization survived, however. Above 
all, the hierarchy of who was learning from whom was unchallenged in the 
shift from colonialism to socialism.74

Worker-trainees went to Germany to become workers. That is, many 
adopted an identity as workers that remained meaningful to them long 
after they had ceased working in the industrial sector.75 In the interviews, 
former worker-trainees create bridges between their past and present 
experiences that are important to understanding how a worker’s identity 
can be formed and how it is independent from the work that people are 
actually doing. In East Germany, workers formed expectations about what 
a socialist welfare state should provide its citizens. This included health 
care, retirement benefits, subsidized housing, transportation, basic goods, 
and employment. They also hold the post-socialist countries in which they 
now live to this standard and find them deeply wanting. They understood, 
and understand, “real work”’ as wage labor in the formal economy. 
Lufaquenda, who was recruited for East Germany when she was in the 
ninth grade and worked there from 1988 to 1991, remembers: “I liked 
the work I was doing.” She describes her work at the cotton mill in 
Zschopau as “dignified work.” She associated dignity with the reliable 
receipt of a salary: “During the week we worked at night, we earned 
more. …There never was a late payment, at the end of the month you had 
your salary, here in Angola there is a lot of delay.”76 Salaries were central 
to the worker-trainees during their time in East Germany. Receiving equal 
pay as compared to other workers served as a measuring rod of 
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exploitation. The secretive nature of the shifting deductions from their 
base salary led to rumors and the feeling of being exploited for political 
ends. Salaries varied according to industry and status (apprentice, skilled 
or unskilled worker) as well as individual output. Group leaders and trans-
lators had a higher income than worker-trainees. The link between work, 
dignity, and wages is a strong one in most former worker-trainees’ pres-
ent-day understanding of labor. Most worker-trainees come from a back-
ground in which they and their families experienced irregular payment 
during colonialism as well as in the postcolonial states they are now inhab-
iting. Uncertainty about one’s compensation for work performed is thus a 
continuity that shapes workers’ ambiguous relationships to their work. 
The connection between work, wages, and dignity is felt especially strongly 
by the many who are suffering economically and psychologically from the 
precarious and informal work and pay systems which characterize their 
post- return lives and continue to fuel present-day madjerman activism.77

Many worker-trainees remember their migrant labor experience more 
favorably than their post-return work experiences. Workers from Nacala, a 
port city in northern Mozambique where a small group of returnees found 
blue-collar wage labor, illustrate this: “In Germany work is organized and 
there is no exploitation of the worker. On the contrary, they are valued. 
Here there is a great devaluation of workers and the spirit of work is 
missing.”78 Like these workers, many portray their migrant work experi-
ence as better—more efficient, safer, more dignified, more organized—
than their post- return experiences. Gaspar, from Luanda, would even send 
his children to East Germany: “There people care more about the work-
ers, there are constantly reunions. That is marked in my heart and if I had 
the possibility to send my children to partake in a similar experience, I 
would.”79 As should be clear from the ground already covered in this 
chapter, work and training in East Germany was hardly a bed of roses. 
Enthusiasm for it nearly a quarter century later reflects even worse work-
ing conditions in contemporary and recent Mozambique and Angola, par-
ticularly as regards stability of income. Against this present, the past 
appears glowing by contrast.

Work and training reflected trade-offs between different imperatives. 
On a national level, the East German state wanted functional workers to 
satisfy its demand for labor power for its increasingly struggling economy. 
On a bilateral level it also increasingly wanted to see a return on the cur-
rent account surplus with Mozambique which had developed in the barter 
trade system used in the socialist world. To that end voluntary “transfers” 
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of a portion of the workers’ wages became mandatory. In reality, the trans-
fers were fictional as the Germans simply paid a lower proportion of the 
wages and Mozambique and Angola were to make up the difference on 
the workers’ return. From the German perspective, the difference between 
what workers produced and what they were paid could create a surplus. 
This was a way of offsetting the imbalance of trade. As an overarching 
international policy goal, East Germany supported fledgling socialist states 
in advancing toward socialist world revolution.

Angola and Mozambique sought to get some of their excess workers 
employed and trained for future use in their planned industries. The indi-
viduals who constituted the scheme wanted to gain an education and work 
experience and make money. Some of these goals emphasized work. The 
future-oriented developmental ones emphasized both, but with a far 
greater weight on training. What the migrants themselves were most inter-
ested in depended on their own personalities, circumstances, and short- 
and long-term goals.

Part II: conSuMPtIon: the MaterIaL LIfe of SocIaLISM

Looking through the returned workers’ photo collections, carefully saved 
in illustrated albums or simply scattered in boxes, it is hard to miss the 
centrality of materialism. A young man proudly posing with Pink Floyd’s 
vinyl Dark Side of the Moon, another in an Adidas sports jacket and jeans 
posing with a white baby doll. A group of young women in high heels, 
animal prints, and shiny jewelry. A man in a suit playfully combined with 
sneakers, another in fine leather shoes with striped overalls and sunglasses. 
A woman posing in her room between a TV, a sound system, and shelves 
displaying Fanta, Sprite, Pepsi, and Coke cans like trophies. Two women 
smoking on a bed underneath walls covered in posters of Michael Jackson 
and pin-up girls from West Germany; a group of men smiling at the cam-
era, holding guitars. Again and again, social snapshots with beer bottles. 
Such is the colorful life captured in black and white—and occasionally in 
color—that worker- trainees kept as memories and sent home from the 
Eastern Bloc.80

Ina Merkel points out that consumption in socialism has frequently 
been discussed in terms of a shortage of consumer goods and a lack of 
variety and aesthetics.81 These portrayals of a limited consumer life under 
communism have led to a homogenized depiction of “the socialist way of 
life” as being dichotomously different to capitalist (over-)consumption.82 
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Indeed, much of the traditional story of the Cold War is told through a 
dichotomous analysis which contrasts collectivism with individualism, 
homogenization with pluralism, norms with needs, and needs with wants. 
The memories of Angolan and Mozambican former worker-trainees pry 
open this schematic conceptualization and open up a space for another, 
more ambiguous—and because history is always ambiguous, more accu-
rate—reading of East Germany. The migrants experienced East Germany 
as a place of riches and also as a means to access Western goods.83 Moreover, 
the memory of those who stayed on until after the fall of the Berlin Wall is 
colored by their shopping sprees in the West before returning home.

Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees’ consumption habits are 
best thought of along two temporal axes and two relational axes. First, 
they consumed with an eye to their East German present and immediate 
future. They enjoyed fashionable clothes, music, alcohol, cigarettes, and 
much sought- after food items like bananas, rice, and garlic that were chal-
lenging to buy in East Germany. Moreover, they bought presents with 
which to maintain relationships with friends, colleagues, and partners in 
East Germany. Secondly, they invested in their return home.84 They sent 
presents home to family and friends—we can see this as a way of cultivat-
ing their networks ahead of their return. Most importantly, they relished 
the autonomy their work abroad afforded them to buy goods to prepare 
for the establishment of their own households back home. These goods 
ranged from electronics to furniture and kitchen equipment. The migrants’ 
consumption enabled them to acquire the personhood they desired by 
sustaining both their host and home social networks and collecting the 
material basis for their future life back home.

Going East to Shop

From an ideological perspective it is ironic that young people, sent off to 
a socialist country to learn how to become New Men and Women and 
return as vanguard workers, remember material consumption as having 
played a central role in their migration experience. Material consumption 
remained an emotive issue for the migrants through all three stages of 
their migration. Before they left, they dreamed of the goods they would 
acquire and the lifestyle they would assume in East Germany; in East 
Germany, they focused on living and portraying a life they deemed worth-
while while also preparing for their return. After their return, they acquired 
social standing through the goods they brought to keep and to 
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redistribute. Once marginalized, they parted with many goods in a strug-
gle for survival. The Mozambican and Angolan governments, familiar 
with the concept of labor migration to industrial centers as a result of their 
history with South Africa, likely factored remittances in the form of mate-
rial goods into their vision of this labor and training program. The Gayisa, 
Mozambican men who returned from mine labor in South Africa, brought 
with them all sorts of consumer goods to maintain their networks and 
build their futures.85 From the perspective of the migrants themselves, 
production was intricately linked to consumption.

Socialist economies like that of East Germany strove to satisfy the 
basic needs of their population while securing general well-being for 
everybody. The relationship of socialist governments to consumption 
changed over time from advocating austerity to a greater awareness of 
the importance of satisfying consumer demands. When the worker-train-
ees arrived in East Germany at the end of the 1970s, the government 
had developed “consumer socialism.” Many East Germans who com-
pared their choices with those of family and friends in West Germany 
perceived consumer socialism as lacking.86 However, East Germany was 
the most advanced socialist society in terms of consumption possibilities. 
It was a far cry from the scarcity to which worker-trainees had been 
exposed at home in the war economies of recently independent nations 
mired in ongoing wars.

The basic tenet of consumption in communism remained that nobody 
should enrich themselves at the expense of others, and that each citizen 
should contribute according to their ability and consume according to 
their needs. This expectation required rational consumption on the part of 
socialist consumers and a mutual understanding of which needs were gen-
uine or false and which demands were appropriate or excessive. In prac-
tice, this proved an impossible balance even just among East Germans. 
The continued existence of social stratification in a purportedly classless 
society remained a sensitive topic. The same can be said for the stickiness 
of race and racial thinking in an ostensibly anti-racist society.87 Tensions 
rose when foreign worker-trainees, with different ways of gauging basic 
needs and appropriate or excessive demands, encountered the planned 
economy.

Foreign worker-trainees generally bought into the socialist logic of 
pride in production, yet, to them, this did not preclude a simultaneous 
pride in consumption. Merkel reminds us that in East Germany: 
“Consumption over and above…real needs was interpreted as 
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compensation for an unsatisfying life. True satisfaction lay in being pro-
ductive.”88 For worker-trainees, consumption was the expression of a life 
they had desired back home. They did not see the contradiction between 
consumption and production that socialist ideology sought to establish. 
In any case, production and consumption were often linked. Some were 
involved in the production of the very things they came to consume 
whether indirectly or, sometimes, directly. For instance, Juma Madeira 
and Graciel Chumbe, whom we encountered in the prologue, worked in 
the production of the famous MZ motorbike brand. Many a worker was 
proud to export an MZ back home. While their labor aided the produc-
tion of more goods, foreigners’ consumption put an additional burden on 
East Germany’s planned economy with its inflexible supply. Global redis-
tribution of goods led to pressure on national supply. The politics of 
socialist consumption and the practices of consumption in socialist econo-
mies were not always compatible.

Among the things that the migrants sought in Germany for immediate 
and personal consumption were warm clothes, fashionable outfits, stereo 
equipment, music, food, alcohol, and train tickets. Worker-trainees often 
felt overwhelmed upon arrival in East Germany at the sheer quantity of 
available goods and food, and the affordability of rent and transport.

Our life was good in comparison to what we had before and what we had 
after. We did not have to pay much for housing, or water or electricity. Food 
did not cost very much so we had a lot of money to spend on drinking, 
partying, disco, and to buy things. We had 600,- marks every month. You 
could get a train ticket to Berlin for 20,- marks, so you see it was really a lot. 
We were young, that is the stupidity of youth.89

The Angolan and Mozambican migrants, as with East German citizens, 
benefited from price subsidies but had to pay extra for non-essential goods. 
The East German government intended to save its socialist citizens from 
their own consumption desires through price mechanisms. Goods and ser-
vices the government deemed necessary for a dignified life were subsi-
dized. Housing, tram tickets, and basic food items such as bread and 
potatoes were cheap. Non-essential items such as cars and coffee remained 
expensive. The East German consumer landscape catered to different 
income levels through introducing special stores such as Exquisit for high 
fashion, Delikat for luxury food products, and Intershop, a chain selling 
Western goods and rare items for hard currency.90 These enclaves of luxury 
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aimed to satisfy consumers with more purchasing power, but foreign 
worker-trainees also occasionally frequented these stores in the hunt for 
Western goods or foodstuffs familiar from home.

Men and women generally bought similar items, but there were some 
differences. Some men bought food to prepare in the dormitory kitchens 
and some women invested in TVs and stereo equipment, but on the whole 
women report to have been drinking less frequently, investing less in going 
out to night clubs, and buying fewer motorbikes and cars. While men 
bought handbags, makeup, flowers, and chocolates for their partners, 
Mozambican women did not mention to me that they had bought gifts 
for their partners. Both men and women bought things for children left at 
home, but women talked more about this and it was often more central to 
their narrative. Women often made investment decisions that conformed 
to images of being responsible young women and mothers, but they were 
also young and enjoyed the freedom of spending their own wages. The 
female worker- trainees do not fit schematic depictions of female consum-
ers focused on domesticity. Most importantly, they were directly involved 
in the production of goods; their domestic sphere was curtailed to life in a 
dormitory and the support of geographically distant family.91 Not only 
were both men and women involved in producing sometimes the very 
goods they consumed but both men and women invested in necessities 
and luxuries for their future households, and men and women shared an 
interest in fashion, music, and good food as well as in providing both for 
their home networks and for their own futures.

While in capitalist systems migrants are often feared due to worries 
about competition for employment, they were feared in East Germany 
because they were seen to be competition for limited consumer goods.92 
Shopping brought foreign workers in close contact with the East German 
population. Introducing people with culturally different consumption 
habits into a planned economy struggling to keep its consumers satisfied 
aggravated local anxieties. An example of this was food purchases. Some 
worker- trainees found German food inedible or experienced digestion 
problems and thus continued cooking their own meals rather than eating 
in canteens.93 Mozambicans typically understood rice, chicken, and garlic 
as the ingredients of a good meal, while from the perspective of an East 
German citizen, these staples were sources of envy since they were hard to 
find in local shops. Eusébio remembers that bananas were often available 
only once a week—and indeed bananas became a symbol for scarcity in 
East Germany readable until today.94 When he, as the group leader, took 
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his group of worker-trainees out shopping, East Germans would make 
racially tinged comments such as: “Get out of the line, you have so many 
of these in Africa!”95 Many East Germans saw the worker-trainees as com-
petition for buying scarce luxury items. They saw the African consumption 
habits as reflecting privileged access to coveted goods. This attitude led to 
rumors, fueling jealousy and other tensions in East German supermarkets 
and beyond.96

Worker-trainees do not only talk about racist encounters in supermar-
kets. They also speak about how scarcity brought about informal help 
networks. Shortages in the East German economy led to parallel informal 
economies including bartering, a black market, and networks of people 
exchanging goods and services.97 For worker-trainees, participating in 
such networks could pay off in unexpected ways. An example is Bato, who, 
from 1988 to 1990 worked as a cutter producing diesel motors at IFA 
Motorenwerk in Nordhausen, and remembers having established close 
connections with his girlfriend’s family, and indeed having found love 
because of sharing:

After two months there, I had a German girlfriend and went to see her every 
weekend. …We got to know each other because her mother asked me for 
garlic, and I gave it to her. It was like this. Her mother cleaned in our dormi-
tory and started talking to me. We talked and talked, and she had already 
shown me a photo of her girls. One day she asked me if I had garlic for her. 
I gave it to her, and she invited me to her house for that Saturday afternoon. 
When I got to the train station her daughter picked me up, and we went to 
her mother’s house. The whole family was there, the mother and the broth-
ers and we ate a lot of cake and drank coffee. Later we danced and people 
drank and smoked. At that time, I did not yet do either, but I was soon to 
learn. Anyway, I had a whole German family, and I had a lot of contact 
with them.98

Worker-trainees sometimes confronted hostilities and at other times were 
integrated into networks of exchange which could be an entry into East 
German social life.

Many worker-trainees saw East Germany as a country where they could 
not only satisfy their needs but also invest in their dreams of a good life. 
As the privileged sections of East German society experienced socialist 
consumption through pleasures derived from luxury goods, many Angolan 
and Mozambican worker-trainees also associated East Germany not with 
deprivation but with luxury. They bought records, TVs, stereo equipment, 
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and fashionable clothes, items we could classify as wants rather than needs. 
Young men also spent lavishly on their partners. An impressed nineteen- 
year- old female factory worker recalled in 1982 what her Mozambican 
colleague from the assembly line for SR 52 mopeds had given his partner:

We went to her birthday party. …Well, what he gave her, we don’t receive 
on Easter, Christmas, and Whitsun together. If you’d have added it up it 
would have been around 300,- marks for sure. He shopped in the Exquisit 
store: stockings, a bra, lingerie, then he bought a leather bag in the leather 
shop—the red one that she always carries—a purse, and five boxes of Cabinet 
[cigarettes], a nightgown, chocolate, and more of that kind of stuff. I don’t 
think that you would spend this much money on a person whom you don’t 
love at least a little.99

This list of gifts reveals that workers consumed luxury goods in signifi-
cant quantities; 300 marks would be about half a month’s income.100 
This example, of course, has a gendered aspect to it and demonstrates 
the cultural expectations of many Mozambican men of a partnership 
between a man and a woman, where material gifts can play a large role in 
wooing.101

The worker-trainees’ positive memories of East German retail reveals 
that they construe luxury as the opposite of shortage. The more usual 
approach is to define luxury goods under socialism as those not addressing 
immediate needs. Worker-trainees go further in describing as luxury the 
relative availability of goods. Some of these goods might have seemed 
ordinary to the average East German, but their presence to the Africans 
denoted plenty.102 Long lines of consumers were a common feature across 
the socialist East as well as in Mozambique and Angola but the shops were 
emptier in southern Africa than in East Germany.103 Worker-trainees 
remember their home as a true economy of shortage: “At that time we 
had neither food nor clothes. So, when you arrived in the dormitory where 
you found a modern kitchen with sophisticated machines…that was a 
miracle.”104 Moreover, luxury included consumerist pleasure, which could 
include the satisfaction of long-unmet needs, or consumption which 
aspired to distinction and extravagance. Both of these aspects are visible in 
the workers’ choices of fashionable clothes, many of them Western in 
style.105

Consumerism was an aspect of identity politics for the worker-trainees 
and East Germans alike. They lived in a world that sought to curtail 
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individual autonomy, and one result was that consuming goods became an 
expression of individuality and self-determination.106 Both worker-trainees 
and East Germans wore home-made clothes that mixed West and East.107 
Listening to Michael Jackson or Pink Floyd records allowed worker-train-
ees to become part of an international world that transcended the Iron 
Curtain. Katherine Verdey illustrates that people invested in goods to dis-
tinguish an independent self, vis-à-vis an unpopular regime.108 For the 
worker-trainees, coming from a context of deprivation, consumption was 
not meant as criticism of socialism, but rather they understood socialism as 
an enabler for the possibility to migrate abroad to consume. Consumption 
remained central to their sense of personhood as it had been for the many 
labor migrants in southern Africa before them. This generation of worker-
trainees expanded the product range they remitted back to their home 
countries by being able to tap into both the East and West German con-
sumer markets.

The West held a certain fascination for some worker-trainees who dis-
played Madonna posters and Fanta, Sprite, and Coca Cola cans in their 
dormitory rooms. The Soviet Union and other socialist countries mea-
sured their own living standards against American suburbia, but for East 
Germany the more important comparison was on the other side of the 
inner German border.109 Worker-trainees also looked toward Black 
America. They were primarily interested in the West insofar as they had an 
active interest in obtaining better-quality goods from West Germany at 
cheaper prices. They could obtain Western goods in the Intershop at 
inflated prices. But it was more advantageous to use personal networks. To 
that end, worker-trainees ordered goods from African students, who were 
in many cases able to transcend the wall, contrary to the workers who were 
not supposed to leave East Germany. A worker-trainee remembers: 
“Whenever we wanted something from the other side we talked to stu-
dents because those were [the people] free to go there. I had a nephew 
who studied there at the time.”110 Other workers had family members in 
the West who were able to send goods. These networks then facilitated 
access to Western goods even when it was impossible for worker-trainees 
to go there themselves.

After the fall of the Berlin Wall on November 9, 1989, West Germany 
became an important location for many workers to spend the welcome 
money that foreign workers and East Germans alike received.111 In addi-
tion, many workers spent their indemnity pay after the premature cancel-
lation of their labor contracts in 1990 in the former West. The vast majority 
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of the 15,100 Mozambican and 1300 Angolan worker-trainees registered 
in 1989 went on a shopping pilgrimage to West Germany.112 It seems safe 
to assume that these spending sprees subsequently colored the memory 
and perceptions of their entire stay in Germany.

Candido, who worked in East Germany from 1981 to 1990 at a textile 
company close to Dresden, remembers the fall of the Berlin Wall, like 
many worker-trainees, with mixed feelings:

When the wall came down, I was watching TV in the dormitory. There were 
many problems even before that day because the companies had ceased to 
work as they should have. Well, German unification was on the one hand 
beautiful because it allowed German families to reunite. But we were there 
without our families and we wanted to work. So, for us it was not such a 
good day. What was good though was that we could now buy Western prod-
ucts with West marks without having to change our money first. There were 
more goods now to take home and we could get them more easily.113

For those worker-trainees who had accepted returning, a final buying 
binge ensued. They were supposed to receive 3000,- marks indemnity 
payment and 70 percent of the monthly net wage for at least three months 
as makeup pay to compensate for the premature termination of their con-
tracts.114 This was money to spend on goods to take home. Some worker- 
trainees even returned with cars (Mercedes Benz, not Trabant), motorbikes 
(MZs), and other large and expensive items like refrigerators and stoves.115 
A colleague related to the Angolan ambassador to an Eastern European 
country remembers going to the West primarily for goods that were 
cheaper there: “Things were different over there, but it wasn’t a shock. We 
took advantage of the situation and bought lots of things there…clothes, 
electronics, sound systems, and more things.”116 Worker-trainees were 
guided by both rational decisions and emotional longings for luxury. 
Fernando, who worked in East Germany from 1985 to 1991 as a weaver, 
remembers having bought his first bottle of champagne in West Berlin.117

The worker-trainees’ consumption patterns knew no national bor-
ders—many of the workers who were sent to East Germany also con-
sumed West German goods, many of which were ultimately destined for 
Mozambique and Angola. This transnational scope led to tensions; while 
the planned economy operated on a national level, based on the needs of 
the East German market, worker-trainees’ needs were not encompassed by 
this. The goods transfer from North to South on the one hand conformed 
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to the East German foreign policy of helping a southern African commu-
nist state to mitigate its dire shortages of consumer goods. On the other 
hand, it led to a problem of internal policy as angry East Germans feared 
the competition of foreign workers in the supermarket.

We see, therefore, that the Mozambican and Angolan experience of 
socialist consumption was at odds with the usual view. The challenges fac-
ing the development of a socialist Angola and Mozambique were enor-
mous. The development of the national economies was severely hindered 
by the triple challenge of a Portuguese brain drain after independence, the 
lack of skilled technical personnel due to the legacy of colonial politics, 
and an ongoing destabilization war that commanded resources and man-
power and repeatedly targeted the economies through damaging trans-
port and production hubs. Angolans and Mozambicans came from 
societies in which socialism was under construction and had relocated to a 
place with already- existing socialism. Their memories illustrate how differ-
ent socialist spaces could look from different vantage points. Moreover, 
the worker-trainees came to East Germany and experienced internal 
German division and unification firsthand. Their memories show that they 
found ways around the restrictions on West German goods, even before 
the fall of the Berlin Wall. After the fall of the Wall, they took part in the 
sudden exposure to Western consumerism that happened to everyone in 
East Germany. For workers who lived through the changes in 1989–1990, 
the availability of cheaper Western goods, together with the welcome 
money from the West German government, and their indemnity pay-
ments, allowed for an unparalleled shopping spree. But even those work-
ers who returned before also speak of East Germany as a consumer paradise 
when compared with their home. Overall, the feeling prevailed that the 
migration was worth it, in terms of the immediate material economic gains 
it brought with it: “When we left, we had nothing but the shoes on our 
feet and the clothes on our bodies, when we came back, we had everything 
and more than we could have dreamed of.”118

Consumption and Becoming: Seeking Personhood Abroad 
and Staying in Contact with Home

Worker-trainees migrated to become people who were taken seriously in 
their communities of origin as much as in the communities of their tem-
porary diaspora. They believed one of the most important ways to achieve 
full personhood was through the acquisition of goods. This is why many 
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former worker-trainees, like other labor migrants in the region, remember 
consumption as a crucial aspect of their migratory experience.119

Worker-trainees’ consumerism was to an important extent motivated by 
investment in the life they wanted to set up after their return. They sent 
home parcels filled with goods, some of which were intended for resale, 
and sometimes hard currency exchanged on the black market. They also 
brought back suitcases of goods destined to support their dependent net-
works at home during home vacations. Like Lino, many migrants were 
excited to lay the foundations for their own home: “The majority of things 
I bought, were to prepare for my own house.”120 Like Lufaquenda, they 
were also aware of supporting the wider family: “My salary was for me to 
buy clothes and things I brought back for my family. …I brought dishes, 
and electrical appliances. I was one of the first girls who brought back a 
sound system. I brought it back when I returned to Angola on 
holidays.”121

Every single worker-trainee perceived as an individual and as part of 
socialist collectives in East Germany was also a node in a system of rela-
tionships back home. These relationships had to be maintained through 
mutual assistance, often asymmetric in nature. Some still lived with their 
birth parents when they signed up, but many lived with relatives—uncles 
and aunts, older siblings, or cousins—in provincial capitals where they 
pursued further education or work opportunities. Through these experi-
ences, worker- trainees grew up in systems of family relationships beyond 
the nuclear family. These extended family networks made demands on the 
fruits of the worker-trainees’ labor.

The personhood of the worker-trainee developed to a large extent in 
tension between personal dreams and obligations to wider social net-
works.122 Anthropologists Jean and John Comaroff speak of “being-as-
becoming,” explaining personhood as a process gradually occurring over 
time and in relations to others.123 The migration to East Germany was for 
many migrants a far-reaching moment of personal growth.124 Many 
Mozambicans lived outside of family support structures for the first time. 
Even those Angolans who had served in the military prior to their migra-
tion still needed to adjust to a very different climate, cuisine, and work 
routine. They often for the first time had a regular income at their disposal 
that allowed them to buy goods to which they previously had no access. 
To a certain extent the young migrants became autonomous, while still 
firmly located in a socialist collective. Men and women used access to 
goods to solidify their standing in East Germany as well as their future 
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standing after their return home; they at once enjoyed and felt constrained 
in the role of provider. A gendered dimension to this role becomes visible 
in the interviews. While many of the women who made the decision to 
return in the early 1990s justify their return with wanting to be closer to 
family, or returning to mother children they had left behind, quite a few 
men told their migration history from the point of view of an individual 
making choices best for himself. While men were traditionally perceived as 
providing access to goods and money through labor migration, for exam-
ple, to the mines in South Africa, in this case women also became provid-
ers for their families through labor migration.125 The relationships between 
migrants and home networks were thus ambivalent.

In a time before the internet and mostly before telephone access, 
migrants stayed in contact with those at home through postcards, letters, 
pictures, and reading the news about Mozambique and Angola. The postal 
service was also key for sending remittances: “I always sent something 
from Germany and with that I showed that even though I was far away I 
did not forget them [family in Mozambique]. …It wasn’t easy to send 
money because that money from there [GDR] was useless here 
[Mozambique]. So, I bought goods to send to them for their consump-
tion and to sell to get a little bit of money.”126 Worker-trainees sent parcels 
to Mozambique and Angola filled with clothes, shoes, and non-perishable 
food items. Some of this was intended for personal consumption, some for 
resale. This activity put the sender in a powerful position vis-à-vis the 
expectant recipient at home. Yet, this power was relative as worker-trainees 
needed to appease those same relatives to ensure a successful stay abroad. 
While most gift- giving refers to East and West German goods making 
their way to Angola and Mozambique, it is important to remember that 
material gifts went both ways. Among the more commonly exchanged 
items were professional photos and family snapshots that fit into a letter. 
This practice was often the only way in which absent fathers or mothers 
could relate to the offspring they had left behind.

concLuSIon

For Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees, production and consump-
tion were two sides of the same coin. By participating in the labor and 
training migration they became workers and consumers. The worker-
trainees’ experiences thus transcended stereotypical Cold War simplifica-
tions of Western consumption and Eastern production. Following in the 
footsteps of generations of southern African labor migrants, they used the 
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work opportunity to invest in building a future life and sustain home net-
works. Unlike the generations before them, they were fashioned into 
skilled or semi- skilled laborers, meant to return with the skills and work 
experience to support production in their home economies. They oper-
ated in socialist environments where workers were heralded as the class 
that would advance socialism and build a new, prosperous society free 
from exploitation.127

Material acquisitions were important in giving meaning to the worker- 
trainees’ migration. Worker-trainees did not make their consumer choices 
according to socialism’s belief in rationality and abstinence. Their con-
sumption patterns were complex: they consumed goods from East and 
West Germany; bought goods for their life in East Germany and back 
home; and spent money on items both for pleasure and for the satisfaction 
of basic needs. Through these practices of consumption, they not only 
transcended the Cold War divide but also merged the home country with 
the host country context. Viewing consumption in East Germany through 
the eyes of Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees brings a new facet 
to our usual conception of the victory of Western department store soft 
power. East Germany emerges as a developed country with a selection of 
desirable goods compared to the war-torn home context from which 
worker- trainees came.

Alongside containers of goods from East and West, filled with every-
thing from cars to food, worker-trainees brought home with them an 
appreciation for the organization of work, and the prominent role of the 
worker experienced during their time in East Germany. As we will see in 
Chap. 6, the workers made use of their goods back home, albeit differ-
ently to how they might have foreseen. Upon returning home, they also 
drew on their ideas about dignified work, governmental responsibilities, 
and their experiences of agency through protest. They thus utilized their 
experiences with East German real socialism and its end to fashion their 
new lives in an Angolan and Mozambican post-socialist society.

The worker-trainees’ memories of their East German experience remain 
colored by what they lived through before coming to East Germany and 
what they encountered after their return. Acknowledging these various 
temporal influences on the retold experiences indicates how ideas about 
life in a socialist society overlapped or clashed with the experiences of 
worker-trainees. In the following chapter we will turn away from the 
migrants’ material and professional lives toward the social life of socialism. 
We will examine the worker-trainees’ experiences of inclusion and exclu-
sion as intimate strangers in East German society.
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CHAPTER 5

The Social Life of Socialism: Intimacy 
and Racism

IntroductIon

We feel at home because we are surrounded by warmth and friendship. …We 
feel at home because we have more Mozambican students and trainees here 
than in any other European country. We feel at home because East Germany 
has always closely accompanied our revolutionary process. …Ours is the diffi-
cult but also commendable task of building our socialist fatherlands in areas 
marked by heavy confrontation between the social systems. This is a meeting 
between brothers in arms, an exchange of experience…The people of the GDR 
under the leadership of the SED are roses of solidarity, hope and the future.1

Samora Machel, during a visit to East Germany in September 1980

The friendship between peoples is indeed the big star, the sun that rises on the 
horizon and overcomes the shackles of hatred, of division and war, created by 
oppression and exploitation. …Through this big star of friendship between 
peoples the blood of the people of East Germany and Mozambique is united. 
Through this big star of peoples’ friendship, the broad road leading the way to 
socialism has become even wider. The distance between the Peoples’ Republic 
of Mozambique and the German Democratic Republic has been overcome.2

Erich Honecker, during the same visit

Daphne Berdahl uses the phrase “social life of socialism” in “Good Bye, Lenin! 
Aufwiedersehen GDR: On the Social Life of Socialism,” in Post-Communist 
Nostalgia, Maria Todorova and Zsuzsa Gille, eds. (New York; Oxford: Berghahn 
Books, 2010), 177.
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While Machel and Honecker were praising their peoples’ friendship, 
Mozambicans, Angolans, and East Germans were building interracial rela-
tionships and creating new families across divides of nations and cultures. 
The SED, FRELIMO, and the MPLA all forcefully espoused anti-racism 
and swore solidarity and friendship in the name of their shared socialist 
future. However, many worker-trainees in Germany were subjected to rac-
ism, overt and covert.3 They were confronted with racist attitudes, were 
exposed to racist slurs, and even had to defend themselves and their part-
ners from physical attacks.4

Neither the host country nor the sending countries desired the 
Mozambican and Angolan migrants’ permanent integration into East 
German life. The labor and training programs were intended to be circu-
lar—otherwise what was the point of training the workers to lead the 
African socialist industrial revolution?5 Worker-trainees instead became 
intimate strangers while in East Germany.6 On one hand, these interna-
tional workers were welcomed for political and economic reasons. They 
were showcases for East German solidarity and vectors that would carry 
the socialist revolution to the Third World.7 They also made valuable con-
tributions to supporting the East German economy during their stay. On 
the other hand, the worker-trainees were intended to live apart so as not 
to disturb the fragile political and social status quo in East Germany, 
although it was never conclusively specified exactly how they would cause 
this disturbance.

The exclusion of foreign worker-trainees worked on many levels. 
Worker-trainees were separated into national groups in dormitories. Their 
language training was often insufficient to guarantee independent func-
tioning in East German society. Contact with East Germans was in theory 
limited to official functions and work and training experiences. Migrants 
were not allowed to bring their families from home, and creating formal-
ized new ones was difficult as marriages were dependent upon the consent 
of home and host states. Representation was limited to state-sanctioned 
figures of control, mainly the team leader. On the other hand, worker- 
trainees, at least in theory, received equal pay for equal work and access to 
health care, language training, and vocational training in company schools, 
were invited along on company leisure time activities, and had access to 
company vacation homes. Many were included in nationally mixed 
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brigades, participated in company competitions, and received com-
pany honors.

Despite the migrants’ separation in this way, they still became an inti-
mate feature of daily life not only because they were an integral part of 
workplaces, but also because they were part of East German neighbor-
hood bars, local shops, and family life. This chapter discusses two sides of 
the same coin: integration and exclusion. The first section of the chapter 
explores the migrants’ integration and their intimate, cross-cultural rela-
tionships with Germans and others. The second part examines how 
migrants experienced exclusion. The grounds were, variously, sexism, rac-
ism, and xenophobia. Integration and exclusion reflect two contrasting 
ends on the scale of human affective relationships, but as will become 
clear, the central theme of this chapter is how love and hate, intimacy and 
exclusion, and friendship and racism are intricately bound up with one 
another.8

When we look at people’s personal attachments in the context of 
migration studies, as we are doing here, we can quickly see how shallow 
the ability of the state is to determine the nature of people’s experiences. 
Because the default way of looking at migrations such as those in this 
book is from the perspective of the state—geopolitical, economic, 
bureaucratic—most accounts miss this.9 Yet the personal aspect is nearly 
always the decisive one in determining whether people’s experiences are 
positive or negative. This chapter shows how personal encounters shaped 
migrants’ lives as Africans in East Germany. Looking at East Germany 
from an African perspective enables us to understand how interwoven 
Angolan, Mozambican, and East German history became on the micro-
level of daily lives. Migrants learned German over dinner or woke up 
next to Germans in the morning. They taught their German friends 
Portuguese and danced with them to American singers like Michael 
Jackson, Mozambican groups like Eyuphuro, or East German acts such 
as the singer Frank Schöbel. On many East German men saw young 
African men as a threat to their masculinity. African women were faced 
with the threat of being sent back home if they got pregnant. They were 
also threatened with a ruined reputation if they dated people of other 
nationalities.10 Exclusion and inclusion did not work the same way for 
everyone.
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Part I: IntegratIon—IntImate StrangerS

Angel Lezewik11

You were the last and the first angel
The beginning of the end
The alpha and the omega
My soul always flies to you

I swear!…One day I will meet you
Do you remember…on top of that stage
Lubricated by the Marrabenta12

I taught you how to move your hips
And the legs, remember always the sounds

Of the Mozambican marimba
The sound of drumming
Wazimbo13 singing
Fortifying through dance our unification…

I am thirsting for you
Because you were my strongest love
You were the heart of the great friendships
Angel Lezewik.

Regina, February 27, 2007

Regina migrated from Mozambique to work and receive vocational 
training on the factory floors of East Germany. She also developed inti-
mate ties there. Her poem describes her love for an East German man, 
whom she met in 1989. In that choice of subject, the poem is both quo-
tidian and exceptional. Quotidian, because it describes the age-old feeling 
of love. Exceptional, because generally female Angolan and Mozambican 
worker-trainees in East Germany did not cross the color line with their 
romantic escapades.14 Historically, interracial relationships between 
European men and African women (usually in the colonies) and between 
African men and European women (usually in European metropoles) had 
been subjected to governmental surveillance and sanctions.15 Regina, as a 
woman away from her home, transgressed somewhat against this model in 
a way that not many did. Her love happened in a different time and place 
to the norm, but interracial intimacy remained a matter of state.
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Intimate intercultural relationships were the sites of intercultural learn-
ing. Regina wrote in her poem about teaching her lover how to dance 
marrabenta. She was the active figure, the holder of cultural knowledge, 
who instructed an East German man. In most cases the roles were reversed, 
and Angolan and Mozambican men dated East German women, who, as 
holders of knowledge—language and cultural—served to help integrate 
the migrants into a foreign East German world.

When male former migrants spoke to me years later, they talked about 
consciously seeking out intercultural love. East German women were a key 
to unlocking otherwise inaccessible cultural capital:

I made my way in Germany with the help of my girlfriend. …She was the 
daughter of the foreman. She was only there briefly when we arrived. I still 
did not know how to speak German and I asked a colleague from Eberswalde 
to write her a note for me that said I would like to get to know her. …after 
school, I always went to the furniture store where she worked to ask her 
whether she could help me with the homework, and she did and that is how 
our friendship grew. …she explained the lessons we had learned, even if I 
had already understood them. My objective was another one, one that really 
facilitated my life. The less contact I had with people from my origin, the 
faster I could obtain my goals. And so it was. …What was of interest to me 
was to have a partner who could help me integrate as quickly as possible and 
to understand more.16

Seen in this light, the transactional nature of the relationship becomes vis-
ible. Many men, like the Angolan Ilíbio, entered relationships to seek cul-
tural and linguistic knowledge alongside affection and intimacy. Ilíbio was 
interested in staying in Germany as long as war raged back home and saw 
East German women as a compass to help him move toward this difficult 
objective.

When mentioned in passing in the German academic literature, East 
German women dating African men are often depicted as searching for 
something in these relationships beyond mere romance. According to this 
telling, they were sometimes lured into the company of foreign worker- 
trainees through the pull of the unknown, seduced by presents from 
abroad and the prospect of escaping drab East German horizons. At other 
times they feigned love to escape East Germany with unsuspecting African 
men.17 Indeed, Angolan and Mozambican men—perceived as foreign and 
exotic—often represented a window onto a broader world for East German 
women, a world beyond the relatively closed society where they lived. 
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However, the reality was much more complicated than these clichés. The 
restricted East German socialist society was the stage for everyday interac-
tions with Mozambican and Angolan colleagues, friends, and partners. 
Based on interviews with Angolan and Mozambican former migrants, I 
explore what East German women had to offer.

The vast majority of male workers from Angola and Mozambique had 
relationships with German women of various levels of commitment. These 
women came from a variety of family backgrounds, age groups, and edu-
cation levels. Many migrants learned about life in East Germany from their 
partners and this was for them an essential element to a successful integra-
tion: “She was my best teacher,” Augusto recalled.18 In this way, German 
women became sponsors of sorts for African men.19 Angolan and 
Mozambican worker-trainees who successfully stayed on in reunified 
Germany after the fall of the Wall were often able to do so only with the 
support of their East German partners and extended families.

East German women needed to consider the social costs of entering 
into relationships with African men. Other East Germans often yelled dis-
criminatory slurs at women seen on the streets with African men. The 
disapproval of the woman’s family and circle of friends played a fundamen-
tal role in shaping relationships. Some relationships were clandestine, and 
others deteriorated rapidly under pressure. Bernardo, who was taken in by 
an older woman in Rostock during his first week in Germany, describes his 
racist experiences:

We didn’t have an easy life. When you arrive in a foreign place, everything is 
difficult, and we suffered from racism. …This was really annoying. People 
insulted her when she was with me, but she told me not to engage and we 
continued like that and I got used to this way of life and finally I also had 
very close German friends. But in the beginning, it was a shock because I did 
not expect to hear these kinds of things.20

Many East Germans scorned the African visitors, about whom they knew 
little. In Bernardo’s words: “Later I started to see that the East German 
people were a closed society. They did not even know other socialist coun-
tries. Their lives were very complicated. They did not only have these 
problems with black Africans but also with the French, Italians and other 
people.”21 As Bernardo alludes to, not all exclusion was racially motivated. 
Sentiments against those from outside East Germany’s borders were not 
uncommon. African migrants suffered from both xenophobia and racism 
and were thus doubly excluded.
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German exoticization of African men emerged from a history of stereo-
typing. It was well established during the German colonial empire, reached 
new levels during Nazi rule, and recurred in West Germany during the 
postwar experience with American GIs.22 Some male migrants acknowl-
edged that their exoticism had a pull factor when they speak about how 
easy it was to meet and seduce East German women. An Angolan worker- 
trainee remembered in 2015:

Many East German women only went to bed with black men out of curios-
ity. There were rumors that they had tails in the back. But in the end, they 
discovered that the body parts were all similar, that people were the same, 
and…today many of those women are getting old with Angolans.23

He portrayed East German women as willing to believe colonial tropes 
but gives them the benefit of the doubt of being able to reverse their view-
points. While some male migrants took advantage of that exoticization, 
others suffered from the relentless othering, being intimate yet forever 
remaining foreign. In 1982, a German female laborer working alongside 
Mozambicans discussed the relationship between a German and a 
Mozambican co-worker in terms of stereotypical depictions of African 
virility: “I don’t know why Angela is attracted to a Mozambican. Some 
men say they have especially big genitals, that would attract the women, 
but we don’t speak about sexual things.”24 The clichéd portrayal of black 
sexual potency revealed the prejudices prevalent and underscores how 
racialized stereotypes, ignorance, and rumor continued to live underneath 
the facade of internationalist rhetoric.

One worker framed a common understanding of the East German 
women thus:

We had a teacher who had already lived in Mozambique, South Africa and 
Kenya. One day she lifted the morale of all Angolans. She was talking about 
intercultural exchange. What she explained to us during that lesson was this: 
‘You are Africans, we are Europeans. Often people have inferiority com-
plexes but, in these lessons, we will change your point of view. …Today, after 
the end of the Second World War, we German women have the liberty to 
live together and sleep with men from anywhere. …During the Second 
World War we lost many men, there were many more women who sur-
vived …But all of you young Angolans are here now’…That meant we were 
lucky, we could marry a German woman, and have children. I am giving this 
testimony because I was inspired, too.”25
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In the eyes of African men like Augusto, East German women were 
sexually and socially free, “able to love whom they wanted. We never 
interfered [in the lives of our white female companions] because we did 
not have the right to do so.”26 This attitude of respect contrasted with 
how many of the migrants felt about women from their own countries. 
Angolan and Mozambican men often did not like to see their female col-
leagues date men of other nationalities. It was a matter of male honor, in 
a similar way in which East German men tried to prevent East German 
women from dating African men. East German, Angolan, and Mozambican 
men had in common that they projected their masculinity onto the purity 
of “their” women.27

Many male worker-trainees were also influenced by racialized imagina-
tions of female beauty, eager to date white women, which carried a taste 
of the transgressive in the colonial context in which that generation of 
workers had grown up. Some male worker-trainees saw their travel abroad 
as an opportunity to engage with diverse women through whom to engage 
with different worlds, like this Mozambican: “I had three official German 
girlfriends. … I also passed some time with a Polish, a Cuban, and an 
Angolan woman. The Polish woman even took me to Poland for one 
night.”28 Male worker-trainees were more able to choose from among the 
diverse romantic possibilities in the socialist cosmopolitan circles in which 
they moved than their female colleagues, who were more bound by female 
notions of honor based on chastity and fidelity.29

Angolan and Mozambican women occasionally dated white men or, 
more frequently, men from within the African Lusophone networks, but 
most dated within their national groups. For Lufaquenda this was a given: 
“I only had Angolan boyfriends. I had close German friends who took me 
out to spend the weekends together with them. I am not racist but at that 
time I had absolutely no interest in going out with people of white color.”30 
There are several reasons for this divergence in behavior of female and 
male worker-trainees. First, female worker-trainees were exposed to the 
threat of a forced deportation if they became pregnant. Moreover, they 
were conforming to societal norms whereby they were looking for a long-
term partnership and, since most intended to return home, a partner from 
home was a better fit for these plans.31 In addition, many female worker-
trainees socialized mainly within their home networks, especially when 
posted in single-sex groups, for instance in textile companies. Lastly, male 
worker-trainees vastly outnumbered female worker-trainees. The African 
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women in East Germany had a far greater choice of African men than 
vice versa.

In communist ideology, both racism and sexism were rejected as divi-
sive, reactionary ways of thinking. However, ideological rejection did not 
mean that these prejudices disappeared from society: quite the opposite, in 
fact. The fact that racism and sexism were not adequately discussed in the 
public sphere meant that they went unchallenged in the private sphere. 
They were particularly potent when they intersected. Black men and white 
women who displayed their affection in public received racist comments. 
Fights broke out over allegations of adultery and jealousies on the dance 
floors, particularly when white women were seen with African men. Black 
men were portrayed as unruly and violent, while East German women 
were seen as cultural brokers, integrating the foreign men into East 
German society. This stereotypical view of women had not changed much 
since the first colonization of Africa.32 Now, however, the roles of explorer 
were reversed. Black cosmopolitan explorers encountered European local 
women. Santana from Angola summed up this way of seeing things: “You 
know, the most racist being in the world is a man. …The best link between 
races are the women.”33 In his worldview (and that of many others) gen-
der trumped race. It was women who were tasked with integrating for-
eign men.

Emotional and sexual needs were not part of the labor migration plans. 
The bilateral agreements governing the migrations envisioned worker- 
trainees as more akin to labor machines. In this light, the romantic and 
sexual experiences that the migrants had were a significant way of exercis-
ing their agency, their individuality, while they were living in a bureau-
cratic framework that did not provide for this. An atmosphere of relative 
sexual freedom in East Germany in the late 1970s and the 1980s stood in 
contrast to restrictive sexual attitudes held by officialdom toward the 
young African migrants.34 The state saw the worker-trainees as without 
emotional attachments or reproductive desires. The organization of the 
worker-trainees’ work and leisure time in East Germany was not intended 
to facilitate romantic relationships or other meaningful private contacts. It 
was, however, such contacts which fostered self-induced integration into 
East German society in the most meaningful ways. This suspicion of inte-
gration stood in interesting and revealing contrast to migration discourse 
today, in which people worry that migrants do not integrate enough.
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Alternative Intimate Attachments: German Families, 
Mozambican Families, Angolan Families

Many worker-trainees fondly remember transcending their status as 
strangers and becoming part of East German families. One of the advan-
tages for the worker-trainees was receiving guidance from surrogate par-
ents. In most cases, these adoptive family relationships were informal 
affairs that developed spontaneously, because people knew each other 
from work or church, from living in the same neighborhood, or through 
random conversations. Some worker-trainees even moved in with these 
host families. Others visited over the weekend, and others shared meals 
several times a week. Some families supported the young worker-trainees 
financially, or with advice, and others took on the role of advocates for 
worker-trainees’ rights.35 Lúcia remembers: “A German couple were my 
parents over there. …They were my professors and sympathized with me 
because I was a good student…and they came to pick me up on the week-
ends and became my second family.” Lúcia lived a homely life with her 
second family and spent time in their country house, where she did much 
the same that she might have done in Mozambique: “I harvested cabbage, 
fruits, and other things on the farm.”36

Another way of meeting people willing to open their homes to the 
worker-trainees was through religious networks.37 One Angolan worker 
integrated into the family of a doctor with five children:

I was Catholic. I searched for a Catholic church, the first thing when I came 
to that country. I went to church even though I did not speak the language 
and I understood nothing. When I was at church a family appeared and they 
took me in. …They welcomed me like their own son and before I got to 
know my girlfriend, I spent all my weekends at their house. …It was in this 
family that I learned the German language through being part of their com-
munity. That was a family with whom I lived very well. Even on the day I left 
for Angola I did not have to leave by train, they organized a car and took me 
to the airport. …That is why I cannot say that I had difficulties in Germany 
because I encountered people who helped me everywhere.38

Workers who had the good fortune of encountering host families or devel-
oping serious relationships with East Germans early on were able to learn 
the language and the local customs. Subsequently, they integrated more 
easily and could often establish deeper relationships, also with their East 
German co-workers. They did not experience the isolation from East 
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German life of those who struggled with the language and socialized pre-
dominantly in their own home networks.

Host families were often mutually beneficial arrangements where gifts 
were exchanged, meals were shared, and support was given:

I succeeded in getting to know and integrating into a family from there. 
This family also treated me as if I was a son of the house. …When I came 
back from Karl Marx Stadt, I encountered a woman who was loaded with 
bags. At the time, it was very cold and so I helped her carry the bags right 
up to her house, which was close to my home. When we arrived at her house 
the woman whose name was Doris asked me whether I would like to come 
one day and spend a day with her and her husband Erich. I did that and was 
welcomed, and we developed a strong relationship. I was ultimately consid-
ered a son of the house. After a while I helped her get a job as receptionist 
in our dormitory and she worked there until I returned to Mozambique.39

In this example, the worker-trainee was able to find his host mother 
employment at his dormitory. These examples suggest that some East 
Germans were interested in befriending foreign nationals. These do not 
seem to have been cases of socialist worker solidarity, born of class con-
sciousness or a shared place in the production process. These spontaneous 
friendships were beyond the stuff of ideology, happening neither despite 
nor because of official propaganda. At their best, they were manifestations 
of the intrinsic human search for connection with others.

Despite these emerging support networks in Germany, most of the 
migrants wanted to keep their ties to back home as close as possible. 
Angolans and Mozambicans abroad often waited impatiently for news 
from home. Given that civil wars raged in both countries, not hearing 
from loved ones was very stressful. Yet, the postal service was not always 
reliable, and news could be old by the time it arrived.40 Often, migrants 
had different ways of getting information. In addition to reading the 
national news when they could, or depending on their group leader for 
information, they maintained pen pal relationships with compatriots. The 
Mozambican weekly news magazine Tempo printed announcements that 
introduced Mozambican worker-trainees abroad who were looking for 
pen pals at home. One such advertisement read: “I am a young 
Mozambican, 19 years old, and I am currently undertaking a professional 
training in the GDR.  I would like to correspond with all young 
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Mozambicans of both sexes to avoid being passed by the various social, 
political, and economic transformations of our country.”41 Sometimes, 
groups of several individuals from the same company dormitory were 
looking for pen pals, suggesting a need to keep abreast of developments at 
home but also some form of institutional political encouragement.

The worker-trainees’ life histories demonstrate that migrants’ atten-
tions were always divided between their home and host countries. Letters 
and packages circulating among host and home countries serve as evi-
dence of why it is important to bring both contexts into one narrative. 
Ewald Seiler, director for cadre and training at a company producing auto-
mobiles and hunting firearms, acknowledged as much in 1982: “One 
young friend started crying when he had opened a letter. It said in the 
letter that close family members were murdered by terrorists. For us it is 
our class duty to care for every individual Mozambican friend. This duty 
follows from proletarian and socialist internationalism.”42 One can imag-
ine that behind the stilted language and political signposting, typical of 
East German official communication, was genuine compassion. Seiler, at 
least, recognized that worker-trainees did not leave their homes behind 
when they showed up for work in the morning.

There were other avenues of immaterial exchange that were invisible to 
East German colleagues, including magic. Malignant and jealous family 
members at home were reported to send evil spirits to bring back lost sons 
or daughters. Former worker-trainees told me stories of migrants losing 
their minds in the first weeks in Germany, only to have their health restored 
upon return to Mozambique. Interviewees explained these mental states 
of temporary madness, perhaps reactions to the culture shock of finding 
oneself in a foreign land, with the presence of spirits. A group leader 
recalls: “We had one person who became mentally ill, and they said he was 
possessed by the spirits of the ancestors. He had to return home because 
they could not solve his problem in Europe because European medicine 
doesn’t cure these types of illnesses. When he returned to Mozambique he 
was cured immediately. He left the airplane without any problems, and 
nobody needed to support him.”43

In the interpretation of some worker-trainees, magic rendered a person 
defenseless, either through physical or mental illness, to reduce their pro-
ductivity and to incapacitate their independent decision-making. To them, 
this was the opposite of a personal growth moment. The migrant was no 
longer becoming a more independent self, but rather stopped becoming 
and was reduced to responding to the influence of the family’s wishes 
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through witchcraft.44 Another possible reading of cases of spirit possession 
is that becoming possessed was a means of exercising agency by leaving 
work and returning home, while outsourcing the causality for failure to 
persist with their German experience.45 It is through such stories that we 
can guess at how tough it must have been for many of the migrants to go 
to East Germany. For some of them, it meant going from a small village in 
the Mozambican provinces straight into big German cities such as Berlin, 
Leipzig, or Dresden. They tended not to talk to me about it in these 
terms, but the culture shock must have been enormous. On top of the 
culture shock, things were made worse for some migrants by the disap-
pointment they felt at their working conditions or the prejudice and rac-
ism they encountered. One suspects that had things been better in 
Mozambique and Angola at the time, many more would have left early.

Witchcraft accusations were not only related to illness. Migrants also 
accounted for their own decisions by claiming interference from higher 
powers. Paulo was seemingly well integrated in 1990. He had a job with 
his future in-laws, a place to live, and a pregnant East German fiancée. He 
fulfilled all the criteria allowing him to stay in East Germany, despite the 
early termination of his contract because of the economic upheavals of the 
collapse of East Germany.46 He had decided to make his life in Germany: 
“I already had everything planned to marry and suddenly, the night before 
the wedding I started saying that I wanted to go home. And I came here 
[back to Mozambique] and I realize that these things were quite normal. 
These are situations that occur around here.”47 “These things” refers to 
magic applied by his family to call him back. This explanation was as real, 
if not more so, to Paulo as his increasing anxiety about staying behind as 
the only black person in his village suffering from an increasingly xeno-
phobic climate. Migrants could face the threat of spiritual sanctions, the 
existence of which reveals the social tensions inherent in the migration 
dynamics.48 In Paolo’s case, even a new German family was not sufficient 
to prevent his return.

Inclusion and Exclusion: Dormitories and Discos

Who loved whom was political in East Germany. This was especially the 
case for love between citizens and non-citizens.49 Contrary to its rhetoric 
of international brotherhood, the East German state tried to limit personal 
connections between citizens and foreigners. The emphasis was on nation 
above socialism. Keeping socialist citizens in their respective national 
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boxes was not only on the agenda of the East German government. It was 
in the interests of all three states to make marriage difficult.50 The workers 
had not been brought to Germany to stay; they had been brought there 
to train and work and then to leave. When police encountered East 
German women in the company of African men, they often asked the 
woman for her personal details.51 Authorities of the three states feared 
what could happen outside of their control. With the control-freakery 
common to authoritarian states, their various organs tried to keep a close 
eye on the public and private lives of the foreign workers, and those with 
whom they interacted.52

The most powerful attempts at controlling the private lives of the 
migrants occurred in the worker dormitories. Worker-trainees were housed 
in company dormitories by nationality.53 Ilíbio remembers: “We were only 
Angolans in the dormitory. That really made it difficult to interact better 
with the German culture. That is why I fought to get out of the dormitory 
as soon as I could.”54 It was mandatory for worker-trainees to live in com-
pany hostels with their group, a measure created to help the live-in group 
leaders exercise control.55 The migrants, kept all in one place, were also 
more accessible to (and controllable by) state and company personnel. It 
became clear in the interviews with me decades later that there were varied 
levels of controlling zeal between companies. While some worker-trainees 
could move in with their East German partners, others had to report daily 
to the dormitory. Some were able to bring friends and romantic partners 
to attend parties or spend the night, while others had to find creative ways 
of smuggling visitors in, such as through windows or distracting the por-
ter, to create a space for social gatherings or relationships.56 In 
Augusto’s words:

In some dormitories we were not allowed to bring lovers. My girlfriend 
always had to enter without our group leader noticing. …It was not the 
same in all dormitories though. In Dessau for instance, I was able to go in 
with my girlfriend without a problem. In other places, they would either 
send the woman away or sometimes even call the police to escort them away 
from the dormitory. …This rule only applied to Angolans, not to Germans. 
They feared that somebody might steal something from our rooms. …They 
said it was more a question of security but of course it was really a question 
of control.57
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Confronted with socialist mobility, it was inevitable that the controlling 
tendencies prevalent in the state organs of all three countries tried to 
maintain boundaries. One of the main ways they did this was by limiting 
unsupervised contact between ordinary citizens. Nevertheless, pockets of 
East German society became socialist melting pots. An example of these 
was in hostels housing several nationalities, or discos in Berlin and other 
large cities where worker-trainees and students from all over the world met 
Germans and each other.58

Discos were places where some people crossed the color line while oth-
ers upheld it, both sides of being an intimate stranger in nightclubs, result-
ing in thrilling and volatile situations. One minute one could be dancing 
closely with a date, the next minute attacked as a foreigner. As, for exam-
ple, in the poem by Regina with which we began this chapter, the dance 
floor took on an important role in Angolan and Mozambican worker- 
trainees’ narratives of their East German leisure time when they spoke 
with me. In the memoryscape of the majority of male Angolan and 
Mozambican migrants, the disco was synonymous with being young: 
“When I lived in Germany, I spent my nights in discos, but today things 
have changed. …It was a question of adolescence. When you are young, 
you have few responsibilities.”59 The disco is often referred to in the con-
text of dancing, drinking, and meeting women: “Many people thought I 
was Michael Jackson. Especially the girls liked that. I met a lot of them at 
the disco.”60 In the stories told by the male interviewees the disco became 
a hyper-masculinized place, where they realized their manhood and dem-
onstrated it through their popularity with women. In their telling, the 
Mozambican and Angolan migrants dominated the dance floor because 
many German women were drawn to the Africans for their dance moves, 
bodies, and stylish clothes. They were perceived as exotic and consciously 
toyed with that image, claiming inclusion by exclusion.61

Notions of proper behavior and gendered ways of spending one’s lei-
sure time were pronounced when it came to discos and bars. For many 
Angolan and Mozambican men, going to the disco and to bars was a 
prime leisure activity, alone or in groups. But these locations played less of 
a role in most women’s narratives. Luzia, an Angolan female former 
worker-trainee, remembers: “I never entered a disco. I think that being 
afraid played a big role. The majority of women only left for their training 
and for work and if there was no program they just went home.”62 Many 
migrant women, especially if they worked in smaller villages rather than 
big cities, did not experience the freedom that many East German women 
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enjoyed. Some women were anxious because of the political instability of 
their home countries; leaving the house at night is a dangerous thing in a 
conflict society and that fear continued to stay with some women in East 
Germany. Not all women took the challenge of exploring a foreign and 
potentially dangerous place at night without protective structures. Another 
aspect was the moral compass many young women had brought with 
them. In parts of rural Angola and Mozambique women who went to 
nightclubs, smoked cigarettes, or drank hard alcohol were often associated 
with prostitution and immorality.

However, this did not mean that African women in East Germany had 
no fun. Context mattered, as Lina, a Mozambican worker-trainee in 
Berlin, recalled in the early 1990s:

discos It was great in Leipziger Street. Everybody went there, also alone. …As 
a woman I never had problems with getting in. I also got to know many 
Berliners while dancing. We had a lot of fun. Nobody came home with me 
because my Mozambican girlfriends were there. But we went out together. 
But there were few Mozambicans who had real tight connections with 
German men. We all knew that we wouldn’t want to stay for forever.63

The differences between Luzia’s and Lina’s memories illustrate that expe-
riences varied according to location, relationship status, personality, and 
work and training environment. Luzia turned eighteen in East Germany, 
where she worked and trained at a cotton mill in Gera in an all-female 
Angolan group. She started dating her future husband, also from Angola, 
after her first year, and returned early due to her first pregnancy. Today she 
lives with her husband and their six children in Luanda. Lina, on the other 
hand, went to Germany twice, from 1980 to 1984 and 1988 until her 
interview in the early 1990s, and worked in Berlin, first as a warehouse 
keeper, then in cosmetics production, and ultimately as a translator. She 
already had a son whom she left with her mother during the first contract. 
She also had a daughter from another partner, whom she also left with her 
mother while serving the second contract. Luzia and Lina had in common 
that they, like many of their fellow female colleagues, saw their intended 
return as an impediment to romantic relationships with Germans.

Worker-trainees did not just go to the discos in the cities where they 
lived. They were mobile within East Germany, maintaining their networks 
of friends, family, and fellow nationals, all over the country:
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After work, we were all together but mostly the time for friends was on the 
weekends when we went to the discos in Berlin, Erfurt, Gera; wherever 
there was a dormitory with Angolan girls. My colleagues had Angolan girl-
friends, but I had a German girlfriend. I only met this girl towards the end 
of our stay. …I met her in the disco. I was dancing and she liked me and 
gave me her address and asked me for mine. She always came look-
ing for me.64

Many relationships started like this. Some ended in long-term partner-
ships while others had run their course after a night, a few weeks, or 
months. Stories were told to me of relationships of various age configura-
tions, from similarly aged couples to the older East German women and 
the young worker-trainees, to East German teenagers and the more expe-
rienced worker-trainees.65 Migrants’ personal lives were often rather com-
plex, marked by shifting partners, lovers, and substitute families, all the 
while balancing things between their home and host networks.66

Despite all this romance and excitement, the disco was also the site of 
exclusion. This shows us how intimately inclusion and exclusion coexisted 
in the daily lives of worker-trainees. In few other places was the mix of 
alcohol, hormones, and challenges to manhood so potent and intense. 
Nowhere else were the emotions of love and hate so close. Some worker- 
trainees remember alcohol consumption and sexual encounters as inter-
twined and a kind of rite of passage: “I came to Germany as a young 
Muslim boy neither drinking, nor smoking, nor making love to women. I 
came back a man.”67 As Juma’s statement shows, drinking, smoking, and 
sexual activity all came to symbolize masculinity. In this, the young worker- 
trainees learned from their older colleagues. This mix of alcohol, hor-
mones, and stereotypical images of masculinity and femininity rendered 
discos dangerous places.

There was frequent fighting between groups of Angolan, Mozambican, 
and East German young men. Bars and clubs and their surroundings were 
often the battlegrounds. In rare cases the fights escalated and turned 
deadly. Still today every former student of the School of Friendship can 
recount the story of the traumatic death of their fellow Mozambican pupil 
Carlos Conceição who was thrown into the river Bode and drowned on 
the night of September 19, 1987, after fighting had broken out between 
East German youth and Mozambican youth from the school during a 
dance at the local youth club in Staßfurt.68 Another prominent case is the 
death of Amadeu Antonio. In 1990, during the night of November 24 to 
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25, Angolan worker Amadeu Antonio and two Mozambican workers 
became the victims of a mob of around fifty right-wing youth who walked 
through Eberswalde in search of victims.69 These cases occurred toward 
the final years of East Germany and just after reunification, a period during 
which violent racism was on the rise.70 We cannot claim direct links to the 
neo-Nazi skinhead scene for both of these cases, but it is important to be 
aware of a longer history of neo-Nazism in East Germany starting in the 
1960s and 1970s. Once the SED could no longer ignore the problem fol-
lowing the October 17 1987 attack by skinheads on visitors to a punk 
concert in the East Berlin Zion Church, the East German Ministry of the 
Interior started an inquiry during which the criminal police uncovered a 
right-wing extremist network encompassing 5000 people, of which about 
1000 were ready to use violence, accompanied by about 10,000 sympa-
thizers. This formed a potent underbelly of East German society already 
toward the final years of the SED government to be mobilized for racist 
attacks.71

None of my interviewees reported being involved in fights on this 
extreme level of fatal violence, but quite a few remembered furious disco 
brawls. Anselmo’s experience was typical in that it started as an innocent 
night out with a Mozambican friend. The two met two German women at 
a restaurant who  then invited them to a club. The boys were having a 
good night, until Anselmo came back from the bathroom to find his friend 
lying on the floor:

I ran back to the hostel to ask our Mozambican colleagues for help. Outside 
in front of the bar there were Mozambicans and suddenly I saw my friend 
coming out of the bar limping and behind him some German youth. That is 
how the physical confrontation started between the Mozambicans and the 
Germans. Thank God nobody got killed.72

Anselmo portrayed his fight as one of just revenge for the physical injuries 
his friend incurred. According to Anselmo, the attack on his friend was 
unwarranted, motivated by racism and envy about his success with women. 
Although incidents like this occurred during the duration of the worker- 
trainees’ stay in East Germany, a pervasive culture of fear emerged toward 
the late 1980s and during the Wende—as the transition period is known in 
Germany—when foreigners increasingly became the target of outright 
racist violence.
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Part II: excluSIon: IntImate StrangerS

Cold Climate73

We work in forestry, the master is good,
he supports us like a father and gives everybody courage again.
But if we go to the cinema or sit in a Café,
we hear words from you that hurt.

If I was friends with a girl from Mord,
she’d be a ‘n* whore’ or an even worse word.
If one of us calls the waiter in a restaurant in a friendly manner,
the waiter seems to be deaf because we are only air to him.

And our living barracks are called ‘black spot’ now in the locality.
If we enter a store, they say we buy everything and leave nothing.
First, I thought, this will pass, it is a bad joke,
But I feel clearly now this is hatred.

On the weekends many of us go out
I went to the disco close by with a few friends
A man poured his beer in my lap
That was the starting signal, we started to fight

The song “Kaltes Klima”—Cold Climate—by the well-known East 
German singer and songwriter Gerhard Schöne played with the double 
meaning of cold. Many African worker-trainees remembered debilitating 
cold temperatures in Germany but also the cold reception they received 
from those who sought to exclude African worker-trainees from their lives 
and by extension from East Germany. They suffered from both these cold-
nesses in East Germany and later in reunified Germany.

As African foreigners, Angolans and Mozambicans carried a double 
burden of being both non-citizens and black. This double burden of 
exclusion became heavier in the late 1980s and after the Wende. By the 
1990s, there was a full-out culture of fear which greatly contributed to 
many Africans returning home. On the other hand, hostility accelerated 
the creation of Angolan or Mozambican group identities. They stood in 
solidarity with each other against East German attackers as they con-
fronted societal racism. However, exclusionary practices did not just take 
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place between people read as white and black or between East German 
citizens and foreigners. There was also xenophobia and exclusion between 
Lusophone worker-trainees along national lines, or within national groups 
but between ethnicities. The worker-trainees’ overlapping experiences of 
exclusion in East Germany were influenced by intersecting identities. In 
this next section of the chapter, we will examine how gender, national and 
regional origin, and race shaped migrants’ experiences as intimate 
strangers.

Gender Exclusion: Preventing Afro-German 
and African Families

While ostensibly integrated to the same extent as male worker-trainees, 
Angolan and Mozambican women were mostly excluded from the family 
planning services available to East German women.74 Thus, Angolan and 
Mozambican women’s expression of their sexuality was fraught, not 
merely because of cultural factors but also because of restrictive policy. 
Usually, contraceptives were hard to come by. Pregnant female worker- 
trainees had to return home. This practice denied most female worker- 
trainees the possibility of determining how having children would fit into 
their life and career cycles, and how they could consciously combine their 
productive with their reproductive labor. The female worker-trainees’ 
opinions differ about this unequal treatment. Some who returned home 
early due to pregnancy wanted to give birth to their children at home, 
close to family, and therefore did not challenge the practice.75 Others, like 
Lufaquenda, agreed with the reasoning of the ruling:

I think this was a fair rule because if you sign up to work over there and you 
fall pregnant and then you cannot work that is not right. …People who 
lacked discipline or who showed bad behavior or did not know how to read 
and write acceptably after a while were also sent back. I had a colleague who 
was sent back because he could neither read nor write enough.76

To her, becoming pregnant on the contract was a deficiency like being 
illiterate, something that happened because of a lack of self-discipline. 
With that comment, she echoed the states’ position.

East Germany legalized abortion in 1972; termination of a pregnancy 
within the first three months was legal. Despite this, foreign worker- 
trainees inhabited a gray zone between East German laws and those of 
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their home country. Mozambican women, for instance, were not allowed 
to get an abortion in Mozambique as Samora Machel saw children as the 
“flowers of the revolution” and the youth as its “lifeblood.”77 Getting an 
abortion while in East Germany required the permission of the embassy, 
which often proved hard to obtain.78 Lina disagreed with the law and had 
a clandestine abortion:

My doctor was very good. Once he heard my story, what the conditions 
were at home and that I had to work for my family, he felt sorry for me. We 
then did it without the paper from the embassy. Afterwards I immediately 
received a contraceptive coil. I only got to know the pill in Germany. If I had 
had it in Mozambique, I would not have had my son but would have con-
tinued to study.79

Lina’s story reveals the restrictive policies toward African women and their 
effects on these women’s professional and private lives. For Lina, her 
career decisions were already impacted by the birth of her first child in 
Mozambique, prior to leaving for East Germany, and would have been 
curtailed yet again, had she not found a doctor willing to undertake an 
abortion while she was in East Germany. Both East German and African 
women decided against carrying to term the offspring fathered by worker- 
trainees. Their reasons for doing so varied, as did the legal policies; the 
situation for pregnant African worker-trainees was a precarious one, with 
women relying in some cases on homemade remedies to abort before 
seeking medical assistance.80

In Mozambique, just like in East Germany, the socialist revolution 
redefined labor according to communist notions of equality of the sexes, 
insisting that women and men could do the same jobs and aid the revolu-
tion. However, FRELIMO’s dismantling of gender roles stopped at the 
familial division of labor, leaving child raising in the domain of women.81 
FRELIMO accepted not only that pregnant worker-trainees were to be 
evicted, it actively prohibited the distribution of contraceptives among 
female worker-trainees and limited their access to safe abortion services.82 
This left female worker-trainees with few safe and accessible options to 
take charge of their reproductive lives.

To prevent a generation of socialist “friends” from elsewhere from per-
manently settling in East Germany and raising a second generation, the 
East German state decided against providing care for pregnant foreign 
worker-trainees and young mothers. This double standard illuminated the 
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Fig. 5.1 Juma Junior 
celebrating his first 
birthday at the family’s 
apartment in Zschopau. 
Source: Juma Madeira

limitations of the East German commitment to gender equality, and that 
of socialism more broadly. The restrictive policy finally changed only in 
1989, when it became possible to choose between delivery in East 
Germany or back home, with a subsequent return to work.83 Female 
worker-trainees were then also eligible to receive pregnancy benefits, brief 
maternity leave, and child benefits, and were able to take advantage of 
state childcare.84 Juma and his wife Graciel were beneficiaries. Graciel gave 
birth to her son in East Germany and the family moved into an apartment 
provided by their company (Fig. 5.1).85

The contracts explicitly prevented worker-trainees from bringing a fam-
ily with them or signing up as couples. This policy served to deter some 
female worker-trainees from migrating. Marieta shared her thoughts on 
weighing up whether to return to East Germany on a second contract:
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My name came up a second time for me to return but then I no longer 
wanted to return. …I had two months of holidays and I still wanted to stay 
with my family. And I still wanted to marry, and they said we could not go 
over there pregnant, and I had already entered a committed relation-
ship here.86

Marietta decided to stay, took up employment at Texmoque, a textile 
company in Nampula, and devoted herself to her family. She eventually 
had seven children with three men; her first and her current partner also 
worked in East Germany.87

While many pregnant worker-trainees were forced to return, those with 
the necessary social capital sometimes succeeded in bending the rules.88 
One such case was when pastor Almuth Berger housed a pregnant 
Mozambican woman in her home to prevent the woman’s company from 
repatriating her. Pastor Berger wrote to the East German State Ministry 
for Work and Wages responsible for the worker-trainees. Luckily, they 
proved cooperative. The woman received a flat on her own where she lived 
with the child and continued working. Pastor Berger baptized the little 
girl. In the end, however, the mother and child returned to Maputo in 
1990 in response to the rise in xenophobic violence and openly expressed 
racism on formerly East German territory.89

Becoming Black in East Germany

African immigrants living in East Germany underwent a racialization pro-
cess whereby their identities shifted from primarily ethno-regional to 
national and racial. In a way, coming to East Germany for some young 
worker-trainees meant becoming first and foremost black.90 In their previ-
ous lives in independent, black-majority societies their skin color report-
edly played less of a role for many. In a slightly different way, it also meant 
that being Angolan or Mozambican became more important relative to 
being Makua, Makonde, Sena, Shona, Shangaan, Ovimbundu, Chokwe, 
Lunda, Ambundu, or any other of the ethnic and linguistic groups who 
make up the Mozambican and Angolan populations. In this respect, there-
fore, the scheme was rather successful at achieving the aims which 
FRELIMO and the MPLA had for fostering national identities at the 
expense of regional and ethnic ones.

Many worker-trainees share memories such as those held by Ilíbio, 
from Angola:
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It was my first time in a white country, and I had never lived together with 
these people. We only saw these people and their cultures on TV. When I 
was born, there were still some Portuguese but when I was five years old the 
conflict started and when I was already grown, I only encountered empty 
houses and occasionally a Portuguese, but I never learned to live with this 
race. That is why everything for me was new.91

Many worker-trainees had, like Ilíbio, limited experience of living together 
with people read as being from another race prior to migrating. While to 
be black was the norm in Angola and Mozambique, to live in the over-
whelmingly white East Germany, and to be constantly reminded of their 
difference but also to notice the difference of the non-black majority to 
themselves, brought for many of the migrants their blackness to the fore 
as an important aspect of their identities.92

Despite this, some Angolan worker-trainees showed the influence of 
Lusotropicalism in their memories.93 This was the ideology that posited 
that Portuguese colonialism was racially egalitarian and that the 
Portuguese-speaking world consisted of harmonious, multiracial societies. 
For example: “Here [in Angola], we were already accustomed to an atmo-
sphere where all races and colors lived together. In the Catholic church, 
we got to know all sorts of people…that is why we didn’t have to switch 
mentally when we left Angola.”94 Recent scholarship has emphasized that 
Lusotropicalism was something of a fig leaf for exploitative colonialism, 
but its influence on the Lusophone world has been undeniable, including 
its influence on how some black Portuguese speakers conceptualized race.

These two opposing viewpoints—one emphasizing the strangeness of 
living with white people, one emphasizing its normality—illustrate that 
the experiences of worker-trainees from the same country could vary 
greatly. How migrants dealt with living in a majority-white country was a 
personal thing, resulting from a mix of background, experiences in (East) 
Germany, and individual character. Ilíbio, who found that living in such an 
environment required adjusting to, was born in Ukuma in Huambo and 
grew up in Namibe and Lubango, where he attended the Instituto Médio 
Friedrich Engels until ninth grade. He grew up in the Angolan provinces 
between 1970 and 1988, a time of intense fighting, as the MPLA with the 
help of the Cubans sought to fight back South African advances into 
Angola. Perhaps his unease reflected the experiences of his youth, where 
white South African soldiers were a source of danger. On the other hand, 
the group interview in which several participants voiced the opinion that 
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Angola was a place of interracial interaction included people from differ-
ent parts of Angola, ranging from Luanda to Huila and Cabinda, and 
drew their experience of diversity either from schooling or religion.95 
Along with regional differences, the family and education backgrounds of 
the worker-trainees also had an influence on their previous exposure to 
people read as being from other races. Given that future worker-trainees 
were drawn both from rural areas with little exposure to Angola’s multira-
cial and multi-ethnic social strata, and those from urban elites that had 
access to secondary schooling, both experiences were reflected in migrants’ 
reactions to the difference they faced in (East) Germany.

Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees’ experiences of East 
Germany were doubly foreign. First, they resided in a foreign land where 
they interacted with people from different nationalities and cultures that 
most had not met before, mainly East Germans, but also people from 
Poland, Vietnam, Cuba, and other, mainly socialist, countries. Second, 
they found themselves in mixed groups with people from all over their 
home country, speaking different mother tongues and following different 
cultural practices. Not only did they have to learn and use German, but for 
some this was the first time that they had used Portuguese as a lingua 
franca with their compatriots. As we have discussed elsewhere in this book, 
one notable success of the migration scheme was to foster national iden-
tity. However, this did not always work, as one former worker-trainee from 
Mozambique remembered:

President Samora Machel selected me. According to the president there was 
to be no tribalism, racism, or regionalism when it came to forming groups. 
What was very interesting is that he picked five people from every prov-
ince. …We put a group of 50 together. He said he didn’t want to put 10 
people from his province because he knew that people from the south aren’t 
that good.96

Thus, tensions were revealed between official anti-tribalist and anti- 
regionalist doctrine and the enduring existence of prejudice against those 
from elsewhere in the country. As, for example, with some of my inter-
viewees from Ilha de Moçambique, an island to the north which was the 
original base for Portuguese colonialism and gave its name to the country, 
many northerners remained wary of the south, and FRELIMO continued 
to be associated with a strong southern leadership base.
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There was another paradox revealed in the above quotation: many of 
the worker-trainees I interviewed in the North—Nampula, Namialo, Ilha 
de Moçambique, and Pemba—revered Samora Machel as leader of the 
revolution and father of the nation, despite his southern origins. Their 
subsequent disillusionment with FRELIMO appears to be a result of their 
disappointing reintegration after returning from Europe, rather than an 
opposition to a southerner-led revolution per se. Socialist ideology in 
Mozambique sought to overcome internal divisions by imposing anti- 
racism, anti-regionalism, and anti-tribalism. But, as in East Germany, the 
new blanket of socialist morals, enforced with punitive measures, tended 
to cover up existing prejudices rather than eliminate them. However, the 
worker-trainees’ experiences show that through living together abroad 
some of them came to appreciate their national identities and found a soli-
darity with their compatriots. This shift occurred in part because they con-
tinued to be exposed to violence, xenophobia, and racism in their daily 
experience in East Germany. As one response to this hostility, they formed 
what Eric Allina-Pisano and Jessica Allina-Pisano call “protective linguistic 
and cultural communities” based on nationality, or sometimes even 
broader communities based on racial solidarity.97

While the ethnically and regionally mixed national groups of worker- 
trainees did instill an appreciation for the diversity of their compatriots and 
encouraged their association with a national identity, this was not a seam-
less or harmonious process. As the memories of this Angolan worker- 
trainee demonstrated, ethnic violence existed alongside the xenophobic 
violence experienced outside of the group. For instance, the violent ten-
sions over women that Africans encountered outside of the dormitory 
when interacting with East Germans and other foreign workers were rep-
licated inside the dormitory along ethnic lines:

In my group [of 50 worker-trainees] we came from all over the country 
[Angola]. The problem of tribalism was obvious. We even had several fights 
among ourselves because we were envious of each other or because we got 
drunk and provoked one another. It got worse when someone brought a 
German lover and the others tried to conquer that lover.98

Far from assuming a natural affinity between Angolans and Mozambicans 
based on their shared experience of Portuguese colonialism and shared 
language, some worker-trainees held deep-seated ethno-national animos-
ity toward one another:
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Even among us Africans we had problems with racism. For instance, the 
Mozambicans had serious problems of envy when they saw a Mozambican 
woman go out with an Angolan man. I already had problems like that. A 
Mozambican intercepted us [him and his Mozambican date] and we had to 
have police intervention. That is one of the reasons why I am not a great 
friend of Mozambicans.99

These tensions illustrated the difficult nature of nation-building abroad. 
When presented with a common enemy, migrants framed their narratives 
along group thinking. When a compatriot was in danger the others came 
to fight for them; yet even as the outside world and social environment 
perceived the groups to be “the Angolans” or “the Mozambicans,” the 
internal group dynamics were more complex. Furthermore, this example 
shows that inter-ethnic tensions were multifaceted. There were several 
dimensions of difference in the lives of worker-trainees: that between East 
Germans and those from elsewhere, between those read as foreigners, and 
between compatriots. Racism toward Africans from East Germans, though 
an important story and one to which we will turn now, was not the only 
form of discrimination the worker-trainees experienced.

Real Racism in Real Socialism100

The structural existence of racism as a system of thought in socialist societ-
ies was anathema for socialist parties.101 From Angola to the Soviet Union, 
socialist countries united under an anti-racist banner. Official East German 
ideology was no exception and claimed anti-fascist, anti-imperial, and anti- 
racist politics in solidarity with brother nations in the global South.102 East 
German foreign policy sought to project an engaged socialist state sup-
porting African liberation movements and opposing South African 
apartheid.

Consequently, it was illegal to make racist comments, physically attack 
people, or engage in any other form of racist expression. If such expres-
sions were reported and interpreted as racism, the perpetrator was pun-
ished.103 However, racist acts were seen as singular rather than systemic 
occurrences. Either they were ascribed to attitudes imported from the 
West, or to a few uneducated and rebellious citizens, often labeled antiso-
cial.104 Notwithstanding anti-racist intentions, the cosmopolitan lives 
depicted by some worker-trainees existed only in small pockets of East 
German society.
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For East Germans who did not interact with the foreign guests in 
unscripted, deeper ways, depictions of racial diversity in the form of “racial 
rainbows” remained pretty propaganda.105 As Quinn Slobodian demon-
strates, the racial rainbow was based on essentializing notions of cultural 
and ethnic difference tied to specific locations around the globe. An East 
German “was to denounce the practice of racism even while preserving 
the utility of the category of race itself,” which meant that “[o]n both 
sides of the Cold War border in the post-war years, the larger world 
remained divided into three primary phenotypic groups: white, black, and 
yellow.” East German ideology did not purport color-blindness, but rather 
it pushed the notion of a horizontal, pluralistic community of peoples, 
connected through socialist ideals.

Racism in East Germany affected African worker-trainees neither 
because of nor despite socialist state anti-racism politics. Rather, racism in 
Germany had (and has) a long, complex, and much debated history 
stretching back to German imperialism and before. A reflective discourse 
about this was generally not possible, not least due to the externalization 
of imperialism to the class enemy. There were few attempts in East 
Germany to root out racism through enhancing mutual understanding by 
reflecting on exclusion and inclusion, hurdles and privileges. Instead, rac-
ist behavior was relegated to the private realm. It could not exist as part of 
the state structures. According to historian Jonathan R. Zatlin, the SED 
portrayed “racism as a form of false consciousness” and thereby “removed 
the grounds for any theoretical understanding that might have guided 
party officials when confronting hostility toward foreigners.”106 The result 
was the perpetuation of racialized thinking from colonial to Nazi times 
and into East German administration, restaurants, and workspaces. At 
best, this situation resulted in thoughtlessness. At worst, there was inten-
tional discrimination and even open violence. Not confronting the racism 
in East German society perpetuated the very thing the law sought to eradi-
cate: the racism of state officials and citizens alike.

The only country across the East with a direct colonial past, East 
Germany failed to address this colonial history. One result was that the 
history of black (East) Germans was silenced.107 Instead, an ideology of 
racial hierarchy continued after Germany was stripped of its colonies in 
1918. It reached its tragic apex in the Nazi era and the Holocaust.108 East 
German official anti-racism was not only a moral ordering device, it was a 
political tool to work toward the creation of a socialist utopia, united by 
class consciousness, and not divided by race, gender, or generation.109 
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More cynically, it was an easy, no-cost way for the East German govern-
ment to demonstrate why they were not the inheritors of the guilt of the 
Nazi era and why they were morally superior to West Germany.110

All those registered as foreigners only made up about 1 percent of the 
East German population.111 Of these, a statistically negligible number 
came from outside Europe. They nevertheless held sway over many East 
German imaginations. A hierarchy of foreignness existed, where race 
trumped mere foreignness. Thus, the ever-increasing xenophobic expres-
sions had very distinct racist undertones.112 No matter how intimate some 
relationships between African worker-trainees and East Germans became, 
migrants were reminded daily of their status as strangers; at best as invited 
socialist friends or at least as tolerated temporary guests, at worst as for-
eign threat and competition for scarce resources. Mark Fenemore con-
tends that the East German state’s emphasis on solidarity with the global 
South resulted in many people seeing foreigners as “symbols of socialist 
domination” and “puppets of the state.” People who were perceived as 
“foreign” could thus become “easy targets for venting frustration with the 
regime.”113

State control through surveillance and law enforcement succeeded to 
some degree in protecting the worker-trainees from the potent mix of rac-
ism, xenophobia, and individual prejudices that increasingly erupted as the 
East German state institutions weakened toward the late 1980s, and when 
they finally ceased to exist on October 3, 1990. During the East German 
dictatorship, a certain compliance with the official discourse of friendship 
and brotherhood among socialist countries had incentivized the suppres-
sion of overt violent racist expressions by individuals. This ceased to be 
the case.

In accordance with the East German anti-racist stance, many interview-
ees discussed their relative freedom from violent racist encounters, and 
their freedom to move about easily in public as individuals during the late 
1970s and most of the 1980s. As one worker remembers: “In public places 
the German state was in control. And where the German state was in con-
trol, people from any and all races could circulate. Those who didn’t want 
to deal with that had to stay at home.”114 This control, albeit never per-
fect, also extended to the workplace where workers accused of racism 
tended to face sanctions: “The communist policies were rigorous. No 
German could demonstrate racist expressions in the workspace. If that 
happened, he was immediately punished. [However], we encountered rac-
ism walking around in our free time.”115 As Gerhard Schöne’s song at the 
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beginning of this chapter section depicted, most worker-trainees encoun-
tered hostility outside policed and official spaces. Bigotry manifested itself 
during everyday activities such as finding a seat in a restaurant, dancing 
with an East German woman at the disco, grocery shopping, or taking 
public transport.

Quite a few worker-trainees, especially those posted to more remote 
areas, framed their initial appearance as novelty. They describe being a 
target of curiosity, but also prejudice, which they explain through the 
ignorance and personal preconceptions of the members of the East 
German population with whom they interacted. Augusto remembers 
being the object of physical transgressions: “Sometimes people appeared 
to touch our skin to see whether we were really people. One time a child 
came up to me to touch me for this reason, but I thought this was a nor-
mal thing. The child was curious and had never seen a person of my 
color.”116 José explained how it felt to be a novelty:

When we arrived in Germany, interestingly we found that we walked around 
in cities which practically did not know black people. …It was the first time 
they saw them walk around and they were…scared. How do you relate with 
a race you have never seen? It was difficult. So, there were these prejudices 
that people had. …For instance, some white people did not want to share 
the same train wagon as the black people. But I do think these were personal 
prejudices; some people interacted, and others didn’t.117

Echoing the SED’s logic, worker-trainees often externalized racism to a 
few individuals rather than seeing it as systemic. In this context, interview-
ees often mention right-wing skinheads, whom they describe as a group of 
people with a propensity for violent acts, and racist, and neo- Nazi tenden-
cies. In Santana’s words:

The German people are a loving people. They know how to receive people. 
Discrimination exists everywhere in the world, mostly among the elderly 
and the young people. But there were also those more radical, whom we 
called skinheads, ‘cabeças rapadas.’ Except for those we interacted with 
everybody.118

The East German skinhead scene was established in the early 1980s and 
members committed a series of anti-immigrant attacks in the mid-1980s.119 
Faced with these groups, the SED continued to maintain that right-wing 
neo-Nazi and xenophobic attitudes were imported from the West and 
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refused to acknowledge racism as an inherent problem in East Germany. 
Some, such as Ilíbio, who referred to racism as “the ugly part” of his East 
German experience, tried to grasp the violent behavior of neo-Nazi- 
skinheads, framing their behavior within the context of living in an immo-
bile and unfree society:

When we had these conflicts with the skinheads, we understood that, from 
their point of view, we invaded their territory. … I understood because I 
started to comprehend the history of the German division and about the 
peoples’ imprisonment. And clearly, if I had not been able to travel for the 
last 40 years, I would also be angry.120

While an anti-migrant mood in capitalist societies often centers on fears 
about access to employment, in the socialist East where full employment 
was the norm, these fears shifted to access to goods and privileges. The 
SED government brought foreign worker-trainees into the country but 
failed to adequately inform the public about their role, their numbers, and 
their history, which might have helped to limit rumors and misunder-
standings.121 Many East Germans participated in solidarity campaigns with 
countries, but they often knew little else about the specificities of the 
strangers arriving in their midst.122 It is easier to preach solidarity than it is 
to practice it. Furthermore, since the arrival of workers or students or 
other sojourners from other countries was usually not discussed with resi-
dents of the areas in which the migrants were concentrated, animosity 
often resulted in misunderstandings. Reports in company newspapers and 
initiatives to introduce foreign worker-trainees on a local level often par-
roted the party line and celebrated East German solidarity, rather than 
dealing with the specific impacts on areas which saw migration. Some 
wrongly believed that the worker-trainees’ foreign status meant they were 
being given systemic access to the mythical and unreachable West. This 
could be money, goods, or trips.123 The lack of information also stoked 
worries about violent foreigners. Rumors, fears, and misinformation con-
tributed to laying the ground for violence against foreigners during the 
last period of the East German regime and afterwards.124 Bernd Bröskamp 
aptly describes the paradox thus: “Racism, apartheid, and xenophobia 
were all at once (officially) prohibited and (covertly) institutionally legiti-
mized by the state.”125

The Angolans and Mozambicans were likewise ill equipped for their 
intercultural encounters. While worker-trainees did not often perceive 
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East Germany as a country with a relevant colonial past, the colonial mem-
ories and experiences of the worker-trainees were immediate and influ-
enced the way they approached going to “Europe.” Thus, it should not be 
surprising that rumors about East Germans among the worker-trainees 
were also rampant and that racialized personal prejudices existed, too:

Not only people of the white race are racists against blacks, but it can also be 
the other way around. But people can distinguish whether a person speaks 
with the intent to insult or not and that is the same in Europe and Africa. 
Even in Germany we had incidences where the [German] women started 
learning our languages, mostly the most racist terms, and whenever we 
spoke these kinds of things they intervened and that caused problems. That 
is why you always have to be very careful when you are in the presence of 
people from other races not to speak insulting things.126

On an interpersonal level, racialized stereotypes continued to thrive as 
East Germans and Angolans and Mozambicans alike entered relationships 
carrying the intellectual baggage of colonialism, despite their govern-
ments’ espousal of anticolonialism.

The Fall of the Wall, the Rise of Violent Racism

“With German reunification, racism started in Germany!”127 Statements 
like this were common among worker-trainees from Angola and 
Mozambique. While the fall of the Wall and the following transition period 
is ordinarily told following an emancipatory script, looking through the 
eyes of Angolan and Mozambican migrants at these historic events reveals 
that this script is ignorant of what happened to non-white people and 
people without an (East) German passport.128 Racism was the primary lens 
through which African migrants understood the rise in right-wing attacks 
on foreigners in the fall of 1989, and the subsequent violent xenophobia 
and racism in what had become the new states (Bundesländer) of the 
Federal Republic of Germany.129 Migrants experienced racism throughout 
their stay in East Germany, but almost all interviewees acknowledged a 
dramatic worsening as their daily tasks became determined by keeping 
themselves safe from attack, as a culture of fear took hold.130

Memories of everyday harassment and violence suggest a worsening of 
the situation over time. Racist violence as spectacle, such as murder and 
arson, has been, as in Russia and several other post-communist countries, 
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a feature of the post-socialist space. Such violence is rarely triggered by a 
single cause. Rather, it is incited by political processes. As an expression of 
racism, violence predated the end of the GDR, but as a classic anti- 
immigrant stance spurred by economic crisis and recession, it intensified 
during the era of the Wende.131

The expansion of the far-right scene in East Germany coincided with a 
phase of economic and political stagnation that finally led to the collapse 
of the old state institutions and value systems under the pressure of the 
pro-democracy movement.132 People had to adjust from life in a welfare 
dictatorship to a pluralistic free-market society.133 The transition to capital-
ism meant that for the first time in decades there was competition between 
firms for business and between workers for jobs. Much of East German 
society was not equipped for this new reality and so the change went hand 
in hand with mass unemployment and interruptions to professional 
careers. Only about one third of the population managed to fully integrate 
into the new labor market.134 These political and economic adjustments 
were greeted by some with joy and as opportunities, but also led to experi-
ences of loss and social anxiety for many others. As regards racism, these 
conditions of turmoil existed on top of significant continuities of thinking 
about race, which had been inherited from colonial and Nazi times. The 
official East German ideology of outsourcing the blame for the Nazi era 
also meant that there had been little reckoning with racism in the personal 
sphere as there had been (to an extent) in West Germany.135 The increase 
of xenophobic and racist attacks experienced by migrants, especially those 
read as non-white, therefore had a long and complicated historical 
background.

Those Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees who lived through 
the upheaval alongside their East German colleagues found that neighbors 
and even friends increasingly turned against them. In April 1991 Jorge 
Gomondai, a young Mozambican, died after being thrown out of a mov-
ing train returning from a disco night with his white partner.136 On 
September 17 and 18, 1991, a group of skinheads and youths attacked a 
contract worker hostel in Hoyerswerda.137 During the night of August 24 
to 25, 1992, extremists attacked an apartment block in Lichtenhagen, a 
district of Rostock, home to Vietnamese contract workers and asylum 
seekers. The rioters thew petrol bombs while locals applauded, and mil-
lions watched on live TV.138 In the memories of the former worker- trainees 
these deathly and destructive events were beacons, and together with their 
personal experiences undergirded the culture of fear that came to 
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dominate their lives. Even if not experienced  personally, these events 
played a powerful role in shaping migrants’ conceptions and fearful feel-
ings about (East) Germany. Nowhere seemed safe as migrants were 
attacked in their homes:

When we arrived in [East] Germany, we had a lot of fun, we went out to 
discos and all that but from one moment to the other we found ourselves 
confined to the dorm. It was a very racist time when Germans came to the 
dormitories in the early mornings and set fire to some to show that they did 
not want any foreigners on their land.139

Neither did Angolan and Mozambican workers feel secure on the streets 
or on public transport:

There wasn’t always a lot of racism. It is true that not everybody was peace-
ful but before the German reunification it was normal to walk around with-
out being called names but afterwards, we couldn’t walk alone anymore. It 
was also no longer possible to take the train because if they found you, they 
would throw you out of the window while the train was running.140

Worker-trainees increasingly sought security in numbers; they no lon-
ger felt safe going out alone. In this hostile climate, the vast majority of 
worker-trainees decided to return home. Those who stayed had either 
found true love in East Germany and wanted to remain with their new 
families or sought to stay away from home until the end of the civil wars. 
Even workers who had the opportunity to stay, such as Abilio, decided 
to return:

I was the group leader and the directorate of that company told me…that I 
was already practically a citizen of Germany and I could stay…and be inte-
grated into a work area. My passport was already valid until 1998. But I 
started to see that I would be very isolated in Germany. …The people 
started to make claims and wreaked havoc, I saw that I had to first and fore-
most think about my security and for that reasons I refused to accept the 
offer. …These groups [rightwing extremists] always existed but they did not 
manifest in East Germany when we lived to some extent in security but after 
the reunification things changed and they were already free to act as they 
pleased. They received support from the residents in former West Germany 
and it got really, really bad. …I feared for my life and so I resolved to 
return home.141
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What had started as a socialist cosmopolitan adventure turned into a 
nightmare for the worker-trainees who lived through the fall of the Wall 
and German reunification.142 Paradoxically, many of the ex-migrants 
remembered that East German dictatorship had offered relative personal 
security and freedom from racist attacks, while the transition to democracy 
brought with it increased risks for African migrants, and greater restric-
tions in their daily lives. It shows that political liberation was, as always, 
more complex than at first glance. Living under a socialist dictatorship was 
much more multifaceted than simplistic “evil empire” conceptions 
allow for.143

concluSIon

I learned a lot in Germany. I learned how to be a man, what racism and 
tribalism are, and that all of us, independently of skin color and other things, 
we are all the same.144

Worker-trainees brought with them notions about gender equality, 
anti-racism, anti-tribalism, and anti-regionalism from the socialist revolu-
tions at home. These were political formulas which were intended to unify 
but were rather layered upon a divisive colonial heritage. While the famil-
iarity with the Angolan and Mozambican exegeses of these concepts varied 
among worker-trainees, all deepened their understanding of East German 
socialist ideology during their stay abroad. Coming to East Germany for 
many worker-trainees meant encountering a small socialist cosmopolitan 
world, one in which they expanded their horizons through intimate inter-
actions with people from other races, regions, and ethnic groups, and 
learned about different cultures, languages, and ways of being in the 
world. They took home an appreciation of cultural diversity and gender 
equality, of leisure time and traveling, but also an understanding of the 
limits of life under real socialism and the gaps between socialist rhetoric 
and reality.

Much of the secondary literature on this topic rightly points to the 
limits of integration of foreign workers in East Germany but often treats 
integration as a one-way street.145 The interviews in this chapter are testi-
monies to how young men and women carved out social spaces in a 
restricted environment. To them integration was a two-way street, a com-
ing together, creating new spaces for social interactions, rather than one 
party simply adapting to the demands of the other. Worker-trainees drew 
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their own social maps of East Germany along axes of affective home and 
host networks.146 Many were fiercely fashion-conscious and enjoyed listen-
ing to music, cooking, and partying in the dormitories with compatriots 
and a mélange of other people who wanted to join in the fun; they were 
eager to take to the disco and pub scene, places of involvement with both 
alcohol and women. Often, biracial relationships served to integrate the 
worker-trainees into East German culture while moving the white women 
to the margins; as a result couples created their own spaces. Oral histories 
provide testimonies of the limits imposed by integration by exclusion on 
the experience of the intimate strangers from southern Africa. They also 
show how worker-trainees overcame restrictive rules and created niches to 
fashion what many remembered as livable, even desirable, lives.

We have seen that the human relationships the worker-trainees formed 
in their leisure time were crucial to influencing their thinking about East 
German society, about themselves as African migrants, and about social-
ism in the long term. These intimate strangers shaped the experiences of 
those East Germans with whom they interacted: a neighbor who invited 
the newcomers over for a shared meal, a host family who shared their vaca-
tion home with a migrant, or a lover, fiancé(e), or wife who became inti-
mately acquainted with the way that her partner thought, acted, and 
dreamed. In turn, the migrants’ experiences were influenced by what they 
got to know outside of the vocational training centers and company gates. 
They improved their German language skills, cooked German recipes, and 
celebrated Christmas with their German friends. However, they were also 
refused seating in restaurants, confronted with racist insults, or physically 
assaulted due to the color of their skin and the rumors about perceived 
privileges of foreign workers. These diverging and contradictory experi-
ences were part of the migrants’ lives in East Germany and shaped the way 
they told the story of their migration twenty-five years later.

The gap between anti-racist theory and racist practice became apparent 
to worker-trainees all over East Germany. The degree of their exclusion 
varied depending on when they came to East Germany, where they were 
posted, and what kind of social support networks they built. The dramatic 
increase of xenophobic and racist crimes after the late 1980s demonstrated 
the limited ability of the East German police state to protect Angolan and 
Mozambican worker-trainees, and called into question whether they even 
had the will to do so. However, this was not simply a matter of a strong 
police state enforcing behavior according to the laws of the country, fol-
lowed by a weakening state that lost that ability. The new unified state 
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introduced sweeping new economic, political, and social changes that fos-
tered insecurity and anxiety among many East Germans, and which 
resulted in increasingly xenophobic and racist reactions. As those who 
hailed from elsewhere never made up more than 1 percent of the East 
German population, many East Germans lacked personal contacts that 
could have helped them overcome stereotypes of those who remained sil-
houettes, othered as “foreigners” and misunderstood as enemies of their 
well-being. Moreover, the fall of the Wall further facilitated communica-
tion between East and West, including the extreme right.147 In that con-
text, violence increased, and made Angolans and Mozambicans fear for 
their lives. Names such as Rostock Lichtenhagen and Hoyerswerda became 
infamous in Germany overnight. Many worker-trainees thus found them-
selves reacting to a dire situation in Germany while facing the difficult 
decision to return to Africa. We will explore this decision and its aftermath 
in detail in Chap. 6.
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CHAPTER 6

Return, Fall, and Rise of the Madjerman: 
The Afterlives of Socialist Migration

IntroductIon

This chapter follows the experiences of the Mozambican and Angolan 
workers who returned home from East Germany in the early 1990s. By 
this time, the era of socialism had passed, and all three countries were 
transitioning into market economies. Initially many of the worker- trainees, 
now returnees, were hopeful and excited about their homecoming. Many 
expected lives as wage laborers in industry, allowing them to build their 
own houses and families while contributing to the economic development 
of their home countries. Unfortunately, ongoing civil wars and a painful 
transition from planned economy to free market made this a pipe dream.1 
Returnees found themselves catapulted into conflict and post-conflict 
economies that were unable to provide anywhere near the number of 
secure blue-collar employment opportunities that were required. In addi-
tion, returnees faced governments that had neither the interest nor the 
ability to take care of them.

The homecoming of many workers was euphoric as they and their fami-
lies and friends celebrated their reunions. The returnees came back as an 
elite (albeit temporary, as it would turn out) who brought otherwise unat-
tainable goods from Europe and had a network of support between them-
selves. This distinguished them from those around them and acquired 
them clients and customers. To use Jean-Pascal Daloz’s terminology, they 
were big men and big women, though on a small scale.2 Despite the 
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turmoil of the time, they collectively clung onto the dream of a bright 
future with formal employment. In this early stage, workers participated in 
the economy as providers of goods and services and gained social standing 
via the goods they brought. But disappointment quickly took over as 
returnees struggled to find their feet economically, socially, and politically. 
As most could not secure formalized or regular employment, to survive 
they had to slowly part with their migration hauls. This resulted in an 
injection of European goods into the local markets. These material ves-
tiges of socialism contributed to the transformations of the Angolan and 
Mozambican economies to the consumer-oriented free market.

The profound experience of loss that most returnees experienced dur-
ing the 1990s was understandably prevalent in the minds of many of my 
interviewees. Returnees lost the future they had imagined as reward for 
their migration. For some life turned out well, but for many it was worse 
than they had imagined. Many returnees lost their goods, their social 
standing, their job security, and the wages which they had thought they 
had been transferring home, but which in fact were simply unkept prom-
ises by their governments to make good the wages unpaid by the East 
Germans. They also suffered the loss of their affective ties to East Germany. 
Many left children and romantic partners behind, with whom they fre-
quently lost contact. Finally, many had lost the ability to get on at home 
without being reminded of how profoundly their migration experience 
had changed their attitudes, for instance regarding gender roles and sexu-
ality. In a way that will be familiar to many travelers who return home after 
a long time abroad, their different perspective changed the way they saw 
their home and made them permanent outsiders.

The returnees navigated the ruins of socialism with a mindset that had 
been shaped by socialisms at home and abroad. The legacies of this 
remained alive in their thoughts and practices long after their govern-
ments had abandoned the ideology. The memories of their experiences in 
East Germany impacted their daily interactions with the world around 
them and provided returnees with the ideas and tools to fight their mar-
ginalization and keep alive their memory in the Angolan and Mozambican 
governments’ consciousness.

The two themes that drive this chapter, loss and gain, reflect the two 
frames of mind that coexisted in the perception of the returnees. Once 
again, the chapter explores the duality of experience which so often seems 
to characterize the migrants’ experience. It shows that while many of the 
returnees’ experiences were negative, the overall trajectory of their lives 
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cannot be described as only negative. In hardship they have found agency, 
in their abandonment they have forged solidarity with each other, in their 
difference they have formed an identity. They have shown the infinite 
complexity and unpredictability of historical reverberations and the cuss-
edness and resilience of the human spirit.

The chapter opens with the mass return of workers in 1990 and the 
circumstances under which they returned, whether voluntarily or not. 
Next, it features the workers’ multiple experiences of the loss of their 
goods, their ties to Germany, their status, their wages, and their aspira-
tions. The second part of the chapter highlights how workers were trans-
formed by their migration abroad and shows what they gained in the 
process; some came to hold different viewpoints on gender equality or 
sexuality, while others took to the streets to fight for the repayment of 
outstanding wages and benefits. These losses and gains were two sides of 
the same coin.

Part I: Loss

The End of Socialism: Returning from East Germany

The sweeping changes of 1989 reverberated around the globe.3 In East 
Germany, it was the year of the fall of the Berlin Wall. By the time that the 
inner-German barrier finally came down, some East German citizens had 
already voted with their feet and emigrated to the West via Hungary. 
Within East Germany, the democratic movement had become a political 
force.4 Meanwhile, the Soviet Union under Gorbachev was tolerating for 
the first time remarkable policy shifts in Poland and Hungary and signaled 
its respect for the sovereignty of its allies. For the first time, the East 
German socialist leadership had to deal with its problems independently of 
Soviet protection.5 As it would turn out, this did not last very long.

Angola and Mozambique were still engulfed in military conflicts.6 In 
June the President of Zaire, Mobutu Sese Seko, invited the MPLA’s José 
Eduardo Dos Santos and UNITA’s Jonas Savimbi for peace talks at his 
palace in Gbadolite. Sadly, the agreements that they negotiated did not 
last.7 In Mozambique, fighting continued until 1992.8 At FRELIMO’s 
Fifth Congress, in July 1989, the party—and therefore the state—affirmed 
its interest in accommodating the private sector and free markets, at least 
as a privilege for party members.9 In Angola, influential economic enclaves 
separate from socialism had always existed. For instance, the oil sector 
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operated according to market principles. From 1985, the Angolan econ-
omy had started to shift away from a Stalinist model of industrialization 
through heavy industry.10 The world of the worker-trainees was in flux, 
with both home and host countries undergoing fundamental 
reorganizations.

At the end of 1989, 90,600 foreigners were working and training in 
East Germany. This number had dropped to a mere 28,000 one year later. 
Roughly two thirds of foreign workers left within a few months. Of the 
15,100 Mozambican and 1300 Angolan worker-trainees who were regis-
tered in 1989, only 2800 Mozambicans and 200 Angolans showed in the 
statistics at the end of 1990.11 On June 30, 1994, an estimated 19,036 
former contract workers still resided in Germany, the majority of whom 
were Vietnamese. This number also included 2018 Mozambicans and 383 
Angolans who made Germany their new home.12

In the Mozambican case, workers had returned throughout the 1980s 
but many of those who had returned eventually signed up for a second 
contract due to the combined dangers of the civil war, military service, and 
unsatisfactory employment conditions in Mozambique. In the Angolan 
case, the first cohort of workers was due to complete their contracts in 
1989. Most of the workers featuring in this chapter returned home in 
1990. This prevalence illustrates what the last delegate from the 
Mozambican Labor Ministry in East Germany, Pedro Taimo, called a 
“hasty return.”13 That term was a euphemism for a messy and unforeseen 
mass exodus.

Renegotiations of the agreements governing the labor and training 
programs became necessary as many East German companies struggled in 
the new market conditions. They foresaw significant reductions in their 
labor forces, and in many cases faced an uncertain future. To this end, the 
new Secretary of State and Representative for Foreigners, Almuth Berger, 
whom we saw in previous chapters as a pastor actively engaged in helping 
and working with worker-trainees, led a delegation to Mozambique from 
May 22 to 28, 1990.14 Key points for the East German delegation were 
that East German companies gain the right to terminate individual con-
tracts, that no new migrants were to be taken on, and that the rights of 
those currently in East Germany were to be redefined.15 The question that 
most interested the Mozambican government was the renegotiation of 
their debt payment, now that this would no longer be possible through 
the workers’ wage transfers.16 In Angola, there were no meaningful nego-
tiations as the Angolans simply signed the new contract proposed by the 
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Germans without further questions.17 This process demonstrated that 
reintegration or the well-being of the returning worker-trainees was not 
on the agenda either in Angola or in Mozambique, where governments 
were faced with more pressing issues.18

Not all migrants who returned had chosen to return. Due to the cha-
otic circumstances of 1989–1990 in many East German companies, not all 
workers were informed of the possibilities of staying on. Some companies 
even took the law into their own hands, chartered airplanes, and flew 
workers back. The Mozambican news magazine Tempo reported that on 
September 17, 1990, an airplane full of returning workers landed without 
the authorities of the airport or any other Mozambican authorities having 
been informed.19 The repatriation process was uneven:

My return was forced. From my point of view there were two kinds of situ-
ations. One saw everybody returned forcibly because the government pulled 
out of the contracts with the companies and they no longer wanted anything 
to do with Mozambican workers. But there were also other companies 
where people could stay even outside of the government contract with 
Mozambique.20

Those who made an active choice to leave did so despite the ongoing 
civil wars in Angola and Mozambique. In East Germany foreign workers 
were especially exposed to the insecurity of the political, economic, and 
social shifts of the Wende.21 They were foreigners with only vague rights of 
residence and were frequent targets for racist and xenophobic violence. 
Despite certain supports, employment had become a challenge and the 
legal rights of foreigners were subject to fundamental changes.22 To under-
stand why some workers decided to return despite fulfilling the criteria to 
stay on—basically having a job offer and a place to stay—we not only need 
to look at the circumstances in East Germany favoring a return but also 
need to examine the factors that drew migrants toward their countries of 
origin.23

Many migrants looked forward to self-actualization upon return. They 
wanted to enjoy the economic goods of their own labor and build their 
own household. They sought to nurture family ties or felt obliged to take 
up family responsibilities. Many workers clung to a vision of employment 
that would allow them to continue living their lives with similar rights and 
responsibilities to those they had in East Germany. Jacinto’s reasoning 
echoes these many motives that played a role in his decision to return home:
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It was the spirit of poverty. When we received that money of 3,000 marks 
and I looked at the money that I had saved—that was about US$14,000—I 
went…on a shopping spree. …I wanted to return to enjoy the new things 
and the rest of the money here in Mozambique. …President Chissano said 
that…the situation in the country wasn’t the best but that work was guaran-
teed to all who had accomplished their vocational training because there 
were open positions. Seeing that I had graduated and had received my 
diploma, and also taking into account the political situation that I was living 
[in] over there, I decided to return.24

After the renegotiation of the agreements in May and June 1990, workers 
who decided to return before the end of their contract were entitled to an 
indemnity payment of 3000 marks and 70 percent of their net wage for 
three months. Moreover, the workers were guaranteed accommodation in 
the dormitory at first, and it was the companies’ responsibility to organize 
and pay for the trip home. If foreign workers were let go by the company 
to which they were assigned, they had the right to stay on in East Germany 
at least until the end of their contract period, the right to receive a work 
or a business permit, support for further vocational training, and help with 
procuring new employment. In theory, workers had options for organiz-
ing their stay in East Germany independently. In practice, these rights 
were often not respected. For some who did try to stay, a seven-year fight 
over their resident permit status ensued.25

Quite a few workers told me that they had initially envisioned their 
return as temporary. In those cases, returnees planned on using the com-
pensation payment to invest in goods for their extended family at home 
but ultimately expected to return to their East German families. This new 
return to Germany frequently did not occur for many reasons, including 
economic, social, and legal issues. Over the course of the 1990s, many 
returnees gradually lost contact with their East German families. The 
workers often explained this to me as having resulted from external cir-
cumstances outside of their control. For example, homes might be flooded 
or burned, goods were stolen, or documents deposited with family mem-
bers for safekeeping during mobile periods disappeared and along with 
them the letters and addresses of loved ones in Germany. Initially, some 
German women sent money regularly to support their struggling partners 
and sent them invitation letters and even plane tickets to return, but not 
everybody who got a return invite decided to return to Germany.
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The intended temporary return turned into a permanent one. 
Unforeseen obstacles to navigating the bureaucracy and financial aspects 
of returning to Germany emerged, ranging from visa and money hurdles 
to scheming relatives. For example, Pedro had a jealous sister who received 
letters from his German partner at her work address and simply pretended 
that none arrived to avoid losing her brother and only son of the family to 
a life in Germany.26 A common theme in these narratives was loss of 
agency, a certain powerlessness. Circumstances, events, and fate conspired 
against the returnees. In many ways this fatalism reflected the loss of 
agency that affected many people in the global post-socialist world, from 
Mozambique to the former Soviet Union. Stuck between two homes but 
no longer able to assume a cosmopolitan lifestyle, many sojourners had 
slipped into a permanent homecoming. The promise of socialist globaliza-
tion that opened new migration routes for Angolans and Mozambicans 
had run its course.

Homecoming: From Big Men and Women to Lost Men and Women

In retrospect, the returnees told me the stories of their homecoming as 
narratives of loss. After an initial period of euphoria, disappointment 
began to dominate. Yet immediately after their return in the early 1990s, 
many returnees shared Adevaldo Banze’s positive attitude:

The astonishment was great. Everybody wanted to see the ‘madjermanes,’ 
as we were affectionately called. We were people who possessed economic 
respect, who faced the future. At the first chance I left my poor, crooked 
reed hut behind. …The new house was already made of stone and the first 
electric appliances arrived from Germany: TVs, fridges, radios, video record-
ers and much more; the famous MZ [motorbike], the German figurehead in 
Mozambique. It was an ambassador for economic interests and represented 
so much for a returnee. Family members and friends celebrated. There were 
so many of them, some entirely unknown, who visited me to share in the joy 
that the marks created.27

The term madjerman derived from the Changana language, spoken in the 
south of Mozambique, although it became common currency in the 
national language, Portuguese. It can roughly be translated as “those from 
Germany,” and, as we will see, can have both positive and negative con-
notations.28 Adevaldo felt the connotations to be positive, reflecting his 
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general good feeling about his return. As a member of the new economic 
elite in his social environment, he relished the social standing the goods 
and money from Germany brought to his life. The stone house and the 
appliances marked his upward social mobility. He enjoyed homemaking 
and was hopeful for a prosperous future. Through the experience of his 
reintegration, he had grown into personhood as a small-scale big man, 
sharing his relative riches with his family members, friends, and other peo-
ple who in turn looked to him for financial support and help with decision- 
making.29 The migration had turned Adelvado into the backbone of 
economic and social redistribution for his personal networks. In the con-
text of the general poverty in Mozambique, Adelvado’s acquired wealth 
and goods were a lavish display. His influence looked set to grow. But then:

The days became darker, day after day even darker, no compensation money, 
nothing. The time had already arrived to look for work, but not even work 
appeared. I still recall those sad moments when I separated from the goods, 
day after day, piece after piece. The TV, the radio, until the much-esteemed 
MZ, I had to say goodbye because I had to live…30

With that, Adevaldo’s story is one of initial prosperity followed by decline, 
a narrative echoed by most returnees, especially those who took part in the 
mass return in 1990. A contemporary study, conducted by Elke Ahrens 
and Sigrid Müller, who spoke with returnees in Maputo in the early 1990s, 
concluded that “they cannot really identify with their home country, they 
do not feel capable of proactively taking initiative and they place high 
expectations in help from the outside.”31

The 12,300 returnees that descended upon Maputo changed the city.32 
Returnees arrived at Maputo airport. Many stayed in the capital with the 
expectation of hearing more from the government regarding their job 
placement and payment of their remitted wages and enjoying its relative 
security. Others went straight back to their home provinces. Those who 
stayed in Maputo became the center of attention for local women. 
Madjerman from outside Maputo who had no friends or family stayed in 
a hostel near the central railway station, and one man who lived close by 
observed, “there were many women who got involved with the madjer-
man all around that hostel. They thought they could stand out a little in 
life like that. Those were people who came from Europe and they [the 
women] thought they had a lot of money.”33 This faded as quickly as the 
wealth of the returnees. A cartoon, published in the early 1990s, depicted 
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two Mozambican women in European business clothes talking to each 
other while a man on an MZ motorbike wearing a jacket imprinted with 
“DDR” drives away. One woman asks the other: “Why are you no longer 
going out with him?” The reply: “Ha, the guy only owned 3,000 contos 
and already burned it all.”34

The madjerman shared their goods with family, friends, and neighbors, 
but this could also lead to tensions. Alfredo Mandlate and Carlos Cossa, 
two residents of Ferroviário, a bairro (district) of Maputo, recalled:

When they arrived here many things changed. The whole world went to the 
house of one of them, who was more welcoming to let people watch TV at 
his house. He was the only one with a TV around here. They were practi-
cally the first who brought sound equipment here, very noisy, and they often 
played that music totally different from those that we were accustomed to 
hearing…sometimes we couldn’t sleep because of all the noise they made 
when they partied.35

The list of goods the madjerman imported was usually long. Jacinto, 
for instance, imported:

one fridge, two ovens, a mattress and bed frame, dishes, clothes, tools, food 
and detergents; a wheelbarrow, a carpet, leather, two welding machines, 
twelve cut-off wheels of iron, two packages of electrodes. …I brought back 
two TVs, two video recorders, 26 videos, mostly pornographic films, 54 
disks, a state-of-the art photo camera…I brought some books, mostly 
vocabulary books…I didn’t bring back much memorabilia, like photos. I 
could have brought a car…but…I saw how complicated it was to import a 
car and so I left it behind.36

In Jacinto’s case, all this was meant to support around twelve people from 
his family and circle of friends. He had four brothers and two sisters, and 
he lived with his aunt and her family; his parents had died by the time he 
went to East Germany. He later claims to have sold the oven for next to 
nothing, seventy meticais, and the fridge for 2500 meticais. Some of his 
goods were also stolen. Others he was still using in 2014.37

This type of strategic shopping, to prepare for post-migration life, is a 
well-known theme in southern African labor migration. Previous genera-
tions—in some cases the fathers and grandfathers of returnees—invested 
their earnings in blankets, pots, clothing, shoes, suits, sewing machines, 
bikes, and later cars and other consumer goods. It had also been common 
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to invest in things useful for farming, such as plows or donkeys.38 Earlier 
generations had focused on returning to a rural homestead, while most of 
those who had been in East Germany envisioned urban life and thus 
focused on bringing things such as household consumer items, clothing, 
and machines which they could use professionally. The focus shifted from 
farming to work machines connected to their newly acquired skills such as 
welding and metal work.

One thing that remained the same, or was even more the case, was that 
the goods the migrants invested in were as much status symbols as they 
were practically useful. This mirrored the value attached to Western com-
modities in Eastern Europe.39 In Mozambique, for example, an MZ 
motorbike marked its owner as a successful returnee. It also provided per-
sonal or professional transport services for themselves and their communi-
ties. In other words, the owners  could use it to generate income or to 
provide favors. Spare parts for the MZ could be found in informal markets 
along with returnees who knew how to repair it, guaranteeing the bikes a 
relatively long life.40 An investment in an MZ granted status, setting the 
returnees apart from their community; at the same time, it helped to inte-
grate them socially and economically.

Returnees initially became an important part of the Mozambican infor-
mal economy. Abdou Maliq Simone’s notion of people as infrastructure is 
a useful framework to conceptualize the role of the returnees. There was 
an economic collaboration between returnees and residents in their neigh-
borhoods, which expanded types of economic and cultural activity avail-
able to residents with limited means. A good example would be a returnee 
who allowed people in his neighborhood to watch his television, opening 
a new horizon to those around him. People who had rarely watched a TV 
before were exposed to the area outside their own neighborhood, but also 
to the possibility of owning a TV themselves. An MZ motorbike would 
have had a similar effect on the people around its owner. The returnees 
brought the wider world into their home patches.41

At first, many goods were exchanged in the barter economy, an impor-
tant part of the economy in Mozambique and Angola, as it also was to 
some extent in East Germany. The wars in Angola and Mozambique had 
halted production. In some respects, cash was not always useful because of 
the lack of goods available on the market. As a result, products and ser-
vices were often exchanged as in the example of the MZ above; the MZ 
and other goods thus became currency. TVs as well as refrigerators were 
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items commonly shared with neighbors as bargaining units in the barter 
economy, as an income-generating activity, or to invest in relationships.42

Over time, the returnees’ economic contributions shifted from using 
the imported goods to generate profits in the barter economy to selling 
them in parallel markets. As the months passed, the returnees’ savings 
dwindled, their transferred wages remained inaccessible, and they increas-
ingly resorted to selling their possessions from overseas. Some of the inter-
national socialist vanguard became traders on the informal markets of 
Mozambique’s unregulated parallel economy. One such informal market 
was the Mercado do Estrela Vermelha, the Market of the Red Star. This 
was nestled on the sidewalks of central Maputo, in the vicinity of what is 
now known as the park of the madjerman.43 The market still takes up 
much of the street along Avenida Emilia Daússe.44 The street is named for 
Emilia Daússe, a member of a FRELIMO women’s detachment who was 
active in the liberation struggle and died from a Portuguese bullet. The 
street eventually became an important base for the madjerman as they 
fought for survival in the early 1990s, as they struggled to find employ-
ment and could not access the money they had been promised.

Socialism under Samora Machel meant stamping out informal employ-
ment and petty criminality and maintaining a clean and orderly city, 
though those goals were not entirely met.45 Ask any Maputense—the 
name for inhabitants of Maputo—about the Mercado do Estrela Vermelha 
today and three associations come up: illegality, informality, and the mad-
jerman. In the words of a madjerman who has been selling at the market 
since 1990:

This market became famous for the products that the returnees from East 
Germany brought with them. …When we returned from Germany and nei-
ther encountered integration nor the money we had transferred, we had to 
arrange ways of surviving. The only way to survive was to sell the goods we 
brought from Germany, for us this turned into employment.46

The four madjerman vendors whom I interviewed in April 2014 started 
by selling their own East German goods in 1990. They then bought goods 
from other madjerman and made a living reselling them until about 1998. 
They remembered about twenty madjerman sellers on this market at that 
time. Some had died, others had left. They described the choice to sell in 
the market as an “informal and spontaneous process. …Here we had no 
rules, we just put the goods out and waited for people to come. We put a 
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just price on the goods, but everything was negotiable.”47 They stored the 
goods, mostly electronics, refrigerators, ovens, and motorcycles, in an 
adjacent warehouse. Business went well because European products were 
highly sought after. When I spoke to them, the four vendors were no lon-
ger selling East German items. They were mainly reselling secondhand 
goods or trading in South African items.48 The Market of the Red Star has 
become a fixture in capitalist Maputo’s economy.

Returnees also bemoaned their loss of job security. When they spoke to 
me in 2014, despite having worked on the Mercado do Estrela Vermelha 
for decades, the interviewees, like the vast majority of madjerman 
employed in the informal market, perceived themselves, in line with tradi-
tional definitions of unemployment, to be unemployed. Their measuring 
rod remained their East German experience of formal employment: “We 
lived a normal life [in East Germany], we left to work and returned home 
like normal people.”49 “Normality” to them was equated with formalized, 
secure, permanent, or contractual blue-collar employment with benefits. 
This was in spite of the fact that normality in Maputo was, and is, informal 
self-employment such as had been the case since the 1990s.50 Many return-
ees continued to see informality and insecurity as an abnormality, against 
all evidence to the contrary. As one returnee expressed it: “Normally, 
when a government sends a person away, it has a responsibility to reinte-
grate this person but what happened with us is that when we returned, 
they abandoned us at the airport. We received neither job placements nor 
our money.”51 This discourse of normality and abnormality was in some 
respects a device to press their claims for compensation from the govern-
ment, alongside being a change in their expectations after their German 
sojourn.

In the early 1990s, it was not apparent to every returnee that the gov-
ernment would not be able to live up to its promise of providing jobs 
upon their return. Instead of actively looking for a job, many simply waited 
for the government to approach them with a job and their deferred pay. 
To a certain extent, their years in East Germany had left them with the 
expectation that institutions would provide. As Santana, the president of 
one of the returned workers associations in Luanda, explained in 2015:

After our return, we needed to be integrated into the labor market. At the 
time of our return communism in Europe and Angola collapsed and the 
economic system changed. From that point onwards, it was no longer the 
government who gave you employment but the individual companies. This 
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was already a market economy. In this new context, many of us did not 
achieve employment. At the time, we were also still in civil war and many 
people were unemployed.52

Mozambican returnees who finished their contract during the 1980s 
were more often placed in positions that corresponded to their training. 
Marieta from Nampula trained at the VEB Malitex Hohenstein-Ernstthal, 
a textile company, from 1980 to 1984. She completed her training as a 
skilled textile worker “satisfactorily,” “with a spirit of mutual aid,” and was 
a “friendly” and “quiet” part of the “socialist work collective.”53 After her 
return, she was placed by the Mozambican Labor Ministry with Texmoque, 
a Mozambican textile company, where she worked until the company 
closed in 1992. After that, she was mainly unemployed, apart from a short 
period of domestic service.54 The textile industry was not the only 
Mozambican industry that employed returnees. Some returnees who pre-
viously worked and trained in the harbor of Rostock were able to find 
regular employment in Mozambican harbors.55 Others who had trained in 
coal mining went to work for Carbomoc, a coalmine in Tete in 
Mozambique.56

The wars in Angola and Mozambique often derailed professional paths. 
Alfredo was among the first Mozambican worker-trainees to be sent to 
East Germany in 1979 to work and train at the VEB Braunkohlewerk 
Belzow, a coalmine, where he was “respected by his collective” and judged 
a “promising cadre” who “showed great interest in his education and 
good work.”57 He returned as a skilled electrician in 1983 and was placed 
with Carbomoc. There, he worked as a mining electrician and in a leading 
position as chief of general offices.58 Despite being able to apply his knowl-
edge and having achieved a senior position at just twenty-two years old, 
Alfredo was not willing to take the security risk that living in Moatize, a 
civil war hotspot, entailed at the time. He asked for a transfer to Maputo, 
which he received. Originally from Boila, near Angoche in Nampula, 
Alfredo wanted to be closer to his family and went back to Nampula to 
find work on his own initiative. He succeeded, and worked at Texmoque, 
a textile factory, as an electrician and later as the chief of maintenance and 
supervision. He also taught at the company’s secondary school from 1985 
to 1987. Despite these early successes, Alfredo decided to go back to East 
Germany after he discovered his supervisor’s poor treatment of employ-
ees. During his second contract, Alfredo served at a car factory, IFA 
Automobilwerk Berlin Ludwigsfelde, as an electrician and assembler from 
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1987 to 1990. He then returned to Mozambique as he became afraid of 
continuing as a black man in unified Germany.59 Like Alfredo, many of 
those early migrants who were able to use their East German skills training 
to work for Mozambican companies decided to return to East Germany 
on another contract after failing to find a place in Mozambique that satis-
fied them.

The returnees’ professional paths diverged throughout the 1990s. A 
few worker-trainees were employed long term in the fields that they had 
trained for. However, as Santana explained above, those who were part of 
the mass return had to look for their own employment. Some returnees 
eventually used their skills and the machines they brought home with 
them. Some opened up unregistered mechanic shops or guesthouses and 
employed others off the books.60 Others never succeeded in using any 
skills and lived in poverty as porters or ambulant traders, or on the hand-
outs of fellow madjerman.61 Those with the means sometimes tried to 
further their education after their return and succeeded in adding a few 
more grades to their formal schooling. Some found employment opportu-
nities in the service sector, as staff in restaurants and hotels, as drivers in 
transport, as security guards, and as shop assistants. These are positions 
which many still held in 2014.62 A few chose other professions, such as the 
artists  Xefrino and Dito, the latter of  whom painted the cover for this 
book.63 A small number of returnees succeeded in completing tertiary 
studies and subsequently found governmental positions or worked in the 
private sector.64 Unsurprisingly, the returnees developed into a heteroge-
neous group.

The legacy of being a former worker could be advantageous or disad-
vantageous to the returnees. Having been to Germany helped some, such 
as Boato, in serendipitous ways:

I returned to Inhambane and tried to stay, but it was too difficult, and I 
came back to Maputo in 1999. I worked again in a security firm. While I was 
sitting outside a house, guarding it, I saw a lady walk by with her little girl 
and they spoke German. I talked with them for a while. It turned out that 
this lady was the director of the DAAD. I started working for the DAAD, 
then for ICMA and later for the GIZ.65 I have been with German institu-
tions since the 1st of September 2002 now.66

While some returnees tell stories of getting a job because they spoke 
German or had been to Germany, the more common reality is that of 
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those former workers reporting that they faced exclusion because of their 
affiliation with the madjerman:67

I worked as a governess in a family and as soon as they discovered that I was 
a madjerman I was sent away. …We don’t have the right to work, they don’t 
want to pay us and on top they are discriminating against us. When I go to 
look for work, I can’t write on my CV that I am a madjerman.68

As we will see later in this chapter, the madjerman acquired a reputation 
as troublemakers when they organized and campaigned for their rights 
during the 1990s and 2000s. Other Mozambicans are often less than sym-
pathetic to their cause. For the more marginalized former migrants, what 
was once intended to guarantee stable employment in industrialized 
Mozambique became instead an impediment to employability in the con-
tested labor market of post-socialist Mozambique. Life at the margins for 
many returnees was, and is, a far cry from what they had imagined their 
future to hold. This disillusionment put them in the company of millions 
of their compatriots.

In Angola, the story was similar, albeit with four significant differences. 
Firstly, only about 1100 workers returned in 1990, so the government had 
to respond to a much smaller group of returnees.69 Some Angolan return-
ees from the VEB Gas- und Elektrogerätewerk Dessau found work at 
Sonangol, the state oil and gas conglomerate. Some of those who trained 
in Leipzig and Gera in textile production worked in the same field in 
Benguela. Others found work at Elisal in Luanda in garbage collection 
and processing. Still others, from the Industrieverband Fahrzeugbau, IFA, 
were employed in car repair around Luanda and Benguela in connection 
with the transport ministry.70 The majority of returnees, however, strug-
gled to find employment or further training opportunities in Angola, as 
was the case in Mozambique.

Secondly, in Angola, civil war continued for another twelve years, albeit 
with a brief interlude between the Bicesse Accords in 1991 and the multi-
party elections in 1992.71 Returnees and their fellow citizens were primar-
ily concerned with the war, especially since the conflict spread to Luanda 
in 1992 and continued to be waged in the cities. This was different from 
earlier conflicts that had primarily affected the countryside and smaller 
towns. In this context, neither the government nor the public attached 
much importance to the workers’ return: “The government did not give 
even minimal attention to the fact that we returned. They said nothing 
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about what should happen to us. They limited themselves to silence.”72 
About ten years passed, in which “everybody went about living their own 
life on their own costs,” between return and the first conversations about 
forming an association of returned workers.73 “We expected to be inte-
grated [into the Angolan labor market]. We did not have access to the 
agreement, and we had absolutely no way of…questioning the state as we 
are doing now.”74

Thirdly, Angolan returnees refrained from large-scale public protest 
and did not develop a separate public group identity as in the case of the 
madjerman. Finally, although the Angolan economy was hard hit, thanks 
to the country’s oil wealth its recovery after the end of the war was impres-
sive, albeit very uneven. My interviews suggested that between 2002 and 
2014 many Angolan former migrants were able to profit from the new 
economic world to a larger extent than their Mozambican colleagues.75 
Alongside the greater opportunities afforded by the Angolan economy, as 
we will see later in this chapter, Angolan returnees were eventually granted 
significant financial compensation by the government. This was in stark 
contrast to events in Mozambique.

Overall, most returnees in Angola and Mozambique would have agreed 
with Adevaldo Banze, in that they were welcomed with open arms but 
thereafter experienced a gradual fall from grace. Many felt alienated and 
betrayed as they failed to see long-term benefits from what they perceived 
as time spent abroad serving their country. While the workers’ willingness 
to serve on the factory floor remained constant, the governments became 
disinterested in their now outdated skills. The workers’ mass return in 
1990 thus brought to light the mismatch between the programs’ stated 
aims and their reality. In many ways, the returnees’ fate was a reproduction 
of their pre-existing status, in the sense that most workers came from 
modest backgrounds and returned largely to similar positions.76

It had become clear that the Mozambican and Angolan war-torn econ-
omies had failed to industrialize on the envisioned scale, thus limiting the 
number of functioning factories that could absorb the returning skilled 
laborers. Another problem was that not all returnees returned as skilled 
workers. The last years of the migration scheme saw a dramatic drop-off in 
training outcomes. According to Ulrich van der Heyden, the percentage 
of Mozambican workers who acquired a useable level of training actually 
rose to 70.5 percent from 1983 to 1985. Of these, only 1 percent received 
certificates of professional competence in individual skills rather than cer-
tificates as skilled laborers.77 However, these numbers fell thereafter for 
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several reasons. These included East German preference for labor power 
rather than skilled work, especially in the textile, chemical, and energy 
industries and mining. Also, individual workers often chose to prioritize 
working extra shifts to earn money over education. Language classes also 
seem to have become less intensive, resulting in difficulties in qualifying 
for training. The highest numbers of foreign workers in East Germany 
were registered at the tail end of the 1980s, leading many to experience 
less rigorous vocational training than earlier generations. The disconnect 
between the workers’ training and dismal economic reality became ever- 
more apparent. Something similar happened to millions of East Germans 
after unification. The world for which they had been trained had ceased to 
exist. The difference was that in Angola and Mozambique this world had 
never come into being in the first place, and all ambitions for making it 
exist had been abandoned.

These historic shifts cost the returnees their expected role as members 
of a vanguard workforce and inspired their struggles for repayment in 
Angola and Mozambique. We will examine the ongoing claims against the 
Angolan and Mozambican governments in the last part of this chapter. 
But for now, we turn toward the loss of affective ties the migrants experi-
enced during the 1990s.

The Loss of Transnational Ties

Hello to East Germany and to my lost son,
I was only with you once—it was beautiful. You know, East Germany, 

you’ve hidden my child, my blood, my sunshine! Blood of my blood. What 
should I do now? It was so long ago, but nobody comes to help me find 
you. God is no devil—one day a light will appear, somebody will come to 
help me to find my sunshine, blood of my blood. Small Friedland, where 
you, Heiko were born, tell me, you peace-land, where do you hide my son? 
Do you finally hear me? All that I had of you, the pictures, and your date of 
birth, I lost in the flood in 2000. All that I know is that your mother is called 
Marina and that you were born 1984 in Friedland. My son, I would like to 
get to know you one day.78

Many of the relations that migrants had created with East Germans 
were destroyed in the chaos of the programs’ end upon German reunifica-
tion. This was one of the most poignant aspects of the human cost of the 
Mozambican and Angolan migrant schemes.
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Transnational families were one of the most visible results and tightest 
ties of the contract labor migration to East Germany.79 The new genera-
tion of Afro-Germans that Angolan and Mozambican workers fathered in 
East Germany were a durable legacy of their presence and their intimate 
relations with East German women.80

Many of us created families over there because we left when we were still 
young, and we lived with the people from there. We had women, we fathered 
children, and all that leaves a mark on a person. I always say that we sowed 
trees in Germany because our blood flows through the veins of many people 
there. These are things we will never forget.81

To many Angolan and Mozambican fathers of mixed-race German chil-
dren, their relationships were about blood bonds, roots, and seeds.82 Even 
in the abstract, fatherhood was still important, regardless of the degree of 
separation or connection with the child. The return logic integral to this 
labor and training program meant that workers had to sign up as individu-
als without family attachments. As people do everywhere, workers created 
new families in East Germany. Many then lost them.

As with all utopian schemes to remake humankind, creating New Men 
and New Women carried a human cost. Workers were temporarily or per-
manently separated from a generation of children who grew up discon-
nected from at least one biological parent, whether that parent was in 
Angola, Mozambique, or East Germany.83 Female worker-trainees more 
often left a child behind with family members when they migrated to East 
Germany than did male worker-trainees.84 Some returned pregnant from 
East Germany, leaving the father in Europe.85 Therefore, many children in 
Africa grew up temporarily separated from at least one birth parent, if not 
both. While distance and the need to earn a living separated children from 
parents in the African context, in East Germany racism played a large role. 
In (East) Germany, some of the children of Angolan and Mozambican and 
East German parents were separated from both birth parents and grew up 
with foster parents, in children’s homes, or with grandparents. Many grew 
up with their mothers, sometimes in new patchwork families. Not all bio-
logical fathers lived with their children or were active parents while in East 
Germany; some East German families barely accepted the children but not 
the black fathers. Some workers were sued to pay child support but never 
met their children.86 Yet, in other cases intercultural families stayed 
together and actively parented their children.87
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Despite this diversity of circumstances, a pattern emerges: after the 
mass return of workers to Angola and Mozambique, many of their chil-
dren in Germany lost connection to their biological fathers. Most grew up 
without knowing much about them and their African roots; many started 
actively searching for these lost connections in their teens and as young 
adults.88 Manuel, for example, grew up in Halle and Hamburg. In 1995, 
six years after his father returned, letter exchanges between his parents 
ceased. Manuel recalled:

I resigned myself to the idea that I would never meet my biological father. … 
When I was fourteen, I talked with my father on the telephone for the first 
time. …The first conversation with my father was not that great, because I 
was not interested in getting to know him or even in calling him ‘Dad.’ …I 
had no interest in being involved with Mozambique or with my father until 
I noticed that…I desperately wanted to know who my real father was…and 
what I might be like in relation to him. So, in 2012 I initiated the contact 
by calling him myself. In 2013 the opportunity arose for us [Manuel and his 
mother] to fly to Mozambique. It was an incredible experience. Half an 
hour before I met with my father, I started feeling very nervous and I real-
ized how important this moment was…this was the piece that had always 
been missing from my life.89

Upon meeting his father in Maputo, Mozambique, Manuel was con-
fronted with conflicting emotions. On one hand, it was a joyous occasion 
because he was welcomed by his father’s Mozambican family. On the 
other hand, Manuel confronted his father with his feelings of loss:

I was also upset with my father, because it was through him that I got the 
skin color which I have, my dark skin…I always had to explain myself 
because of it, I had to put up with so much because of it, I was always a 
target, and my father was never there to protect me.

Manuel was marked by his experience with racism in Germany. He not 
only experienced the stigma attached to his skin color, but he also suffered 
the loss of his black father and was missing a source of positive identifica-
tion with blackness in shaping his identity as a black man.90

Another child born of the migration schemes is Adelino, born in 1990 
to a Mozambican father and East German mother in Leipzig. Like Manuel, 
he had a complicated relationship with his own national and racial identity. 
Adelino grew up believing his birth father had died, but then as an adult 
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managed to establish contact. This made Adelino reconsider who he was: 
“You aren’t German and the more you grow up the more you notice that. 
I am Mozambican, but what that means I don’t know. That I will still have 
to find out.”91 Adelino had not yet been to Mozambique when I spoke to 
him in 2014.

Peter, born in 1984 in Radeberg, “grew up like a German boy, with a 
German mother and a German father because my Mozambican father left 
again in 1987.”92 His mother told him early on that he had a Mozambican 
father, but he was not interested in the topic until he turned twenty and 
wrote a letter to his father’s work address in Maputo. He received a reply. 
Peter traveled to Mozambique to meet his father and new family. 
Afterwards he started learning Portuguese and made plans for a return. 
One thing led to another, and in 2014 he was living in Inhambane with 
his Mozambican partner and children. “I think I am one of the first ones 
to return to Mozambique,” he proudly states.93 His use of the word 
“return” was interesting given that Peter had been born and brought up 
in Germany and had previously never been to Mozambique as an adult. 
He had fully embraced his father’s identity. Peter held German and 
Mozambican citizenships and saw his future between the two countries.

Many returnees and their children are not as lucky as Manuel, Adelino, 
and Peter, and their fathers. Fathers and children were not always able to 
find each other. Aniko from Dresden, for instance, took up the search for 
her father. This was against the wishes of her mother. Her father still wrote 
to her for ten years after leaving. Aniko’s mother kept the letters from her 
to shield her daughter from a geographically distant, and what she per-
ceived as unreliable, connection. Aniko finally flew to Maputo and fol-
lowed the traces of her father to South Africa without finding him.94 Both 
Angolan and Mozambican fathers and German children sought to fill a 
void in their lives by rebuilding a connection that had been severed, or 
perhaps never even established. The many active ongoing searches for one 
another speak to an emotional, though abstract, family connection and a 
need to transform this into a real bond.95

Fathers’ searches for their offspring have often been equally emotional 
and tenacious. Santana’s case was instructive because it illustrated how 
deep the commitment to establishing connections could be in the face of 
adverse circumstances:

I did not return [to Angola] with the intention of staying because I already 
had assumed a commitment with a woman in Germany who was pregnant. 
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When I returned in November, I was informed the child was born on 
October 20 and it was a girl. I tried in vain to get in contact with the 
mother; she did not respond. The child was in the care of the youth welfare 
service. I got in contact with a German lawyer now…who found out that 
the woman died in 2010 and that it was a boy rather than a girl. …Later, 
they made me take a paternity test at the embassy. …I am now waiting for 
the results of the second test. …At the time, she had all my documents, and 
she had my address but unfortunately, she decided to give the child up for 
adoption when it was four months old. And now I don’t know.…so this is 
what is gnawing inside of me.96

For Santana, the search was also related to his life cycle. As a pensioner 
with more free time and a level of financial independence, he was able to 
establish contacts with Germany, and make a serious effort to find his 
lost son.

Fathers approached me with different stories. Some had left their young 
children and their mothers, later tried to get back to Germany, but failed. 
Others did not remain in contact after their departure. Some no longer 
recall the names of the mothers of their children; others remember them 
as the love of their life. Some had children with different German women; 
others had several children with the same women. Very few have managed 
to visit their children—and grandchildren—in Germany.97 All spoke of the 
desire to rekindle a connection with their far-away offspring.

The reasons that Angolan and Mozambican fathers lost contact with 
their East German families were many, including shame, trauma, lost or 
destroyed contact information, relocation, and sabotage of communica-
tion by family members. The children who grew up in Germany were 
often unfamiliar with the precarity that returnees faced and had difficulty 
understanding the forces that brought about familial ruptures. Many rela-
tionships proved problematic due to language barriers and different cul-
tural expectations about parenthood and parent-child relationships. 
Augusto, who lived with his daughter’s mother in Berlin for two years, 
told me:

Our daughter was born in 1987. …I started having contact with her last 
year but one day she got very angry and cut all contact with me and even my 
friend who helped me locate her is no longer answering my calls and I was 
left without understanding the situation that led to this attitude.98
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Augusto’s experience is not unique, as there was much room for 
misunderstanding.

Family relations and child-rearing was one area where cultural differ-
ences emerged between the Angolan, Mozambican, and East German 
norms. In the GDR, custody resided with both mother and father in the 
name of equality, even in the case of small children, but it was usually 
mothers who won custody.99 Many Afro-German children held expecta-
tions about a father’s role that did not correspond to their father’s under-
standing of their role. Many former worker-trainees saw children as central 
to a complete life. However, they had grown up with more expansive 
family relationships than a German nuclear family. Many had experienced 
separation from one or both parents during their childhood and youth, for 
instance because they left to pursue secondary education in a city or 
because their parents left for work. The civil wars in Angola and 
Mozambique introduced an additional level of precarity, which included 
the loss of family members and an increased burden on mutual help net-
works and kinship care.100 In many parts of Africa, child-raising is not the 
sole responsibility of birth parents as is the norm in Europe. Shared par-
enthood and child-circulation among kinship and other support networks 
are socially accepted and widely practiced in Angola and Mozambique.101

The rupture of transnational romantic relationships and the associated 
emotional costs was another narrative of loss for both returnees and their 
East German partners. What remains striking is the loss of agency in the 
worker-trainees’ retelling of separation narratives, which mirrors the lack 
of agency many worker-trainees felt vis-à-vis their careers, and ties in with 
a certain feeling of post-socialist fatalism familiar from around the world. 
Returnees detailed to me many cases in which a couple at first maintained 
a long-distance relationship, until they lost contact by accident or through 
jealous family members’ interference. It is important to note just how 
separated from a globalized socialist world the lives of many returnees 
became as their prospects deteriorated after their return, postal service was 
not reliable, often workers lacked stable addresses, and phone conversa-
tions were beyond their means. In other cases, lovers simply grew apart or 
found new partners in East Germany, Angola, and Mozambique.102 Given 
that many migrants intended to return home only temporarily, they often 
saw separation as an unintended consequence of life decisions, made with 
incomplete information about the medium-term effects of the transition 
in East Germany and migration policy changes in Germany and their con-
sequences for romantic partnerships and family life. The following extract, 
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from a letter written by a German woman to a Mozambican returnee in 
1990, underscores this difficult negotiation:

I hope that you have reintegrated well at home and that you don’t have any 
problems. What are you doing now? Will you work somewhere or is that 
impossible? I still have work but in the next couple of weeks many workers 
will be let go. I hope I can keep my work. There are already many unem-
ployed. You write that you want to return. Do wait at least until 1992. We 
will need that time to create order in our country. After October 3, the 
GDR will cease to exist. It would be very difficult for you to live here 
through this time. There is no work and the hatred of our people towards 
foreigners is really bad right now. I am very sorry for all this, but I would be 
distraught if I knew stupid people would hurt you. Do you know, little one, 
I miss you terribly. Sometimes I think you aren’t really gone, and you will 
soon walk in through that door. But that is impossible. You remain many 
thousands of kilometers away from me!103

Though none of my interviewees brought a German woman home with 
them, some East German women lived in the bairros in Maputo and other 
provincial capitals where they were a visible presence in the early 1990s.104 
Faced with the harshness of the living conditions there, most eventually 
left again for Germany.105 A popular song, by well-known Mozambican 
musician José Guimarães, called “Miboba”, referred to the returnees from 
Germany with the line “other boys came back with motorbikes and white 
girls from Germany.”106 In the popular memory returnees were linked to 
material possessions and to white women. Both were lost to the returnees.

Part II: GaIn

East German Legacies: “When We Came Back, We Had Another 
Way of Being in the World”107

A quick glance at a map of central Maputo is a reminder that the socialist 
past has not vanished. Street names feature prominent socialist leaders, 
among them Marx, Engels, and Lenin, and many of Africa’s socialist- 
inspired leaders: Congo’s Patrice Lumumba, Tanzania’s Julius Nyerere, 
Zambia’s Kenneth Kaunda, Guinea’s Ahmed Sékou Touré, Ghana’s 
Kwame Nkrumah, Angola’s Agostinho Neto, and Mozambique’s Samora 
Machel and Josina Machel.108 In Luanda, on the other side of the conti-
nent, visitors can stroll along streets with strikingly similar names and 
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stumble upon other reminders of a socialist past: both a stranded ship in 
Luanda’s ship graveyard and an abandoned cinema are named after Karl 
Marx; and socialism’s great men such as Agostinho Neto, Leonid Brezhnev, 
and Fidel Castro adorn decayed murals.109 Maputo and Luanda continue 
to bear witness to FRELIMO’s and the MPLA’s quarter-century flirta-
tions with socialism.

The attentive visitor to both Maputo and Luanda will also detect the 
enduring presence of socialist material relics. Occasionally, one might 
come across an old MZ or other goods with Eastern Bloc brand names 
that migrants brought back home from their extended stays in the East. 
Listening closely, one might detect a linguistic legacy of the former global 
socialist links. Some Angolans and Mozambicans can switch from 
Portuguese to German, Czech, Cuban-accented Spanish, Bulgarian, 
Romanian, or Russian. These fragments of the past remind a visitor who is 
paying attention to such things that well into the new millennium there 
are still echoes of a time in which the promise of a socialist utopia inspired 
Angolans and Mozambicans. These echoes are a reminder of how Angolan 
and Mozambican migrants shaped and were in turn shaped by these inter-
nationally entwined national histories.

In Mozambique, names emerged to describe former workers in East 
Germany. The most common is the term madjerman. It is an ambiguous 
name. On one hand, it is an externally imposed identifier with negative 
connotations: laziness, arrogance, a sense of entitlement. On the other, it 
is a positively affirming and internally ascribed name.110

We feel good about the name [madjerman] because we were there, and it 
corresponds to the truth. Sometimes we are called Djerman Kohl, that was 
our adaptation. …We ate cabbage there and here we continued eating it. We 
called each other by that name, and nobody gets angry because we all ate 
that product in that country. …Our official name is ‘returnees from 
Germany.’111

Returnees are perceived as a collective group by the public in Mozambique. 
Decades later, when I conducted my research, whether former migrants 
were referred to as madjerman—“those from Germany”—or referred to 
themselves in self-mockery as “German cabbage,” there was nevertheless 
recognition that this group of former migrants had developed its own 
identity and had been transformed to a degree that distinguished them 
from those who stayed. In Angola, due to the significantly smaller number 
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of returnees, they had not had the same public attention and were simply 
referred to as returnees.

Not all was negative. Returnees brought with them memories and 
experiences of life under East German real socialism that continued to 
mark them and their behavior after their return:

We learned many things and in life all types of experiences count, especially 
when people emigrate and go to another country, get to know other cul-
tures, habits, and customs. That person adopts other habits and evolves 
intellectually. …we also transmit what we have learned regarding social 
questions living together with other people, to our countrymen who stayed. 
When it comes to education you never lose anything. I can say it was defi-
nitely worthwhile that I learned to speak German. …I also learned about 
German history and saw some culturally significant places such as Weimar, 
the Berlin [TV] tower, and the Dresden picture gallery, which is one of the 
biggest in the world. …I also got to know the old town of Dresden which 
the Americans bombarded during the Second World War. …These are 
memories that we will never erase.112

Migrants brought with them material possessions, new blood ties, and 
non-material legacies. In the following pages, we will explore one subset 
of ideas and practices that distinguished returnees from their home com-
munities, namely their ideas about sexuality and gender roles.

When in 2015 I asked Bernardo a question about the applicability of 
the knowledge that he had acquired in East Germany to his present life, I 
was expecting an answer about his professional skills. However, he sur-
prised me with a reference to his intimate relationships:

Simplicity in terms of intimate relationships. I don’t have problems with 
kissing my lover or wife in the streets. That sort of behavior is until today 
still complicated in this country [Angola]. That is why my family says that I 
am very German. [Another difference is that] when I say ‘no, I don’t want 
to’ it is because I really don’t want to do something and when I want to, I 
say, ‘Yes.’ My family asked me whether I would like to marry again, and I 
said yes, I would like to marry a white woman. They asked me why, and I 
said because a white woman is more loving and attentive.113

Bernardo’s perception of white women as “loving and attentive” com-
pared to Angolan women, whom many men portrayed as solely interested 
in economic gains, was consistent with the general idea migrants had of 
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East Germany as a land of sexual freedom. Dagmar Herzog’s analysis of 
sexual behavior and morality in East Germany argued that an affirmative 
attitude toward sexuality developed over time.114 In Angola, gender equal-
ity is enshrined in the constitution. Yet the notion of male supremacy 
remains ingrained in many Angolan men and women.115 João Baptista 
Lukombo Nzatuzola claims that a “man flirting with more than one 
woman is seen as a sign of social prestige, reinforcing male authority.”116 
Bernardo picked up on the different degrees of equality practiced in the 
two societies, albeit both being countries that professed women’s equality 
before the law and lacked in practice.

Bernardo’s statement also highlighted differences between direct and 
indirect communication styles, which in turn shapes relationships. He was 
exposed to, and subsequently adopted, a direct communication style in 
East Germany, which, now that he had returned to Angola where indirect 
communication was more usual, made him an outsider and earned him 
the label “German.” It was this difference in communication style that 
probably contributed to his generalized reading of Angolan women as 
“difficult”—presumably, not a one-way street.

In Mozambique, Bernardo’s colleagues dealt with similar changes to 
their behavior that rendered them different. This notion of being an out-
sider also came with changed ideas about masculinity that seemed to some 
to undermine what they thought of as traditional “Mozambican” mascu-
linity based on the role of the man as the provider. Particular points of 
difference were the relatively domestic role of men in East German society 
and associated approval of women’s active participation in the workforce. 
Adriano stated:

[In East Germany] we saw the men get up and walk into the kitchen to wash 
dishes. If you do that here, you won’t find a woman. The woman controls a 
lot [in Mozambique]. But we are already acculturated, and we say we are all 
human beings and if I wash the dishes, you will go and iron, and if you 
sweep the rooms, I will do another thing in the house over the week-
ends. …We do not hide [what we have learned in East Germany].117

His colleague, Alves, shared the housework with his wife on the week-
ends.118 Alfredo and his wife also made a conscious decision to only have 
two children to ensure they could finance their education, a decision he 
attributes to the nuclear family he experienced in East Germany.119

East German women in East Germany were expected to become part of 
the workforce, were encouraged to pursue further education, and assumed 
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leadership positions in companies, albeit rarely achieving top leadership 
positions.120 The subsequent economic independence of women resulted 
in a shift in gender relations as women increasingly had bargaining power 
with their partners and the state.121 As the regime encouraged men to 
actively participate in household chores, a particular brand of East German 
manhood emerged. Dagmar Herzog describes this as a “distinctive egali-
tarian style of heterosexual masculinity” based on “East German men’s 
domesticity and self-confident comfort with strong women.” This move 
toward equality, however imperfect, according to Herzog, was different 
from the “socialist machismo” seen in other Eastern European states, 
where patriarchy and misogyny existed side by side with gender-egalitarian 
rhetoric.122 What is more important than the extent to which East German 
households were actually marked by shared tasks here is that many worker- 
trainees perceived the roles of East German men to be different from the 
cultural context from which they emerged. The extent to which many 
worker-trainees picked up on gender roles and cultural cues in East 
Germany once again demonstrated the importance of their affective ties 
with the East German population; the fact that they acted (or at least 
claimed to act) upon some of these new ideas, despite causing friction in 
their home environments, speaks to the lasting effects of these social-
ist ideas.

In East Germany, workers were also exposed to a different relationship 
to the body. Regina described her discovery of nakedness in the following 
terms: “There are things that for our Mozambican culture are unaccept-
able. After having come back from Germany we already thought of them 
as normal. For instance, when the people heard us talk about having gone 
swimming all naked, they thought it was very strange, but we already 
thought of it as normal.”123 Not all interviewees embraced East German 
nudism (Freikörperkultur, FKK), as Regina did. This form of nudity was 
one of the freedoms the East German people carved out from the regime 
starting in the 1960s. By the 1970s, full nudity was the norm at many 
beaches and lakesides.124 In a culture that promoted a non-commoditized 
relationship to sex, many East German women felt safe stripping and being 
seen without feeling as if they were being consumed.125 Regina captured 
this general sense of freedom around the female body, read against her 
own experiences of sexual violence in Mozambique:

we saw so many white women wearing very little over there and in contrast 
here we have old women who dress in capulanas [traditionally worn type of 
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sarong] and hide every part of their body, and they are still violated. These 
kinds of values that we learned in Germany; these are the values we really 
need to transmit to the next generation.126

What Regina had seen and adopted as desirable, she did not want to 
keep for herself. She was driven to work toward greater gender equality in 
Mozambique. To that end, Regina was raising awareness about domestic 
violence in Mozambique and was volunteering for various social projects 
in Namaacha.127 Whether it was Regina’s empowerment, Bernardo’s will-
ingness to show affection publicly, or Adriano’s and Alves’s domestic 
chores, these workers’ stays in East Germany had shown them aspects of a 
society striving toward gender equality and a more liberal expression of 
sexuality. They were keen on keeping these aspects alive despite criticism 
from neighbors and friends.

A Luta Continua! Activism for Redress and Acknowledgment128

So many years of work, but all in vain,
Madjermanes don’t know anymore whether they have
The right to those moneys they conquered
With the sweat of their undershirts
And that they confiscated from them.
Where is justice? Who has the power tramples on the hand.
The poor stay even poorer and are left with xiça.129

Injustice! The most common word used among us.
We complain so much, we practically lose our voice.130

Verse from “O Pais da Marrabenta” by Gpro Fam

In Mozambique, madjerman collectively gained an ambiguous reputa-
tion; loss and gain in this section lie as closely together as admiration and 
contempt for the madjerman in Maputo. Hip hop artists like Gpro Fam, 
Azagaia, and Tira Temas composed songs that reference the madjerman’s 
ongoing struggle for vindication. These songs portrayed madjerman as 
people who stood up for their rights against a FRELIMO government 
that betrayed them.131 Yet, many a Maputense sighed when stuck in a traf-
fic jam caused by yet another madjerman demonstration.132 Some even 
saw the madjerman as ungrateful troublemakers who had already had the 
privilege of living abroad while others suffered through the civil war and 
were now claiming preferential treatment yet again. Despite this criticism, 
the group became a reference point for civil activism against the 
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government. This sentiment was humorously expressed in a caricature 
published in Savana in 2014 that depicted masses of people demonstrating 
and holding signs that identified them as interest groups. Among them 
were the madjerman, the resettled, the demobilized, and opposition par-
ties such as MDM and RENAMO.  In this depiction, a line of heavily 
armed police officers from the rapid intervention unit kept the trouble-
makers at bay to allow the then President Armando Guebuza and Prime 
Minister Alberto Vaquina to walk to work. Guebuza beamed: “What is 
important is that the same remedy works for all diseases!”133 The madjer-
man thus earned a certain prominence in the political landscape of post-
socialist Mozambique.

They also gained a collective voice. The overwhelming majority of 
returnees in Angola and Mozambique expressed disappointment, anger, 
and continued hope when it came to the tense relationship between them 
and their respective governments. They felt as if the government had 
betrayed them. The various organizations the returnees formed pro-
claimed to fight for the workers’ rights. These rights involved the repay-
ment of outstanding wages, which had been withheld in varying 
percentages from 25 to 60 percent, as well as social security and pension 
benefits. Deferred pay was nothing new to many migrants as it had also 
been practiced in the labor migration to the South African mines; likewise 
Angolan and Mozambican workers were not the only foreign workers in 
East Germany for whom the plan was to find parts of their wages in bank 
accounts upon their return home.134 In the Angolan case discussed below, 
the workers fought for a collective compensation settlement, rather than 
restitution of the exact amount owed to each individual worker. In 
Mozambique, the ATMA (Associação dos Trabalhadores Moçambicanos 
na Alemanha, Association of Mozambican Workers in Germany), the larg-
est organization representing the madjerman countrywide, leaned toward 
group compensation in its demands but individual workers often expected 
specific restitution of the exact amount owed per worker. Most individuals 
in Angola and Mozambique remained unclear about the details of the 
claim-making; they did not relate to the ongoing fight as a technical nego-
tiation but rather as a moral discourse. They felt economically, socially, and 
morally wronged by the actions of their respective governments and 
sought to redress this injustice by claim-making. Even on the level of the 
leadership, facts and wishful thinking intertwined, and the movement 
leadership has changed repeatedly over the last two decades.
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As soon as it became clear that the government would not honor their 
agreement to make good the deferred wages, an angry opposition formed 
in Mozambique, which saw the formation of various organizations of 
returned workers and public protest marches. A similar process later 
occurred in Angola.135 The public protests by angry Angolan and 
Mozambican workers in Maputo, Luanda, Berlin, and Brussels were a 
direct result of the migration experience to East Germany. The money and 
benefits claimed were a product of the workers’ labor in East Germany. In 
a less material legacy, their methods drew on the active protest culture 
they witnessed in East Germany. Most important in this respect were mad-
jerman participation in and leadership of company strikes, and in 1989 to 
1990, their witnessing of, and occasionally participation in, the Monday 
Demonstrations when people in East Germany came out to peacefully 
protest the government. The madjerman protest movement has been the 
subject of countless news reports, exhibitions, and analyses over the 
years.136 Madjerman have taken part in creative May 1st demonstrations, 
occupied the German Embassy in Maputo in 2004, and marched into the 
Mozambican parliament, all in an effort to get the respective governments 
to pay out what is owed.137 Rather than drawing a complete picture of the 
protest movement, I focus in the following on the political voice of the 
protesters, a voice they gained after coming back from Germany.

The returnees foremost criticized their governments for exploiting 
them. At the heart of their grievances was less the deferred payment policy 
per se and more the bitterness about the (non-)repayment process. One 
worker in Maputo remembered:

We thought it [the deferred pay option] was a good thing because we would 
receive the money after our return. It was better only to receive 40 percent 
of our wages there because we didn’t have a future in that country [East 
Germany]. So, it would have been better to get the other portion here and 
live very well but that never happened.138

The deductions varied from 25 to 60 and later 40 percent of the wages of 
the workers. Many workers mention that they had to part with their docu-
ments outlining how much money was deducted from each of them at the 
airport upon returning. Subsequently, some workers received some pay-
outs but could no longer prove how much the money they received was 
compared to what they had once earned. The fact that many workers did 
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not receive the withheld portions of the wages gave rise to allegations of 
government corruption and continues to fuel the demonstrations.

Workers also gained a political voice as some compared their situation 
to slavery, as in Momade’s critique: “When FRELIMO sent us to Europe 
they said it was for our vocational training but in reality they used us as 
political slaves.”139 Momade’s realization came after he learned about the 
use of his transfer payments to pay off some of the Mozambican debt 
resulting from imports from East Germany. It is a retrospective evaluation 
of the migration scheme on a continuum of forced labor practices. The 
fundamental economic rationale for slavery is extracting value from peo-
ple’s labor by not paying them. Mozambicans did receive a wage, and one 
that—without the subtractions—would have been equal to that of an East 
German worker in the same position. But both governments party to the 
bargain did indeed extract value from the workers’ labor. The government 
officials involved in negotiating higher numbers of Mozambican worker- 
trainees to East Germany and a higher percentage of mandatory transfers 
in the mid-1980s with the explicit aim of reducing rising Mozambican 
debts must have been aware of the fact that there was no feasible way for 
Mozambique to pay the workers upon their return. They must have real-
ized when they stipulated that pension entitlements were to be credited in 
the Mozambican system that no such system was in place at the time. It 
was only introduced in 1988.140 The program was thus built on deceit and 
a level of exploitation that rendered all claims to socialist solidarity absurd. 
Foreign workers (and East German companies) were left in the dark about 
the machinations regarding their transfer payments. As of June 1, 1987, 
the standard contract to be signed by Mozambican workers and their East 
German employers simply stated that with their signature, workers agreed 
to transfer 60 percent of their net wages to accounts at the Banco de 
Moçambique for their benefit, where the money would arrive “through 
the intergovernmentally agreed channels.”141 Nebulous formulations such 
as this kept the actual schemes hidden from the workers.

Outright slavery cannot operate without force; here participants were 
attracted and kept motivated with promises that were in reality to be bro-
ken, a sad echo of forced and indentured labor programs throughout 
world history.142 While the daily lives of Angolan and Mozambican con-
tract laborers as remembered here departed significantly from those of 
earlier, far more exploitative contract labor migrations of indentured 
laborers in the second half of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
such as Chinese or Indian contract labor to Cuba or Peru and South 
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Africa, the fundamental rationale was built on state-sponsored deception 
in both cases.143 Labor exploitation happens on a continuum from unfree 
to free labor and the fact that workers’ payments and benefits were traded 
for debt reduction without a plan in place for how to compensate the 
workers in full reveals the East German and Mozambican propaganda 
about the labor migration programs as woefully incomplete.

The fact that the money the workers had earned with their labor was 
used to pay back Mozambican debts was the issue that continues to incite 
former workers. Juma from Nacala compared his father’s life under 
Portuguese colonialism to his own under FRELIMO leadership:

I felt aggrieved because we did not see the benefit of the things for which we 
worked in East Germany. It was as if I were my father. When he was taken 
to São Tomé e Príncipe, he only received a subsidy. The real money went to 
the colonial government. That is why he returned only with a suitcase of 
ragged clothes and a pair of shoes. …I had a contract for Germany and 
worked there for three and a half years but 60 percent of my wages was 
subtracted, which I was supposed to receive after my return. I never received 
anything. That is exploitation like the labor of my father. The difference is 
that I am exploited by compatriots. That is the difference between the colo-
nial government and that of the FRELIMO…I returned with the same 
clothes here, with the same shoes. I did not construct my house, I did noth-
ing, and they kept my money. For me there is no difference between colo-
nialism and the FRELIMO government.144

The comparison is fair, to the extent that the same basic economic idea 
sent Juma’s father to São Tomé e Príncipe and him to East Germany in the 
late 1980s, where 60 percent of his wages were taken from him. We can 
therefore speak of a continuum between contractual labor practices 
between colonial and postcolonial governments in this case. Yet, the work-
ing and training conditions, the remittances, and the degree of freedom 
with which the migration started varied significantly. The comparisons 
with the colonial regime were drawn by a generation of migrants who had 
never lived with the threat of forced labor producing cash crops to enrich 
the colonial masters. They grew up instead with the promise of socialist 
revolution. Collective labor practices drawing on the labor power of sub-
jects/citizens to develop the colony/country through infrastructure proj-
ects showed marked continuity from colonial to postcolonial times, not 
only in socialist Angola or Mozambique but across Africa. Yet, what 
changed fundamentally was the relationship between citizens and the 
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state.145 Many workers I interviewed embraced the development dream of 
the Cold War period wholeheartedly. They bought into the postwar dream 
of development “as a promise of a better future, as a tool of liberation, and 
as a vision of a feasible alternative to the past and present.”146 They sin-
cerely expected development to lead to a better life for everyone and to be 
the result of schemes like the one in which they had participated. They 
believed in the importance of their training. Instead of a blue-collar job, 
they received decades-long warfare and the precarity of an economy 
unable to provide formal employment for many. Juma’s disappointment 
and anger were real. His were the sentiments that continue to fuel the 
ongoing protests decades later.

The fact that the money the workers had earned with their labor was 
used to pay back the debts of Mozambique was the issue that continues to 
incite former workers, where they are aware of this aspect of their history. 
Having grown up with the memories and histories of slavery and forced 
labor in the colonial context, labor migrants watched closely how their 
working conditions compared. One worker from Ilha de Moçambique 
remembered: “We knew it was a real offer because we had a contract and 
all types of guarantees that this was not slavery. When we arrived there, we 
met people from other nationalities, and we were all treated the same as 
the German people.”147 This worker’s assessment rings true, too, to a cer-
tain extent, especially if we think of the first generation of worker-trainees, 
who on the whole received better training and job placements upon 
return. If the workers had received their full wages and benefits either in 
East Germany or upon return, they would have likely returned with griev-
ances about working conditions in East Germany but not with the funda-
mental distrust of the FRELIMO government which continues to govern 
the country in 2022.

Former worker-trainees also gained a place to cement and maintain 
their group identity. The central gathering place in Maputo, replicated 
throughout the provincial capitals of Mozambique, is the Jardim 28 de 
Maio, colloquially known as the park of the madjerman. Situated in down-
town Maputo, close to the Labor Ministry, the park serves as the head-
quarters of the umbrella organization for returned workers, the ATMA, 
and as the central rallying spot for weekly demonstrations.148 A memorial 
bears witness to comrades lost to the past two decades of the workers’ 
struggles to claim government payments. The park also serves as a social, 
economic, and protected space for various madjerman groups. This 
includes the destitute, who sleep in the park and spend their days living off 
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the alcohol and food given by fellow madjerman. There are also many 
madjerman traders and informal businesses along Av. Ramao Fernandes 
Farinha. Someone from the ATMA leadership is usually on hand at the 
tables next to the organization’s office. This person is the initial point of 
contact for the constant trickle of madjerman from all over the country 
who stop by to be updated on nossa luta—our struggle. “We are a family,” 
observed Juma in 2014.149 Madjerman support each other in this space 
with connections and advice. They can also find a place there to recuperate 
and anchor their collective memory of their shared past. They use the 
place to express solidarity with each other and lend weight to their collec-
tive claims on the government. While a renovation of the park and the 
Covid-19 pandemic have altered the use of the park in recent years, it 
continues to be the place to which madjerman turn in search of informa-
tion about ongoing demands for restitution (Fig. 6.1).

In Angola, there are no madjerman, or rather there is no equivalent 
term, and no cohesive organization representing former worker-trainees 
as a whole. Instead, two single-story brick houses in the Luandan suburbs, 

Fig. 6.1 Prayer time at a madjerman reunion in the Jardim 28 de Maio  on 
February 4, 2014. Source: Photo taken by the author
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one in Prenda, the other in Tala Hady, serve as the offices and meeting 
places for two rival wings of AEX-TAA, the association of the Angolan ex- 
workers in former East Germany.150 In 2015, the acting president of the 
Prenda wing was José António. He spent four years in Ludwigsfelde at the 
IFA car factory before returning to Luanda in 1990.151 The president of 
the organization in Tala Hady was Estevão de Santana Maria Dias de 
Elvas, who was also part of the first group of Angolan workers sent to IFA 
Ludwigsfelde to work in truck assembly in June 1985, and who later 
worked as a translator at various companies in East Germany.152 AEX-TAA 
was formed in 2003 to negotiate with the government in the name of 
approximately 2500 former Angolan workers in East Germany.153 The 
reclaiming process started officially in 2004, to which the government 
responded positively.154 In the meantime, the organization had split into 
two wings. The key difference between the two factions was that the 
Prenda wing was still pursuing its claims against the government, while 
the Tala Hady faction had accepted a settlement. Rather than making new 
demands, Prenda focused on signing on all former worker-trainees who 
were eligible for the benefits that had been agreed.

The agreement in question was signed on February 11, 2011. The 
government agreed to attribute the status of Técnico Médio de 1a classe, 
a category identified in Angolan labor law, to all workers who had labored 
in East Germany. This categorization made Angolan laborers, who had 
been subject to East German labor laws, visible in Angolan labor laws. The 
amount allotted to each worker was 1,278,000 kwanza (US$13,462 at the 
time). This consisted of the payment of a fee for the contract cancellations, 
holiday subsidy, Christmas subsidy, departure subsidy, money to kickstart 
self-employment, and money for re-training. In addition, every worker 
fifty years of age and older could sign up to the system of the National 
Institute of Social Security (INSS) to receive a pension calculated as if it 
were for twenty-eight years’ work—this was worth 45,000 kwanza per 
month.155

As of August 2014, the Angolan government viewed the case as closed, 
having made available 4,016,604,800 kwanza since 2004.156 This would 
mean that by 2015 each of the 1600 registered former worker-trainees 
had the opportunity to receive a total of about US $26,000 in compensa-
tion, regardless of their time in service. In addition, they were entitled to 
a monthly pension of roughly US$450. President Elvas thought that the 
settlement was fair:
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Normally sixty is the retirement age here…many of us, when we are 50 years 
old, we receive our pension but still continue working. …This was one of 
the advantages that we had based on the agreement. Today we are in a good 
place because the state already grants us a monthly pension.157

Members of AEX-TAA Prenda disagreed and continued mobilizing for 
higher remuneration:

This is impossible, we are on our way to 30 years of involvement in this 
process and they just say, ‘you like demonstrations, you are cooked and 
grilled!’ Nobody likes demonstrations. People demonstrate because they 
feel injured. If MAPTESS [Labor Ministry] had paid, nobody would be on 
the streets to demonstrate.158

The campaigners cast themselves as victims:

Give us back what is ours, our sweat. It isn’t easy to leave a place and then 
come back and not find what you have worked for; it hurts. You know, in 
Europe we worked in the cold, in the rain, everything. We had to get up at 
4:00 AM and by 5:00 AM we already had to fight the cold.159

They also cast their demands in terms of human rights. José António 
maintained: “Angolans have to learn to fight for their rights and demand 
dignity!”160 This rights-based discourse was, and continues to be, central 
to both the Mozambican and Angolan processes, and it indicates the larger 
meaning that these individual cases hold for the country as a whole.

In an interview on a Voice of America podcast, Angola Fala Só, José 
António made a connection between his cause and the wider state of 
democracy in Angola: “Angolans need to claim their rights and voice their 
positions because one day the situation will change.”161 He expressed his 
conviction that it was important to stand up for one’s cause, because of 
the potential this act has to collectively contribute to political change. He 
connected the rights of the former migrant workers with a larger human 
rights framework: “They have to respect the rights of the workers because 
these are also human rights.”162 Asked how much longer they are willing 
to continue their fight, José answered: “As long as necessary, until our 
claims are met. We are also citizens of this country and we have earned 
recognition. We conformed to all our duties for the fatherland until the 
moment of peace and now we demand our rights.”163 This statement 
clearly demonstrated an idea of a bargain between citizens and 
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government—a social contract that Jean-Jacques Rousseau would have 
recognized—that had not been upheld.

Public opinion is generally supportive of the former worker-trainees’ 
claims because dissatisfaction with the Angolan government is wide-
spread.164 On the other hand many perceive the claimants as a privileged 
group: “They went there and ate and drank and had a good life. They ask 
for more than US $200,000 but nobody speaks about the money for for-
mer FAPLA soldiers who gave their very best while those in Germany ate, 
drank, and went out with prostitutes. We […] only ate gunpowder.”165 Or 
worse, they accuse them of opportunism: “They want to use the disorga-
nization…If Angola was still in the hands of the oldest brother, Dr. 
Savimbi [leader of UNITA, the MPLA’s civil war opponent, killed in 
2002], they would all be thrown into the fire because this is absurd.”166

Former worker-trainees have protested in Angola.167 But given the ten-
uous security situation for visible protest in Angola, more open demon-
strations are outsourced to the Angolan diaspora in Europe. There are 
about 300 former Angolan workers still registered in Germany.168 The 
press attaché of the Angolan Embassy in Berlin, Fernando Tati, stated in 
December 2014: “They are attempting to extort the Angolan govern-
ment. Today they ask for a predetermined amount, tomorrow they ask for 
more. It practically amounts to racketeering.”169 In another Deutsche 
Welle article, the embassy is quoted denouncing the workers’ ongoing 
demonstrations as “irresponsible” and as “misleading propaganda.”170

In the opposition press, the demonstrations in Germany are character-
ized as expressions of the “profound indignation of the Angolan diaspora, 
which is faced with corruption and impunity in Angola.”171 At least ten 
demonstrations took place from 2011 to 2017 in Berlin, Frankfurt, and in 
front of the European Parliament in Brussels.172 The protest march in 
Brussels in June 2015 was attended by about 250 former worker-trainees, 
mainly men, now living in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Germany. 
Key protest slogans were: “Down with corruption!” “Long live democ-
racy!” “Down with the dictatorship!” “Long live freedom of expression!” 
and “We will win!” The wider aims and claims of the movement were clear 
in these phrases.

Miguel Cabango, the organizer and president of Assoextra e.V., main-
tained: “it is not our intention to stain the Angolan image here in Europe, 
but necessity obliges us. This is our right because we worked but never 
saw our money. Until we see our money the marches here will not stop.”173 
The protesters delivered a letter to the President of the European 
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Commission and addressed the then Angolan President José Eduardo dos 
Santos, calling on him to intervene on their behalf. Diasporic Angolans 
saw and portrayed themselves as patriotic Angolans, on the right side of 
history, holding the elite accountable while demanding their own rights, 
and campaigning for greater accountability and responsiveness in Angolan 
governance.

Employing patriotism and the independence struggle has allowed for a 
critique of corrupt elites. The victimization narratives and the rights dia-
logue aimed at both an international and national audience. The desire for 
recognition and further payments motivated the protestors, some of 
whom acknowledged that the current political system allowed greater lee-
way for this kind of action: “Now we have the right to claim our rights if 
we think that things aren’t going well. That was not possible earlier 
on…During socialism we had a one-party state and that was an authentic 
dictatorship.”174 Ultimately, Angolan former workers achieved a settle-
ment that allows them many more benefits than the former workers in 
Mozambique. The crucial difference is that the Angolan state is flush with 
oil money, which has allowed it to buy off the former migrant workers 
and, in so doing, draw much of the sting from their protests. Mozambique, 
lacking the oil riches of Angola, does not have this option.

In recent years, the Mozambican community in Germany, represented by 
the CMA (Comunidade Moçambicana na Alemanha, the Mozambican 
Community in Germany), has engaged lawyers to claim missing repayments 
for members of the Mozambican diaspora.175 Formalized relations between 
the campaigning groups for the former workers in Germany and 
Mozambique, the CMA and ATMA respectively, came about in 2014 and 
allow for a certain level of coordination with regard to demonstrations and 
preparations for different legal proceedings in Berlin and Maputo.176 As of 
2019, former Mozambican workers in Germany and Mozambique, work-
ing alongside German civil society actors with a background in East German 
resistance networks and the Sant’Egidio community, have organized with 
the goal to have former contract laborers recognized as victims of the East 
German SED regime and to reenter negotiations with the German as well 
as Mozambican governments about retributions.177 Key to this was a con-
ference on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the signing of the 1979 
agreement between East Germany and Mozambique.178 It brought together 
participants—former workers and school children from Mozambique, for-
mer workers’ German children, East German development experts posted 
to Mozambique, those having worked with Mozambican laborers in East 
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Germany—with state representatives from Mozambique and Germany, 
researchers, artists, and interested citizens.179 The central concern of the 
conference was to seek a solution for the missing wages, social security con-
tributions, and unclear pension entitlements of the Mozambican contract 
workers. In this context, journalist and legal expert Dr. António Frangoulis 
brought out the exploitative nature of the agreements when he stated: “In 
fact, the inheritance of the GDR is a dark chapter in the history of the rela-
tionship of friendship and cooperation between Mozambique and 
Germany.” He called the labor migration to East Germany “a living history 
of modern slavery […] smack in the middle of the twentieth century” and 
referred to the workers as having been “sold like things” and having been 
“robbed of their fundamental rights, in clear violation of the universally 
applicable Declaration of Human Rights.”180 Günter Nooke, personal Africa 
representative of Chancellor Merkel in the Ministry for Economic 
Cooperation and Development and Africa Officer in the same ministry, rep-
resented the German government and emphasized that no valid outstand-
ing payment liability existed for the German government. However, he also 
admitted: “For the GDR, its engagement in Mozambique and the contract 
labor agreement was not just socialist fraternal assistance but also business. 
East and West both instrumentalized African states, their governments and 
especially the people of those countries for their political and geopolitical 
interests.”181 The representative of the Mozambican Embassy, Julião 
Armado Langa, recognized the contribution of the workers to the develop-
ment of Mozambique “in one way or another” and underlined his wish for 
a continued close German–Mozambican relationship.182 Since then, the 
new momentum has carried the issue into debates in the German Bundestag 
where MP Dr Karamba Diaby has called upon parliament not to forget the 
Mozambican workers in debates about East German pension transitions, 
and Katrin Budde and Matthias Höhn have exchanged viewpoints on 
whether Germany needs to accept financial responsibility vis-à- vis former 
contract laborers in East Germany;183 Vice-President of the Bundestag 
Dagmar Ziegler acknowledged that parliament needs to ask the moral ques-
tion. She underlined that the East German side knew perfectly well that 
workers did not receive what they had worked for, and opened the door 
toward recognizing the continuing workers’ demands as moral demands.184 
Moreover, well over 400 researchers signed an open letter to the German 
government in support of compensation payments.185 These developments 
have not gone unnoticed in Mozambique. The madjerman have, after paus-
ing due to the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic, resumed their meetings in 
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the park of the madjerman, where they discuss the ongoing developments 
in Germany.

This migration had far-reaching unintended consequences which con-
tinue to echo in the lives of Angolans, Mozambicans, and Germans. None 
of the program planners could have anticipated the transnational protests 
which are its most recent reverberations. What becomes apparent when 
Angolan workers march in front of the European parliament, or 
Mozambican workers march through the Brandenburg Gate, are the 
ongoing ties that bind Angola and Mozambique to Germany through the 
legacies of their shared socialist histories even as all three countries firmly 
form part of today’s globalized world. The diaspora, at home and abroad, 
has found its political voice and is utilizing it, as fiercely proud Angolans 
or Mozambicans, to stake their claims to consideration in domestic 
policy.186 What will happen next is history’s unfinished business.

concLusIon

Angolan and Mozambican workers returned home to rebuild their per-
sonal and professional lives and to support their country’s development 
through industrialization. But they soon realized that their dream of living 
life as blue-collar workers, with similar benefits and privileges to those they 
had encountered in East Germany, was to remain just that—a dream. 
What originally was a euphoric return, followed by active participation in 
the sharing economy and enjoyment of newfound social capital, soon 
turned into disappointment and marginalization. The workers thus nar-
rated their return through the prism of their loss: loss of their goods, their 
deferred wages, their social standing, their ties with Germany, and their 
professional and personal dreams.

Despite this, they also spoke of the transformations they underwent 
abroad and the gains from this journey. They came back with a group 
identity that bound them together and provided them with a community. 
They adapted their worldview in lasting ways about issues such as gender 
equality, sexuality, and partnership. And finally, they gained agency and 
successfully negotiated repayments. Their experiences with life under real 
socialism heightened their political consciousness as civic actors, taught 
them the skill of protesting, and allowed them to envision the possibility 
of an alternative present. The migrants are part of their national histories; 
through their lives, the East German experience became interwoven in the 
fabric of Angolan and Mozambican history. Through the Angolan and 
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Mozambican protests in Europe, their national histories once again 
became situated within a global context. But this time, it was a post- 
socialist one.

The German Democratic Republic, the People’s Republic of 
Mozambique, and the People’s Republic of Angola have all ceased to 
exist. The legacies of the historic entanglements of all three states are com-
plex. The positive and the negative exist side by side. In telling this multi-
faceted history we must have the patience to balance workers warmly 
recalling facets of their East German lives with the structural critique that 
exploitation became part of the system once it was clear to the parties 
involved in signing the bilateral government agreements that no provi-
sions were made to pay workers their full wages, social security benefits, 
and pension entitlements upon their return. The next chapter examines 
how the memories of the migrations have continued to shift and evolve, 
and how this relates to their overall meaning. For thousands of present- 
day Mozambican and Angolan returnees, the legacy of this migration con-
tinues to live on in their memories in the form of eastalgia, a longing for 
aspects of their East German experience.
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CHAPTER 7

Temporality, Memory, and Meaning: 
Eastalgia in Angola and Mozambique

IntroductIon

It is 2014. The faded flag of the German Democratic Republic blows in 
the wind on a makeshift flagpole in the heart of Maputo. Although East 
Germany has long since ceased to exist, twenty-five years after the fall of 
the Berlin Wall, 9000 kilometers to the south, a group of former worker- 
trainees raises its flag every day. The emblem of the hammer and compass, 
surrounded by a ring of rye, has become a common sight for those walk-
ing the streets of the Mozambican capital (Fig. 7.1). In Mozambique, it 
symbolizes the returnees’ faith that their youth, and the beliefs that sus-
tained them in the past, will yet be redeemed. It has been a long wait. 
Those who fly the flag are mostly in their fifties and sixties. For some, it is 
a waning faith, but for almost all this faith relates to a deep and nostalgic 
longing for their East German past. This longing for the past is inseparable 
from dreams of a better future.

On most Wednesday mornings a group of the former Mozambican 
contract workers widely known as madjerman, who worked and trained in 
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Fig. 7.1 Juma under 
the East German Flag in 
the park of the 
madjerman in Maputo 
in February 2014. 
Source: Photo taken by 
the author

East Germany from 1979 to 1990, gathers under the flag in the Jardim 28 
de Maio in the vicinity of the labor ministry. The park has become collo-
quially known as the park of the madjerman.1 The madjerman have occu-
pied the park since the early 1990s. The offices of the “central base of the 
madjerman” are in the park’s public toilets  (Fig. 7.2). A few members 
gather every day to set up shop, drink, exchange gossip, support each 
other, and plan future events. Wednesday demonstrations against the 
Mozambican government, inspired by the East German Monday 
Demonstrations, start with communal prayers at the headquarters. 
Donning German flags, soccer caps, t-shirts, and all sorts of German 
apparel, the group makes for an odd picture as they march singing and 
dancing through the streets of Maputo. They are demanding payment of 
social security benefits and outstanding wages from the Mozambican 
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Fig. 7.2 The Base Central, office, and central congregation space for the mad-
jerman in Maputo, in  the Jardim 28 de Maio (Garden of the 28th of May) in 
August 2011. Since the photo was taken, the park has become gentrified. Source: 
Photo taken by the author

government that were in part withheld during the 1980s. After two 
decades, protest has become a way of life for many in this group. If you 
stop and take the time to speak to any of the protesters, you will soon be 
told nostalgically about the golden times in East Germany and learn how 
the former migrants draw on their experience abroad to aspire to similar 
living and working conditions at home.

The nostalgic narratives shared by many former migrants to East 
Germany diverge markedly from a standard description of life in the Soviet 
Bloc, which is more often depicted as drab and restrictive.2 Not without 
reason, we more usually hear about East Germany as a country of monot-
onous rows of prefabricated concrete housing blocks, Trabant cars, barbed 
wire, black and white news, omnipresent Stasi officials, and the Wall.3 Life 
in this gloomy place is frequently portrayed as especially unattractive for 
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the Cubans, Vietnamese, Mongolians, Chinese, Algerians, Angolans, and 
Mozambicans who were visibly identifiable as foreigners.4 This one- 
dimensional view of East Germany is not, however, shared by many of the 
Angolans and Mozambicans who lived and worked there during the 1980s.

Strikingly, the retrospective images that these migrants paint of their 
life and work in drab East Germany are often conspicuously colorful. 
Rather than long hours of toiling on factory floors, many Angolan and 
Mozambican worker-trainees recount warm friendships, swirling parties, 
opulent consumption, and youthful hipness during their sojourns in East 
Germany. The legacies of their migration remain a daily feature of many 
returnees’ lives. The East German flag continues to fly over the park of the 
madjerman in Maputo. This park also serves as the headquarters of the 
main organization of returned worker-trainees and a place where workers 
greet each other with Freundschaft—a socialist greeting meaning friend-
ship—and a knock on the table, as they learned in East Germany.

As Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World has made 
abundantly clear, there was more to the migratory experience than “fun 
because we were young and we always had money in our pockets.”5 Long- 
term family separation, routinized hard work, the challenges of learning a 
new language, and cultural, climatic, and culinary adjustments were part 
of everyday life. In the late 1980s, racism was on the rise and violence 
increasingly became part of foreign worker-trainees’ lived reality as it also 
fell to them to contribute with up to 60 percent of their wages to working 
off their home country’s debts to East Germany. However, longing for 
parts of their East German lives remains an important part of worker- 
trainees’ memories. This chapter, and book, is colored by memories of 
experiences in a world I cannot replicate and do not wish to validate 
socially, politically, or otherwise. I am not invested in glorifying the social-
ist projects in East Germany, Mozambique, or Angola. I do not set out to 
rehabilitate the East German dictatorship or to suggest that it was virtu-
ous.6 Rather than treating these playful memories of East Germany as 
exceptions to a broader darker narrative, I read these voices as an oppor-
tunity to question not only how and what the former workers remember, 
but also why.7 The point of this chapter is not to establish a set of facts. It 
is to explore the fascinating overlap between temporalities that memory 
achieves. There is an interplay in the minds of the madjerman between 
their German past and their Mozambican past, present, and future, and 
this interplay says something about all those things. Exploring these 
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interplays is at the center of what I am trying to do in Remembering 
African Labor Migration to the Second World.

The first part of this chapter deals with nostalgia and explores the work-
ings of a particular form of nostalgia, namely eastalgia, in relation to the 
workers’ pasts, presents, and futures.8 The second part then relates this 
nostalgia, with its multiple temporalities, to the life cycle approach which 
I have adopted in this book. It simultaneously looks back and out to place 
the labor migrations into their historic context and a global perspective. 
We have repeatedly explored in this book the interface between past, pres-
ent, and future in people’s memories, and how the narratives that people 
tell about themselves and their past lives reflect all three of these things. 
Nostalgia is therefore the perfect theme with which to finish this book, as 
it encompasses so much of what I am trying to say. It is a particular rela-
tionship between memory and emotion, not only a descriptor, but also an 
analytic tool that allows for understanding the memories of the returned 
migrants as an emotional critique of Angola’s and Mozambique’s eco-
nomic development since 1990. In a sense, Angolan and Mozambican 
migrants were time travelers. If we conceive of economic development as 
an inevitable linear process that affects all countries sooner or later, as 
conceived of by Marxist and modernization theory, we can get at what this 
means. Traveling geographically to the more developed East Germany 
meant for the migrants that they were traveling forward in time. By work-
ing in the industrialized East German economy, they had been to 
Mozambique’s and Angola’s futures. Returning was therefore for them 
like going back in time, and a brutal disappointment as they saw not only 
that Mozambique and Angola had not traveled along the supposedly inex-
orable path to socialist development but that they were in fact giving up 
on the idea of even trying. Many of the migrants have spent much of the 
rest of their lives longing for a future that never happened. They went to 
the future, came back to the present, expecting to help take their homes 
forward in time, but ended up stranded in the past. Worker-trainees had 
mainly left with two broad objectives: to gain the skills to help build and 
industrialize their country, and to become upwardly socially mobile 
through the knowledge gained abroad. Both expectations were dashed. 
Many former migrants were left with nostalgic memories of a youth that 
never was and dreams of a future that was not to be. This temporal rupture 
has colored their memories since.
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Part I: EastalgIa—thE Past In thE PrEsEnt 
for thE futurE

Longing in Mozambique and Angola: Post-Socialist Nostalgia, 
Ostalgie, and Eastalgia

In the landscape of memories of the global socialist moment, Angola and 
Mozambique are two of many underexplored territories. Much work 
remains before we have an acceptably full picture of the myriad of ways in 
which people across the world remember socialism and relate it to their 
post-socialist lives. So far, scholarship has primarily engaged with Central 
and Eastern Europe and Central Asia, where the study of post-socialist 
nostalgia sparked a literature boom examining its relationship to the econ-
omy, politics, and time.9 These three themes resonate with the Angolan 
and Mozambican memories discussed here. Nostalgia for some aspects of 
communism does not automatically correspond to a wish to reinstate a 
previous regime. In Angola and in Mozambique, just as in other Central 
and Eastern European countries, nostalgia for a socialist past is not a 
binary discourse. Most people have an ambivalent attitude toward the 
past. In Germany, nostalgia for aspects of East German life has become 
such a widespread phenomenon that it has brought forth its own name, 
Ostalgie, a portmanteau denoting longing for the East (Ost being the 
German word for east and Nostalgie meaning nostalgia).10 It describes the 
relationships of former East Germans with East German consumer cul-
ture, even as most of the surviving eastern brands are now produced in 
former West Germany. The term has become a lens for understanding the 
subtle lingering of East German legacies in the reunified Germany, rang-
ing from an analysis of counter-memory to East German sexuality and the 
East German fashion industry.11 In Ostalgie International—a collection of 
academic voices and eyewitness accounts written by East Germans who 
traveled around the socialist world and socialist world citizens who 
sojourned in East Germany—Ostalgie broke out of its German straight-
jacket.12 This emerging map of international longing for aspects of socialist 
life leads us through the varied memoryscape of people who lived in and 
traveled between socialist countries around the world. They remember 
dreams of development, consumer goods, and memories of a different life 
including scarcity but also security and predictability.13 Some of these 
memories are shared privately; others are publicly displayed as group 
reminiscences.
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Talking about post-socialist nostalgia and Ostalgie brings into focus 
feelings of longing for a past that is often negatively perceived by others. 
In an effort by post-socialist regimes to distance themselves from their 
pasts, the socialist legacy is often silenced, as in the case of Mozambique, 
or hotly debated, as in the German post-reunification discourse.14 Post- 
socialist nostalgia, Ostalgie, refers to ways of speaking about the positively 
experienced aspects of socialist regimes. However, in this book I refer to 
the anglicization of Ostalgie, eastalgia. To my knowledge, this is my coin-
age. I do this because the eastalgia which I encountered when interview-
ing people for this book has several differences to Ostalgie as it is usually 
manifested and described. Whereas German Ostaglie is to a large extent 
associated with people’s relationships with consumer brands, this is not 
the case for Mozambican or Angolan nostalgia. Eastalgia has much more 
to do with the experience of migration, which for obvious reasons does 
not feature much in Ostalgie. Furthermore, eastalgia functions more than 
Ostalgie as a criticism of the present. Many former East Germans hold 
deep reservations about what has become of unified Germany—as evi-
denced by the recent rise of the far-right political party the Alternative for 
Germany (Alternative für Deutschland, or AFD) in the German states that 
were formerly in the East—but they do not, as a whole, express this 
through a longing for the past in the way that I saw in Mozambique and 
Angola. Furthermore, for former worker-trainees, eastalgia is a form of 
claim-making. It justifies why the former workers should be compensated 
for the earnings that they never received after their return home. There 
has been a complete divergence in experience since 1990 for German 
Ostalgiker and Mozambican and Angolan eastalgists. Above all, I feel that 
it is more appropriate to use the anglicization in an English-language 
book, as using the German loan word implies that it is a German phenom-
enon. Of course, in this case, it is not: it is a Mozambican and Angolan 
phenomenon. There are therefore both theoretical and linguistic reasons 
for my coinage and use of eastalgia.15

People who experience or express eastalgia or Ostalgie are usually not 
expressing a political wish to return to pre-1990 socialism. Both types of 
nostalgia bring into focus a partially remembered reality, as they filter out 
the negative aspects of life under socialist regimes. As with all visions of a 
rose-tinted past, they are a blueprint of perfection against which to mea-
sure the imperfect present. The present will always fall short. In fact, it is 
precisely because the present falls short that the past appears so enticing. 
As we will see, the former Angolan and Mozambican labor migrants 
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express longing for aspects of East Germany, the People’s Republic of 
Mozambique, and the People’s Republic of Angola. Many continue to feel 
disappointed by the contours of their lives in the post-socialist world they 
came to inhabit.

The East German Past Through Mozambican and Angolan Eyes: 
“A World Full of Roses”16

Integral to both socialist and capitalist modernization projects was what 
philosopher Susan Buck-Morss calls “the dream of the twentieth century.” 
This dream “dared to imagine a social world in alliance with personal hap-
piness, and promised to adults that its realization would be in harmony 
with the overcoming of scarcity for all.”17 The worker-trainees’ reintegra-
tion into southern Africa by the early 1990s coincided with an academic 
decline in the belief in the twentieth century’s linear modernization proj-
ect, marking the arrival of the postmodern world.18 Yet such a narrative 
lives on in the imaginations of many worker-trainees.19 Their lived experi-
ence in East Germany shaped their expectations of linear development 
through industrialization.

Some of the interviewees’ eastalgia is expressed as longing for a dream 
of development. As an advanced and modern socialist state, for the work-
ers East Germany was a model of what the socialist future might hold for 
their own nascent socialist countries. According to the developmentalist 
paradigms to which socialist governments wholeheartedly subscribed 
(though it was not only socialists who believed in linear development at 
that time, it must be said), instead of time traveling to see what the future 
or past held, one could simply travel to places in different stages of devel-
opment.20 One could travel to developmentally “backward” places to 
understand earlier forms of development. Consequently, traveling to 
Europe from Africa meant traveling to the future. As global travelers, 
Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees did not only change their geo-
graphic location; in their understanding, they could also travel through 
time along the linear path to development on the map of 
modernization.21

The flight to East Germany catapulted worker-trainees from recently 
independent, emerging socialist states struggling to assert themselves eco-
nomically, politically, and socially, to the most developed actually existing 
socialist dictatorship in the heart of Europe. Angola and Mozambique 
faced multifarious issues including a host of negative developmental effects 
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on their economies and infrastructure, including the Portuguese mass 
exodus and sabotage acts, internal political rivalries, regional power bat-
tles, and Cold War geopolitics resulting in proxy war. Witnessing orga-
nized public infrastructure and an industrialized consumer culture, 
migrants often describe their physical arrival in East Germany as their first 
plunge into modernity. Jaime pointedly contrasts his Mozambican and 
East German experiences:

We landed in a foreign country, which nevertheless smelled like flowers and 
made us, who were used to the smell of gunpowder, dizzy. The smell, the 
clean cities, the well-lit cities. We smelled the flowers right upon leaving the 
plane because our hosts welcomed us with bunches of flowers in their hands.22

The worker-trainees’ longing is both a temporal longing for the past and 
a migrant’s longing for a geographically distant place, forever frozen in 
time and remembered as seen through rose-tinted spectacles.

Underlying many eastalgic memories is the dream of a specific form of 
modernity, namely, of socialist industrial development. Many worker- 
trainees were introduced to the concept of socialist development during 
their education at home, and by the promises of their governments, and 
their commitment to this ideal was solidified during their time in East 
Germany. They were fascinated by the trappings of East German socialism, 
including entitlements such as housing, health care, public transport, and 
secure working conditions with reliable wages. While some workers had 
already critically eyed socialism in East Germany, all were rudely awakened 
from their socialist dream after returning to their war-torn nations, which 
had turned away from socialist state-led development at the end of the 
Cold War era. Returnees were left with a bitter taste in their mouths when 
confronted with the failure of the socialist path to development both per-
sonally and as a nation.

Both eastalgia and Ostalgie partly relate to consumption. However, 
while Ostalgie has to do with a preference for Eastern brands, eastalgia is 
for consumption as an activity. East Germans now living in the Federal 
Republic have few restrictions on the consumption options available to 
them. By contrast, for the African returnees, such as Lopes, East Germany 
meant economic freedom to consume that was lost on return: “We had 
money in our pockets and were able to buy what we wanted.”23 Inocêncio 
remembers East Germany as a consumer paradise because he could afford 
Western consumer goods, a predilection partially inspired by the 
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consumption of Western media: “It was in Germany…where I walked my 
first steps in paradise in Nikes and jeans like a black American.”24 Miguel 
recalls his time in Germany as “a happy time,” a more predictable time 
when life was easier to organize because rules governed all aspects of life:

I would like to return to that life. There was none of that annoyance of hav-
ing to run around looking for things everywhere because the things we 
needed were there and we knew how to go about getting what we needed 
or to whom to turn with a problem.25

Miguel’s depiction contrasts with the familiar image of state-socialist 
economies as places of scarcity and the inevitable long lines of people try-
ing to obtain goods. These quotes show how experiences of the poverty 
or abundance of consumer culture in East Germany were relative and 
depended on the background of the observer. Most East Germans judged 
their offerings of consumer items against those of West Germany and 
believed themselves to be living in a context of scarcity. But foreign 
worker-trainees whose reference point was the global South, especially 
countries marked by warfare such as Angola, Mozambique, or Vietnam, 
experienced the opposite.26 Longing for their East German consumer 
experience is fueled by the marginalization that many former workers 
face today.

Both Ostalgiker and eastalgists are nostalgic for what they remember as 
a secure and comfortable life centered on consumer socialism.27 Quite a 
few returnees still possess German memorabilia such as postcards, photos, 
drinking glasses, and flags that they display prominently in their houses.28 
As we learned in the previous chapter, most had to part with the more 
valuable goods they imported during their difficult reintegration process. 
Gone is the comfort of TVs, fridges, stoves, motorbikes, and, just as 
importantly, the status that owning such goods conveyed. The fathers and 
grandfathers of some of the migrants had worked in the South African 
mines and invested their earnings in household goods like cloth, clothes, 
shoes, sewing machines, plows, bikes, tractors, and cars. Decades later, 
migrants brought back goods to establish their own households, including 
tables, chairs, dishes, bedding, motorbikes, cars, records, stereo equip-
ment, TVs, movies, and books. The centrality of consumer items and the 
status migrants acquired through European goods is a historical constant 
in southern African labor migrations.29 The returnees’ relationship with 
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their East German goods was subordinate to their need to survive. What 
the migrants were left with was not physical but psychological.

Another aspect of eastalgic longing has to do with mobility. As socialist 
cosmopolitans, returnees had greatly broadened their horizons.30 State- 
socialist labor migrations were an example of what Christina Schwenkel 
terms “socialist mobilities.”31 Migration exchanges created a landscape of 
memories and shared experiences. How these experiences were interpreted 
depended on one’s vantage point, whether one was in the global 
South/Third World or the global East/Second World. This is demon-
strated by the commonalities and differences between eastalgia in 
Mozambique and Angola and Ostalgie in Germany.

Angolan and Mozambican workers were mobile inside East Germany 
and in Europe after German reunification. Gaspar contrasted what he 
remembered as a time of mobility to stasis in Angola. There was an irony 
in this because legally there were many more controls over his mobility in 
East Germany than in modern Angola, but the reality of his lives in these 
two countries was a complete reversal of this. His mobility in Germany 
was made possible through relatively generous wages and functional pub-
lic infrastructure, both factors absent in his present life: “When we were in 
Germany, I just bought a ticket to see my brother-in-law in Czechoslovakia 
and I went from Berlin to Munich, but since I returned [to Luanda], I 
have not left this place and that makes me feel as if I am imprisoned.”32 
Memories like these highlight how many workers recall their sojourn as 
highly mobile, despite being restricted from travel to the West prior to the 
fall of the Berlin Wall. This stands in sharp contrast to their immobile lives 
at home, enforced by poverty and the paucity of transport options there. 
Post-socialist globalization has not really brought about a more intercon-
nected world for these migrants. Rather, it has fragmentated and ruptured 
the world they operated in up to 1990.33 Many find themselves marginal-
ized, unable to traverse continents and countries as they did in their youth, 
and they feel isolated.

Nostalgia for one’s youth is common in all peoples across the world.34 
Many worker-trainees in Angola and Mozambique frame their sojourn 
overseas in terms of life stages. Regina speaks in one of her poems of 
“Germany, the cradle of our birth,” alluding to the deep impact the tem-
porary stay had on some workers as they were forming their personal iden-
tities.35 Probably this had something to do with the young age—late teens 
to early twenties—of many of the migrants. In Augusto’s words: “It was 
great. Germany made me a man. I learned how to live on my own and take 
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more responsibility for life.”36 For many worker-trainees, especially those 
who left as teenagers, straight from school, or in their early twenties, the 
transcontinental journey was a journey into adulthood and financial and 
geographic independence.37 We might compare their nostalgia with other 
people’s nostalgia for their university years or for the time they spent trav-
eling before settling down to permanent careers. It was exciting; the world 
seemed full of opportunities; it was different to what they had experienced 
before and what they would experience afterwards. For Gaspar, the advan-
tages of being young in East Germany outweighed the disadvantages:

I consider it a pleasure to have been young in [East] Germany because the 
social standing of youth in society was good. We had basic rights concerning 
our training and workspace and we had a right to lodging and healthcare. … 
We were also under surveillance. If we didn’t go to school or work, our 
group leader knocked on our doors and asked what happened. We were very 
irresponsible not least because we had money. …We had practically every-
thing in Germany.38

Many Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees spent the defining 
years of their youth in East Germany. They fell in love, started families of 
their own, and established close friendships with East German families. 
Through these intense interpersonal and intercultural experiences, they to 
some extent became “Germanized.” They also left traces abroad. Today, a 
generation of Afro-Germans can trace their fathers to Angolan and 
Mozambican worker-trainees. Though in many cases all physical contact 
has been lost, emotional ties bind the workers and their memories to East 
Germany.

I do not intend to portray eastalgia as a naïve dream, a deception, or 
simply a product of the imagination. Far from it. The fact that eastalgia is 
almost universal among those whom I interviewed suggests that some-
thing profound is going on. Nostalgia is an emotional—and some would 
say rational—response to the complex changes in various environments 
that migrants experienced. Longing stems from the suffering induced by 
separation from a child, from a spouse or a lover, from friends and col-
leagues. In this case it is a result of big differences in living conditions, 
infrastructure, and general economic development between sending and 
receiving countries. Both Angola and Mozambique were engulfed in pro-
tracted armed regional conflicts during the years of the worker-trainee 
programs.39 As socialist cosmopolitans, returnees continue to long for the 
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unfulfilled promise of modernity that they felt they were working toward 
in the 1980s. They decry the lack of egalitarian development at home, but 
they do not necessarily wish to return to socialism or Germany. Rather, 
they wish that Angola or Mozambique could adopt some of the positive 
things they remember from their stay in Europe.

In retrospect, East Germany appears in the brightest of colors, assum-
ing in some interviews an idealized status that it can only retain because 
returning is impossible economically, geographically, and temporally: “If 
they told me to choose a country to live, I would clearly choose 
Germany!”40 This remains a hypothetical situation and therefore one that 
can be freely imagined.41 The country of their memory is forever lost and 
probably never existed in the way they evoke it. The temporal return to 
the migrants’ youth is impossible; the transcontinental journey unafford-
able; and East Germany no longer exists. In many interviews, the loss of 
paradise and the loss of youth go hand in hand.

Back to the Future: Mozambican Post-Socialist Nostalgic Critiques 
of the Government

This section examines the Mozambican version of eastalgia, which cri-
tiques the present-day government in two ways. Firstly, it does so by com-
paring the former worker-trainees’ lives after their return to Mozambique 
to their lives in East Germany. Secondly, it looks at how eastalgia manifests 
itself through a longing for the former Mozambican leader Samora 
Machel. Today, eastalgia is an anachronistic annoyance for the FRELIMO 
government. The Mozambican government has long moved on from the 
socialist development dream that it had held when concocting its worker- 
trainee scheme.

Mozambican former worker-trainees deploy positive memories of East 
Germany as a criticism of what they perceive as the failed modernization 
project in Mozambique. This perspective is certainly true for the madjer-
man activists who draw on such narratives when they articulate their 
claims to non-madjerman, such as me. But this is equally the case for 
social events such as family gatherings and the groups of workers who 
assemble in the park after work. And it also held true for reminiscences 
shared by non-activists in interviews with me. As far as I can discern, nos-
talgia for East Germany as a criticism of modern Mozambique is almost 
universal among madjerman. Where post-reunification histories often see 
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decay and underdevelopment in East Germany, Luís saw communist 
Germany as a progressive and livable alternative:

You cannot compare Maputo and [former East] German cities. There is just 
simply no comparison. Look around and you will see garbage everywhere 
[in Maputo]. …Nothing works here, and everything has been decaying 
since independence even here in the city of cement. …No, you cannot com-
pare that with the clean, modern, well-lit, and organized [East] 
German cities.42

Rather than describing actual lived realities, Luís employed an exaggerated 
anachronistic comparison, emphasizing both the decay of modern Maputo 
and the modernity of East Germany’s cities to give weight to his criticism 
of Mozambican underdevelopment. The fact that I am German might 
have played a role not only in his embellished description of German cities 
but also his use of independence as caesura. But more so, these were com-
ments that returnees made among each other from the perspective of 
socialist cosmopolitans. What is left unsaid is that inner cities in colonial 
Mozambique and perhaps to a lesser extent in East Germany were pre-
dominantly white spaces from which Africans as customers and inhabitants 
were excluded and to which they had access only temporarily through labor.

Madjerman also often talk about an idealized past East German society 
to criticize the current Mozambican government’s failed integration of 
the approximately 12,300 migrants who were repatriated in the early 
1990s.43 This was apparent in Adevaldo’s accusation:

Ah! I experienced beautiful times in Germany, a country that welcomed me, 
gave me hope for a better life with work. Hope that was taken from me in 
my own country because there was no compensation for my hard and hon-
est work. We only experienced contempt, beatings, and inhumane treatment 
because here we are only poor workers from Germany, just slaves of those 
governing, who stole from us.44

Memories are mediated through the present. If the injustices of the East 
German labor environment remain suppressed in such comments, it does 
not mean that such injustices did not exist, only that such a differentiated 
view would weaken the critique made of the Mozambican government 
today. In addition, the East German experience was far less immediate 
than their post-return lives, so that the post-return grievances seem so 
much sharper to the madjerman than any wrongs or grievances they had 
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suffered in East Germany.45 Another important aspect may be that 
although things were often tough for them in Germany, they still felt in 
control of their lives. They were young, they were doing things which 
many of their compatriots could not even dream of, and their general tra-
jectories were upward, even if there were short-term frustrations or things 
that were upsetting. After their return in 1990, it became much harder to 
tell themselves a narrative of progression and progress.

The critique of the present FRELIMO government also includes for 
many former migrants a nostalgic longing for President Samora Machel—
or at least, an idealized version of him. The figure of Machel is bound up 
in the promise of a young, socialist post-independent Mozambique with 
high hopes of development and equality.46 President Joaquim Chissano 
(1986–2005), the president following upon Machel’s untimely death in a 
suspicious plane crash in South Africa in 1986, abandoned both the social-
ist project in Mozambique and the memory of Samora Machel in a process 
M. Anne Pitcher has described as “organized forgetting.”47 Yet, President 
Armando Guebuza (2005–2015) realized the power that Samora Machel 
still held and resurrected his memory as romanticized symbol. The nostal-
gia for a lionized Machel is shared by many a Mozambican from madjer-
man to rappers. As Janne Rantala argues in the context of contemporary 
Maputo rap, Samora Machel is remembered as “the great modernizer of 
his time” and “the people’s ally in the struggle against present-day injus-
tices.”48 This we see reflected in Juma’s words:

I remember those days. It was a calmer time. The country was clean. Today 
the country might have developed but it is dirty and unorganized. …Samora 
Machel loved his people. He was the only president that had a love for his 
nation, his people. For the country, for the infrastructure, for everything. 
This country used to smell of perfume, of cologne.49

The key to nostalgia for Machel’s era was its forward-looking promise 
of development. President Samora Machel’s vision for an alternative 
Mozambican socialist modernity left a deep impression on many of the 
young Mozambican migrants, several of whom claimed to have met him 
personally. Idolized by many interviewees as the father of the nation, 
Machel is also a highly contested figure, and the methods and results of his 
push toward socialism and modernity were often far from benign.50 
Nevertheless, many worker-trainees who returned to Mozambique share 
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an uncritical glorified sentimentality toward their founding father with 
many other Mozambicans.51

Comparing eastalgia with black South Africans’ nostalgia for apartheid 
is instructive for understanding what is going on. In Native Nostalgia, 
Jacob Dlamini writes that it is both “illuminating and unsettling to hear 
ordinary South Africans cast their memories of the past in such a nostalgic 
frame” but that “[t]hese are people for whom the present is not the land 
of milk and honey, the past not one vast desert of doom and gloom, and 
the ancient past not one happy-go-lucky era. For many, the past is a bit of 
this, the present a bit of that and the future hopefully a mix of this, that 
and more.”52

By engaging nostalgic memories under apartheid, Dlamini sought to 
challenge the depiction of faceless struggling masses central to a South 
African master narrative of black dispossession. Similarly, taking the 
Mozambican migrants’ memories seriously, and acknowledging the rich-
ness and complexities of Mozambican life in East Germany, challenges 
simplistic narratives of East German exploitation of foreign workers. 
Moreover, Dlamini’s work shows the ahistoricism of teleological narra-
tives which assume an ever-better future. He shows that people’s experi-
ence is much more complex than the official periodization dividing South 
African history into a negative experience of the apartheid past and a posi-
tive experience of the rainbow present. If this is true for South Africa, it is 
also the case for its regional neighbors, Angola and Mozambique. The 
colonial past is not uniformly remembered as evil. The government may 
have been unrepresentative, racist, and exploitative, but people still lived, 
loved, and succeeded with their lives. Similarly, the socialist governments 
in East Germany, Angola, and Mozambique all had exploitative tendencies 
and continued to dominate the people in whose name they were supposed 
to govern. In East Germany, African workers were exposed to racism and 
exploitation and treated as intimate strangers, and yet, as we have seen, 
positive memories are shared about these times, memories that run coun-
ter to certain narratives of liberation or exploitation. These memories are 
also valid because they demonstrate the complexity of the lives of people 
who were victims but also so much more.

Positive memories can further work as a critique of the present.53 
Listening to the returned workers, we see that the returnees, too, are 
employing their eastalgia for political criticism of their present. Even as 
FRELIMO turned away from the socialist revolution, socialism lived on in 
workers’ recollections of it in East Germany. They continue to try to hold 
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the government accountable for their expectations through various public 
measures ranging from legal recourse to regular demonstrations in the 
capital. Against all odds, many returned worker-trainees still believe in 
Samora Machel’s socialist revolution. They still wait in anticipation for the 
government to make good on its promise to provide them with appropri-
ate work and repay their wages.

Eastalgic Memoryscapes in Angola and Mozambique

Kathleen Stewart reminds us that nostalgia is “a cultural practice, not a 
given content; its forms, meanings and effects shift with the context—it 
depends on where the speaker stands in the landscape of the present.”54 In 
the light of this, the two brands of eastalgia seen in Angola and in 
Mozambique are not quite the same. However, there are important simi-
larities. Both Angolan and Mozambican migrants grew up under 
Portuguese rule in the late colonial period and came of age in the time 
immediately after independence when the countries were embroiled in 
civil war. Both groups went to East Germany to work and train, and both 
returned steeped in East German socialism just as their home countries left 
socialism behind. Based on similar horizons of experiences, we might 
assume that the nature of nostalgic longing would be similar.55 It is in 
many ways, but not all.

While Angola and Mozambique share many themes in their histories, 
they are different countries with distinct economic, political, cultural, and 
social contexts. Accordingly, even within the same spatial and temporal 
contexts, I found different responses to the past. A country-level analysis 
is of course a rough generalization. Nevertheless, in what follows, I ana-
lyze how expressions of eastalgia differ in the two countries.

The Mozambican worker-trainees engage in a multitemporal form of 
nostalgia: their fantasy is turned backwards, toward the unreachable. They 
cannot turn back time to their youth, and the promise of contributing to 
the Mozambican industrial revolution. Their relatively worry-free exis-
tence of comparative material comfort in East Germany has gone and is 
irretrievable. They are acutely aware of the present as a product of their 
past. Identifying as madjerman means belonging to an active countrywide 
social group whose connections were forged during a shared experience 
abroad, but it also means carrying the stigma of political agitators. 
Moreover, madjerman face the future as an aspirational dream. They 
envision a future in which they will receive enough money from the 
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government to allow them to establish a comfortable material life 
once again.

Nostalgic longing in Angola, by contrast, is mono-temporal and looks 
backward. In the absence of a critical mass of returned workers from East 
Germany, their identity as former worker-trainees is not so crucial to their 
present. There is no collective name by which the workers are known, and 
they are not a vocal group in the country’s landscape of political opposi-
tion in the way the madjerman are. While they are also successfully engag-
ing the government regarding compensation, their fight is a more technical 
and partially successful one. The presence of campaigning groups does not 
extend beyond the capital. Internal criticism of the government is muted 
but the Angolan diaspora protests publicly in Europe.

The Mozambican migrants’ longing is also multi-local, encompassing 
notions of being at home and abroad as distinct categories. To be madjer-
man is to be abroad at home and at home abroad. Their eastalgic longing 
is for their sojourn abroad, where they enjoyed a better life before return-
ing home. The Jardim 28 de Maio in downtown Maputo—the park of the 
madjerman, the madjerman headquarters, Madjerman Republic, or the 
university of the madjerman, depending on the context—is in 2014 por-
trayed as a physical safe space, where “the rules and regulations of 
Mozambique no longer apply and we live according to our rules.”56 This 
is, of course, a fiction. The occupation of the park is only possible because 
the Mozambican government turns a blind eye to it. Nevertheless, the 
park is an expression of displacement, an incongruent simultaneity echo-
ing their identity, neither fully Mozambican nor German, but madjerman. 
It is quite visibly a bricolage of experiences, memories, and artifacts from 
East Germany and Mozambique (Fig. 7.2).

The Angolan workers, by contrast, are more firmly rooted in their 
Angolan identity. Even those Angolans who live abroad today invoke their 
patriotism and allegiance to their Angolanidade in their protests.57 This 
might be because many Angolans stayed less than the contract period of 
four years due to their relatively late arrival, starting in 1985, when the 
East German economy began to struggle more, and the country became 
increasingly xenophobic. The timing of Angolan migration did not help 
them identify with East Germany’s society to the same extent as 
Mozambicans, particularly those of the first generation from 1979, some 
of whom stayed for up to a decade.

Moreover, quite a few Angolan migrants were already older, in their 
mid- to late twenties, and came to East Germany after serving in the 
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military or pursuing other professions; their migration was therefore less 
emotionally formative. Finally, more Angolan than Mozambican migrants 
whom I interviewed subsequently attempted to migrate again, mostly as 
asylum claimants to unified Germany, to Portugal or other European 
countries, or to South Africa and Namibia. Therefore, their comparatively 
short East German stint did not assume such a central place in their life 
narratives as it did for many Mozambicans.

Eastalgia in Mozambique is created in the interplay between personal 
and collective memory. A key part of it serves to reinforce the madjerman 
identity, and the madjerman identity reinforces eastalgia in turn. Individual 
reminiscing occurs in the form of taking out and displaying photo albums, 
friendship books, magazines, and other memorabilia from East Germany. 
Such acts help to maintain a thread between past and present by tying 
their experiences abroad to their lives back home. They also share memo-
ries when they meet in friendship groups or at formal gatherings. 
Reminiscing together, then, becomes a communal act of belonging. 
Reminiscing is associated with emotions ranging from pride to disappoint-
ment. There is pride at having migrated, but anger and disappointment 
about the failed reintegration.

As a result, communal longing for East Germany has become a rela-
tional concept.58 It situates individuals in a countrywide web, linking mad-
jerman across time and space. Regardless of the origin or generation of a 
particular worker, the identity links them together. Sometimes being a 
madjerman is helpful for business relationships, but mostly the common 
identity is used as a framework for political activism. This network is ten-
tatively spreading beyond Mozambique, including former workers and 
allies residing in Germany.59 This kind of connection is not the case in 
Angola, where, as we have seen, a much smaller number of worker- trainees 
were sent to East Germany and there is no equivalent formalized national 
support structure. Given the politically repressive nature of the country, 
the Angolan diaspora in Europe has had more opportunity to protest. 
These protests employ a language of human rights and anti-corruption 
but not of eastalgia. Group identity is limited, and reminiscing takes place, 
above all, in the private sphere.

Eastalgia such as it exists in Angola is private, but in Mozambique it is 
both private and public. Some madjerman have published essays or mem-
oirs.60 There are related productions at the German cultural center in 
Maputo and beyond.61 Through their artistic contributions and literary 
presence, madjerman have slowly carved out a space for their history 
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within broader national histories.62 Nothing similar appears to exist in 
Angola.63 The madjerman’s nostalgic longing is also political. The public 
anger voiced in the regular demonstrations of activists in Maputo arises 
from deception, dispossession, disempowerment, and disenchantment 
with the state as a provider of public goods or wages. It also emerges from 
alienation from post-socialist Mozambican development practices. While 
in this context eastalgic longing might be read as escapist, false conscious-
ness, naiveté, or simply a feeling of longing, I read it as social critique. 
Eastalgia is profoundly political with its dreams of modernity, develop-
ment, and consumption.

Svetlana Boym distinguishes between reflective and restorative nostal-
gia, the former emphasizing reconstruction, and the latter simply a long-
ing from which no further action needs to follow.64 Here lies the major 
difference between the Mozambican and Angolan case studies. While 
both case studies engage in reflective nostalgia that involves reminiscing 
about past times, the Mozambican form of eastalgia also performs a restor-
ative function, namely the critique of government in the hope of creating 
change. The restoration is largely a potential one, the hope of changing 
their lives to resemble the material and working lives they remember, or 
increasingly for a peaceful old age. The former worker-trainees’ current 
circumstances largely reflect those they left behind before migrating 
abroad. Their hopes for social upward mobility were short lived.65

Part II: closIng PoInts—thE labor 
MIgratIon PrograMs

Modernity and Temporality

When the returned worker who lives in the pictured bedroom in Maputo 
goes to sleep, the last thing he might see before closing his eyes is the East 
German flag decorating his room. In addition to his memories, this worker 
has held on to a few goods like a stove, TV, and vinyl records from his time 
in East Germany (Fig. 7.3). He is unwilling to relinquish these items that 
remind him of the “modern” life he once lived. The shared object of long-
ing among Angolans and Mozambicans whom I interviewed is modernity, 
loosely defined as well-being, equality, progress, political stability, and 
economic development. The former worker-trainees measure this dream 
of modernity against their lived experiences in East Germany, and against 
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Fig. 7.3 The bedroom of a returned worker. Source: Malte Wandel, Einheit, 
Arbeit, Wachsamkeit, n.p

their experiences during the civil wars in Angola and Mozambique and 
their (mostly) failed reintegration into post-conflict economies. Few for-
mer worker-trainees have become part of Mozambique’s new middle 
classes. The Angolans have fared marginally better. In this context, draw-
ing on positive memories of East Germany must be seen in the light of the 
difficult reintegration workers subsequently experienced.

Eastalgia provides the means for critiquing persistent inequality and 
precariousness. The dictum of forgetting the ruling party’s socialist past, 
as Pitcher has insightfully pointed out, leads to a double negation of the 
past.66 There is little knowledge in the public realm about the socialist past 
outside of official party interpretations. However, even official party inter-
pretations are now silenced as part of the reinvention process undertaken 
by parties that have been in power since independence.67 Yet, as Pitcher 
observes, against this forgetting from above, some workers and peasants 
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continue to draw on language and practices familiar to them from socialist 
Mozambique to negotiate the demands of the market economy.68 And as 
explored above, President Samora Machel has been reified as the hero of 
many different people in Mozambique. The returnees also continue to 
draw on their experiences under socialism to justify demands. They do 
not, however, simply draw just on comparisons with the Angolan and 
Mozambican past; they also use comparisons with East Germany. Their 
nostalgia is at once part of a global socialist sphere of ideas and very 
localized.

Angola and Mozambique did not industrialize as had been the plan and 
therefore had little use for the labor power of many returnees. However, 
the migrants’ stay abroad influenced their home countries in unexpected 
ways. The profound developmental differences that the migrants lived, the 
experience of loss in their countries of origin, and the nature and timing 
of migrant projects are all crucial reasons why eastalgia remains prevalent. 
The madjerman’s eastalgia cannot solely be understood as unreflective 
dreaming of an idealized past of safety, consumerism, and emotional rela-
tionships. The migration experience has become a motor for critiquing 
Mozambique’s failed development and for envisioning an alternative 
future. Eastalgia conjures an alternative past in which Machel’s promise of 
a socialist utopia was a guiding light for the country. By contrast, most of 
the Angolans’ sense of longing is expressed individually and remembered 
as a personal recollection mostly focused on the past.

Envisioning the possibility of an alternative present is a legacy of the 
Angolan and Mozambican migrations. In East Germany, they encoun-
tered the future they envisioned for Angola and Mozambique. Eastalgia is 
not only for East Germany, it is for a lost vision of Mozambique and 
Angola. The returnees keep the memory of the global socialist moment 
alive in both their home nations and reunified Germany. Angolan and 
Mozambican returnees and their counterparts in the diaspora continue to 
stake a claim to a better material future and an acknowledgment of their 
role in the global socialist revolution, and they continue to hold their 
respective governments publicly accountable through marches and legal 
and political initiatives with German allies. While only a minority of all 
former workers participates in these public demonstrations and initiatives, 
the overwhelming majority shares in the eastalgia that continues to drive 
their dream for a future more akin to their past.
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Looking Back and Looking Out: The Workers’ Life Course 
in Global Perspective

…the end of colonialism, a changed world—this is the red entry into the 
main book of history. …This could be it, the melody of how our life feels: 
distances shrink…and everywhere the earth is home to people. In this home 
we can live freely as equals and brothers. Because we are fundamentally the 
same, we become close with one another; the other complements alike. In 
so doing contrasts disappear, [yet] differences unfold in our longing for 
riches and diversity. Mankind makes an important step to realize…the ideal 
of equality. …Now we have arrived at the point where mankind can extin-
guish itself. For the conditions for social equality have not yet been created. 
Something is racing. This is true when people—specialists in their areas from 
socialist countries—work for a few years in Africa to help extinguish the 
underdevelopment that is a result of colonial exploitation; for instance, our 
miners in Mozambique. This is true when a few thousand young 
Mozambicans study here [in East Germany] or receive vocational training. 
This is valid, this race.69

Ursula Püschel was an East German author who traveled to Mozambique 
and interacted with Mozambican worker-trainees in East Germany. Her 
book was a document of its time, a piece of literature, East German pro-
paganda, which captured the tensions between a shared socialist dream of 
borderless human equality and the realist politics of state survival. 
Cooperation between the Second and Third Worlds was meant to over-
come colonialism’s legacies; together, through the transnational exchange 
of technical expertise between brother-states, the conditions for equality 
were seen as achievable. Meanwhile, the Second World was in a race with 
the First World while the Third World raced the Second World. Global 
inequality showed no signs of disappearing.

As should be apparent from the discussion on eastalgia so far in this 
chapter, the migration of Mozambicans and Angolans to East Germany 
constituted an event which needs looking at in its temporal totality. It is as 
real now as it was in its operation because those who participated are still 
living it. This book’s life cycle approach allows for the holistic examination 
of this migration, an approach that benefits the study of most migrations.70 
We need to look at why people decided to migrate, their migration experi-
ence, reintegration, and material and immaterial legacies of the migration. 
We need to do this in one entirety because these aspects do not exist inde-
pendently from each other. They do not even exist independently of the 
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present day. This perspective is an innovative model in the context of many 
studies which parse out the various stages and, in the process, often sepa-
rate host from home countries. The complexities and ambiguities that our 
approach here brings to the fore are not conducive to forcing all into a 
single neat argument, but this is, ultimately, my contribution. When 
migrants are moved to the foreground as historical actors, their stories 
emphasize that they are people who make their decisions against a back-
drop of personal security, family conditions, and career decisions which are 
influenced by national politics, and which in turn are shaped by the pos-
sibilities and pressures of an interconnected world.71

The Angolan and Mozambican migrants experienced the shrinking of 
distance, the acceleration of globalization, and the coming together of 
socialist axes; they experienced socialist internationalism firsthand as they 
integrated into East German workplaces alongside workers from places 
like Cuba and Vietnam. After their return to Angola and Mozambique 
and the collapse of socialism, their lives at the margins reminded them of 
the asymmetries of the post-socialist globalization as their international 
mobility was curtailed once again and their world shrank. These life histo-
ries provide a unique perspective on emerging transnationally mobile 
socialist lives in the second half of the twentieth century. But—and this is 
important, particularly in the context of global histories that have empha-
sized mobility and increasing connections—these narratives also illumi-
nate how these same lives deflated again to become local lives, spectators 
of twenty-first-century globalization from the sidelines. This book under-
scores that despite increasing interconnection and mobility, large sections 
of the global population are being disconnected from migration circuits 
that were previously open. Globalization is not a linear process. Global 
processes—whether the global socialist moment or post-socialist global-
ization—do not create a flat, homogenized world, but produce new and 
reproduce old inequalities in many post-socialist nations around the world, 
including labor exploitation and the feeling of being left behind. From the 
perspective of many returnees to Angola and Mozambique, “the end of 
history” in 1990 in fact kicked off a history of fragmentation, loss, and 
isolation that finds an echo today across the world from the US to China.

Ursula Püschel wrote about a race against time to develop Africa. It is 
this race that the Angolan and Mozambican worker-trainees felt they ran 
and lost. Before they could cross the finishing line, it vanished. Migrants 
went to work and train in the global North only to return with superflu-
ous skills to a South that had promised socialist revolutions on buzzing 
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factory floors but had given up on this idea. Angola and Mozambique 
began to distance themselves from their socialist dreams in the late 1980s, 
introducing liberal structural adjustment programs. Mozambique became 
a poster child for privatization.72 The collapse of socialism in Africa and 
Eastern Europe changed the rules of the game and decided the outcome 
of the race for the migrants. The migrants’ historical legacy is not that of 
being those who shaped socioeconomic ties and policies, as they had 
expected it to be. Rather, it is of struggling to shape their lives on ever- 
shifting geopolitical and socioeconomic terrain. They witnessed decoloni-
zation, independence, the hot Cold War, the rise and fall of socialism, 
free-market adjustment policies, democratization, peace, resurgence of 
conflict, and peace again. Most returnees felt betrayed because they had 
not been given the chance to develop their home countries through their 
blue-collar skilled labor while building a stable working-class life as they 
had seen in Germany. Many carry that bitterness with them into the pres-
ent and subsequently eastalgically long for their time in East Germany.

The analysis of eastalgia in this book firmly positions Africa on the 
global map of post-communist nostalgia. East Germans express Ostalgie. 
Eastern Europeans from Bulgaria to the former Yugoslavia long for aspects 
of their socialist pasts. So do Mozambicans and Angolans, like many other 
citizens in the thirty-five African countries which experimented with some 
form of socialism post-independence. This is therefore an international 
longing, an unintended manifestation of elusive supranational socialist 
identity that was supposed to unite the proletariat around the world for 
the revolution. This international longing, however, remains very unevenly 
covered in scholarly analysis, and much more work must be done to 
understand the African part in it.

Neither the protesting madjerman in Mozambique nor Angolans in 
the European diaspora are calling for a return to socialism. Their immedi-
ate demand is for governments to honor their promise to return the with-
held funds and deliver employment opportunities. Their broader concerns 
are transparency and inclusive development. Angolan workers who con-
tinue to protest are motivated by successful past claims that saw a total of 
about US$41 million paid to the 1600 registered former workers: approx-
imately US$26,000 per person.

For the Mozambicans, the motivating factor for their activism is the 
memory of the living conditions they enjoyed in East Germany, and the 
dreams they once harbored for their personal and professional post-return 
lives. They are inspired by the East German Monday Demonstrations, and 
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the responsiveness of the government to past claims. This encourages 
madjerman to don their German hats, t-shirts, and flags, grab their vuvu-
zelas, whistles, drums, and homemade protest signs and share in the 
Wednesday demonstrations in Maputo, more than a quarter of a century 
after their return.73 Many returnees do not participate in protests or meet-
ings. Some acknowledged long ago the utopian nature of the protest and 
have moved on; some would like to join but fear being considered political 
troublemakers, others live too far away to attend with any regularity, while 
still others are simply too busy to devote any attention to a part of their 
lives that they consider closed. Despite this, nearly all the madjerman with 
whom I talked share an unflattering returnee’s gaze upon their home 
country. The former socialist cosmopolitans are constantly comparing 
post-socialist Angolan and Mozambican development with an increasingly 
eastalgic picture of their East German lives.

What their longed-for East German experience was actually like is 
almost a separate issue, albeit related, to how their memories interact with 
their present lives. Following the travelers to East Germany and witnessing 
their transformation into socialist cosmopolitans has told us new stories 
about the experience of being a young African involved in East Germany’s 
labor, economic, and social life. We have seen how worker-trainees were 
shaped into skilled workers in heavy and light industries, agriculture, con-
struction trades, mining, and transport. Their incorporation into working 
collectives in socialist people’s enterprises was intended to create model 
socialist workers, experienced in real socialism and ready to apply and 
transfer that knowledge back home. We also saw that, far from being pas-
sive receptacles of this project, workers succeeded in negotiating employ-
ment terms through collective and individual actions. And yet, socialism’s 
celebration of the working class looked more and more like propaganda 
when set against the political realities in the East German “workers’ and 
peasants’ state” as well as in Angola and Mozambique, where the working 
class in the traditional sense had always remained numerically small. 
Celebration of the socialist worker seemed insincere when compared to 
the treatment of African students in East Germany. It was the students, 
many of whom were drawn from among already established elites, not the 
workers, whom East Germany courted as the future leadership of their 
respective home countries.74 In the name of building future political and 
economic partnerships, East German bureaucrats were willing to make 
concessions to students—for instance, in terms of freedom of movement 
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across the Iron Curtain—that they did not make to the migrant workers 
or most of their own citizens.75

Looking at the scale of economic and political relations between East 
Germany, Angola, and Mozambique suggests a story of state exploitation. 
The Mozambican government used the workers’ deferred pay to reduce 
their debts to East Germany. East Germany in turn increasingly demanded 
higher numbers of foreign workers to support its struggling economy. 
This accelerated during the latter half of the 1980s. The labor and training 
program began with an emphasis on training skilled socialist model work-
ers. As both Angola and Mozambique became mired in civil wars that 
halted much of their industrial development, partnerships that had been 
envisioned between East German and Angolan and Mozambican indus-
tries fell flat. With the weaker performance of the East German economy 
the exploitative side of socialism became predominant. These abusive ten-
dencies were part of the long and ignoble tradition of European exploita-
tion of African labor. Indeed, the Mozambican government’s interest in 
the deferred pay program came from its own historical understanding of 
its citizens as a labor export, a regional tradition founded in Mozambican 
migration to South Africa since the middle of the nineteenth century. 
Africans thus emerged as victims and agents in these complex stories of 
internationally mobile African labor. The migrants were indeed being 
exploited, not least by their own governments, but this did not mean that 
they could not use the scheme to their own ends.

There is a long tradition of seeing Africa either as isolated from or a 
victim of globalization. Demonstrating the untenability of this idea is one 
of the key ideas of this book. Angola and Mozambique were enthusiastic 
participants in socialist globalization. Samora Machel, Agostinho Neto, 
and Erich Honecker shared a dream of a bright socialist future of global 
equality. They propagated scientific socialism and industrial development. 
They also believed in coercion as the best way to achieve their goals. Was 
the failure of this dream to achieve the envisioned industrial development 
in Africa a missed opportunity? Counterfactuals are notoriously difficult. 
We will never know what might have happened had Angola and 
Mozambique not been ravaged by civil war right through the period. 
What we do know is that we cannot continue telling the histories of social-
ist Angola, socialist Mozambique, and East Germany in purely national 
terms. This book, if it does nothing else, demonstrates that international 
connections shaped lives from the working class to political elites. In so 
doing it is part of a recent trend that examines the migration of African 
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politicians, exiles, and students to the Second World, but has not, until 
now, paid much attention to migration of workers.76

The Cold War shaped options for politicians and migrants alike. The 
MPLA and FRELIMO won their anticolonial wars with help from the 
socialist world. They were then able to stay in power and ultimately win 
drawn-out civil wars. Africans were therefore self-interested actors in the 
Cold War. The Cold War also shaped options for political, economic, and 
scientific-technical cooperation partners for Angola and Mozambique. 
Labor and education cooperation agreements with East Germany paral-
leled exchanges with Cuba, the Soviet Union, and others.77 Escaping war 
at home was a great motivation for young potential worker-trainees to 
migrate to East Germany. Indeed, just as the civil wars were in large part 
manifestations of the Cold War and would have been less likely to have 
lasted so long without it, the migration schemes themselves would have 
almost certainly not existed in the form that they did without the Cold 
War. They were as much part of the Cold War as the Berlin Blockade or 
the Bay of Pigs invasion. The Cold War simultaneously engendered hot 
wars in Africa and enabled new international relationships between social-
ist nations and individuals.

Young Angolan and Mozambican migrants in Eastern Europe partici-
pated in the making of socialism. While their political leaders shaped 
socialism in Angola and Mozambique on the policy level, it was the 
migrants who acted out on the everyday stage what it meant to be socialist 
New Men and New Women and ambassadors for their home country. 
They spoke about their lives in Nampula or Namibe to their East German 
colleagues during coffee breaks; they learned East German workers’ songs 
and sang Mozambican and Angolan revolutionary songs with their East 
German brigades. On return, they debated the socialist revolutions at 
home and compared them with the East German socialist reality they 
encountered, framing East Germany, much as Samora Machel had done, 
as a model socialist state.78

Workers spent time learning technical knowledge as well as Marxist- 
Leninist ideas. On a practical level, they produced goods to support and 
maintain the East German economy. They also consumed some of the 
goods they produced to support their family members at home through 
material remittances. They further used their socialist migration to invest 
in and capitalize on the goods they needed to start their personal lives as 
heads of families upon their return home.
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Moreover, as intimate strangers the workers showed the extent and 
limits of East German solidarity with African revolutionaries. They repre-
sented their home countries, were welcomed as friends and brothers, but 
were also kept apart. However, workers also broke away from the official 
scripts and created private relationships with host families, friends, and 
romantic partners. This helped their integration into German society. One 
legacy of this is the generation of Afro-Germans who grew up after the 
workers had come to East Germany.

As the migrants faced gender and racial discrimination, their East 
German lives reminded them of socialism’s limited ability to render race 
and gender meaningless through the supposed power of working-class 
identity. Until 1989, pregnant foreign workers were sent back home to 
give birth or were forced to abort if they wanted to continue in Europe. 
Toward the end of the period, racism and xenophobia spiked and made 
life for foreigners unbearable. The oral histories reveal that the East 
German state had enforced the illegality of racism fairly well in the public 
realm. However, as its power began to crumble and its citizens were sub-
jected to dramatic political and economic changes and finally the dissolu-
tion of their state, racism and xenophobia could no longer be contained or 
suppressed.

The workers tested the limits of the socialist state’s ability to control 
their lives. Following the narratives of the interviewees, we have shifted 
from presenting a society of stasis, want, and state control to include sto-
ries of consumerism, interracial romantic relationships, mobility, and rac-
ism and xenophobia. These things were all bound up with each other. 
Workers shaped their own lives, for instance by engaging in romantic rela-
tionships with East Germans, by working overtime to increase their earn-
ings, by exchanging money on the black market to buy Western goods, or 
by asking students to bring back items from shopping trips to the West. 
Surveillance was uneven, allowing some workers to move out of their dor-
mitories and create parallel private lives with German host families or 
romantic partners. Others had to register daily and needed to be creative 
to get any of the outside world into their lives, for example by smuggling 
visitors into their quarters.

After the workers returned to Mozambique and Angola, many scram-
bled to make a living in the informal market economy, or in the service 
industry as security guards, waiters, or taxi drivers. With the collapse of 
socialism, the workers’ personal and professional dreams and their role in 
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their home country’s development were thwarted. However, they did not 
simply leave East Germany behind. The took it with them. They did their 
best to East Germanize Mozambique and Angola, whether through the 
many German goods that flooded the parallel Mozambican markets in the 
early 1990s, or through their return with German mannerisms, often 
embodied in a direct communication style, a penchant for planning and 
punctuality, or a male interest in domestic chores. This behavior rendered 
them different from those that stayed, and it earned them the label 
“German” or madjerman.

Interviewing former worker-trainees about their memories has revealed 
the enduring legacies of their past experiences in their present lives. This 
might include a biracial child, the German language, memorabilia or con-
sumer goods from East Germany on display, or an investment in the ongo-
ing political demands for repayment of transfers made during their time as 
foreign workers in East Germany. These are among the many unintended 
legacies. The migrants’ lives are reminders of the socialist pasts on which 
the present is built.

Is this an Afro-pessimistic narrative? A story of national decline? It is 
not. Neither is this an uncritical celebration of socialism. It is a story of loss 
and gain, of movement and stasis, of hope and despair. It tells the ambi-
guity of dreams and imagination, and the details of daily life between East 
Germany, Angola, and Mozambique. Following James Ferguson’s call to 
think productively with narratives of decline, we have dealt here with the 
migrants’ narratives of loss and eastalgia and we have tried to adopt their 
perspective and understand what it means to them and for their world.79 A 
diverse group of migrants responded in myriad ways to the post-return 
losses they suffered. Some asked difficult questions about inclusivity and 
development in their home countries and found a collective voice to chal-
lenge the status quo. They marched to demand the repayment of withheld 
wages and raised their voices against corruption. Others wrote poetry or 
composed songs in which their migration experience lived on. Still others 
distanced themselves from their migration experience as they successfully 
integrated into the formal labor market. Even those at the margins are 
agents of change, their stubborn dreams and protest an act of resistance 
against despair.
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conclusIon

Eastalgia demonstrates that, in addition to skills training and intercultural 
knowledge, migrants left East Germany with an identification with a 
supranational socialist identity. Moreover, they remember having enjoyed 
a certain standard of public goods and amenities against which they mea-
sure their post-return lives. These included public transport, health ser-
vices, contract labor, union activity, subsidized housing and basic 
necessities, and leisure time activities. Many of these things were spon-
sored by the state or by the companies that they worked for. Seeing Angola 
and Mozambique through the eyes of socialist cosmopolitans, they judge 
things differently to their compatriots. They demand an accountable state 
and an amelioration of their living conditions. It is through the agency of 
the migrant workers, their practices and memories, that they have impacted 
societies in Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany and continue to rei-
magine them.

Studying life histories has provided a new perspective on the history of 
socialist solidarity and its aftermath in Angola and Mozambique. Socialist 
education and labor migration shaped the awareness of an entire genera-
tion of post-independence Angolans and Mozambicans who were edu-
cated in the socialist world from independence in 1975 until the collapse 
of socialism in 1990. The technical knowledge and the soft skills they 
learned abroad continued to shape the social, economic, and political life 
of their home countries.

These life histories also illustrate how the education and training 
exchanges of the Cold War era facilitated links for nations which under 
colonialism had been denied international links outside of that with the 
colonial metropole. Angola and Mozambique could now be independent 
drivers of connection with countries around the world, such as Cuba, the 
Soviet Union, and other Eastern European states. The Third World and 
the Second World worked together so that the former could become part 
of the latter. The migration circuits whose stories constitute this book 
would not have been possible without these socialist axes. Following 
Africans abroad and analyzing the impact that the global geopolitical cli-
mate had on Angolan and Mozambican national politics and economic 
development helps us arrive at a more nuanced and inclusive picture of 
post-independence history.

On one hand, the migration of unskilled Angolans and Mozambicans 
to Germany is now a faint memory of a bygone era. The German 
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Democratic Republic, the People’s Republics of Mozambique, and the 
People’s Republic of Angola have all ceased to exist. On the other, the 
legacies of these migrations continue today in the lives of their partici-
pants. African socialist migrations remain alive through the way former 
participants exert their will on the present.
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CHAPTER 8

Epilogue: Transnational Sojourners, Intimate 
Strangers, and Workers of the World

The transnational dimension of the labor migration programs between 
Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany is vividly illustrated by Dito 
Tembe’s 2021 painting Remembering the GDR (Fig. 8.1). Pedro Jeremias 
Tembe, alias Dito, was born in Maputo and lived in Schwerin between 
1985 and 1989. There, he worked at the VEB Kombinat Lederwaren, a 
factory producing leather goods. The twenty-five-year-old Dito decided 
to leave Mozambique mainly for economic reasons and initially sought a 
way to migrate to South Africa, but eventually an opportunity to go to 
East Germany presented itself. In Germany, despite demanding shift work, 
he was able to carve out time to continue to paint. He also regularly 
attended courses in drawing and art at the cultural center in Schwerin. His 
passion for art and music connected him to East Germans and other inter-
national visitors, and he remains in contact with some of his old friends. 
These enduring friendships have enabled Dito to travel back to Schwerin 
several times to exhibit his work.1 Since his return to Maputo, he has 
become a well-known painter. He, too, is hopeful that compensation pay-
ments will still be forthcoming and he still visits other madjerman in the 
park in downtown Maputo, whenever he can find the time to do so.

The slogan “workers of the world” is inspired by Marcel van der Linden’s 
Workers of the World: Essays toward a Global Labor History (Leiden; Boston: 
Brill), 2008.
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Fig. 8.1 Remembering the GDR, painted by Dito Tembe, 2021

Remembering the GDR strikingly illustrates the dualities that have been 
the central theme of this book. The city scene on the left features a gray 
Berlin winter’s day, while the right side of the image shows the sun bath-
ing a factory and its workers in warm light. The upper half of the image 
depicts the East German cityscape as Dito remembers it, while the bottom 
half shines light on figures who appear to be Mozambican. These moods, 
people, and places, even if they sometimes  appear contradictory at first 
sight, played an important role in the lives of the worker-trainees, and 
accordingly take their place together on one canvas. In the same vein, this 
book embraces the dualities of the migrant experience, bringing them into 
one narrative through a lens of dichotomies: the state and the individual, 
working and consuming, integration and exclusion, loss and gain, the past 
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and the remembered past. These dualities coexist and mold this story of 
African migration to the Eastern Bloc.

Dito’s painting centers the figures of two workers of nondescript age 
and ambiguous gender and race. The first worker—the one in the spot-
light—is dressed in blue dungarees, wielding a hammer in the left hand 
and a spanner in the right. Their gaze is turned upwards, following their 
raised fist, toward the sun, imagining a brighter future. Behind, the face of 
the second worker emerges. The composition is reminiscent of the depic-
tion of workers around the world in contemporary socialist chromatist 
images.2 The image confronts the observer with the central theme of this 
book: the labor migration of young Mozambicans and Angolans to East 
Germany. Like this book, the image is a product of the twenty-first cen-
tury, and is thus as much about the present moment as it is about the last 
few decades of the Cold War. Dito’s painting does not attempt to show 
the totality of the labor migration program; similarly, this book is neither 
intended to be a total or comprehensive history of the labor programs 
between Angola, Mozambique, and East Germany, nor is it a full record 
of the manifold migratory connections between these countries. In this 
book, like in the image, the state takes a back seat to the individual experi-
ence. The German state is relegated to the margins of Dito’s canvas. The 
emblems of East Germany are clearly visible, but are clearly secondary to 
the two aspiring figures which are the centerpiece of the work: an impres-
sionistic East German flag, the tricolor of black, red, and yellow, and a 
hazy rendering of the emblem of East Germany, the compass and hammer 
surrounded by a ring of rye. This book, much like Dito’s painting, fore-
grounds the workers’ own agendas.

The complexity of the bottom-up perspective—the multiple, overlap-
ping, and fluid motives of the migrants—challenges prevailing concepts of 
socialist migrants as passive participants in state-led schemes and stagnant 
definitions of labor migration. The workers had myriad motivations to 
sign up for a labor and training program roughly 9000 km (or 5600 miles) 
to the north of their home. This truth reveals the epithet “labor migra-
tions” to be a shorthand for complex decisions involving a deeply personal 
mix of a desire for education, to flee war, to travel to Europe, and to earn 
money for consumer goods and remittances. The workers’ consumption 
ranged from entertainment goods like videos, TVs, compact discs, and 
sound systems, to household items like dishes, fridges, and ovens, to bicy-
cles, MZ motorbikes, and even used cars. Worker-trainees bought necessi-
ties and luxury items for immediate consumption either by themselves or 
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through their friends and family at home and in Germany. Much of their 
buying was future-oriented and intended for their own and their families’ 
futures in Africa. Perhaps the shadowy figures on the left-hand side of 
Dito’s painting hint at the families and friends who always traveled in spirit 
and memory with the migrants. Migrants did not leave Africa behind 
when the airplane door closed behind them. As the central depiction of 
the two laborers in the composition of the painting makes clear, 
Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World is a book that 
centers the human stories of the workers, their life course, experiences, 
and memories and follows their transnational sojourns in a socialist world.

Dito’s painting resonates with this book in other ways too. The factory 
and the tools the workers carry evoke the centrality of the factory floor for 
the labor migration program. It was here that workers became workers, 
negotiated their working conditions, and labored to meet production 
quotas. Following the workers’ oral histories, the importance emerges of 
seeing worker-trainees as both producers and consumers. Socialism held 
the promise of uniting production and consumption, an insight of central 
importance to the laboring sojourners. The helmeted workers in the paint-
ing suggest a certain uniformity of experience and hint at the formation of 
worker-trainees into workers in a double sense. They received language 
and skills training, albeit at times rather limited, to manage their new jobs. 
But more than that, working at an East German factory was intended to 
forge workers’ new identities: blue-collar socialist workers, the vanguard 
of the new Angola and Mozambique. They were New Men and Women. 
These new identities were to stay with the migrants long after their return. 
The migrants saw and still see production and consumption through the 
lens of their experiences in the postcolonial conflict economies at home. 
This meant that they read these two facets of economic life radically differ-
ently to those who see capitalist economies as the benchmark of success. 
The experience of the East German socialist consumer economy from the 
perspective of producers and consumers from the global South offers 
insights into German, Angolan, and Mozambican histories that only a 
transnational history can offer.

Behind the two central workers in Remembering the GDR we see the 
blurry contours of a female shadow emerging on the horizon. According 
to the artist, she symbolizes the emancipation of East German women, 
which left a deep impression on him as a young man.3 In this book, East 
German women emerge as cultural compasses, facilitating orientation in a 
foreign society and allowing for limited two-way integration of workers 
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into East German private lives. This provided migrants with a certain 
agency away from the blueprints of the state-led migration programs. 
German women played different roles in the lives of the labor migrants, 
most commonly as partners, mothers of children, and lovers. Both female 
and male labor migrants commented on the apparent freedom of “the 
East German woman” and the seemingly equal household relations they 
witnessed in East Germany. Even if much of this remained in the fantasy 
of the worker-trainees, mysterious like the woman in this image, the fact 
that these memories remain central tells us about the transformed under-
standing of gender relations and the role of women that many young 
worker-trainees experienced abroad and brought back home.

Dito’s painting features many people: some are recognizable as 
Mozambican; others remain of ambiguous provenance. Their centrality 
underlines the importance of human relationships to the labor migrants at 
the same time as it forebodes a life between inclusion and exclusion. As 
intimate strangers, labor migrants became part of life in neighborhood 
bars, discos, and shops. They invited guests into their hostels where pos-
sible. They negotiated and adapted the strict rules demarcating what was 
considered as proper socialist behavior. They became immersed in East 
German family lives and started families of their own, despite governmen-
tal attempts of all involved states to maintain distance between the East 
German population and the international guests. While many a worker- 
trainee learned how to subvert the barriers, they remained distant, differ-
ent, intimate strangers.

Perhaps the gray figures moving toward the city in the painting are 
African contract laborers walking into their partly cold and dark East 
German futures. There was much that was difficult for the temporary 
sojourners: the weather, unfamiliar foodstuffs, the monotony of shift 
work. But most of all, they had to contend with exclusion. Exclusion oper-
ated on many levels. There was sexism, racism, and xenophobia. Sexist and 
ethnic tensions came to the fore within the groups of Mozambican and 
Angolan laborers and xenophobia also occurred between workers from 
Angola and Mozambique. Racism and xenophobia were the two most 
paramount problems in interactions with the East German host. In offi-
cially anti-fascist, anti-imperialist, and anti-racist East Germany, racialized 
thinking survived behind the propaganda, unquestioned from colonial 
times and the Nazi period. While some East German officials addressed 
racism in word and deed, they were not trained to see the racism in their 
own prejudices and interpretations of what occurred, often labeling racist 
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acts within the euphemistic categorizations of the East German state like 
antisocial behavior, rowdyism, or the deeds of a lone wolf. A state which 
literally walled off its citizens behind an “antifascist barrier” (as the Berlin 
Wall was called), allegedly to “protect” them from what was different, did 
not prepare its citizens to welcome black African migrants in an open- 
minded way. Many people turned away, although others were drawn to 
the exotic. Details pertaining to the labor migrations were not readily 
available to the public in East Germany, Angola, or Mozambique, and 
rumors about those who were perceived as foreign were rife in all these 
countries. And yet, as workers tell, the worst was to come only after the 
Wende, when racism reached unprecedented and unbearable levels and 
influenced the return decision of many workers.

The mass return of 1990 brought about a new distance between East 
German life and life in Angola and Mozambique. Dito’s painting deals 
with this theme of distance in several ways. Firstly, the medium of trans-
port which the migrants took to and from East Germany, right in the 
middle of the painting’s sky: the airplane in which the workers journeyed 
back and forth along the longitude of labor. Secondly, the shoreline in the 
right lower middle section of the painting, which catches the viewer’s eye. 
This scene, too, remains ambiguous. Two women with their backs turned 
toward the spectator—one might be German, while the other could be 
Mozambican—are gazing out over a large body of water, which could be 
simultaneously read as the Indian Ocean or the Baltic Sea. And lastly, the 
pastel color scheme of the whole image suggests a certain distance to the 
spectator. Though we are seeing some elements clearly, the painting has a 
dreamlike quality, like a painted memory. It is an artistic rendition of a 
lived recollection.

Read in this way, the image is a symbol of socialism’s afterlife. Perhaps 
the woman balancing a clay pot of water on her head and the man gazing 
out of the picture are returned workers, who, after years on the factory 
floor, resumed a rural way of life in the early 1990s. These figures are 
painted in earthy colors and they do not bear distinct regional or ethnic 
markers, which might symbolize the unity of all Mozambicans. It was this 
idea of a single, unified nation with which the young workers were imbued 
during socialist nation-building under Samora Machel. They were to serve 
as its ambassadors on the East German factory floor and they were to 
return to help develop their home country as part of a new working class 
in the making. What had previously been a rather abstract idea became 
concrete to workers when they were sent abroad in ethnically and 
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regionally mixed groups in which they lived, worked, and trained. They 
returned from East Germany with a strong group identity maintained 
until this day. While this was less pronounced with the Angolans, organi-
zations that represent the workers operate across regional and ethnic bor-
ders there, too.

Workers lost many things upon return. Necessity made them part with 
many of the goods they had brought from Germany, while many lost the 
opportunity to pursue a blue-collar work life with health insurance and 
pension entitlements. Others lost their status as big men and women, oth-
ers still their ties to Germany and family members, and most lost at least a 
portion of the wages for which they had labored in East Germany. They 
also lost their belief in the development of Angola and Mozambique 
through industrialization as they saw that there was limited place for blue- 
collar workers in the new Angola and Mozambique. But the workers’ 
return was not all loss. In hardship many found collective agency, and in 
their abandonment many forged solidarity with each other inside and out-
side of returned workers’ organizations. In their difference many 
Mozambicans have formed a lasting identity as madjerman. Workers were 
transformed by their migration abroad and some gained different view-
points on gender equality or sexuality, while others took to the streets to 
fight for the repayment of outstanding wages and benefits. The Angolan 
workers successfully settled with their government. These losses and gains 
were two sides of the same coin.

Memories are not exact imprints of the past in our minds. Rather, they 
distort and shape anew, influenced by what those who remember have 
experienced after the memory was acquired and by the modes of recall of 
the memory itself. The painting’s cityscape features the Berlin TV Tower 
and a church, but otherwise it looks more like an American city with sky-
scrapers than the East Berlin of the workers’ migration experience. It is 
worth pausing on the towering quality of the buildings. Angolan and 
Mozambican former contract workers look back upon their socialist 
migration from their twenty-first-century vantage point with eastalgia, a 
longing that is simultaneously a historical outcome and moral-political 
critique of their present-day governments. It has a restorative dimension 
to it, which is expressed in the strong community among returned 
migrants. It is multicausal and combines a longing for one’s youth with a 
longing for an imagined modernity and materiality of the past, and nur-
tures ongoing political claim-making. In Dito’s painting the observer’s 
eye is caught by a white peace dove to the right of the central figures. It 
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has a sprig of clover in its beak. It is an immediately recognizable interna-
tional symbol for peace and, despite being of biblical origin, became ubiq-
uitous in East Germany, particularly through Pablo Picasso’s rendition of 
the theme. Dito’s dove symbolizes peace and solidarity between socialist 
nations, something that many worker-trainees at the time of their migra-
tion placed their hopes in but later came to understand much more criti-
cally. To me, it also echoes their eastalgic memories and serves as a symbol 
for the dreams of the young worker-trainees for leading peaceful, happy 
lives and their willingness to cross continents to pursue these dreams.

In Remembering the GDR, global, socialist, and traditional southern 
Mozambican influences cleverly merge into a single composition, much as 
the labor migrants’ lives have been shaped by their experiences. They 
became socialist cosmopolitans, mobile along socialist axes from South to 
North and returned to a life often, but not always, at the margins of 
Angolan and Mozambican society. This book draws upon my composite 
reading of individual life histories to paint a collective history of Angolan 
and Mozambican socialist labor migration to East Germany and its lega-
cies. “The problem with historical events which are intricately interwoven 
is that, the better to understand their constituent elements, we have to 
pull them apart,” argues Tony Judt. “But in order to see the story in its 
plentitude, you have to interweave those elements back together again. … 
Separatism falsifies one part of the story; its absence has a comparably dis-
torting impact on something else.”4 Following the lives of the workers 
across temporal, political, and geographical divides brings together what 
might otherwise be seen as separate. The lives of the labor migrants tran-
scend simplistic dichotomies often connected to concepts such as the Cold 
War, East–West, and the global South and North. Instead, the protago-
nists of this story are simultaneously recipients of and contributors to 
German, Angolan, and Mozambican life. My focus on the workers’ experi-
ences and corresponding selection of threads has been intended to create 
a reading of a Cold War migration from the perspectives of those who 
migrated and through that experience have come to re-evaluate East 
German, Angolan, and Mozambican postcolonial and (post)-socialist 
histories.
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The SpaceS BeTween Second and Third worldS

The interconnected socialist world led to a temporary integration of 
Africans into the Second World and, via the cosmopolitan travelers, of the 
Second World into the Third. With the implosion of socialism, these axes 
of connectivity waned. As the former Secretary General of the United 
Nations—Boutros Boutros-Ghali—aptly remarked, with the collapse of 
socialism the Iron Curtain moved southwards, to the middle of the 
Mediterranean, where it seeks to divide Europe from Africa.5 An increas-
ingly fast-paced capitalist globalization has not necessarily brought down 
barriers. We only need to think about legal travel opportunities into the 
heart of Europe for unskilled Africans. This contemporary comprehen-
sion, coupled with a deeper knowledge of the complex web of linkages 
provided by the socialist world, avoids reinscribing a teleological narrative 
of increased connections under capitalist globalization. It reveals a socialist 
globalization process that existed in parallel and yet was intertwined.

This book, like Dito’s painting, renders obvious that even though we 
cannot say exactly where the socialist world started and where it ended, 
socialism created new spaces between countries that we need to study 
from all involved angles, including Latin America, Asia, and Africa, as well 
as Europe and the Soviet Union.6 Too often, the communist world is 
equated with the Iron Curtain, borders, and barbed wire, and its collapse 
with the eradication of said barriers and the inexorable spread of liberal 
capitalism. The convergence of history in geographically distant socialist 
countries was no accident, nor was it a path-dependent development that 
came out of prior colonial entanglements. Instead, it was intentional. The 
study of the socialist world, then, is also the study of an aspirational 
world—an imagined better future—on which the worker in Dito’s paint-
ing is concentrating. Such study allows us to zoom in on a time period in 
which Africans and their counterparts around the socialist world imagined 
an alternative to colonial and capitalist development and acted on these 
imaginings to shape the fraught realities of countless lives. Taking the 
socialist world seriously as an analytical concept means studying the his-
tory of the many possibilities that contemporaries envisioned. It demands 
that we take seriously the manifold dreams and desires of workers, stu-
dents, diplomats, technical experts, union members, journalists, and mili-
tary personnel and pay attention to the many small, haphazard, and 
ambiguous ways in which the grand notions of socialist internationalism 
influenced the lives of transnational sojourners.
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As part of scholarship dedicated to revealing the scope and functioning 
of the socialist world, this transnational labor migration story can never be 
confined to a national container, told as only East German, Angolan, or 
Mozambican history. Betty Banks, Robin d’Avignon, and Asif Siddiqi 
have thought about a very similar historical space created between conti-
nents and called it the “African-Soviet modern.” The space they seek to 
demarcate with this designation is characterized by “an asymmetrical com-
bination of aspiration, materiality, and practice that was rooted in diverse 
African states and in the Soviet Union.”7 Similarly, Eric Burton, Anne 
Dietrich, Immanuel Harisch, and myself have, along with the authors in 
our edited volume, devoted attention to the study of the “encounters, 
moorings and (dis)entanglements … between people from various African 
states and East Germany.”8 Both works remain somewhat imbalanced as 
they take countries in the north, the Soviet Union and East Germany 
respectively, and seek to explore their relationships with various African 
countries. These are, however, important starting points for mapping the 
socialist world along axes connecting Africa and Europe. Elsewhere, I have 
called for the construction and deconstruction of a “Black East” to bring 
to the fore the manifold roles of African actors from Havana to Vladivostok.9 
While this writing of black histories (and their integration into what 
remain mainly white histories) remains an important project across Central 
and Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, studying the socialist world as 
a series of migration axes goes one step further in attempting to write 
interconnected, entangled histories. They cannot be told without giving 
weight to different geographies and their attendant histories.

Between the 1950s and the 1980s, socialism served as a doctrine of eco-
nomic development but also of nation-building. Moreover, it functioned as 
theory to critique and overcome colonialism. Looking back from today, the 
socialist world seems fleeting. Its teleology of a future-oriented notion of 
progress has forfeited much of its attractiveness. On both sides of the trans-
national exchange, the bureaucrats in the socialist world were interested in 
state planning and production, infrastructural development, in scientific 
expertise, in skilled labor, in linguistic and cultural knowledge, and in politi-
cal know-how. Socialism also provided a point of engagement between the 
various newly independent states on the African continent and the various 
states in the Second World such as the Comecon members but also 
Yugoslavia and China. The Soviet Bloc was not the only major player in the 
socialist world. There was competition within the Eastern Bloc for the hearts 
and minds of the global South. Tens of thousands of people across the 
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Second and Third Worlds, who contributed to building transnational axes 
between socialist countries, adopted socialist dreams, and filled the planned 
cooperation with meaning. This was, as we have seen, far from a smooth 
process. It included misunderstandings and unexpected developments as 
well as constant reminders of asymmetrical relationships. Histories of (dis)
entanglements within the socialist world are bound to be complex, messy, 
contradictory, and ambiguous. In short, in this respect they were everything 
the planners involved envisioned them not to be.

Just as Dito’s painting combines Mozambican and East German ele-
ments to tell a hybrid story, the study of the global socialist world cannot 
be undertaken from one place alone but must be studied in transnational 
and translocal ways that consciously contribute to coloring the contours of 
an alternative socialist world, drawing closer together Africa and the East. 
This promises multi-layered, connected histories rooted in specific places 
and histories, hopefully without losing sight of the global entanglements 
and disentanglements of which they form a part. The flattened histories 
that result from understanding the socialist only from the Second World’s 
perspective can be dangerous for Africa. Not only can the continent be 
painted as passive recipient of socialist aid and expertise, but also as the 
place from which people left. This detracts from seeing the continent as the 
origin of transformations, as a site of knowledge creation and adaptation of 
socialist ideas and practices. An example of this is the migration literature 
about Africans who moved to the Second World. Literature on African 
students all over the Eastern Bloc rarely traces their experiences back to the 
continent. Literature on labor migrations within the socialist world is pri-
marily studied through the archives across the “East,” and, in the case of 
the German literature, remains siloed in a national frame. Examining the 
socialist world adds nuance to a bifurcated twentieth- century African tem-
porality, divided into colonial and postcolonial periods.10 It also challenges 
simplistic depictions of the continent as a passive victim of Cold War geo-
politics. Instead, it draws our attention to the complex and ambiguous 
work of building nation states from colonial structures in an asymmetric 
world. In so doing, the study of the socialist world gives the continent a 
meaningful place in a profoundly global encounter.

Studying East German history in this framework contributes to revers-
ing its fate as a border region, a mere footnote to world history.11 This 
book has embedded East Germany into a global socialist world from the 
perspective of labor migrants who to a certain degree appropriated a 
tightly controlled migration regime for their own goals and subverted East 
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German ideas of labor migration in the process. The vivid world that 
springs from the pages of the book belies Thomas Lindenberger’s state-
ment that “the thin stream of migrant or contract workers from the Global 
South […] working in the GDR and the GDR’s engagements in interna-
tional trade, economic aid and humanitarianism […] have contributed 
very little to the actual globalization at large.”12 Operating with a more 
expansive understanding of globalizations in the plural and as multi- 
layered and multiscalar processes, this book has demonstrated the large 
and small ways in which labor migrants have structurally and spontane-
ously contributed to bringing distant parts of the global socialist world 
together. It has also shed light on the ongoing legacies that continue to 
bind post-socialist Angola, Mozambique, and Germany.

Painted more than three decades after the return of most of the work-
ers, Dito’s image echoes many of the central tenets to which the young 
worker-trainees subscribed and, on some level, continue to subscribe. It is 
a nostalgic vision, a syncretic expression of the Mozambican Afro-socialism 
and East German socialism. The painting is evocative of socialist celebra-
tions of progress through work but interprets this anew, skillfully inter-
weaving Mozambican and East German elements. In so doing it emits a 
hopeful, future-centered quality while at the same time appearing as a 
dream once dreamed.

The labor program transformed young Angolans and Mozambicans 
into workers and socialist cosmopolitans. They contributed with their 
labor power to the East German and to the Angolan and Mozambican 
economies (albeit not always in expected ways). Their transnational 
sojourn taught those East Germans who interacted with the friends from 
abroad about the small stuff of the everyday as lived elsewhere: Angolan 
and Mozambican bands, dishes, words, and ways of praying. It taught 
Mozambicans and Angolans not only the German language, work ethic, 
customs, and socialism as practiced in Central Europe, but also about the 
unintended, such as notions of gender equality and possibilities of con-
sumption. The post-socialist reverberations of the program have led peo-
ple in Angola, Mozambique, Germany, and elsewhere to continue to 
reflect on the meanings and debts incurred through this entanglement. 
Remembering African Labor Migration to the Second World has plotted the 
perspectives of labor migrants based on their memories. There remains 
much scope to trace other forms of migrations, of mobilities, and of (dis)
entanglements. Hopefully, in so doing we can continue the project of 
mapping the transnational world that was created in the space in between 
the Second and the Third Worlds.
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